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Preface

To the non-expert, cell signalling is daunting. Even for a specialist, straying from one

area of signalling to an unfamiliar one can be somewhat testing.

The scientific literature now features signal transduction maps that, at first sight,

appear to be bewildering collections of coloured blobs connected by circuitous lines and

arrows. This is an undeniably efficient way to contain the burgeoning knowledge base,

but without an understanding of the underlying fundamentals, such maps are as

inscrutable as electronic circuits are to those ignorant of the function of resistors and

capacitors. Fortunately, just like electronic circuits, cell signalling pathways are con-

structed from a limited number of types of components that rely upon a small number of

discrete mechanisms of action. Indeed, this is exactly the analogy that Rodbell used

when proposing that a ‘transducer’ (G protein) laid between the multiple information

‘discriminators’ (receptors) and the signal ‘amplifier’ (effector enzyme).

My aim is to break signalling down into common elements and activities – the ‘nuts

and bolts’ of cellular information exchange.And, aswe shall see, signalling is really just

a series of recognition events that lead to either simple binding and conformational

change or catalysis.

In order to explore adequately the molecular details of transduction components and

their interactions, I have focused on 7-pass and single-pass receptor signalling. Unfor-

tunately, space and time constraints did not permit coverage of neural and visual

signalling; similarly, ion channels are not covered in detail, and adhesion- and cytokine

signalling are not discussed.

What is in the book. . .

The book begins with basic principles, including a historical account of key discoveries

and their impact, a simplified treatment of classical mathematical methods of quantita-

tion, and a survey of structural domains and linear peptide signatures of the commonest

transduction molecules. To give the book a narrative, I have focused on metabolic

signalling and the control of cell cycle progression because all the key players (G

proteins, 2nd messengers, kinases, adaptors) are present and these pathways, being the

longest studied, are relatively well understood. As you shall see, however, understand-

ing of even these venerable pathways and networks is still in a partial state of flux.

Finally, I have done my best to clarify the alternative nomenclatures, numberings and

terminologies that have emerged from the diverse specialities that now exist within cell

signalling.

I have deliberately used the freeware molecular rendering programme RasMol

throughout to encourage readers to try it for themselves (simple instructions are in the

Appendix). Just remember: successful use of molecular graphics depends upon being

able to find your bearings in a (perhaps unfamiliar) linear sequence by relating it to



conserved motifs and known three dimensional structural homologues. Furthermore,

one must always bear in mind that the sequence numbering in coordinate files from an

X-ray or NMR study is not always the same as the native sequence numbering because

proteins are often truncated to aid crystallisation. Lastly, always read the source paper

before attempting to examine the structural model.

For the past half century, our understanding ofmetabolic and signalling pathways has

beenbuilt from invitromeasurements of the activities of individual components isolated

from homogenised cells, the behaviour of the entire pathway being inferred mathema-

tically by summation. Recently, however, modern techniques increasingly allow whole

pathways to be monitored in single living cells. The familiar paradigms of metabolic

pools and ‘control point’ enzymes (derived, in vitro, from kinetic assays of individual

glycolytic enzymes) has been challenged by ‘metabolic control theory’ developed from

global analysis of glycolytic flux in living whole cells. Similarly, the paradigm of signal

amplification by soluble protein kinase cascades has been modified by the discovery of

‘scaffolding proteins’, which hold kinases and their downstream kinase substrates in

one-to-one cassette-like complexes. New real-time receptor binding assay methodolo-

gies (surface plasmon resonance, microcalorimetry) increasingly allow measurements

of on- and off-rate constants (k1 and k2) of native ligands to be obtained – something

previously difficult to measure using labelled ligands.

The 21st century is likely to be dominated by the study of the cell physiological

functions of protein-to-protein interactions as they occur in whole cells. Bothmetabolic

and signal transduction research are in a sense coming full circle to the realisation that

one only really gets a true picture of how pathways work by looking at them in their

entiretyand in their natural environment: the complex, crowded and elasticmilieu of the

living cell.We have taken the clock to pieces, nowwe are putting it back together again.

John Nelson
April 2007
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1
The components and foundations
of signalling

Endocrine glands produce hormones that act as first messengers, informing other tissues about

the external environment, overall energy status, etc., on a strictly ‘need-to-know’ basis. Tissues

that do not need to respond to a given first messenger may lack a functional receptor or pathway

for that signal. Firstmessengers (except steroids) cannot enter the cell, and so elaborate ways of

transducing the signal to the intracellular compartments must be employed. Some receptors

couple with an effector enzyme that produces a second messenger inside the cell. These second

messengers are almost invariably charged or membrane bound and therefore cannot leave the

cell. The final stages in the transduction of the signal usually involve the activation of down-

stream protein kinase enzymes, often by direct binding of the second messenger. Downstream

kinases are mostly serine/threonine kinases and they activate (or inactivate) target proteins by

phosphorylation.

The biological response that a cell makes to a received signal can also vary. cAMP-inducing

catabolic signals such as adrenaline activate glycolysis in the heart but have an opposite effect

in the liver. This is due to the differential effects of PKA phosphorylation on the different

isoforms of an effector enzyme that either makes or breaks down the second messenger,

fructose-2,6-bisphosphate. In most tissues, insulin is strictly anabolic, inducing target cells

to incorporate glucose into macromolecular stores. In the heart, however, insulin uniquely

stimulates glycolysis.

Structure and Function in Cell Signalling by John Nelson
# 2008 John Wiley & Sons Ltd



A multicellular animal (metazoan) faces a major problem not shared by unicellular

forms (protozoans and prokaryotes) namely, how to integrate, organise and control the

dynamics of the diverse collection of differentiated tissues and organs that make up a

body. The most obvious means of control, of course, is the central nervous system:

one wills a skeletal muscle to move, and it moves. However, much of the signalling

between tissues is done entirely unconsciously and it is this unconscious signalling

that controls vital processes such as growth, reproduction, food and energy usage,

host defence and immunity, fight or flight responses and many other day-to-day

functions that one tends to take for granted. Some of these latter signals are initiated

by the autonomic nervous system; others are entirely hormonal with no conscious or

unconscious neuronal input.

In its widest definition, cell signalling encompasses the generation and transmission

of a signal (in the form of a blood borne first messenger, for example), the reception of

the signal (by the target cell’s receptor) and the propagation of that signal (via second

messengers, for example) within the receiving cell. Signal transduction is the process

whereby an extracellular signal is converted (or transduced) into a different form (or

forms) of intracellular signal. Transduction of the signal often results in amplification

and is frequently a multi-step process. Crucially, these processes are time-limited. In

otherwords, a signal is only allowed tobe transduced for a certain length of timebefore it

is turned off.

1.1 Definition of terms used

1.1.1 First messengers

A first messenger is an extracellular molecule that is recognised by target cells because

they possess receptors that bind the molecule specifically. This is how cells can commu-

nicate with each other – often over long distances. Cells that should not respond to a

particular firstmessengerwill lack thematching receptor.However, signal transduction in

responsive cells can be still be attenuated by either down-regulating the number of

receptors per cell, up-regulating an enzyme that inactivates the first messenger,

or desensitising the downstream intracellular transduction pathway. There are hundreds

of distinct first messengers ranging in size from large glycosylated polypeptide hormones

such as gonadotrophin, through polypeptides, tripeptides, cholesterol-like steroids to

amino acid derivatives (Figure 1.1). Smaller messengers are the neurotransmitter amine

acetyl choline and even smaller paracrine ‘hormones’: the gaseous hormones, nitric oxide

and hydrogen sulphide.

1.1.2 Glands and types of secretion

Glands can be divided roughly into exocrine and endocrine. Exocrine glands secrete

into the gastrointestinal tract or onto the surface of the body (Figure 1.2). Exocrine
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secretions generally play a digestive or protective role and are not involved in signal-

ling. Endocrine glands, on the other hand, secrete informational molecules into the

blood system. A few organs, such as the pancreas, contain both exocrine and endocrine

compartments. Not all first messengers travel through the blood; some act locally or

even self-stimulate via autocrine secretion (see Section 10.3) (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.1 First messengers
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1.1.3 Ligands

All first messengers are ‘ligands’, which simplymeans: a molecule that binds to a given

receptor protein in a specific and saturablemanner. Secondmessengers are also ligands,

but for intracellular receptors.

1.1.4 Agonists

Agonists are ligands that cause a biological response when they bind to their cognate

receptor. They include:

� the natural hormone (or first messenger);

Figure 1.2 Glands
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� synthetic analogues (or drugs) which produce a similar response when interacting

with the receptor in question – for example, adrenaline is the natural agonist, and the

analogue isoproterenol an artificial agonist, of the b-adrenergic receptor.

1.1.5 Antagonists

Antagonists are also ligands, which bind specifically and saturably to a given receptor

but without producing a cellular response. Thus, antagonists occupy the receptor,

effectively blocking the activating effects of the natural first messenger. Almost all

antagonists are human-made. Very few natural ligands are true receptor antagonists.

Figure 1.3 Informational molecules do not all travel through the circulation
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Blocking receptor pathways in nature almost always comes about by indirect antagon-

ism from another pathway.

It is likely that most polypeptide antagonists bind unproductively to the same site on

the receptor that would be occupied by the native agonist. However, synthetic catecho-

lamine ligands fall into many subcategories (Table 1.1). Undoubtedly, this multiplicity

was discovered because of the huge research effort inspired by the clinical importance of

these receptors as drug targets, the ease of synthesis of such small ligands, and the

availability of simple in vitro screens.Whether receptors for large complex ligands such

as glycoproteins also display such diverse behaviour is open to question. However it is

possible given that insulin & IGF-1 bind to different domains of InsR Ectodomain (see

Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3).

1.1.6 Receptors for first messengers

The receptors we are concerned with are large proteins that ‘receive’ information in the

form of first messengers. ‘Reception’ is by direct binding of the hormone to a specialised

ligand-binding site on the receptor. Other ‘receptors’ can act both as information receivers

and attachment factors such as the integrins that bind cells to basement membranes and

participate in platelet activation. In the broadest sense, the term ‘receptor’ also includes

non-informational receptors such as endocytic or scavenger receptors. These receptors

(the liver’s asialoglycoprotein receptor is an example) serve a waste-disposal role in the

body, mopping-up aged proteins from the circulation – they do not ‘receive’ information.

First messenger receptors fall into two broad categories: soluble or membrane-

spanning. Intracellular soluble receptors are members of the ‘zinc-coordinating

domain’ superfamily of transcription factors. Being transcription factors, they are

largely nuclear in location. They include receptors for lipophilic hormones and include

oestrogen-, androgen-, and progesterone-receptors, as well as thyroid hormone recep-

tors and those for retinoids and vitamin D3 analogues.

Membrane-spanning receptors are multi-subunit, single-pass, or 7-pass (Figure 1.4).

The multi-subunit receptors are ligand-gated ion channels that allow specific ions to

cross themembranewhen agonist-occupied, through a central pore that closes when the

Table 1.1 Ligand types

Full agonist At full receptor occupancy, elicits full
biological response

Conventional
agonists

Partial agonist Even at saturation, only a partial biological
response is elicited‡

Inverse agonist Binds to, and stabilises the inactive form of
the receptor (or converts R* to R)§

Competitive
antagonist

Binds to the same site on the receptor as
the agonist and blocks its effectsAntagonists

Noncompetitive
antagonist

Binds to a different site on the receptor
than the agonist and reduces its effects

‡ Critically depends on system tested
§ See Chapter 2
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receptor is unoccupied. These are a numerous and diverse group of fast-acting switches

that are typically made up of four or more subunits that are usually (but not always)

products of more than one gene. The nicotinic acetyl choline receptor, for example, is

made up of five subunits: two ligand-binding a-subunits and one each of b-, g- and
d-subunits. The central pore is Naþ-selective and, when activated, extracellular sodium
ions are allowed into the cell, causing local depolarisation of the membrane and

activation of voltage-gated channels.

Unfortunately, space does not permit a detailed discussion of these receptor types and

only the IP3 multi-subunit receptor will be mentioned in the text.

Receptors that have a single transmembrane helix, I shall term ‘single pass’. These are

either catalytic or non-catalytic. Non-catalytic single-pass receptors rely on recruitment of

cytoplasmic proteins (often tyrosine kinases) to transduce their signals. These include the

‘tumour necrosis factor’ receptor and the ‘cytokine receptors’such as those for the interleukins.

Again, space does not permit a detailed discussion of non-catalytic single-pass receptors.

Catalytic single-pass receptors are predominantly tyrosine kinases and can be phy-

logenically connected through catalytic domain homologies (see Appendix 1).

A smaller group are serine/threonine kinases, including the growth-inhibitory ‘trans-

forming growth factor-b’ receptor.
The receptor tyrosine kinase class of single-pass receptors play major roles in all

aspects ofmetazoan life and, being the best understood, are one focus of the present text.

Receptor tyrosine kinases, activated by polypeptide ‘growth factor’-type ligands,

phosphorylate specific intracellular substrates, and are characterised by themselves

Figure 1.4 Schematic cartoons of some membrane-spanning receptor types
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becoming tyrosine-phosphorylated. They dimerise when ligand-activated and

phosphorylate each other in the first steps in a signal transduction programme.

The evolutionary more ancient 7-pass receptors are non-catalytic, phylogenetically

linked and the single largest receptor superclass. They often become serine/threonine-

phosphorylated after signalling has peaked.

1.1.7 Second messengers

Second messengers are confined within the cell that synthesised them because all are

either charged (and thus impermeant to the cell membrane) or are incorporated into the

inner leaflet of the plasma membrane. For example, although sometimes secreted by

social amoeba, cAMP release from a cell is only possible when the membrane is

ruptured, and extracellular cAMP is thus a sign of cellular damage.

1.1.7.1 A few types of second messenger
Second messengers are generally smaller than first messengers and there are far fewer

individual types (Figure 1.5). Discrimination in cellular information processing is con-

centrated upon the large diversity of hormone receptors and extracellular cognate ligands.

Once the signal is transduced into the cell, the options are reduced. Many different

receptors may be capable of stimulating production of a common second messenger.

Second messengers are produced by ‘effector enzymes’ downstream of extracellular

receptors. The effector enzymes responsible for the synthesis of second messengers are

Figure 1.5 Second messengers
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under tight control, only being active for short bursts. Crucially, transduction systems

have the means to destroy the second messengers or sequester them when the signal

needs to be terminated.

An archetypal system is represented by the effector enzyme adenylyl (or adenylate)

cyclase that produces cAMP, which is in turn broken down by the signal-terminating

enzyme phosphodiesterase.

1.1.8 Soluble second messengers

cAMP The cyclic nucleotides cAMP and cGMP (Figure 1.5) are produced by cyclase

enzymes that useATPorGTPas substrates. ‘Adenyate’ or adenylyl cyclase enzymes are

a diverse family of membrane-spanning proteins. In mammals they have a ‘split’

catalytic that is re-united upon stimulation by a variety of upstream signals.

Calcium Calcium release from intracellular stores in the endoplasmic reticulum lumen

is controlled by ligand-gated ion channels that are receptors for inositol-1,4,

5-trisphosphate (IP3). Free calcium is maintained at a low level (around 150 nM) in

the cytosol of resting cells against a high extracellular concentration of 1–3 mM in

plasma (Figure 1.6). This low level is maintained by highly active calcium pumps that

either expel the ion to the extracellular space, or channel it into internal storage in the

endoplasmic reticulum. However, when IP3 binds to its receptors in the endoplasmic

reticulum membrane cytosolic calcium rises rapidly to around 1 mM. IP3 receptors are

calcium-selective channels that open to release the ion into the cytosol. Other sources of

calcium come from cell surface ‘store-operated’ channels that permit extracellular

calcium to refill the internal stores as well as contributing to certain types of signalling.

Finally, membrane depolarisation downstream of plasma membrane ligand-gated

sodiumchannels (like the nicotinic acetyl choline receptor) also causes external calcium

entry via voltage-gated calcium channels.

Much of calcium’s effects aremediated by binding to the ubiquitous calcium-binding

protein, calmodulin, various forms of calcium-dependent protein kinase (PKC) and the

multi-subunit phosphorylase kinase.

Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate (F-2,6-P) is produced by

phosphofructokinase-2 (PFK-2). It should not be confused with fructose-1,6-

bisphosphate (F-1,6-P). F-1,6-P is a key intermediate in the energy-harvesting glyco-

lysic pathway,whereasF-2,6-Pplays nopart in energy-generationbut instead acts solely

as a second messenger.

1.1.9 Membrane-bound second messengers

Like soluble second messengers, the key to signalling lipids is that they normally

are absent, or at a very low level, in the resting cell membrane. Phosphatidyl inositol-

4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) is an important lipid substrate for a variety of effector enzymes.
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Phospholipase C signals – diacylglycerol and IP3 Diacylglycerol (DAG) is the

product of PIP2 hydrolysis by signal-activated phospholipase C (PLC). PIP2 distribu-

tion is asymmetric: it is only found on the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane. PLC

cleavage of PIP2 yields two second messengers – the soluble hexitol IP3 and the

membrane-bound DAG – which are produced simultaneously (Figure 1.7). There is

a family of these signal-activated phospholipases, including phospholipase A and

phospholipase D, each with a characteristic cleavage each site in PIP2.

PI-3-kinase signals – PIP3 Phosphatidyl inositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate (PIP3) is the

product of the enzymic activity of an important family of signal-activate lipid kinases

that also use PIP2 as a substrate. Like DAG, PIP3 is practically absent in the plasma

membrane of resting cells.

Figure 1.6 Summary of ionic homeostasis
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Figure 1.7 Two major signalling pathways utilise the same membrane bound substrate, PIP2



Phosphoinositide-3-kinase (PI-3-kinase) familymembers are downstreameffectors of

both single-pass and 7-pass receptors and all produce the activating 3-phosphorylation of

the PI headgroup.

The PI-3-kinase family is divided into three classes1. Class 1 PI-3-kinases use PIP2 as

a substrate and produce PIP3 in response to signals from single-pass receptor tyrosine

kinases or heterotrimeric G protein b/g subunits.
Class 1A are heterodimers consisting of a large, 110 kDa, catalytic subunit (p100a,

p110b or p110d) and a smaller regulatory subunit that processes the upstream signal.

The catalytic subunits possess Ras-binding activity. Class 1A regulatory subunits, of

which several splice variants exist, are of two basic types: p85 and p55. Both types

contain a tandem pair of SH2 domains on either side of an interaction domain that binds

the catalytic subunit. The smaller p55 subunits have lost anN-terminal regulatory region

present in p85 that consists of an SH3 domain, polyproline segments and a domain

resembling a Rho/Rac-GAP (see Chapter 3).

Class 1B PI-3-kinases are typified by the p110g catalytic subunit. This class of

PI-3-kinases do not interact with SH-2 containing adaptors but instead have a unique

binding partner (p101). Class 1B types are activated by free b/g subunits released from
activated G proteins and it is the p101 regulatory subunit that mediates this activation2.

Like theClass 1Ap110a catalytic subunits, p110g also has aRas-binding domain and

it has been shown that PI-3-kinase may act as an effector of Ras. Binding of activated

Ras<GTP> increases PI-3kinase activity by 8 to 20-fold2.

Class II PI-3-kinases do not use PIP2 as a substrate, but instead use phosphatidyl

inositol-4-phosphate. They are >200 kDa and contain a calcium-binding C2 domain.

Class III types use phosphatidyl insositol only.

1.2 Historical foundations

Fortune favours the prepared mind
Louis Pasteur

I include the following brief notes on early experimentalmilestones for three reasons.

First, early serendipitous findings led to protocols still in use today and it is worth

knowing where some of these odd reagents and methods came from. Second, these

founding episodes illustrate the passion, persistence, good and bad luck, controversy

and sheer bloody-mindedness that was (and still is) part-and-parcel of the field. Third,

the way that hypotheses were set up, and then knocked down on the road to clarity, is a

good exemplar of the scientific method. Even after a century, some important areas of

signalling are still mysterious and many paradoxes remain unresolved.

1.2.1 When did the discipline of cell signalling begin?

One could argue that the disciplinewas born out of the furious scientific debates ignited

by thework of the Russian physiologist, Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, and his discovery of the

‘conditioned reflex’. Pavlov was the first to reveal the workings of the autonomic

nervous system in his famous demonstration that dogs, conditioned to expect food at
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the sound of a bell, would salivate simply at the sound, even without food being

presented. He predicted that the autonomic nervous system would be found to be

responsible for all aspects of control of digestion: In other words, (unconscious)

neuro-electrical control solely governed gastrointestinal secretions, in particular initia-

tion of exocrine pancreatic secretion after a meal, which he had shown was dependent

upon vagal nerve stimulation.

1.2.2 The discovery of ‘hormones’ – Bayliss and Starling, 1902

In a lab in University College London, on the afternoon of Wednesday, 16th January

1902, the English physician Ernest Henry Starling and his physiologist colleague

William Maddock Bayliss proved Pavlov wrong and in the process discovered

secretin, the first known signalling molecule. Having dissected all nervous tissue

from the exposed jejunum of an anaesthetised dog, leaving only connected blood

vessels, they found that merely stimulating the denervated jejunum with dilute

hydrochloric acid prompted pancreatic secretion even though there was no neuronal

connection between the two tissues. Pavlov’s theory held this to be impossible.

At this discovery, Starling declared it to be a ‘chemical reflex’ and immediately

improvised a protocol that proved the signal from the intestine had arrived at the

pancreas through the blood, rather than the nervous system. Starling excised a section

of the jejunum, treated it with HCl, filtered the resulting mucosal secretion and injected

thefiltrate into the jugular vein of the anaesthetised dog.A friend,Charles J.Martin,who

‘happened to be present’ recounts that ‘after a fewmoments the pancreas responded by a

much greater secretion than had occurred before’. Our witness further remarked that ‘it

was a great afternoon’.

In 1902, Bayliss and Starling named the jejunal factor ‘secretin’ and reasoned

correctly that it exists, stored in the jejunal mucosa, as an inactive prohormone:

prosecretin. In 1905, Starling introduced the term ‘hormone’ (from the Greek hormao,

meaning ‘arousing, initiating or exciting agent’) to describe blood-borne substances

(chemical first messengers) that initiate such ‘chemical reflexes’.

This novel hypothesis could not be acceptedwithout experimental replication. But, in

Russia, Starling’s chemical stimulation experiment did not work and in London,

Pavlov’s vagal nerve stimulation could not be reproduced. After some contention,

honour was satisfied – experimental protocols were at fault. Neuronal stimulation could

not be demonstrated in London because the dog was treated with morphine prior to

anaesthesia, whereas Pavlov’s group discovered that they had destroyed the secretin by

‘over-neutralising’ the HCl extract. Both were correct. Neuronal and hormonal control

of gastrointestinal secretions are alternative, complimentary systems. Thus began the

discipline of ‘endocrinology’3.

Bayliss andStarling are generally creditedwith the discovery of the first hormone, but

the ‘suprarenal gland’ hormone, adrenaline, was actually discovered earlier (in 1901)

and its total synthesis achieved in 19043. Starling appeared unaware of this at the time of

his lectures of 1905.The ‘suprarenal’ gland (meaningabove the kidney) is nowknownas

the adrenal gland.
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In the following decades, many more hormones were discovered but most were

peptideswhose structureswould not be elucidated until the 1950s. Identification of their

receptors would have to wait until the 1970s.

1.2.3 The discovery of insulin and the beginning of endocrine
therapy – Banting and Best, 1921

Insulinwas discovered and first purified by FrederickGrant Banting andCharles Best in

the labs of Dr. J.J.R. MacLeod at the University of Toronto in 1921, and later shown to

rescue patients with diabetes in early 1922. Much later, in 1951, insulin was the first

polypeptide to be sequenced (by Fred Sanger andHans Tuppy) and, later still, the first to

be synthesised in the lab.

1.2.4 Peptide sequencing – Fred Sanger, 1951

It is impossible to exaggerate Fred Sanger’s importance in modern biochemistry. Although

Sanger was not directly involved in signalling or molecular genetics, these fields of research

would not exist without the sequencing techniques that Sanger developed; first peptide

sequencing in the 1950s and later oligonucleotide sequencing in the 1970s. In recognition of

these revolutionary pieces of work, he was awarded two Nobel Prizes.

Sanger did more than provide the world with sequencing techniques. He also

dispelled the prevailing notions of what made up proteins. At the beginning of the

1950s, proteins were considered to be mixtures of substances lacking unique structure,

whose amino acid compositions were not directly encoded, but rather ‘managed’ by

genes. However, clues that specific amino acids had singular roles to play in proteins

were emerging, in particular the finding that a single amino acid substitution in

haemoglobin could give rise to sickle cell anaemia. Sanger chose insulin as a target

for his first foray into protein sequencing because it was medically important and was

available in large quantities and high purity4. His technique depended on N-terminal

labelling with fluorodinitrobenzene (FDNB), which results in covalent addition of

dinitrophenyl (DNP) groups to any free amino groups. DNP-labelled peptides are yellow

and can be easily identified after separation by chromatography. Proteolytic cleavage

combined with partial acid hydrolysis of the peptide (which more-or-less randomly

cleaves peptide bonds, yielding cleavage products with new amino termini) and specific

proteolytic cleavage, the peptide sequence could be reconstructed from the amino acid

compositions of overlapping sequences. Here again, a spin-off was the first proof that

the proteases Sanger used (trypsin and chymotrypsin, primarily) were both irreversible

and truly specific: trypsin cleaving after basic amino acids only (lysine, arginine), and

chymotrypsin cleaving after aromatic amino acids only (tyrosine and phenylalanine).

Although Sanger’s peptide sequencing was largely replaced by automated Edman

N-terminal degradation – only possible by the later development of high performance

liquid chromatography– trypsin and chymotrypsin are still used to fragment proteins for

identification by mass spectrometry. Information available from the various genome
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projects allows one to identify the trypsin cleavage sites in all known proteins. Each

protein will yield predictable and unique trypsin cleavage fragments with unique

molecular weights and such patterns can be used to identify the protein (as long as

post-translational modifications, such as phosphorylation, are taken into account).

1.2.5 Discrimination of beta- and alpha-adrenergic responses –
Ahlquist, 1948

Although adrenaline (also known as ‘epinephrine’) was long known to have

neurotransmitter and hormone-like activities, its diversity of functions was not properly

understood until the work of Raymond Ahlquist5. Before this seminal work (sadly

ignored for five years after its publication), adrenalinewas thought to act through either

‘excitatory’ or ‘inhibitory’ receptors. By careful analysis of tissue-specific responses to

adrenaline, and related agonists and antagonists, Ahlquist confirmed that two distinct

receptors existed, but realised that the division into ‘excitatory’ or ‘inhibitory’ was too

simplistic.

He gave the name ‘beta-adrenotrophic’ to the receptor mediating adrenaline’s

‘inhibitory’ effects on blood vessels (vasodilation) and uterus (relaxation) as well as

its ‘excitatory’ effect on the heart (myocardial stimulation). The ‘alpha-adrenotrophic’

receptors, then, were those responsible for ‘excitatory’ effects on blood vessels

(vasocontraction) and uterus (muscular contraction) as well as the ‘inhibitory’ effect

on intestine (relaxation).

Alquist’s proof lay in the fact that the alpha responses to adrenaline (both ‘excitatory’

and ‘inhibitory’) could be blocked by addition of the antagonist ergotoxine. Yet this

alpha-blocking agent had no effect upon beta type responses. Furthermore, the rank

order of potency of the known agonists differed between the two types.

Although such receptors remained ‘hypothetical structures or systems’ until the

1970s, the pharmacological distinction between alpha and beta responses greatly

assisted the development of adrenergic-targeted drugs such as ‘beta-blockers’ (such

as propanolol) and laid the groundwork for the later subdivision of adrenergic receptors

into the multiple forms known today.

1.2.6 ‘Acrasin’ ¼ cAMP – the ancient hunger signal

In1947, J.T.Bonner discovered ‘acrasin’, a namehegave toadiffusable soluble chemical

that caused the usually solitary amoeba of the slime mouldDictyostelium discoideum to

swarm together to form a temporary multi-cellular slug in times of ‘famine’. Some

20 years later, it was realised that ‘acrasin’ was in fact cAMP6. Social amoebae such as

Dictyostelium are the only organisms known to secrete cAMP deliberately, using it as

both extracellular first messenger as well as intracellular secondmessenger7. In all other

organisms, cAMP is locked within the cell that produces it and acts solely as an

intracellular second messenger, only escaping as a result of cellular damage.
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1.3 Early milestones in signal transduction research

1.3.1 Cell-free experiments and the discovery of cAMP – Sutherland,
Rall and Berthet, 1957

Arguably, the most important early milestone in signal transduction was the discovery

byEarl Sutherland of the first ‘secondmessenger’: the cyclic nucleotide cAMP8. Almost

as important, however, was the group’s success in working with homogenised cells and

purified subcellular fractions, thus disproving a prevailing consensus that cells must be

intact for hormonal action to be manifest.

It is important to realise that in the early 1950s the cell was thought of as amechanism

too complex to be disassembled. To quote Sutherland:

When I first entered the study of hormone action, some 25 years ago, there was a wide-
spread feeling among biologists that hormone action could not be studiedmeaningfully in
the absence of organised cell structure.9

Sutherland, and colleagues Jacques Berthet and Theodore Rall, began a series of

experiments in November of 1955 aimed at understanding how the hormones adrenaline

and glucagon activate the liver enzyme, glycogen phosphorylase10. They were favoured by

complementing expertise and a measure of good luck. As Theodore Rall comments, ‘I have

lost count of how many wrong ideas got us to do the right experiments’. Perhaps the most

significant happenstancewas that Earl Sutherland’s laboratory used dogs, rather than rats, as

a source of tissues. This was fortunate because his experiments might not have worked

otherwise, but unfortunate because most other labs used liver from young male rats.

Their work was greatly simplified by the fact that cAMP is heat-stable. Their final

piece of good luck was that the ATP they used was impure – it contained small amounts

ofGTP.Without this contaminant, their experimentswould not haveworked, for reasons

that would not become clear for another 20 years.

1.3.2 Fluoride – a stimulator of G proteins

By the early 1950s it was known that treating slices of dog liver with adrenaline caused

glycogen to be broken down into glucose because the enzyme glycogen phosphorylase

(GP) was somehow activated. Glucagon or adrenaline could activate GP in liver slices,

but not in homogenised liver. Perhaps something liberated by homogenisation was

inhibiting the reaction . . . .
Sutherland was able to isolate activated GP from liver slices and show that it could be

inactivated by an enzyme that later proved to be a serine/threonine protein phosphatase.

The phosphatase was found to be inhibited by the fluoride ion and so this was routinely

added to their incubation mixtures in the expectation that this would allow the GP

activation to proceed in homogenates. Sensibly, they always included fluoride-free

controls9. Had they not done so, the hormonal effects would actually have beenmasked,

because fluoride is capable of directly stimulating the G proteins involved in adrenaline

and glucagon signalling. This is discussed further in Section 1.4.4.
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1.3.3 ATP and subcellular fractionation

Taking a cue from thework of Krebs and Fischer, Sutherland’s teamwere able to restore

hormonal sensitivity to homogenates by adding ATP andMg2þ. This suggested that the
system might be amenable to dissection. Initial experiments on centrifuged liver homo-

genate cells suggested that the whole process of adrenaline activated glycogen break-

down occurred in the supernatant (i.e., the cytosol). However, when more stringently

separated cytosolic fractionswereprepared, activitywas lost.Butwhena small portionof

the particulate fraction (i.e., the spun-downmembranepellet)was addedback, adrenaline

responsiveness returned11.

1.3.4 Heat-stable factor – cAMP

Sutherland and co-workers then found that they could do the experiment in two stages

(Figure 1.8). The purified membrane pellet was separated (from the cytosol) and

incubated in buffer containing adrenaline and ATP. It could be boiled yet would still

retain the ability to activate glycogenolysis when added back to the reserved cytosol.

The ‘boiled stuff’ contained something that stimulated glycogen breakdown (and

glycogen phosphorylase activation) in the cytosol. They knew that the active substance

was heat-stable and therefore not a protein. They also realised it was not adrenaline or

ATP, because neither could stimulate glycogen turnover in purified cytosol.

Figure 1.8 Earl Sutherland’s crucial experiment
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It was not possible to interpret these experiments fully at first because receptors

were not understood, protein kinases were unknown and G proteins undreamt-of.

However, we know now that the ‘particulate’ fraction contains the plasma mem-

branes with their embedded adrenaline receptors, adenylyl cyclase and the stimula-

tory G protein, Gs. Incubating these membranes with adrenaline and ATP stimulates

the first steps in the transduction pathway leading to the production of cAMP. The

purified cytosol has no receptors, but instead contains the soluble components of the

pathway: cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA), phosphorylase kinase (PhK),

glycogen phosphorylase and the glycogen granules. Adding the cAMP (produced

by the receptor-G protein-adenylyl cyclase coupling that occurred during the

membrane incubation) to the cytosol activates PKA, and then PhK and finally

glycogen phosphorylase itself.

The huntwas now on to find the structure of this heat-stable secondmessenger. It took

little time to purify, crystallise, and then solve the structure of adenosine 30, 50-cyclic
monophosphate (Figure 1.2). Unfortunately the hypothesis that this cyclic nucleotide

was a universal hormonal mediator met with initial scepticism when the findings were

announced.

1.3.5 The problem with rats

One serious objection (that persisted right up to the award of Sutherland’s Nobel

laureate) was that many labs simply could not demonstrate adrenaline-stimulated,

cAMP-mediated, activation of PhK. Unfortunately, these labs were all using the most

common of lab animals, rats. And they were always young males (females and older

males being used primarily for breeding). It has since become clear where the problems

lay: young male rat liver contains no responsive beta-type adrenaline receptors, instead

adrenaline acts solely through hepatic alpha-1 receptors that stimulate PhK through

calcium mobilisation alone. During their lifetimes, however, all rats do have hepatic

receptors that can activate PhK via cAMP generation – female rats express both alpha

and beta-adrenergic receptors, as do males that are either very young or post-mature12

(see also Chapter 5, Section 5.7.2).

1.3.6 The discovery of hormonally regulated protein kinases –
phosphorylase kinase, serine phosphorylation and Ca2þ –
Krebs and Fischer, 1958–1968

Serendipity also played a role in the next step in unravelling how glycogen breakdown

can be initiated by either hormonal (adrenaline, glucagon) or electrical (neuronal)

stimulation. Strangely, filter paper had a large part to play. . .
In the 1950s, Edwin Krebs and Ed Fischer were working in the laboratories of

Carl and Gerty Cori, assisting in purification of glycogen phosphorylase. The Coris

were interested in the mechanism by which muscle glycogen phosphorylase b (the

inactive form) could be converted to glycogen phosphorylase a (the active from) as a
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result of neuronal stimulation. All that was known at the time was that supra-

physiological concentrations of 50-AMP could activate the enzyme – a finding of Krebs

that remained unpublished for some time – but this allosteric modulation by AMP was

not considered likely to explain activation in vivo. Krebs and Fischer were tasked

with crystallising the a-form of the enzymeusing a reliable purification schemeworked

outby theCoris.Theywereunsuccessful.Their extract containedonly impureb-formthat

refused to crystallise. They soon realised that they had not followed the Coris’ protocol

exactly: instead of ‘clarifying’ the muscle homogenate by filtration through filter paper,

they had centrifuged it.

When they repeated the Coris’ procedure exactly (with filtration through paper

instead of centrifugation), they obtained active phosphorylase-a, which crystallised

readily. A few more experiments provided two more clues. First, leaving the homo-

genate sitting around for too long (‘ageing’) prevented the conversion of b to a, even

using the filtration method. Second, if the filter paper was stringently washed prior to

use, the filtrationmethod did not cause conversion evenwhen freshmuscle homogenate

was used13.

1.3.7 Discovery of calcium as activator of phosphorylase kinase

Since the centrifugation step yielded only b-form, it was concluded that muscle con-

tained predominantly inactive glycogenphosphorylase-b, and that the filter paper (in the

Coris’ protocol) had artefactually activated it. The activating contaminant (which could

be washed out of the filter paper) turned out to be calcium and the essential component

destroyed by ageing the homogenate proved to be ATP.

Krebs and Fischer identified a ‘converting enzyme’ that could be separated from

glycogen phosphorylase and discovered that this enzyme, when provided with ATP and

calcium, could convert phosphorylase-b to the a- form. ATP, at the same time, was

converted to ADP. It was quickly concluded that this was a phosphotransferase step,

glycogen phosphorylase being activated by the covalent addition of a phosphoryl group.

The ‘converting enzyme’ was dubbed phosphorylase kinase, the first protein kinase

discovered. They also identified the serine residue of GP whose phosphorylation led to

the activation.

Phosphorylase kinase (PhK) uses ATP as a co-substrate to phosphorylate, and

activate, its protein substrate GP. Further, Krebs and Fischer had established that PhK

could itself exist in inactive and active forms, interconverted by loss or addition of

calcium. This explained how neuronal stimulation induced glycogen breakdown in

skeletal muscle – through release of calcium.

1.3.8 cAMP-dependent protein kinase

Further work in Kreb’s lab established that highly purified PhK could be alternatively

activated by a combinationofATPand cAMP.The activation ofPhKwas this time due to
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its serine phosphorylation, and at first this alternative activationmechanismwas thought

to be due to PhKphosphorylating itself (i.e., autophosphorylation). This turned out to be

incorrect. Instead a minor protein contaminant was responsible. This ‘phosphorylase

kinase kinase’ proved to be a distinct protein kinase that was activated by cAMP and

was capable of phosphorylating other proteins as well as PhK. It was termed

‘cAMP-dependent protein kinase’ and is almost universally referred to as protein kinase

A or PKA.

1.4 The discovery of receptors and G proteins

1.4.1 Radioligand receptor assays prove receptors are discrete entities

As a philosophical concept, the ‘receptor’ has a long history, but in the first half of the

20th century therewas no expectation that receptorsmight turn out to be simple proteins.

Rather, the term was shorthand for a cellular ‘mechanism’ that produced a biological

endpoint after hormonal stimulus. By the late 1960s and early 1970s, receptor binding

assays were being performedwith radiolabelled hormones on cells and extracts and this

allowed the Scatchard equation and othermathematical modelling (see Chapter 2) to be

used to quantify receptors directly, rather than relying upon indirect assays of down-

streameffects (such as phosphorylase activation andglycogenolysis). But even as late as

1973, the prominent pharmacologist Ahlquist, who developed the concept of separate

alpha and beta adrenergic receptors, stated: ‘To me they are an abstract concept

conceived to explain observed responses of tissues produced by chemicals of various

structure. . .’ (see Reference 14).

1.4.2 Oestrogen receptor directly detected by radioligand
binding assays – Jensen and Gorski, 1962

The first receptor to be extracted and assayed by radioligand binding assays was the

oestrogen receptor in 1962. This work of Toft and Gorski followed ground-breaking

research by Elwood Jensen who first used radiolabelled oestradiol to follow the fate

of the hormone in rats, noting that it accumulated in target tissues (uterus and vagina)

but not in non-target tissues (muscle, kidney, liver), and that it was chemically

unaltered. This disproved the notion that oestrogens were metabolised to somehow

provide energy for the biological response provoked (i.e., growth stimulation of breast

cancer)15.

Jenson’s work also provided the first indications that receptors may be simple

proteins. Sucrose density ultracentrifugation analysis gradients of [3H]-oestradiol-

bound oestrogen receptors showed a discrete ‘8S’ band – ‘S’ stands for Svedberg units,

an indirect measure of molecular mass, named after the Swedish chemist and Nobel

Laureate, Theodor Svedberg.
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1.4.3 Purification of the b-adrenergic receptor – Caron and
Lefkowitz, 1976

In 1970, Lefkowitz was the first to use a radioactive ligand to label and assay a

membrane receptor directly. The ligand was radio-iodinated adrenocorticotrophic

hormone (ACTH) and the receptor was from adrenal gland membranes16. Iodina-

tion became a standard way of labelling peptides and proteins, whereas small

ligands such as catecholamines and steroids are usually tritiated. In 1976, the

b-adrenergic receptor was first purified to homogeneity and was shown to exhibit

stereospecific binding to agonists and antagonists17. The final proof that the

receptor, G protein and adenylyl cyclase were separate proteins came with the

demonstration that a fully functional adrenergic-activated adenylyl cyclase could be

constructed by reconstitution of the three isolated proteins into artificial phospho-

lipid vesicles18.

1.4.4 The discovery of G proteins. Guanine nucleotides, fluoride
and aluminium – Gilman and Rodbell, 1971–1983

The magical ‘contaminant’ in Sutherland’s ATP was re-visited after previously reliable

experiments ceased to work when pure ATP analogue was used. At the same time, an

important discovery was made because glass test tubes were substituted with plastic

ones. . .
AlfredG.Gilman andMartinRodbell worked independently; Gilman in Sutherland’s

old lab at Case Western Reserve University (by this stage run by Theodore Rall) and

Rodbell at NIH, Bethesda.

Rodbell’s group found the first clue that a ‘transducer’ may couplemultiple receptors

to the single effector enzyme, adenylyl cyclase (AC)19. Rodbell had shown thatmultiple

hormones (including adrenaline, ACTH, TSH, LH, secretin, and glucagon) could all

activate AC in fat cells. His key insight was that they were not additive in effect when

applied in combinations. This argued against Sutherland’s guess that each receptor had

its own individualAC activity and the assumption that the receptor andACmay actually

be a single entity (Figure 1.9).

1.4.5 Magnesium

Sutherland had earlier shown that the fluoride ion could stimulate AC independently

of hormones20 and Rodbell found that both ACTH and fluoride were able to

stimulate AC in fat cell membranes in a MgATP-dependent manner. However,

fluoride stimulation of AC exhibited Mg2þ-dependence with a Hill coefficient of 2

(not 1 as expected), suggesting two sites for Mg2þ action. One site must be AC

(which used MgATP to produce cAMP), so what might the other be?
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1.4.6 High and low glucagon affinities

Rodbell’s group found that direct binding of 125I-glucagon to liver membranes did not

match the kinetics of AC activation. In AC assays, glucagon raised cAMP levels within

seconds of addition to liver membranes, and was quickly reversed when the hormone

was removed. In binding assays, however, 125I-glucagon remained bound to the mem-

branes even after removal of free label. The label could not be displaced even with

extensive washing. The problem lay in the protocols: the 125I-glucagon binding assay

was carried out in simple buffer, whereas the AC assay contained MgATP. Adding

MgATP to the 125I-glucagon assay produced a dramatic change in binding:
125I-glucagon binding was easily and quickly reversed after the simple removal of
125I-glucagon.

1.4.7 GTP (contaminant of ATP) lowers 7-pass receptor affinity

Rodbell knew that commercial ATP preparations were contaminated with other nucleo-

tides.After testing a variety of candidates, he found that very low concentrations ofGTP

mimicked his contaminated ATP – the presence of GTP effectively lowered the affinity

of the receptor for glucagon (þGTP ! fast off-rate; �GTP ! slow off-rate).

Figure 1.9 The evolution of ideas of how hormones work
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Conclusively, a pure synthetic ATPanalogue (App(NH)p) did not support AC activation

by glucagon unless GTP was also added21.

Lefkowitz’s group confirmed this affinity shift in adrenaline receptors and further

showed that the affinity-lowering effects of GTP applied only to adrenergic receptor

agonists; the affinity of antagonistswas the samewhetherGTPwas present or not22. It is

worth noting that in both studies, GTP and GDP were equipotent in causing agonist

affinity shifts. Nevertheless, such affinity-lowering effects on G protein coupled recep-

tors are much more pronounced if non-hydrolysable GTP analogues are used, such as:

guanyl-50-imidodiphosphate (Gpp(NH)p) or guanosine-50-O-(3-thiotriphosphate)
(GTPgS).

As we shall see, this affinity-lowering effect of GTP analogues towards 7-pass

receptors and their agonists is a general phenomenon that came to be used to identify

such G protein coupled receptors in vitro and to predict agonist versus antagonist

behaviour in vivo. It is important to note that ‘agonist affinity-shift’ is only observable

in isolated plasma membranes and is not found in whole cell receptor assays, nor in

solubilised receptor preparations. Frustratingly, the mechanism behind the agonist

affinity-lowering effects of guanine nucleotides is still a matter of controversy

(Chapter 2).

1.4.8 GTP analogues and adenylyl cyclase activation

Artefactual AC-stimulating effects of GDP were encountered in some early studies.

This proved to be due to the AC assay conditions23, which included ATP-regenerating

systems to maintain an effective level of ATP (AC substrate) against a high background

of nucleoside triphosphatase activity. Unfortunately this had the unintentional side

effect of converting GDP into GTP.

Significantly, there is evidence that something like this can occur in nature. G protein-

bound GDP can be converted to GTP by the action of nucleoside diphosphate kinase

(NDPK), an enzyme that associates with G protein b/g subunits. Unusually, NDPK

phosphorylates the b subunit on a histidine residue and this high-energy phosphate

group is subsequently transferred to GDP, providing a receptor-independent means of

activating G proteins. This unusual activation pathway plays a part in the aetiology of

congestive heart failure24.

The mechanism of G protein activation was clarified when adenylyl cyclase assays

were performed using 50-adenylylimidodiphosphate (App(NH)p) as a substrate instead

of the ATP regenerating systems. Salomon and Rodbell clearly showed that, in these

clean assay conditions, only GTP or Gpp(NH)p could support glucagon stimulation of

AC activity. GDP had no effect. In the presence of Gpp(NH)p, the effects of glucagon

were much longer lasting than with GTP. Further work showed that GTP activation of

AC was reversible because the nucleotide is hydrolysed by the G protein, which then

reverts to the inactive GDP-bound state25. Gpp(NH)p and GTPgS are both non-

hydrolysable and so produce persistent AC-activating effects that resemble the effects

of cholera toxin (see below).
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1.4.9 cAMP toxicity and clonal mutants of S49 cells

The next stage in the isolation ofG proteins is rather confusing, if told as it unfolded, so I

intend to spare you the brain-churning interpretations that Gilman’s team must have

gone through.

The key toolwas the lymphoma cell line, ‘S49’,which is killedwhen excess cytosolic

cAMP is generated. Wild-type S49 cells contain both b-adrenergic receptors and a

functional adenylyl cyclase system. Chronic adrenaline treatment thus selects mutants

that do not make cAMP in response to adrenergic stimulation. Two clones were isolated

thatwere resistant to killing by adrenaline: cyc� and uncmutants.Both cell lines express

adrenergic receptors but are nevertheless resistant to adrenaline-induced cell death.

Since cyc� cells could not produce cAMP in response to fluoride ion, it was assumed

that they simply lacked AC26. In a failed attempt to restore activity, AC was detergent-

extracted fromACþve cells then incubatedwith cyc� cell preparations.With hindsight,

we can see that this would never have worked because AC is an integral membrane

protein and cannot re-integrate into a native plasmamembrane. The same can be said for

the receptor. The best one can do is construct an artificial membrane vesicle around the

protein using pure phospholipids.

Eventually, it was found that adrenaline-responsive AC activity could be restored to

cyc� plasmamembranes by adding extracts fromwild type S49 or the B82 cell line (that

was capable of cAMP production but lacked b-adrenergic receptors). B82 plasma

membranes were dissolved in detergent then mildly heat-treated (37�C, 30 minutes)

to destroy AC activity. When the heat-inactivated membrane extracts were incubated

with cyc� membranes, activation in response to both adrenergic agonist and fluoride

cells was restored.Whatever the restorative factor was, it could not be adenylyl cyclase,

and it was obviously not b-adrenergic receptor. As it transpired, the heat-resistant factor
was the alpha subunit (Gas) of the stimulatory G protein Gs, which is the only

component of the AC system missing from cyc� cells (it had first been thought that

AC was absent).

This works because the G protein is a peripheral membrane protein, only associating

through a covalently bonded fatty acid chain that (unlike an integral protein’s trans-

membrane helix) can easily re-integrate into native membranes.

The S49 unc mutant is interesting from our point of view because, although able to

produce cAMP when stimulated by fluoride, it is unresponsive to adrenaline, even

though the cell line possessesb-adrenergic receptors. The unc cell line does expressGas
but the protein is defective because it contains a point mutation near theC-terminus. An

arginine at Gas position 389 (6 amino acids from C-terminus; number includes start

methionine, see Table 9.2) is substituted with a proline. This Arg ! Pro substitution

prevents receptor coupling, a finding we shall come back to in later chapters.

The guanine nucleotide responsive factor, Gs, was purified to homogeneity by

Gilman’s group in 198027. Reconstituted into phospholipid vesicles, the purified protein

was able to mediate the activation of AC activity by fluoride and it was found that the

protein dissociated into a- and b/g-subunits after binding GTP (with stoichiometry

of one GTP-to-one a-subunit. Incidentally, they had also unwittingly purified the
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AC-inhibitory G protein, Gi, without immediately realising it (see Reference 28) – in fact,

Gi-containing fractions from their gel filtration columns languished in a freezer for some

time before finally being identified by labelling with pertussis toxin (discussed later).

1.4.10 Aluminium is needed for fluoride activation of G proteins

The final piece of serendipity did not reveal its full importance for another ten years.

Here is an extract from Gilman’s Nobel speech:

Additional work on the mechanism of activation of Gs by fluoride provided surprises and
even amusement. The effect of fluoride, observable when experiments were performed in
glass test tubes . . . was lost . . . when experiments were done in plastic test tubes.

Paul Sternweis . . . purified the coactivator from . . . aqueous extracts of disposable glass
test tubes. A metal seemed to be involved, and neutron-activation analysis revealed Al3þ

as the culprit.

So fluoride ion is not enough, the real inorganic stimulator of Gs-proteins is alumi-

nium fluoride.

1.4.11 Use of bacterial toxins

At this point it is worth noting that the work of Rodbell and Gilman was paralleled and

greatly assisted by the findings of many others: pre-eminently Pfeuffer and Cassel, who

respectively demonstrated that GTP binding29 and hydrolysis30 accompanied adenylyl

cyclase activation.

Gilman group’s final achievement of Gs purification was by gel filtration with

monitoring for AC activation in the eluted fractions, but the scheme depended

partly upon labelling the Gas subunit with a bacterial toxin excreted by Vibrio

cholerae.

In 1978, Cassel and Pfeuffer31, and simultaneously Gill and Meren32, first produced

evidence of a distinct guanine nucleotide binding protein by the use of cholera toxin,

which (as they correctly guessed) is an ADP-ribosylating enzyme. The use of the toxin

was also prompted by a number of observations including their findings that (a) cholera

toxin could activateACwhile at the same time inhibiting aGTPase activity downstream

of adrenaline binding and (b) a GTP-binding protein was indispensable for the fluoride

activation of AC33.

Cholera toxin (CTX) is an enzyme that specifically transfersADP-ribose fromNADþ

to the as subunit of Gs – a reaction known as ‘ADP-ribosylation’ – and this was used by
Cassel and Pfeuffer to radiolabel the alpha subunit of the AC-stimulating G protein.

Radioactivity from the substrate ([32P]-labelled NADþ) is transferred to an arginine of
Gas by the catalytic activity of CTX. Thus labelled, it was easy to estimate the G

protein’s molecular weight following electrophoresis, blotting and autoradiography.
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This provided a simple and reliable means to identify Gas and, in the longer term, led to

cholera and pertussis toxin (PTX) labelling being used as a generic method for

discriminating between AC-stimulating, and AC-inhibiting G proteins in widely

different species. Perhaps more importantly, investigations into the effects of the two

toxins led to new insights into G protein mechanisms. Both toxins are exquisitely

specific: CTX only labels a single arginine found in an equivalent position in all Gas
subunits (Arg201 of Gas), whereas PTX labels a single C-terminal cysteine residue

similarly conserved in all Gai subunits. The effects of both modifications and their

relevance to molecular details of Ga coupling mechanisms are discussed in Chapter 8.

Pertussis toxin is also an ADP-ribosylating enzyme but it is specific for the alpha

subunit of the AC-inhibiting G protein, Gai. PTX was used by Gilman’s group to

radio-label, and hence identify and purify, the 41 kDa AC-inhibitory G protein from the

side fractions kept from their earlier Gs purifications34.

By 1986, Lefkowitz’s group had purified the alpha-2 adrenergic receptor and a

consensus model of opposing adrenergic mechanisms of AC regulation had emerged.

1.4.12 The calcium signal

The ability of adrenergic agonists to stimulate PhK in youngmale rat liver was not fully

understood until the discovery by Michael Berridge of a third type of G protein in

198435. TheG proteinwas at first referred to as ‘Np’, later ‘Nq’ and finallywas given the

name ‘Gq’. Activation of the AC-inhibitory Gi protein can, in some instances, also lead

to calciummobilisation but this is pertussis-toxin sensitive. In the case of Gq activation,

the calcium release is insensitive to both cholera and pertussis.

1.5 cAMP pathways

1.5.1 A simple mammalian signalling pathway – F-2,6-bisP as
a second messenger

Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate (F-2,6-bisP) is a side-product of glycolysis that is not used

for energy production, but instead acts as a secondmessenger. It was discovered in 1980

and was soon shown to be a widespread metabolic indicator in eukaryotes, and under

hormonal control in certain mammalian tissues.

The directional flux of glycolysis versus gluconeogenesis is subject to moment-to-

moment control by energy-sensing allosteric enzymes but these local controls can be

over-ridden by signals (hormones) sent from remote endocrine organs.

An understanding of how the two levels of control work is contained in a classical

model of metabolic pools and control points in glycolysis (Figure 1.10):

� Many enzymatic conversions are easily reversible, others (usually those requiring

energy [ATP] or releasing energy [ATP]) are not.
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� Reactions that cannot be reversed represent control points. This iswhere, for example,

glycolysis uses one enzyme, but the reverse gluconeogenic step uses a different

enzyme.

� Metabolites that can be interconverted by reversible reaction (using the same single

enzyme and only responding to changes in substrate/product levels) are said to be in

metabolic pools.

Figure 1.10 Metabolic control points in glycolysis & gluconeogenesis
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� Control points between pools are theorised to be responsible for the overall direction

of the metabolic flux.

� The important control point enzymes are allosteric, with active sites that can be

modulated by molecules binding at non-overlapping sites (‘allosteric sites’) –

substrate turnover may be either stimulated or inhibited (Figure 1.11).

Glycolysis shouldoperatewhenenergyand carbon skeleton supplies are limited– low

[ATP] and [citrate]; high [ADP] and [AMP].The pathwaymaybe reversed,when energy

supplies and carbon skeleton building blocks are high, so as to store energy in

macromolecules (polysaccaharides such as glycogen, triglycerides, proteins). The

‘anabolic’direction offlux is then gluconeogenic.Gluconeogenesis should only operate

when energy supplies and carbon skeleton supplies are elevated – i.e., when [ADP] and

[AMP] are low and [ATP] and [citrate] are high.

1.5.2 PFK-1 and FBP-1

A primary control point is ‘control point II’ where fructose-6-phosphate (F-6-P) is

phosphorylated to fructose-1,6-bisphosphate (F-1,6-bisP) by phosphofructokinase-1

(PFK-1) or de-phosphorylated by fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBP-1). Both enzymes

are allosteric and respond in opposite ways to the same metabolic indicators, such as

ATP, AMP and citrate – low energy charge indicators stimulate PFK-1, but inhibit FBP-

1; high energy charge indicators inhibit PFK-1, but stimulate FBP-1 (Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11 Allosteric and hormonal control of PFK-1 and FPB-1
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1.5.3 PFK-2/FBP-2 – a ‘tandem’ enzyme

A second F-6-P kinase/phosphatase system exists that controls the phosphorylation of

position 2 of F-6-P. F-6-P can be ‘diverted’ from mainstream metabolism by being

phosphorylated by phosphofructokinase-2 (PFK-2) to give fructose-2,6-bisphosphate

(F-2,6-bisP), which can be de-phos-phorylated back to F-6-P by a FBP-2 activity.

Whereas PFK-1 and FBP-1 are separate proteins, PFK-2 and FBP-2 activities turned

out to be due to a single polypeptide, a so-called ‘tandem enzyme’.

F-2,6-bisP acts as an alternative allosteric modulator of PFK-1 and FBP-1, stimulat-

ing PFK-1 and inhibiting FBP-1 (Figure 1.11). And, because the ‘tandem enzyme’ that

produces or destroys it, is itself under hormonal control, F-2,6-bisP is effectively a

second messenger in certain tissues. Its tissue-specificity is also instructive in that the

same hormone/receptor combination can elicit very different signalling outcomes.

PFK-2/FBP-2 is the product of four genes in humans and there are many splice

variants. The ‘liver’ isozyme comes as three isoforms from the same gene (PFKFBP1);

the ‘heart’ isozyme is foundas two isoforms from the samegene (PFKFBP2); the ‘brain’

gene (PFKFBP3) produces two isoforms; the testes gene (PFKFBP4) produces an

isozyme that, unlike the others, is tissue-specific36. The ‘liver’ gene produces the L
isoform in liver cells but in skeletal muscle, the same gene produces the M isoform,

which differs from the L form at the N-terminal region. The L isoform has an N-

terminal 32 residue regulatory region (including a PKA phosphorylation site); in theM
isoform, this is replaced with an unrelated sequence lacking phosphorylation sites

(Table 1.2).

1.5.4 Control of PFK-2/FBP-2 by phosphorylation – liver

The single PKA phosphorylation site of the liver L isoform is the main point of control.

When stimulated by glucagon or adrenaline, the cognate hepatocyte 7-pass receptor is

activated, couples with the stimulatory G protein (Gs), and causes its activation byGDP

dissociation andGTPbinding. The activatedas subunit then coupleswithAC toproduce

Table 1.2 Organisation of PFK-2/FBP-2 isozyme domains

Regulation Catalytic Catalytic Regulation

PKA
Ratio of

PFK2:FBP2
activities§

Liver ‘L’ form Ser32 PFK FBP 3:1

‘M’ form PFK FBP 1:5
PKA or PKB

Heart isozyme PFK FBP Ser466---Ser483 80:1

AMPK

§Hue, L & Rider, M.H. (1987) Role of fructose 2,6-phosphate in the control of glycolysis in mammalian tissues.
Biochem. J., 245: 313-324.
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cAMP. cAMPbinds to the regulatory subunits of PKA, causing dissociation of the active

catalytic subunits. The freed PKA phosphorylates the L tandem enzyme on Ser32 and

this has two effects: (1) The PFK-2 activity is inhibited and (2) the FBP-2 activity is

stimulated. The consequences of glucagon / adrenaline stimulation is that the second

messenger F-2,6-bisP disappears, PFK-1 is inactivated by its loss and the inhibition of

FBP-1 is relieved. This effectively switches the pathway from glycolysis to gluconeo-

genesis. This is just one of the ways in which the liver responds to the body’s need for

glucose export in starvation or stress (Figure 1.12). In the liver, insulin blocks adrenaline

effects by activating a phosphdiesterase, destroying cAMP and potentially allowing de-

phosphorylation to occur (Chapter 9, Section 9.8). The tandemenzyme activity ratio can

be reversed by de-phosphorylation of Ser32 by protein phosphatase-2A.

1.5.5 Control of PFK-2/FBP-2 by phosphorylation – heart

The heart isozyme is controlled by phosphorylations of its C-terminal regulatory

domain and its hormonal control presents a most unusual example of insulin and

adrenaline signals producing the same outcome. The heart is highly adaptable in terms

of energy requirements and will happily use low energy fuels like lipids or lactate, but

Figure 1.12 Hormonal control of glycolysis in liver by PFK-2/FBP-2 phosphorylation
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when glucose is plentiful after a meal or when fight-or-flight stimulus requires extra

energy, the heart switches to glycolysis. Similarly, in anaerobic conditions the heart also

must switch to glycolysis because the TCA cycle shuts down.

Downstream of adrenaline, PKA phosphorylates Ser466 and Ser483 of the heart

tandem enzyme and this has the effect of activating the PFK-2 activity with little effect

upon theFBP-2 activity,which is already low36. Thenet effect of PKAactivation, then, is

an increase in glycolytic flux. Interestingly, insulin has the same effect of increasing

glycolysiswhen glucose is abundant. Insulin activates a serine/threonine kinase (related

to PKA) called PKB (see Chapter 9). PKB (or another insulin-regulated kinase)

phosphorylates the same two sites on the heart PFK-2/FBP-2 enzyme with the same

outcome of increasing glucose usage via glycolysis (Figure 1.13). Recently, it has been

found that this phosphorylation by PKB leads to the phospho-PFK-2/FBP-2 being

bound by a 14-3-3 protein, an event that contributes to the activation37. 14-3-3 proteins

are phospho-serine binding proteins (see Chapter 3, Section 3.7.1).

The ‘Pasteur effect’ describes the shift from energy production by the TCA cycle to

glycolysis in anaerobic conditions. Underlying this effect is an increase in 50-AMP,

which stimulates a 50-AMP-dependent protein kinase (AMPK). AMPK can also

phosphorylate the heart isozyme on Ser466, again with the same outcome: glycolysis

is stimulated.

Figure 1.13 Hormonal control of glycolysis in heart
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1.5.6 F-2,6-bisP in tumours

Many types of cancer cells produce large amounts of lactate even in aerobic conditions –

the ‘Warburgeffect’. PFK-2 isozymes are oftenhighly active in cancer cells and levels of

F-2,6-bisPare high. It is theorised that thismay contribute to the dominanceof anaerobic

glycolysis in cancer cells38, although a more direct explanation is that at least some

cancers have a defective glycerol phosphate shuttle and are forced to use lactate (rather

than the mitochondrion) to regenerate NADþ.

1.6 cAMP: ancient hunger signal – primitive signalling
in amoebazoans and prokaryotes

1.6.1 Slime moulds

Beingpart-timemulticellular animals, slimemoulds appear to be positioned somewhere

between unicellular eukaryotes and metazoans in terms of complexity; as such, social

amoebae are often termed amoebazoans.

The most striking feature of slime moulds is their ability to circumvent starvation by

swarming together to form a slug that can migrate and differentiate into a fruiting body.

This process is activated and guided by a single molecule but, since the Dictyostelium

genome has been completely deciphered, this seemingly simple systemhas proved to be

much more complex than expected. The following is a summary.

When food runs out, individual Dictyostelium amoebae in the soil begin to secrete

bursts of cAMP every six minutes. cAMP acts as a chemoattractant. Nearby cells sense

the stimulus via cell surface 7-pass cAMP receptors (cAR) receptors and begin to move

up the concentration gradient towards the source of cAMP. Such directional migration

towards a chemoattractant is known as chemotaxis. At the same time, these responding

amoebae begin to secrete cAMP themselves, setting up concentric waves of migration

towards a central collecting point. cAMP is produced by an adenylyl cyclase. The on-off

six minute pulses are achieved by a negative feedback mechanism that desensitises the

receptor by destroying the extracellular cAMP long enough for the cell’s cAMP receptor

to recover, sense the cAMP concentration gradient, and then begin secreting more of its

own cAMP. The destruction of cAMP is caused by an extracellular phosphodiesterase

(PDE) (Figure 1.14).

The culmination of all this chemotaxis signalling is the formation of multicellular

motile ‘slug’ made up of as many as 100,000 amoebae. The slug migrates towards light

and once it has found a suitable position on the surface it begins to differentiate into stalk

cells and spore cells. The spore cells become desiccated and eventually are dispersed by

the wind, to germinate into individual amoebae if conditions are right, or remain

dormant until conditions improve. The stalk cells, however, are sacrificed in the process.

The most remarkable fact is that the whole process of sporulation (including

swarming, differentiation and eventual germination) is controlled by a single molecule,

cAMP, and key types of pathway components shared with humans.
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The Dictyostelium genome is now fully sequenced and although the genes for the

components of the chemotaxis/differentiation pathways are known, few of the gene

products’ activities have been biochemically characterised.

Dictyostelium has six chromosomes with an estimated 12,500 genes. There are at

least 55 genes for 7-pass G protein-coupled-receptors (GPCRs) and these can be

grouped into those resembling mammalian GPCR families 2, 3 and 5 (see Chapter 5,

Section 5.1) and the unrelated family of cAMP receptors (cAR1, cAR2, cAR3 and

cAR4) and cAMP receptor-like GPCRs (CRLs) that are unique to slime moulds39. The

genome contains 14 heterotrimeric G protein alpha subunits, but only two Gb and a

single Gg gene are present40. The G protein alpha subunits (Ga1–Ga12) are all most

closely related to the mammalian Gai family41. In addition, there are at least 40

monomericG proteins, includingmembers of Ras/Rap, Rac, Rab, Ran andArf families;

the effector pathways of Ras (MAP kinase or Erk) are also present, as are the regulators

of Ras (GEFs and GAPs)42.

The genome codes for three adenylyl cyclases that are involved in Dictyostelium’s

development programme and their activities are opposed by the activities of both

extracellular and cytosolic PDE enzymes.

A major difference in slime mould GPCR signalling, compared to metazoans, is the

pre-eminence of G protein b/g subunits in activation ofDictyostelium adenylyl cyclase.

Whereas all mammalian adenylyl cyclases are activated by Gas subunits43, in slime

mould the Ga subunits have no such effect on the enzyme.

Figure 1.14 cAMP signal transduction in slime mould
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The membrane-bound, Gb-coupled adenylyl cyclase A (ACA) of Dictyostelium

is homologous with mammalian adenylyl cyclases, sharing the same structure of N-

terminal 6-pass transmembrane domain, followed by a cytosolic catalytic domain,

separated by a second 6-pass transmembrane domain from a second, C-terminal,

catalytic domain that makes up the other half of the split catalytic site. ACA controls

the chemotaxis and aggregation stage of multicellular development. A second

cyclase (ACG) is G protein-independent and controls spore development. It

consists of a single transmembrane domain and a single catalytic domain and is

controlled by osmolarity7. The third adenylyl cyclase is cytosolic and is responsible

for correct spore development. This enzyme is referred to as either ‘ACB’44 or ‘ACR’45.

ACA is coupled to cAR1 via the heterotrimeric G protein Ga2b/g but, unlike

mammalian adenylyl cyclases, ACA is activated solely by the b subunit (Figure 1.14).

This appears reminiscent of type II and IV mammalian adenylyl cyclases, which are

also activated by b/g. However, activation of mammalian adenylyl cyclases by b/g
is conditional, being dependent upon the presence of an activated Gas subunit,

which must also bind simultaneously to AC II at an alternative site to that occupied

by b/g43 (see Chapter 8, Section 8.6).
Their developmental programme involves not only metazoan-like signalling mole-

cules that are absent in unicellular forms (SH2 domains, for example), but it also retains

ancient signal systems absent in metazoans. A good example of the latter, prokaryote-

like system is the His/Asp phosphorelay used byDictyostelium to control RegA, one of

its phosphodiesterases46. Like RegA, ACR also contains a prokaryotic response

regulator domain46.

1.6.2 cAMP and E. Coli

In 1965, Makman and Sutherland47 made the surprising discovery that cAMP was

present in the cytoplasm of the enteric bacterium, E. coli, and that the concentration of

the cyclic nucleotide increased as growth slowed down when glucose was depleted or

removed from themedium.Under these conditions, the bacteria are forced to utilise less

favoured fuel sources like lactose, which are more costly to metabolise and conse-

quently less energy efficient. ‘Catabolite repression’ was, at the time, a relatively well-

understood phenomenon due to thework of Jacob andMonodwhodiscovered that forE.

coli to metabolise lactose, a whole new set of genes needed to be transcribed – the Lac

operon. The Lac operon contains three ‘structural’ genes encoding b-galactosidase,
thiogalactoside transacetylase, and a transporter (galactoside permease). It was first

thought that a catabolite of glucose was responsible for repressing the transduction of

these genes, and that when glucose was used up, the ‘catabolite’ disappeared and the

‘repression’ was lifted. It later transpired that this was the opposite of what was

happening, but the name ‘catabolite repression’ stuck and survives today.

In the absence of glucose,E. coli needs to find alternatives. It does this by sensing the

background turnoverof other sugars present in the environment. Lactose, for example, is

a substrate for one of the Lac operon enzymes (b-galactosidase) that is present in very
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low amounts even in the presence of glucose. b-Galactosidase normally hydrolyses

lactose to galactose plus glucose, but is also capable of catalysing the production of

small amounts of allolactose. Allolactose binds to the Lac repressor protein, altering its

conformation such that it can no longer bind to the DNA of the operator site upstream

of the structural genes of the operon. De-binding of the Lac repressor protein allows

RNA polymerase to bind weakly, but fully productive binding is only achieved if

cAMP is also present at high levels. That is because cAMP binds to the transcription

factor CAP (catabolite activator protein). CAP is a primordial cAMP receptor that

bears a remarkable structural resemblance to the main vertebrate cAMP receptor, the

R-subunits of PKA (see Chapter 4). It is worth noting that a structural analogue of

allolactose is in wide use today: isopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG) (see Figure 1.15) is

used as a non-hydrolysable inducer of the Lac operon in artificial protein expression

systems.
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2
Enzymes and receptors –
quantitative aspects

Classically, enzymes are assayed at ‘steady state’ – during the initial phase of turnover of

substrate – by monitoring product generation. Receptors are instead assayed at equilibrium.

Scatchard analysis of equilibrium binding assays yields straight-line graphs where receptors

are single independent binding sites, but gives curved graphs where there are multiple

independent sites, or cooperativity. Similarly, displacement of tracer radioligands may display

monophasic (one site) dissociation or biphasic (two site) dissociation. Such deviations from

linearity are not fully understood, but are becomingmore easily explicable with reference to new

structural and functional information. New methods allow real time monitoring of ligand

binding and de-binding (surface plasmon resonance detectors, for example) and this may

provide a route to a future resolution of such problems.

2.1 Enzyme steady state assays – Michaelian enzymes

A simple enzymeobeysMichaelis-Menten kinetics, because each and everymolecule in

a pure sample of that enzyme will have the same unalterable, intrinsic properties: each

will share the same affinity for the substrate and each will be limited to the same

maximum rate at which it can turnover substrate. At low substrate concentrations, an

individual enzymewill turnover substrate slowly; at high concentrations it works faster.

But there is a limit to its turnover rate.As the concentration of substrate rises, the enzyme

approaches its theoretical maximum velocity. After this point, further increases in
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substrate concentration make no difference to the rate. If we are assaying a sample of

many molecules of that enzyme, the maximum velocity observed, Vmax, cannot be
further increased because all the catalytic centres are filled and working at their upper

limit of turnover. The enzyme is then said to be saturated.

2.1.1 How are enzymes assayed?

Kinetic measurements cannot easily be performed on an individual enzyme molecule.

Instead we use samples containing a population of enzyme molecules, which may be

more, or less, pure. A sample might be awet weight of liver homogenate, a milligram of

protein from semi-purified cell extract or a microgram of purified enzyme. Obviously

the observed rate for such samples depends not only upon the concentration of substrate

it is exposed to but also upon the number of enzymemolecules present. For this reason,

kinetic analysis requires that enzyme concentration be kept constant in each incubation

while the substrate concentration is varied.

2.1.2 Steady state

Please note that in the following, square brackets indicate a concentration term.

� (a) Classically, enzymes are not measured at equilibrium but instead are assayed

during the initial period of incubation only, which is when a ‘steady state’ concen-

tration of enzyme-substrate complex (ES) exists. An individual enzyme-substrate

complex is a transient entity, so the steady state ES compartment is actually made up

of a constant flux of substrate passing through on its way to become product, opposed

by ES dissociation back to free enzyme (E) and free substrate (S) (see Panel 1).

� (b) The rate of ES formation is determined by an intrinsic rate constant of the enzyme

(k1), and varies with both the substrate concentration [S] and the enzyme concentra-

tion [E]. The observed rate is equal to k1 multiplied by [E] multiplied by [S].

� (c) ES can dissociate to E and S again and this reaction is governed by a second

intrinsic rate constant (k2). The rate of ES breakdown to Eþ S is equal to [ES]

multiplied by (k2).

� (d) The other way ES breaks down is the formation of product (P) and free enzyme.

This is considered a ‘one-way street’ during the steady state – in other words, product

does not revert to substrate during this initial phase. This ‘irreversible’ step is

governed by a third intrinsic rate constant (k3) and the rate of product formation is

equal to [ES] multiplied by (k3).

Note, that Eþ S! ES is a second order reaction (that is, one whose rate is

dependent upon either a single concentration squared, or upon the mathematical
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product of two concentrations, in this case: [E] and [S]). The forward second order

rate constant k1 has units of M�1s�1. The other reactions are first order, being

dependent upon a single reactant concentration. k2 and k3 have units of s�1,
meaning ‘events per second’.

� (e) k3 is the catalytic rate constant and is often referred to as kcat (strictly speaking this is

an approximation because kcat is the maximum turnover rate when substrate is saturat-

ing may be determined by several rate constants other than k3 alone). The velocity (v)

that onemeasures at any given substrate concentration is governed by this constant and

the steady state level of ES complex achieved at that substrate concentration.

� (f) The above treatment is a simplification because there is at least one step missing.

Catalysis occurs within the active site. So ES is actually converted to an enzyme-

product complex (EP) first, and this is followed by release of product after catalysis.

For Michaelian enzymes, the release of product from the enzyme-product complex

(EP) is very rapid and the rate-limiting step is the catalytic step (ES! EP). The

release step is therefore ignored in the following simple treatment.

(e)

ES
k1E + S E + P
k2

catalysis
EP

release
(f)

E + PE + S ES
k1

k2

k3
(a)

k1.[E].[S]velocity of ES formation =(b)

velocity of S de-binding = k2 .[ES](c)

velocity of ES catalytic breakdown = k3 .[ES](d)

Panel 1.

v = kcat .[ES]

Panel 2.1
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Returning to the simpleMichaelis-Menten treatment, it is clear that if the concentration

of ES could be measured directly there would be a simple route to determine kcat (k3).

However, in most cases this is impractical: only [S] is known, and only product

concentration is available formeasurement. Often the product is coloured or fluorescent

while the substrate is not. The question is how do we determine kcat when only product

can be measured?

The constancy of the concentration of [ES] is due to the rate of its formation being

equal to the overall rate of its breakdown. Therefore,

k1:½E�:½S� ¼ ðk2 þ k3Þ:½ES� ðiÞ

This equation can be rearranged (see Equation (i) in Panel 2).

2.1.3 KM – the Michaelis-Menten constant

The Michaelis-Menten constant (KM) was introduced to simplify the preceding equa-

tion. This is the ratio between the sum of ES breakdown rate constants and the rate of its

formation.

SubstitutingKM for the denominator in Equation (i) simplifies Equation (iii). The rest

of the derivation of the ‘Michaelis-Menten’ plot is summarised in Panel 2.

2.1.4 Vmax is reached when the enzyme becomes saturated

The maximum velocity of reaction is only approached when substrate concentration is

very much higher than KM, and then

½S�
KM þ ½S� is almost ¼ 1 ðixÞ

and at saturating concentrations of substrate, the observed velocity v ¼ Vmax, and

virtually all of the enzyme is in the form of enzyme substrate complex. That is,

½ET� ¼ ½ES�. So, in that case, equation (vii) becomes

Vmax ¼ kcat:½ET� ðxÞ

Substituting (x) into (viii) gives theMichaelis-Menten equation

v ¼ Vmax:
½S�

KM þ ½S�

Plotting observed rates against substrate concentration gives a rectangular hyperbola

that approaches saturation (Figure 2.1).Note that saturation is never reached butmust be

extrapolated from the data.
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2.1.5 What does the KM mean?

The KM value for an enzyme has two meanings:

� KM is the substrate concentration at which the enzyme is half saturated and reaction

velocity is half maximal (see Figure 2.1). If the initial velocity, v is half Vmax then

Vmax

2
¼ Vmax:

½S�
KM þ ½S� . . . divide across by Vmax . . .

1

2
¼ ½S�

KM þ ½S�
solve for KM . . . 2:½S� ¼ KM þ ½S� Thus;KM ¼ ½S�at half Vmax

(v)

Panel 2.

(i) [ES] =
/)(

[E].[S]

k1
(ii) KM =

k3k2 +

k1

Substituting (ii) for the denominator in (i) gives (iii)

(iii)[ES] =
[E].[S]

KM

Note that the total concentration of enzyme [ET] is split 
between free enzyme and that complexed with substrate  (iv)

(iv) [ET] = [E] + [ES]

The total substrate concentration is likewise split between free and complexed 
concentrations. However, the experiment is set up so that substrate (at whatever 
concentration in the range used) is in a huge excess over enzyme and effectively the free 
substrate concentration is not depleted during the initial rate. So, [S] is effectively equal 
to [S T].
Substitute (iv) into (iii) to give (v)

[ES] =
([ET]-[ES]).[S]

KM

Solving for [ES] gives (vi)

(vi) [ES] = [ET].
[S]

KM + [S]

Recall that the catalytic step is the rate-limiting one governed by k3.or ‘ kcat’.

(vii) v = kcat .[ES]

(viii) v =       .[ET]
[S]

KM + [S]
kcat (x) Vmax = kcat..[ET]

(ix)
[S]

K M + [S]
is almost = 1

Substitute [ES] in (vii) for that in (vi) to get (viii)

Finally, substitute (x) into (viii) to get the Michaelis-Menten equation

v = Vmax.
[S]

KM + [S]

k  3k2 +

Panel 2.2
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� KM is the ratio of rate constant for ES formationversus those for ES breakdown. If the

rate constant for product formation (k3) is much smaller than that for ES! Eþ S

dissociation (k2), then KM � k2=k1. In this case only (strictly speaking) KM ¼ KEQ,

which is the equilibrium or dissociation constant for substrate-to-enzyme binding

Eþ SÐ ES

Inmany cases, and to a close approximation,KM is a measure of the affinity the enzyme

has for its substrate and is expressed in units of Molarity. The lower the KM value, the

higher is the affinity. To look at it another way, enzymes with low KM require lower

substrate concentrations to achieve 1/2 Vmax than those with high KM.

From the Michaelis-Menten plot, Vmax can be obtained by extrapolation using

computerised non-linear curve fitting (e.g., Graphpad Prism) and KM can be obtained

from the curve at 1/2Vmax (Figure 2.1). In the days before personal computers, this was

done visually and was therefore inaccurate. For this reason, linearised re-arrangements

of the Michaelis-Menten equation were introduced. The most familiar are

Lineweaver-Burke plot

1

v
¼ 1

Vmax
þ KM

Vmax
:

1

½S�
� �

Eadie-Hoftsee plot

v

½S� ¼
Vmax

KM

� v:
1

KM

� �

Figure 2.1 Michaelis-Menten plot of alkaline phosphatase enzymic activity
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The data in Figure 2.1 have been re-plotted as linear plots, as shown in Figure 2.2A and

B.The experimental details, rawdata and calculations are included inAppendix1 so that

you can try this out for yourselves. Note that the data points are colour coded to illustrate

the order of data in each analysis.

2.1.6 Non-Michealian enzymes – G proteins and Ras

Enzymes that display cooperativity are non-Michaelian. They are exceptional in that

their intrinsic activities can be altered by the progressive binding of substrate (homo-

tropic) or the binding of an unrelated modulator molecule (heterotropic). Homotropic

cooperativity is almost exclusively found in multimeric proteins. In simple terms,

binding of substrate to one subunit alters the conformation of both it and the other

subunits so that the next substrate binds more tightly (positive cooperativity) or less

tightly (negative cooperativity). Such propagated conformational change is termed

allosteric: allosteric means ‘differently shaped’.

Homotropic cooperativity only involves the active site. Heterotropic regulators,

however, bind at an alternative binding site on the enzyme. Although such allosteric

modulators do not bind directly to the active site, they nevertheless affect its conforma-

tion either positively or negatively so as to cause stimulation or inhibition of the

enzyme’s activity. Co-operativity can be detected by Hill Plot analysis (see Appendix).

2.1.7 Non-Michaelian enzymes – cooperativity and allostery

It is important to realise that the catalytic mechanism is quite different in GTPases such

asmonomeric Ras and the heterotrimericGproteins. In these peculiar enzymes product

release is the rate-limiting step. In Ga subunits, the dissociation of GDP from the

guanine nucleotide binding cleft/catalytic site is the rate-limiting step, rather than the

hydrolytic step of GTP! GDP. Added to that, G protein nucleotide binding and

GTPase activity is under the control of accessory proteins that variously upregulate or

downregulate both hydrolysis and product release. Thus, these ‘GTPases’ display

kinetics that are very far from being ‘Michaelian’.

2.2 Receptor equilibrium binding assays

Receptor assays differ fromenzyme assays in onemajor respect: receptors aremeasured

at equilibrium. However, in many ways simple receptor assays have some analogy with

Michaelian enzyme kinetic assays. Ligand (L) binds to receptor (R) in a reversible

manner that is dependent on forward and reverse rate constants as well as the concen-

trations of ligand [L], receptor [R] and the ligand-receptor complex [LR].

Rþ LÐk1
k2
LR

2.2.1 Equilibrium

Aswith enzymes, certain conditions need to bemet in order for ameaningful assay to be

performed. The ligand needs to be present in sufficient amounts so that its concentration
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Figure 2.2 (A) Lineweaver-Burke plot of alkaline phosphatase assay; (B) Eadie-Hoftsee plot of
alkaline phosphatase assay
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does not change appreciably when binding occurs. In practice, this means that the

receptor concentration is very much lower than the ligand’s. A second condition is that

the binding process must be allowed to go to equilibrium before being assayed. As a

general rule, receptor binding reaches equilibrium in around 30 minutes to an hour at

37�C, or two hours at room temperature, or overnight at 4�C. Finally, the receptor in
question is assumed to have a single binding site and all receptors in a sample have the

same intrinsic affinity as for ligand.

Binding and de-binding is faster at higher temperatures and equilibrium state is

reached more quickly. Nevertheless, the equilibrium concentration of the complex

reached will be the same for all temperatures from 4�C to 37�C. One caveat is that at
4�C, receptors that were already occupied by an endogenous ligand prior to assay will
not be labelled because ligand exchange is inefficient at low temperatures.

The derivation of formulae for receptor assays is similar to, but simpler than,

enzyme kinetics (see Panel 3). Formation of LR is dependent upon the concentra-

tions of L and R and on the forward rate constant k1 (the ‘on-rate’) and the rate of its

formation is k1 multiplied by [L] multiplied by [R]. The dissociation of LR is

governed by k2 (the ‘off-rate’) and the concentration of LR. The dissociation rate

is equal to k2 multiplied by [LR]. Equilibrium is achieved when the rate of formation

of LR is equally balanced by the rate of dissociation. Or:

k1:½L�:½R� ¼ k2:½LR�

Thus, receptor assays only have to deal with two rate constants. The derivation of a

saturation curve analogous to the Michaelis-Menten is shown in simplified form in Panel 3.

2.2.2 KD – the dissociation constant

The dissociation constant (KD) of receptors is analogous to the Michaelis-Menten

constant of simple enzymes in that it is a measure of the intrinsic affinity the receptor

has for the ligand.

2.2.3 Bmax – the maximum binding capacity is a ‘count’ of the receptors
in a sample

Maximum binding of ligand in a receptor sample occurs as ligand approaches high,

saturating concentrations of ligand. For simple, single site binding this means that all

receptor molecules are occupied (with a single ligand each). Therefore, at saturating

ligand concentrations:
½RT� ¼ Bmax ðviiÞ

In other words the concentration of receptor is equal to the concentration of bound ligand

when the receptor is saturated. Substituting Equation (vii) into Equation (vi) (Panel 3) gives:

½LR� ¼ Bmax:
½L�

KD þ ½L� ðviiiÞ
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Asyou can see, this takes the same formas theMichaelis-Menten equation and similarly

produces a hyperbolic curve of [LR] versus [L].

In papers ‘dealing with hormone-receptor interactions, the LR complex is often

referred to as ‘bound ligand’ (B) or ‘specifically bound’ (SB), reflecting the fact that

only the ligand concentration can be assayed because it is the only component that is

labelled. By the same token, L is usually referred to as ‘free ligand’ or F.

½SB� ¼ Bmax:
½F�

KD þ ½F�

Panel 3.

(i) (ii)

Substituting (ii) for the denominator in (i) gives (iii)

(iii)
(iv)

Substitute (iv) into (iii) to give (v)

(vi)

[LR] =
[L].[R]

k2 k1/
KD =

k2

k1

[LR] =
[L].[R]

KD

The initialor total 
receptor 
concentration [RT] 
is split between free 
receptor [R] and that 
complexed with 
ligand [LR]. Thus…

[RT] = [R] + [LR]

(v) [LR] =
([RT]-[LR]).[L]

KD

Solve for [LR]…

[LR] = [RT].
[L]

KD + [L]

At saturating ligand concentrations...

(vii) [RT] = Bmax

Substitute (vii) into (vi)…

[LR] = Bmax.
[L]

KD + [L]
(viii)

Panel 2.3
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2.2.4 The meaning of KD

You will probably recognise that this last equation resembles the Michaelis-Menten

equation and produces a similar rectangular hyperbolic plot of [SB] versus [F]. By the

same argument used for enzyme analysis, KD can be shown to be the concentration

required to reach 1/2Bmax, or half-saturation. Thus,KD is ameasure of the affinity of the

interaction, and the higher the KD, the lower the affinity. A receptor with a high KD

requires high ligand concentrations to reach half-saturation. A high affinity receptor

reaches half-saturation at relatively low ligand concentrations.

Again, visually extrapolating the saturation curve (Figure 2.3) gives a very rough

approximation of Bmax, and thus KD can be obtained. This is accurately done by

computerised fitting, but in earlier times was made more accurate by the use of a linear

rearrangement. The commonest linear plot is that introduced by Scatchard in 1954

(originally employed tomeasure radioactive calcium binding to Ca2þ-binding proteins).
The results in Figure 2.3 are from a receptor assay of soluble oestrogen receptors.

Again, the protocols and raw data are provided inAppendix 1with an explanation of the

experimental problem of ‘non-specific’ binding.

Scatchard plot

½SB�
½F� ¼

Bmax

KD

� ½SB�: 1

KD

� �

Figure 2.3 Oestrogen receptor assay using tritiated ostradiol
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Alternative arrangements of the same Scatchard equation are

½SB� ¼ Bmax:
½F�

KD þ ½F�OR . . .
½SB�
½F� ¼

ðBmax� ½SB�Þ
KD

Looking at the Scatchard plot equation, one can see that it resembles the Eadie-Hoftsee

plot for enzyme kinetics. Plotting [SB]/[F] against [SB] gives a linear graph with the

form

y ¼ ð�mxÞ þ c

having a negative slope of �1=KD and an intercept on the [SB] axis of Bmax.

The data from the saturation curve have been re-plotted as a Scatchard plot

(see Figure 2.4 and Appendix 1).

2.2.5 Displacement assays

Looking at the worked example of saturation binding analysis, you will appreciate

that large quantities of radioligand are required to even approach saturation values.

Figure 2.4 Oestrogen receptor assay - Scatchard plot
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Radioactively labelled compounds are exceedingly expensive. If one is only inter-

ested in the relative affinity of one ligand compared to another, a cheaper alternative

is to use ‘tracer’ amounts of radioligand in a ‘competition’ assay (also referred to as

‘displacement’). Displacement assays are unable to measure Bmax, and KD values

are usually an approximation. An EGF receptor displacement (or ‘tracer’) assay

is shown in Figure 2.5 (data in Appendix 1). Note that the ‘x-axis’ is logarithmic.

This semi-log graph gives a sigmoidal (‘S-shaped’) curve – halfway between the

inflection points is roughly equivalent to half-saturation and the concentration of

cold ligand required to achieve this is referred to as the inhibitory concentration for

50% saturation (IC50). Often this is used as a very rough approximation of the KD.

2.3 The receptor’s environment

Cell surface receptors often display very different ligand-binding characteristics

depending upon whether they are assayed in whole cells, isolated plasma membranes,

or as highly purified native or recombinant proteins. Cellular modulators of receptor

function may be lost during membrane purification, often resulting in isolated mem-

brane-bound receptors with apparently different properties than whole cell receptors.

Examples of such well-known regulators that modulate affinity include ions, guanine

nucleotides, soluble protein kinases and phosphatases. Moreover, the isolated protein,

whether native or recombinant, may need to be incorporated into phospholipid vesicles

in order to bind ligand – of course, this artificial lipidmilieu cannot adequatelymimic all

of the features of the native bilayer.

Figure 2.5 EGF receptor assay using the tracer displacement method
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7-pass and single-pass receptors can be removed frommembranes by dissolving them

out of the lipid bilayer with detergent. Some 7-pass receptors that have been solubilised

are found to bind ligand with full retention of stereospecificity, even in solution (i.e.,

when not incorporated into artificial phospholipid vesicles)1. However this is not often

possible – the choice of detergent appears crucial, with digitonin being most often

successful. Interestingly, such soluble 7-pass receptors displaymonophasic high affinity

binding whereas the isolated membrane-bound form displays bi-phasic high- and

low-affinity binding. Whole cell assays of the same receptor give monophasic low

affinity binding (dealt with in detail later in the chapter).

2.3.1 Heterogeneity of binding sites – positive cooperativity

2.3.1.1 Positive cooperativity
The concept of cooperativity emerged from studies of the binding of oxygen to

haemoglobin. Haemoglobin is tetrameric and exhibits positive cooperativity in its

uptake of oxygen compared with non-cooperative binding by monomeric myoglobin.

Thefirst haemoglobinmonomer binds the first oxygenwith relatively lowaffinity, but its

binding causes a conformational change in the monomer that is transmitted to the other

monomers such that each subsequent binding ismade easier – effectively, the affinity for

oxygen increases in the empty sites after the first binding event. The saturation of four

sites with oxygen, or the loss of all four oxygens, occurs over a very narrow range of O2

partial pressures and is ‘switch-like’. Myoglobin, on the other hand, is monomeric,

non-cooperative and binds or releases oxygen over a much wider range, which is more

smoothly graded (see Figure 2.6).

Ligand-gated ion channels are prototypical of cooperative multi-protein receptor

systems that act as ‘hair trigger’ sensors.

Classic positive cooperativity is (almost) exclusively seen in multimeric proteins,

which contain at least two individual subunits that possess functionally identical

ligand binding sites. The (two or more) binding sites each begin with an identical

basal ligand affinity, but the first ligand binding event changes the conformation/

orientation of its ligated subunit and that is transmitted to the empty subunit, which

also changes conformation, giving its binding site a temporarily higher affinity for

the next ligand, and so on. Ligand-gated ion channels need this switch-like response

because their signal transduction depends only upon how long the central pore

remains open (or shut) – time is important, not how ‘open’ the channel is2.

IP3 receptor The IP3 receptor is a tetramer of four identical subunits, each posses-

sing a single IP3 binding site. The ‘bundle’ of subunits straddles the endoplamic

reticulum membrane and forms a central pore (a calcium channel) that can open

when adequately stimulated by ligand. When only one or two subunits are occupied,

the channels stays closed – it only opens when three or all subunits are occupied3. Thus,

there is a very sharp discriminationmade between IP3 levels that will permit opening or
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closure of the pore. Without cooperativity, the channel would probably display varying

stages of ‘openness’ at almost all levels of IP3. These receptors are subject to

other modulating signals including feedback from calcium and phosphorylation.

2.3.2 Binding site heterogeneity – two site models versus
negative cooperativity

With some single-pass receptors, radioligand binding assays producewell-behaved data

that yield linear Scatchard plots, indicating that the receptor sites are all identical and

independent. Examples include the growth hormone receptor (a non-catalytic single-

pass cytokine-like receptor)4 and the PDGF receptor5. However, other such receptors

display complex binding patterns that plot as non-linear Scatchard graphs – with very

few exceptions, these are ‘upwardly concave’ (Figure 2.7). This is not the behaviour

expected of the ‘single independent site’ model implicitly assumed in Scatchard

analysis. This inconvenient behaviour is incompletely understood and has been the

subject of considerable debate over the decades. The interpretation of these binding

curves can be somewhat arbitrary without additional evidence to favour onemodel over

another. Fortunately, advances in our knowledge of receptor-modulating cytoplasmic

Figure 2.6 Oxygen dissociation curves of Mb and of Hb in whole blood. The normal sea level values of
human arterial and venous values are indicated. Thedashed curve is a hyperbolic curvewith the sameas
Hb (26 torr). From Voet D. and Voet J. G., Biochemistry (Third Edition); Copyright & 2004 by Donald
Voet and Judith G. Voet, reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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interactions and recent detailed structural information on how ligands dock with

receptors have clarified previous interpretations of biphasic radioligand binding results,

at least in some cases.

Upwardly-concave ‘curvilinear’ Scatchard plots have been repeatedly and uniformly

obtained from radioligand binding assays on both insulin receptors and EGF receptors

from a variety of sources when whole cells or native membrane preparations are

used.

All single pass receptors dimerise to create a holoreceptor with two binding

surfaces, and it is this arrangement that gives them the potential to ‘cooperate’.

The question is: to what extent are curved Scatchards a sign of cooperativity or

heterogeneity? Frequently cited sources of artefactual curvilinearity are: (a) non-

specific binding not being fully eliminated; (b) internalisation of the radioligand (in

whole cell assays) creating a non-dissociable subset of receptors; or (c) endogenous

ligand pre-occupying a subset of receptors (low affinity due to the need for ligand

exchange). Nevertheless, none of these artefactual arguments explains how so many

Figure 2.7 Curvilinear Scatchard plots of ligand-binding to single-pass receptors. (A) Reproduced
with kind permission from Livneh, E., Prywes, R., Kashles, O., Reiss, N., Sasson, I., Mory, Y., Ullrich,
A. and Schlessinger, J. (1986) Reconstitution of human epidermal growth factor receptor and its
deletion mutants in cultured hasmter cells. J. Biol. Chem., 261: 12490–12497. (B) Reproduced with
kind permission fromRubin, C.S., Hirsch, A., Fung, C. and Rosen, O.M. (1978) Development of hormone
receptors and hormone responsiveness in vitro. J. Biol. Chem., 253: 7560–7578. (C) Reproduced with
kind permission from Davidson, M.B. and Kaplan, S. (1977) Increased insulin binding by hepatic
plasma membranes from diabetic rats. J. Clin. Invest., 59: 22–30
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well-controlled studies in different systems get the same result – upwardly-concave

Scatchard plots for insulin or EGF binding.

Taken at face value, and with nothing else to go on, upwardly-concave curvilinear

Scatchard plots may be legitimately explained in two main ways:

� A. There are two (or more) pre-existing independent sites, each with an intrinsi-

cally different ligand affinity (‘receptor heterogeneity’); binding at one site does

not affect the other.

� B. There is a single site with a single basal affinity that is subject to negative

cooperativity during ligand binding, giving rise to two (or more) observed affinities.

At one theoretical extreme, this may mean a continuously varying spectrum of (non-

discrete) affinities.

Simple equilibrium binding assays cannot discriminate between these two possible

scenarios. Indeed the same InsR binding data set successfully fits mathematically into

bothmodels6. Note that the appearance of a ‘dog leg’ in the curve (perhaps suggestive of

two sites) is an illusion of scaling. These curves are asymptotes, and remain micro-

scopically so if one zooms in on (seemingly) linear sections.

If A. were true, there should be two subset of receptors in basal conditions. During

assay, the ratio of the two types should not change with increasing ligand occupancy.

Proof of A. would lie in the ability to purify separately, and study the two types of

receptor.

If B. were true, the initial binding events should be high affinity and the later ones
low affinity. The binding sites should be the same in basal conditions, with the low

affinity site only observable when ligand-occupancy approaches some threshold

level. In other words, binding at the ‘empty site’ is made less avid by initial binding

at the ‘filled site’.

Both models imply that there would be a biphasic dissociation of radioligand from

receptor when ligand is removed and the preparation diluted in ligand-free buffer (slow

off-rate¼ high affinity; fast off-rate¼ low affinity). However, it is argued that biphasic

dissociation from negatively cooperative receptors (A.) should be sensitive to presence
of unlabelled ligand7.

2.3.3 Negative cooperativity of the insulin receptor or two
site model

InsR radioligand receptor binding assays give upwardly concave curvilinear Scatch-

ard plots. These have most often been adduced as evidence of negative cooperativity

rather than independent site heterogeneity. In early studies the non-linearity was

cited as representing two sites (high or low affinity) but there has been debate about

whether they are two independent sites or a manifestation of negative cooperativity

between the monomeric halves of the InsR holoreceptor6. Nonetheless, we now
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know that the insulin receptor is a good candidate for such cooperative behaviour,

being a persistent dimer and having a bivalent ligand. Insulin-binding ‘bridges’ (or

‘crosslinks’) the two a-chain ectodomains by virtue of the fact that it has two distinct

binding surfaces that pair up with two alternate binding domains on each ectodo-

main. In a sense, the single insulin ligand allows the two receptor halves to ‘com-

municate’ their occupancy status.

The curvilinear InsR Scatchard plots are clearly not an experimental artefact but

something unique to insulin – a counter-intuitive proof of their authenticity is that under

identical conditions, IGF-I gives linear Scatchard plots whereas insulin produces

upwardly-concave curves in membrane assays8. Furthermore, in uniform conditions

the dissociation of IGF-I from a soluble dimerised IGF-IR ectodomain is monophasic

whereas dissociation of insulin from the same IGF-IR ectodomain dimer is biphasic

(two off-rates)9. This suggests that it is the ligand, not the receptor, which determines

this effect. Indeed, insulin and IGF-I binding sites are in different regions of the

receptors’ a-chains – a primary site for insulin is centred on the ‘L1’ domain whereas

the primary IGF-I site is the cysteine-rich domain10.

Decades of research (beginning with photoaffinity labelling, followed by site-

directed mutagenesis and later receptor domain swapping) has painstakingly identi-

fied the regions of insulin and the receptor that are needed for full ligand binding

activity with associated negative cooperativity. To summarise, the ‘classic’ insulin

binding site is centred on the L1 domain whereas a second site has been identified as

comprising the L2 domain and part of the C-terminal portion of the a-chain, namely

the fibronectin domain 0 (Fn0)11. The domain structure of InsR is dealt with in

Chapter 9.

Site-directedmutagenesis has identified residues needed for the interaction of insulin

and InsR. Insulin’s critical residues roughly map to opposite ends of the molecule. The

C-terminal portion of insulin’s B-chain binds (mostly) hydrophobically to ‘site 2’ of

InsR (the ‘cooperative site’ that is encoded by exon 2 – ‘L1’); a smaller interaction site

centred on insulin’sA-chainmakes salt-bridge contactswith ‘site 1’, the product of InsR

exons 6 and 7 – ‘L2’ and Fn07,12. Electron microscopy (EM) has visualised two distinct

conformational states of InsR: unoccupied and insulin-occupied. The unoccupied form

of the ectodomain is in an open state with the two monomer halves splayed apart; in the

occupied form, the ectodomain is closed around a single gold-labelled insulinmolecule.

Guided by the mutational and receptor binding studies, crystal structures of the sub-

domains of InsR/IGF-IRhavebeen carefullymappedonto theEMstructuremodel of the

ligand-occupied InsR andmeasurements of interacting residues are consistent with two

distinct sites (see Figure 2.8)12. This construct illustrates howprescient the earlymodels

of negative cooperativity were7,13.

A highly simplified scheme is presented in Figure 2.8 based on the above-cited

models of insulin-InsR interaction7,10,11,13. The first ligand binding events are bridging

(or ‘crosslinking’) and this accounts for the high affinity. Insulin binds to one InsR

monomer first, probably through long range electrostatic effects between ‘site 1’ of

insulin and theL2/Fn0domains, immediately followed bybinding to the othermonomer

through insulin’s opposite face, ‘site 2’, which binds predominantly hydrophobically.
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This bridging action creates a high affinity site that brings themonomers closer together

and is speculated to cause lateral movements of the transmembrane domains such that

the InsR tyrosine kinase domains are brought close enough to trans-autophosphoryate.

The ability to create this novel bi-partite site is dependent upon the monomers being

persistently held together by the two interchain disulphide bonds.

The bridging effect of low concentration insulin obviously leaves two empty sites – a

‘site 1’ binding region on one monomer and a ‘site 2’ on the other. Binding at the left-

over ‘site 1’ region at higher insulin concentrations is thus rendered low affinity because

the initial bridging ligand precludes formation of a second bridge.However, both ‘site 1’

and ‘site 2’ binding regions on InsR overlap12. So, when insulin levels are high enough,

the initially bound insulin will begin to be displaced (i.e., an insulin-accelerated off-

rate). At super high concentrations, the acceleration of dissociation by cold insulin

(negative cooperative effect) is lost, presumably because the bridging is suppressed by

overwhelming one-to-one interactions of ligands with both sites.

2.3.4 Site heterogeneity of the EGF receptor – independent
two site model?

Like InsR, EGFRassays onwhole cells and isolatedmembranes give upwardly concave

curvilinear Scatchard plots (for example, Figure 2.7). However with EGFR, these have

Figure 2.8 Simplified model of insulin receptor ligand binding and negative cooperativity
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classically been interpreted to represent true receptor heterogeneity. Usually, this is

taken to mean that there are likely to be two independent EGF binding sites: one high

affinity, the other lowaffinity. In otherwords, in a cell (or its isolatedplasmamembranes)

there are actually two populations of EGFR: the majority (>80%) of the membrane-

bound EGFRs are low affinity, with a smaller number of them displaying high affinity.

The absence of negative cooperativity has been recently confirmed by ingenious pulse-

chase experiments, wherein the dissociation rate of labelled EGF from receptors was

unaffected by addition of unlabelled EGF14.

Attempts to separate and study these native entities physically have been somewhat

inconclusive, but there are severalways tomodulate their ratios,which strongly suggests

that they are independent realities.

Treatment of cells with phorbol esters such as PMAcan selectively eliminate the high

affinity component of EGFR (see Figure 2.9)15,16. PMA activates conventional forms of

protein kinase C (PKC) and this leads to phosphorylation of threonine654 in the

cytoplasmic juxtamembrane region of EGFR and subsequent selective down-regulation

of the high-affinity state. In contrast, sphingosine treatment shifts the EGFR population

to a high affinity state (Figure 2.9)17.

The EGF receptor exists as a monomer in the absence of ligand. EGF binds to the

receptor monomer through two regions L1 and L2 and this leads to dimerisation with

another occupied EGFRwith the result that the activated homodimer contains two EGF

ligands.Although the interaction of the twobinding siteswithin the individualmonomer

with a single EGF looks suspiciously like a positive cooperative18, it appears that high

affinity binding depends upon formation of a dimer and is suggested to be dependent

upon prior exposure of one half to EGF19,20. Again, this appears to suggest positive

cooperativity.

In contrast to membrane-inserted EGFR, detergent-solubilised native EGFR gives

linear Scatchard plots, at least when dissolved at a low concentration. But more

concentrated solutions of solubilised native EGFR, or its ectodomain, display

evidence of positive cooperativity – i.e., Hill plots (see Appendix 1) with a gradient

1.721. Obviously, in highly concentrated solutions, EGFR is more likely to collide

and homodimerise (in 3-dimensional space) and it is argued that this high concen-

tration may mimic a calculated concentration of EGFR in (2-dimensional) native

membranes.

Unfortunately, at the present time there is simply no easyway to explain the behaviour

of membrane inserted native EGFR without resorting to a hypothetical cellular or

membrane modulator (or ‘external site’) that the ligand-occupied receptor binds to

and is thereby stabilised in a high affinity state18. This ‘external site’ has not been

identified, but is thought to bind to the cytoplasmic side of the receptor. It is tempting to

speculate whether this may have something to do with the reversible interaction of the

cytoplasmic juxtamembrane region of EGFR with the lipid bilayer proposed by

McLaughlin and co-workers to control its tyrosine kinase autoinhibition and

activation22. I hasten to add that this ismere speculationonmypart andnot anhypothesis

advanced by the authors, who confined their model to the receptor’s enzymic activity

alone (discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.7).
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2.4 Guanine nucleotides and the agonist ‘affinity-shift’
of 7-pass receptors

Therapeutic drugs directed at adrenergic receptors (and other pharmacologically inter-

esting 7-pass receptors) are often characterised by radioligand ‘displacement’ binding

assays performed upon plasma membranes purified from cells or tissues. These assays

employ a tracer amount of radiolabelled neutral (‘competitive’) antagonist – ‘displace-

ment’ of the label by increasing concentrations of unlabelled agonist or antagonist gives

an estimate of their respective affinities for the receptor (see Section 2.2.5). A signature

characteristic of 7-pass receptors in native plasma membranes is that antagonists bind

Figure 2.9 Differential effects of (A) phorbol ester or (B) sphingosine on high affinity of component
of EGFR. Reproduced fromDecker, S.J., Ellis, C., Pawson, T. andVelu, T. (1989) Effects of substitutionof
threonine 654 of the epidermal growth factor receptor on epidermal growth factor-mediated activa-
tion of phospholipase C. J. Biol. Chem., 265: 7009–7015. Davis, R.J., Girones, N. and Faucher, M.
(1988) Two alternative mechanisms control the interconversion of functional states of the epidermal
growth factor receptor. J. Biol. Chem., 263: 5373–5379, 1988 with permission from the American
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
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with a single affinity but agonists often display bi-phasic displacement that can be

modelled as being two-site: (i) a high affinity component that ranges from a low level to

as high as 92% of total binding; and (ii) a low affinity component that makes up the rest

(see Figure 2.10). This bi-phasic agonist binding can be reduced to a mono-phasic low

affinity curve by the addition of non-hydrolysable GTP analogues, GTPgS or Gpp(NH)
p, either of which can cause a shift in affinity from high to low23. So one can sort

antagonists from agonists because the former are unaffected by GTPgS, while the latter
shift affinity in its presence.

2.4.1 The ternary complex ‘equilibrium’ model

The classic paradigm holds that the agonist-receptor-Gab/g ‘ternary complex’ is the

high affinity formwhereas the agonist-receptor complex is low affinity. The high agonist

affinity form is thought to be disrupted by addition of non-hydrolysable GTP analogues

because they trigger uncoupling of Ga from the agonist-occupied receptor, leaving the

latter in the uncoupled, low affinity state. There has been a common assumption that the

GDP-occupied G protein is the form that is found in the high affinity ternary complex,

but that does not explain why both GDP and GTP have also been observed to produce

agonist affinity shifts in 7-pass receptors24,25,26,27.

The classical ternary complex model23,28 (Figure 2.10) has been extended and

elaborated over the years to account for the apparent diversity of ligand activities

observed in membrane assays and bioassays as well as for the finding that consti-

tutively activated 7-pass receptor mutants can activate G proteins in the absence of

agonist. Later versions of this model29 are exceedingly complex and contain much

that is theoretical (for a critique, see Reference 2). In the simple form of the model,

the receptor (R) exists in two states that are in equilibrium with one another. In the

absence of the hormone or agonist (‘A’), low agonist-affinity ‘R’ predominates, but a

small proportion is in the high agonist-affinity ‘R*’ state. R is a biologically inactive

conformation but R* is in an active conformation that can couple to a heterotrimeric

G protein that is GDP-occupied: Ga<GDP>b/g. Neutral antagonists bind to both R

and R* with the same affinity but agonists, which bind preferentially to R*, tend to

stabilise this activated form. The result is that the equilibrium is shifted in favour of

R* by agonist binding, and the rise in [AR*] is further stabilised by its coupling with

Ga<GDP>b/g (see Figure 2.10). Dissociation of GDP from this ternary complex

and replacement with GTP is accompanied by uncoupling of the high affinity

complex. Ga<GTP> is free to activate its effector enzyme (E) and uncoupled R*

reverts to the low affinity R state.

With uniform materials (single membrane source, constant level of protein expres-

sion) and well-controlled conditions (unvarying membrane isolation and assay proce-

dures), agonist affinity shift membrane assays are pharmacologically predictive in

screening compound libraries. For example, they can identify (and partially character-

ise) antagonists more quickly than complex biological endpoint assays such as

animal experiments. The extended ternary model is most frequently used to aid the
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classification of ligands on the basis of observed affinity shift, among other endpoints.

However, despite its success there are experimental findings that question the model’s

relevance to how the system actually works in vivo.

If the ARGa<GDP>b/g complex is the high agonist-affinity form, how can one

account for the fact that GDP can also cause an affinity shift just like GTP?High agonist

Figure 2.10 The ternary complex equilibrium model cap
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affinity is only observable in washed or re-constituted membranes that contain both

receptor and cognate G protein and, most importantly, the assay must be carried out in

the complete absence of soluble guanine nucleotides. In guanine nucleotide-free con-

ditions, how does the putative high agonist-affinity ARGa<GDP>b/g complex survive

if GDP is continuously dissociating from it? As Colquhoun et al. point out, ‘the GTP-

hydrolysis cycle is inherently not an equilibrium process, and some sort of (quasi-)

steady-state treatment is likely to be essential, as a minimum’2.

2.4.2 The ‘empty pocket’ form of Ga

Questions like these and others have lead to the proposal that the high affinity agonist

binding observed in nucleotide-free membrane assays, represents agonist-occupied

receptors that are coupled to G proteins in the empty-pocket form (Ga<EMPTY>bg),
the GDP having dissociated during the assay period. There is recent support for this

suggestion in thework ofKobilka’s group26, who have shown that a recombinant protein

of bAR fused with Gas exhibits bi-phasic agonist binding in the absence of guanine

nucleotide, whereas the recombinant bAR alone, displays low affinity binding only.

These experimentswere doneby expressing the proteins in insect cells (Sf9 cells) that do

not contain G proteins capable of coupling to mammalian 7-pass receptors. When

affinity-shift assays were done on isolated plasma membranes from the respective

clones, it was found that addition of GTPgS, GTP or GDP abolished high-affinity

binding of the bAR-Ga’s fusion receptor but GTPgS had no effect on the affinity of

the singly-expressed bAR26.

2.4.3 The thermodynamic ‘catalytic’ or ‘kinetic’ model

An alternative model has been proposed that appears better able to account for the high

agonist-affinity state and the affinity-lowering effects ofGDP.Thiswas first proposedby

Marc Chabre to account for the kinetics of the rhodopsin-transducin cycle30,31 and later

by Magali Waelbroeck to describe the kinetics of muscarinic receptor G-coupling27,32.

Indeed, Chabre has successfully modelled the rhodopsin-transducin cycle using simple

Michaelis-Menten kinetics (for his analysis, the reader is referred to Reference 33). The

following treatment is much simplified.

One should think of the 7-pass receptor as a kind of catalyst, in that a single

agonist occupied receptor can activate several G proteins, one-by-one, in turn. The

bonds made and broken in the conformational changes of the G protein are not

covalent, so this is not classically ‘enzymatic’. Nevertheless, large changes in free

energy accompany the coupling/uncoupling of G proteins to receptors, the dissocia-

tion of GDP, the association of GTP, and its ultimate hydrolysis back to GDP. The

thermodynamic catalytic model recognises that important steps in the activation

cycle of 7-pass receptors are very far from equilibrium and, being practically

irreversible, their kinetics are more akin to enzymic catalysis. For example, the
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activated receptor acts as a ‘guanine nucleotide exchange factor’ when it couples to a

GDP-occupied G protein. Although there is no making or breaking of covalent

bonds, the agonist-occupied receptor nevertheless induces significant conforma-

tional change in the G protein, particularly in the ‘switch’ regions (see Chapter 8).

In other words, the activated receptor acts like an isomerase, contributing high levels

of binding energy to re-model the GDP-binding site such that GDP is expelled from

Ga. In living cells, this is practically an irreversible step because in vivo the direction
of flux is further strengthened by the immediate binding of GTP to the a-subunit,
which causes a further conformational change in the a-subunit. This causes loss of
the b/g subunit and de-coupling of the receptor. The disassembled G protein can no

longer interact with a receptor and so is not in equilibrium with any of the receptor

pools. The energy barrier leading to GDP dissociation is lower (Figure 2.11 dashed

line) in the presence of the agonist than in its absence (Figure 2.11 solid line)

because agonist binding causes an activating conformational change in the receptor

that happens more rarely in the absence of agonist.

The thermodynamic model posits that the high-affinity agonist-binding state of

7-pass receptors is the nucleotide-free form of the ternary complex, i.e.,

AR**G*a<EMPTY>bg. The following presents a summary of themodel and support-

ing evidence. (Note that many intermediate steps are left out for simplicity.)

Figure 2.11 A thermodynamic model of ligand binding and G-protein coupling, and indicating free
energy changes between each state
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(A) 7-pass receptors that bind soluble, diffusible ligands have two natural binding

sites: one is an agonist-binding site (that is located in the extracellular-domain or TM-

region), and the other is an intracellular Ga<GDP>bg-coupling site (in theC-terminal

tail and IC3 loop of the receptor).

The ligand-free receptor oscillates between two conformations:

� R (inactive – the intracellular coupling site has no affinity for Ga<GDP>bg)

� R* (active – the intracellular coupling site has high affinity for Ga<GDP>bg)

In the absence of agonist, R is largely predominant. A small proportion of R* may

account for possible constitutive activity of receptor. Agonist affinities of R and R* are

not separately measurable. Upon agonist binding, all the occupied receptors are in the

active AR* conformation. It is often assumed that the ligand binds only to R* and

stabilises its active conformation, but kinetic arguments suggest that the agonist binds as

well to the predominant R conformer and converts it to R*.

A third conformation may be observed for the agonist-occupied receptor upon

its coupling to the G protein and following its ensuing release of GDP from the bound Ga:

AR* þ Ga <EMPTY> bg ! AR** G* a <EMPTY> bg þ GDP

In thisAR**G*a<EMPTY>bg complex, the receptor has high affinities for both agonist and
theGprotein.TheGDP thatwas stochiometricallybound toGa is released into the assaybuffer
where it dilutes to a concentration below its affinity for the complex. The AR**G*

a<EMPTY>bg complex is stable in isolation as long as GTP is excluded from the system,

for example by the washing procedures involved in the isolation of plasma membranes.

(B) In the successive complexes, the heterotrimeric G protein’s a-subunit exists in
three states and each has a different conformation (crystal and NMR structures are

available for the three conformations of monomeric G proteins, see Chapter 7):

� Ga<GDP>bg (Gahas no affinity forR, but has a high affinity for bothAR*andGDP)

� AR**G*a<EMPTY> (G*a has a low affinity for GDP, but has high affinity for both

AR** and GTP)

� G**a<GTP> (G**a has no affinity for either AR* or b/g, but has high affinity for

both effector enzyme and GTP)

2.4.4 Constitutive signalling in the absence of ligand

It is widely accepted that 7-pass receptors can weakly signal, constitutively. To produce

this basal ligand-free signalling, the receptor spontaneously switches conformation

fromR to the rarer R* state. Themore constitutively active the receptor is, the higher the

percentage of time spent in the R* state.
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Agonist binding to membrane bound receptor in absence of G protein This system

(Figure 2.12) is, of course, not open to interrogation with radioligand. However, in

membrane assays of receptors expressed in cells without cognate G protein (e.g.,

Sf9 insect cells), agonist binding to a 7-pass receptor is overwhelmingly mono-phasic

and low affinity. Even the higher constitutively-signallingmutant receptors showmono-

phasic low affinity agonist binding in the absence of G protein. So, although agonist

changes the receptor’s conformation fromR toR* and therefore shifts the equilibrium in

favourofAR*, the agonist affinity is unchanged.This indicates that the agonist affinity is

similar for the R and R* states.

2.4.5 The effect of limiting concentrations of G protein
on agonist binding

Preparation of plasma membranes for receptor assay typically entails repeated centrifuga-

tion. This effectively washes out any guanine nucleotides that are not already bound to G

proteins. When GTP is omitted (and its synthesis from GDP is also suppressed) during the

receptor assay, the limiting amount of Ga<GDP>bg available for coupling results in a

proportion of agonist-occupied receptors building-up in a high affinity (low off-rate) state.

The reason for this is that as binding and coupling proceed, Ga<GDP>bg quickly runs

out. Without GTP, occupied receptors that have coupled and catalysed GDP release

become trapped in a nucleotide-free complex with G (see Figure 2.13). The rest of the

occupied receptors, having had no chance to couple, remain in a low affinity state.

Ga<GDP>bg cannot be recreated from Ga<EMPTY>bg because there is not enough
GTP. Adding unlimited GTP to such a system allows G protein recycling, there is then a

steady supply of Ga<GDP>bg, and the high affinity sites no longer accumulate. In the

presence of GTP, this low agonist-affinity pool presumably contains AR and AR* only.

2.4.6 Agonist binding in membrane preparations where the cognate
G protein is in unlimited supply

When G protein is unlimited, GTP suppression will cause a higher (or even total)

accumulation of agonist-receptor in the high affinity state. Again, this is reversed by

adding GTP, which induces mono-phasic low affinity binding. With excess G protein

and GTP, AR**G*a<EMPTY>bg is transitory and undetectable.

Figure 2.12 Constitutive signalling - agonist affinity of the receptor is invisible
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Support for the aforementioned effects of varying G protein:receptor ratios upon

apparent agonist affinity ratios has been obtained experimentally34,35.

2.4.7 In vivo GTP versus GDP concentrations

One final problemwith the ternary equilibriummodel is the oft-quoted assertion that (in

vivo) the dissociation ofGDP from the guanine-binding pocket is immediately followed

by occupancy with GTP because ‘GTP is at a 30- (or sometimes 10-) fold higher

concentration in the cytoplasm’. If this latter statement were true, an equilibriummodel

could easily explain howde-coupling is favoured after ligand binding. However, there is

little evidence for such a large difference in concentrations. A single supporting

reference estimates that the cellular concentration of GTP is at least 30-fold higher

than GDP; these measurements were made in frog oocytes36.

More often, the tissue concentrations of GTP and GDP are found to be close to equal

(� 1-2 �5 mM)37,38,39,40. With equal concentrations, GTP and GDP would be expected

to compete equally as they have the same on-rate, and a purely equilibrium binding

process would be expected to produce very sluggish de-coupling. G<GTP> would be

continuously reverting to G<GDP> because of the high levels of GDP present. The

corollarywould be that, aswell as being sluggish, the absolute amount of activationwith

equimolar GDP background should be half that found in its absence. This is not what is

found33.

Figure 2.13
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The ‘kinetic’ or ‘thermodynamic’ model considers the step after GTP binds to be

irreversible. In other words, after each G<GTP> is formed, it is completely removed

from the ‘equilibrium’– because of the ‘catalytic’ effect of GTP-binding, there is a continual

forward flux that is not so badly affected by an equimolar background of GDP. For example,

the maximum rate of transducin activation by rhodopsin is 1�2 ms in the complete absence

of GDP but only increases modestly to 2�4 ms when GTP and GDP are equimolar33.

The crucial point is that, although it takes longer, a single flash of light achieves the

same level of transducin activation whether GDP is absent or is equimolar with GTP33.

As mentioned earlier, the agonist affinity-shift assay has been intensively utilised to

‘sort’ ligands into various functional categories. Despite the contradictory interpreta-

tions of the affinity-shiftmechanism, the twomodels do not necessarily disagreewith its

classification outcomes.

Very recent research has proven the existence of metastable activated-receptor/

G*a<EMPTY>bg complex in the form of an activated, detergent-solubilised rhodop-

sin bound tonucleotide-freeGaT (transducin)
41. Thea-subunit in the trapped complex is

structurally distinct from both the nucleotide-occupied and the uncoupled nucleotide-

free forms of the a-subunit. The receptor-bound ‘empty pocket’ Ga is conformationally

dynamic, whereas isolated ‘empty pocket’ Ga has a stable conformation. This proves

that it is the activated receptor that prepares the subunit for GTP loading (acting as a

‘guanine nucleotide exchange factor’), because it is the interaction of the activated

receptorwith theGprotein that causes its profoundconformational change rather thanof

the simple loss of GDP alone. An upsurge of interest in the nucleotide-free forms of

heterotrimeric G protein a-subunits and monomeric G proteins has flowed from new

structural studies. Their interactions with guanine nucleotide exchange factor (like

7-pass receptors or mSos) are the subject of intense research and, in the coming years,

more light will no doubt be shed on these key intermediate states.
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3
Modules and motifs
in transduction

A great leap in the understanding of cellular signal transduction pathways came with the

realisation that ‘motifs’ and ‘modules’ are conserved within the structures of diverse (and often

unrelated) proteins involved in signalling:

� motifs are linear peptide sequences

� modules are 3-dimensional folded domains

Although a few of these motifs and modules are also found in structural and transport proteins,

most are unique to signalling molecules.

Motifs are short, contiguous, linear stretches of amino acids that act, for example, as address

tags for retention or translocation of the protein, or serve as target sequences for covalent

modification (such as glycosylation or phosphorylation).

Modules are transposable protein domains – tightly folded discrete 3-dimensional polypep-

tide structures – that have been inserted (‘transposed’) into unrelated proteins during evolu-

tion. Individual modules are typically globular and have N- and C-termini close together,

ensuring minimum disruption to the overall structure/function of the acceptor protein. The

same module may be found in quite unrelated types of proteins that are involved in signal

transduction. Certain types of modules are important monitors of the phosphorylation status of

their specific targets, binding or de-binding depending upon presence or absence of a phos-

phoryl group (resulting from protein kinase or phosphatase activation, respectively). SH2 and

PTB domains bind to phosphorylated tyrosine residues in specific sequence motifs, and 14-3-3
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proteins bind to phosphoserine- or phosphothreonine-containing motifs, with forkhead-

associated domains being specific for phosphothreonine. Other modules target proteins to

specific cellular locations, often in a conditional manner. PH domains bind to the plasma

membrane inner leaflet because they are specific for phosphatidyl inositides – in many cases

they bind only the 3-phosphorylated form (PIP3) and are thus translocated in response to

activation of phosphatidyl inositol-3-kinase. Still other modules (EF hands, C1 and C2 domains)

respond to changes in levels of cytosolic calcium.

3.1 Src homology domains

Understanding of signalling transduction was greatly informed by studies of the retro-

viral oncoproteinvSrc produced by theRous sarcomavirus. Thevirus causes sarcoma in

chickens by expression of this single protein – a host protein that has been incorporated

into the viral gemone in a corrupted form. The chick vSrc gene product is a peripheral

plasmamembrane protein that has unregulated tyrosine kinase activity. In fact, Src was

thefirst protein tyrosine kinase to be identified. It has a normal cellular counterpart in the

proto-oncogene cSrc and is closely related in sequence to a number of other cytosolic

and peripheral non-receptor tyrosine kinases that make up the ‘Src family’ of protein

tyrosine kinases. Currently, there are 11 knownmembers: Src, Yes, Lck, Hck, Lyn, Frk,

Fgr, Fyn, Srm, Blk, and Brk1. The Src family share catalytic domain homology with the

large number of protein tyrosine kinases found in metazoan genomes. Protein tyrosine

kinases are not found in lower organisms such as prokaryotes, yeast and plants but

instead appear to be a hallmark of animals and presumably such tyrosine kinases

evolved recently from a common ancestor.

Beyond the kinase domain, these Src family proteins were also found to share

structural similarities with other quite unrelated proteins. In particular, three other

regions of Src protein were found to be homologous with discrete regions in a large

number of other signalling molecules. Src gave its name to these modules and motifs.

3.1.1 Src-homology-1 (SH1) region represents the tyrosine
kinase domain

SH1 is a rarely used term for the � 300 amino acid modules that represent Src’s

catalytic protein tyrosine kinase domain. Tyrosine kinase domains are found in a

large family of Src-related tyrosine kinases (both cytosolic and peripheral membrane

types), as well as in more distantly related proteins of the single-pass receptor class

of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), serine/threonine kinases (STKs) and mixed-

function kinases (STYKs).

At this point it is worth drawing a distinction between ‘modules’ and other domains.

The protein kinase domain is not, strictly speaking, amodule because kinases are clearly

related and have descended from a common ancestral kinase through lineal succession.
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Modules, on the other hand, appear to have been acquired through horizontal gene

transfer.

Both serine/threonine- and tyrosine-protein kinase domains share the same

overall structure and contain regions of sequence homology in a common pattern

of 12 subdomains. The detailed structures of these protein kinases are discussed in

Chapter 4.

3.1.2 Src-homology-2 (SH2) modules are phosphotyrosine-binding
domains

The sole function of SH2 domains is to bind to phosphorylated tyrosine residues

in specific polypeptide motifs. This ‘docking’ behaviour allows SH2-containing pro-

teins to form non-covalent complexes with tyrosine-phosphorylated proteins and is the

basis for ‘signal transduction particle’ formation at activated growth factor receptor

dimers. Large multi-protein complexes can be built up in this way. Some SH2 proteins

have no catalytic activity and function solely as ‘adaptors’ – much like Lego building

blocks.

Although the majority of SH2 domains are monospecific and bind only to phospho-

tyrosine-containing peptide motifs, there are notable exceptions: some SH2 domains

bind to specific tyrosine motifs whether phosphorylated or not. The EAT-2 protein of

natural killer cells (consisting of a single SH2 domain) binds to a tyrosine motif in the

C-terminal tail of a membrane-bound virus receptor called SLAM, regardless of

whether it is phosphorylated or not2. Still other pTyr-binding SH2 domains can also

bind (as an alternative ligand) the phosphate groups of phosphatidylinositol lipid

headgroups. PI-3-kinase regulatory subunit and PLCg both contain PIP3-binding SH2
domains (see Chapter 6).

SH2 domains are true modular domains and are therefore found in a much more

diverse set of proteins than those containing SH1 domains. SH2 domains are �100

amino acid modules and they share seven regions of high homology with one

another. In particular, there is an absolutely conserved arginine-containing sequence

motif: Phe.Leu.Val.Arg (‘FLVR’). The basic arginine sidechain of the FLVR motif

(equivalent to Arg179 of human c-Src) is responsible for coordinating the phosphate

of pTyr, and the phosphoamino acid is also contacted by a second arginine in the first

a-helix in the SH2 domain (Arg159 of human c-Src). The crystal structure of the

SH2 domain of v-Src bound to phosphotyrosine-containing peptides was first solved

in 19923.

Further SH2 module structures soon followed. A particularly interesting example

is the adaptor protein ‘Shc’ (for ‘Src-homology 2, and collagen-homology’), which

has both a C-terminal SH2 domain and an N-terminal PTB domain (see below)

separated by a GlyPro-rich linker containing a phosphorylatable tyrosine. Shc thus

exhibits two modes of phosphotyrosine-binding as well as being an SH2 target in

itself. The gallery of SH2 structures allow a canonical core domain to be delimited
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with the phosphopeptide-binding module consisting of a central 3-stranded anti-

parallel b-sheet sandwiched between two a-helices.
In all cases examined, the arginine residue of the SH2 domain’s Phe.Leu.Val.Arg

(FLVR) conserved sequencemotif inb-strand-2 is completely buried in the hydrophobic

core and forms an ion pair with the phosphate group of the phosphotyrosine. Figure 3.1

shows the Shc SH2 domain complexed with a pTyr-peptide from the T cell receptor.

A second arginine in the first alpha helix also binds pTyr via an amino-aromatic

interation with the amino acid’s ring structure and a salt bridge with the phosphate3,4.

In the SH2 structures from Shc, Lck, PLC-g1 and Syp, the phosphopeptide is extended
and binds across the centralb-sheet at right angles to the strandswith the pTyr binding to
one side of the sheet and the residues C-terminal of the pTyr being recognised by loops

on the opposite side of the sheet. Behind the peptide-binding surface are two short

parallel b-strands and the core structure is further elaborated in some examples of the

domain, such as that of Shc5.

Individual SH2 domains have distinct specificities for the peptide motif adjacent

to the phosphotyrosine (pTyr) target, particularly the amino acid sequence immediately

C-terminal of the pTyr. So, a given SH2module will only bind to a protein that contains

that motif. Examples of consensus sequence targets for a number of SH2 proteins6 are

shown in Table 3.1.

The normal form of the viral Src oncogene, cSrc, presents a striking example of auto-

inhibition that depends, in part, upon its SH2domain binding to a regulatorymotif found

at its ownextremeC-terminus. In inactive cSrc, theC-terminal regulatorymotif contains

a phosphotyrosine. An X-ray crystal structure of full length inactive c-Src was

obtained7, and this shows its SH2 domain forming an intrachain bond to its own

Figure 3.1 The SH2 domain of Shc bound to T cell receptor phosphopeptide (in grey)
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C-terminal pTyr (PDB file: 1FMK). This inhibitory SH2-pTyr intrachain bond is

reinforced by a similarly inhibitory intrachain bond involving the SH3 domain of Src

(see next section).

3.1.3 Src-homology-3 (SH3) modules are polyproline-binding domains

The SH3 module is found in many signalling molecules, but is also common in

cytoskeleton-associated proteins such as spectrin. The size of the module varies:

spectrin SH3 domain is� 60 amino acids; the SH3 domain fromPI-3-kinase regulatory

subunit is� 80 amino acids; the SH3 domain of Src encompasses 140 amino acids. The

structure of the SH3 domain from chicken a-spectrin was first published in 19928. SH3
core structures contain a singlea-helix and a compactb-barrel inwhichfive anti-parallel
b-strands form two sheets with b-strand-2 shared between them (see Figure 3.2). The

binding site is a hydrophobic surface on one side of the b-barrel with shallow binding

pockets for the individual residues of the SH3 target ligand, which is almost invariably a

polyproline type II (PPII) helix. Two loops (the ‘RT’- and ‘n-Src’-loops) flanking the

SH3 module’s b-barrel provide further specific interactions with the ligand, increasing
both the specificity and strength of the interaction9.

Note that, as with the SH2 domain, the N- and C-termini are close together, allowing

insertion into different protein sequences without overall disturbance to the ‘host’

protein. This is a common feature of all transposable modules.

Many SH3 domains bind to cytoskeletal elements (actin) in the region of the plasma

membrane – this may aid localisation of signalling enzymes to their membrane-bound

substrates (see PLC-g). Other SH3 domains bind cytosolic proteins (for example, Grb2

binding to mSos).

3.1.3.1 SH3 ligand specificity
SH3 domains bind predominantly to proline strings, that is: left-handed type II

polyproline (PPII) helices in which there are three residues per turn with the proline

Table 3.1 Ligand preferences among SH2 domains

P0 P+1 P+2 P+3

Shc pTyr Glu/ Xxx Met/

Src pTyr Glu Glu Ile

Vav pTyr Met Glu Pro

P85PI3K pTyr Met/ /
Glu Xxx Met

Grb2 pTyr Gln/ Asn Gln/

Csk pTyr Thr/Ala Lys/Arg/

Gln/Asn

Met/ /
Arg

Csk (optimal

sequence: Src

A-loop Tyr416)

pTyr Thr Ala Arg
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at P0 being co-planar with the proline at P3 (Table 3.2). The structure is stabilised (in the

same way that the proline-rich collagen helix is stabilised) by steric repulsion between

the pyrrolidone rings of the prolines. In effect, the PPII helix is the most energetically

favourable way in which the rings can keep out of each other’s way. The minimum

SH3-binding sequence requirement appears to be just PxxP but, crucially, specificity

arises from non-proline amino acids in the flanking and internal sequence motif.

Although a high proline content is needed to stabilise the structure properly, non-proline

residues can also adopt a PPII type helix10 and this fact is key to the unique

autoinhibition of Src-like tyrosine kinases (see Section 3.2.1).

Interestingly, the PPII helix exhibits pseudosymmetry and, although not being a

true palindrome, SH3 ligand motifs can be divided into two types depending upon the

direction in which they are ‘read’. Native ligands for a selection of SH3 domains are

shown in Table 3.2. The entries in black are ‘Class I’ peptide ligands that bind in

the ‘plus’ orientation N-to-C. The entries in red are ‘Class II’ ligands and bind in the

‘minus’C-to-N orientation (hence red sequences are reversed). Although native ligands

Figure 3.2 SH3 domains bind polyproline helices in either N! C or C! N orientations (PDB file:
1SEM)
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are ‘pseudosymmetric’ and thus exclusive in orientation, truly palindromic synthetic

(non-native) ligands have been constructed and shown to bind in both orientations.

For example, PI3K SH3 domain binds RSLRPLPPLPPRPXX in either Class I

ðRSLRPLPPLPPRPXXÞ or Class II ðRSLRPLPPLPPRPXX) orientation11.

Consensus SH3 binding sites have been derived by panning for ligands in phage-

display libraries in which the PXXP sequence is fixed and both flanking and the two

internal residues are randomised11,12. The consensus sequences (Table 3.2) are in good

agreementwith the currently known natural ligands. The core binding region for an SH3

ligand is optimally RPLPPLP (Class I) or �PPLPXR (Class II) where

� ¼ a hydrophobic residue and X¼ any amino acid; both sequences are written

N-to-C. The two proline rings (PxxP) slot between the rings of two aromatic residues

(Trp andTyr) on theSH3 surface rather likegear teeth in a ratchet1. Note that the arginine

of the core ligand, although not strictly conserved, is thought to strengthen association

with cognate SH3 domains through a charge-stabilised H-bond with a conserved

glutamate in the RT-loop of themodule; more importantly, perhaps, this ligand arginine

determines in which orientation the PPII helix is read11.

The ‘n-Src loop’ of the SH3 is also important in determining specificity of ligand

interaction. c-Src is ubiquitous but two alternative splice variant isoforms are also

present. These are only in neuronal cells where they are expressed at high levels. These

isoforms contain either 6- or 11-amino acid inserts in the n-Src loop, and are referred

to as Src-NI and Src-NII, respectively13,14. The additional insert in the n-Src loop

leads to a disturbance in its SH3 domain with the result that n-Src is more active (the

auto-inhibitory intrachain SH3-to-PPII linker bond is weak) and less able to interact

with the SH3 target motifs to which c-Src naturally binds, such as dyanmin and

synapsin15. Figure 3.2 shows the structure of the C-terminal SH3 domain of Sem-5

Table 3.2 SH3 domain ligand consensus sequences

Native binding sequences
SH3 domain Class I orientation ligand origin

P-3 P-2 P-1 P0 P1 P2 P3

Abl N- M P P P L P P -C 3BP1
Fyn N- Y P P P P V P -C 3BP2
PI-3-kinase N- R K L P P R P -C RLP1
Src N- R P L P V A P -C PI3K (93-99)*
Grb2
(N-SH3)

N- R P L P C T P -C c-Cbl

Class II orientation
PI-3-kinase C- R S P V P P A -N Dynamin
Src C- K P P L A P A -N PI3K (310-304)*
Sem5/Grb2
(C-SH3)

C- R P P V P P P -N Sos

*sequence numbering from human p85 regulatory subunit of PI-3-Kinase (isoform 1,
NCBI accession number NP 852664)
Information in the Table is taken from Lim, W.A. et al. (1994) and Sparks, A.B. et al.
(1996).
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bound to a mSos-derived polyproline peptide: PPPVPPRRR (from PDB file: 1SEM)16.

Sem-5 is the C. elegans homologue of human Grb2 (‘Growth factor receptor binding
protein-2’ – a SH2.SH3.SH3-only adaptor), and corresponds to ‘Drk’ inDrosophila. In

this structure, themSospolyproline peptide binds in theminus (i.e.,Class II) orientation.

The other structure in Figure 3.2 is the SH3 domain of the non-receptor tyrosine kinase

Abl (Abl is not a Src family member) bound to a polyproline peptide (APTMPPPLPP)

from 3BP1. 3BP1 is a GTPase activating protein that has ‘breakpoint cluster region

homology’ (referred to as ‘Bcr-homology’). Such ‘BcrH’ domains are often flanked by

proline-rich motifs that are potential SH3 binding ligands17. The proline helix ligand

sequenceof 3BP1 is bound toAbl in the plus (Class I) orientation.TheAblSH3 structure

is from PDB file: 1ABO18.

3.1.4 Src-homology-4 (SH4) motif and Src ‘unique domain’

Much of Src’s modular architecture and function is preserved in the other family

members. All Src kinase types are thought to exist in a similar auto-inhibited state

with the same intrachain SH2-pTyr527 and SH3-PPII linker bonds in place. Further-

more, Src knockouts are less severe thanmight be expected because there is redundancy

in the family – that is to say, other ubiquitously expressed Src-like kinases can take over

and compensate for the missing activity. Where the family members differ is in the

extreme N-terminal SH4/unique domain, which is the most divergent in sequence

between family members.

3.1.4.1 SH4 myristoylation site (membrane-targetting)
SH4 is a rarely used term for the extreme N-terminal motif of Src that becomes

glycine-myristoylated during processing19.

SH4 of human c-Src proto-oncogene M1GSNKSKPK

SH4 of Rous Sarcoma v-Src oncogene M1GSSKSKPK

This SH4 motif is similar to a selection of other 9-amino acid consensus sequences

found in a variety of other unrelated proteins that are also myristoylated by the enzyme:

N-myristoyltransferase. However, aside from the glycine at position 2, there is little

global consensus amongst these non-SH4 myristoylation motifs19.

Src family kinases are synthesised on free ribosomes and these proteins would not,

therefore, associate with membranes unless fatty acylated. This is in contrast to all

integral membrane proteins, which are synthesised in the rough endoplasmic reticulum

where they are co-translationally membrane-inserted and efficiently transported

(membrane-bound) in vesicles to fuse with cell surface membranes.

Myristoylation of non-integralmembraneproteins also occurs co-translationally. The

start methionine is first removed then the new N-terminus (i.e., the a-amino group of
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Gly2) becomes fatty acylated through an amide linkage with 14-carbon myristic acid.

This saturated fatty acidmodification allowsmatureSrc to associatewith themembrane,

peripherally, by insertion of the lipophilicmyristoyl function into the inner leaflet of the

plasma membrane.

Myristoylation alone is barely able to maintain membrane localisation; indeed many

myristoylated proteins are soluble and mainly localised to the cytoplasm. For stable

membrane association, myristoylation must be augmented somehow. Note that the

suggested presence of a membrane-bound receptor protein that is specific for

myristoylated peptides has been discounted19.

Many membrane associated myristoylated proteins augment the signal motif with

stretches or patches of polybasic amino acids. In the case of Src, it has been shown that

the presence of the three lysines in its SH4 motif is essential to reinforce membrane

association (probably by electrostatic attraction to negatively charged phospholipid

head groups)20. This is probably further strengthened by adjacent basic residues in the

following Src unique domain, in particular a triplet of arginines preceding a serine

phosphorylation site for PKA (Ser17)21.

Such augmenting polybasic patches need not be contiguouswith themyristoyl motif.

The ‘myristoylated alanine-richC-kinase substrate’ (MARCKS), for example, depends

upon a polybasic patch that is around 150 amino acids distant from the myristoylated

glycine in the primary sequence22.

Other myristoylated proteins employ a different strategy. In many myristoylated

proteins, myristoylation is followed by palmitoylation – the addition of this second

hydrocarbon chain enhances the association with the membrane. In these proteins

myristoylation is a prerequisite signal for palmitoylation on a cysteine near the myr-

istoylated glycine. For example, the Src familymembers Lck,Hck, Fgr and Fyn are both

myristoylated and palmitoylated and this acts as an address that redirects these Src

family members to calveolae23. Src, which lacks Cys3, is not palmitoylated.

Most heterotrimeric G protein a-subunits are also myristoylated and palmitoylated at

the N-terminus19.

SH4 of Hck MGCMKSKFL

SH4 of Lyn MGCIKSKRK

N-terminus of Gai1 MGCTLSAED

N-terminus of Gaz MGCRQSSEE

3.1.4.2 The ‘myristoyl-electrostatic switch’ – translocation and/or activation
The membrane targetting by the myristoyl group can be blocked or reversed in certain

proteins by serine phosphorylation. Such a ‘myristoyl-electrostatic switch’ is best

characterised in the MARCKS protein that, like Src, relies upon basic amino acids to

aid membrane association through electrostatic attraction to negatively charged acidic

phospholipids of the inner leaflet. Unlike Src, MARCKS polybasic domain is in the
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middle of the sequence. This basic patch is essential for bothmembrane localisation and

MARCKS function22.

MARCKSacts downstreamofPKC in control ormodulation of calmodulin localisation.

In unstimulated cells, MARCKS is membrane associated via phosphatidylserine (and

PIP2), and also binds and sequesters calmodulin at the inner cell surface.MARCKSalso

binds actin. In stimulated cells,MARCKSbecomesmultiply serine phosphorylated and

both it, and calmodulin (to which it binds), translocate from the outer membrane to

cytoplasmic structures – MARCKS-bound calmodulin may thus act as a dormant

reservoir in unstimulated cells24. Significantly, in activated cells, the release from the

membrane appears to be a two-step process triggered by activated PKC, which serine

phosphorylates the basic domain on three serines (red, underlined). The rapid initial

phosphorylation (of Ser167 and/or Ser170) causes calmodulin release first and the

slower phosphorylation of the remaining site(s) increases the negative charge enough

to neutralise the basic region and cause release of MARCKS into the cytoplasm21,22,24.

The basic domain is often referred to as theMARCKS effector domain.

It must be emphasised that not all myristoylated proteins are membrane bound.

Indeed the first well-documented case of eukaryotic protein myristoylation was the

catalytic subunit of PKA. PKA C-subunits are completely soluble (at least when

released from their regulatory subunits), and free C-subunits exhibit no membrane

binding but distribute between cytosol and nucleus. Interestingly, this modification was

discovered because the PKA C-subunit is resistant to Edman sequencing, suggesting a

blocked N-terminus. Usually the N-terminal amino group is formylated, acetylated or

converted to pyroglutamate, but PKAwas found to be myristoylated25. The function of

this was only recently examined (early studies used non-myristoylated PKA). Classi-

cally, all PKAC-subunitswere thought to be able to diffuse to the nucleuswhen released

from their regulatory subunits, but a proportion of PKAC-subunits are de-amidated on

an asparagine directly C-terminal of the myristoylated glycine. The postranslational

change of Asn! Asp introduces a negative charge that appears to exclude such

modified C-subunits from entry to the nucleus after activation26.

In the non-receptor tyrosine kinase Abl (related to, but not a member of, the Src

family), an autoinhibitory SH3bond formswith the SH2-kinase linker PPII (aswith Src)

but Abl lacks the C-terminal regulatory pTyr527 of Src. Instead, its SH2 domain is

blocked by being bound to the kinase C-lobe. In contrast to Src, the myristoyl group of

Abl plays a key role in autoinhibition (as well as determining Abl’s translocation

between cytosol and nucleus).Abl does not appear to associatewithmembranes through

the myristosyl group, which is buried in the active site of the auto-inhibited enzyme27.

The myristoyl inhibition of Abl kinase appears to be relieved by phosphorylation of a

tyrosine in the SH2-kinase linker PPII, a modification that breaks the intrachain SH3

N-terminus of MARCKS M1GAQFSKTA

Basic phosphorylation domain of MARCKS K152KKKKRFSFKKSFKLSGFSFKKNKK
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bond, allowing Abl to trans-autophosphorylate on its A-loop tyrosine to achieve full

activation.

3.1.4.3 Src ‘unique domain’ – a ‘myristoyl-electrostatic switch?
The SH4 and unique domain of Src are contiguous and cooperate in controlling Src

localisation. PKA phosphorylates Ser17 in the centre of the basic N-terminal segment.

M1GSNKSKPKDASQRRR pSL

In murine fibroblasts, this PKA-dependent phosphorylation appears to switch Src

from being a proliferative signal transducer to onewith anti-proliferative effects, which

are apparently transduced through the monomeric G protein, Rap128. These anti-

proliferative effects of Rap1 are cell type-specific because in human embryonic kidney

cells, c-Srcmediates crosstalk fromb-adrenergic receptors that leads to activation of the
Erk mitogenic pathway through Rap1 activation. Again, phosphorylation of Ser17 of

Src by PKA is an essential step; this is underlined by the finding that a Ser17-to-Asp17

mutant (the negatively charged sidechain mimicking serine phosphorylation) can

constitutively activate Rap1 in the same cells29. Phosphorylation of Ser17 by PKA,

downstream of PDGF receptor activation, is also reported to cause c-Src to dissociate

from the membrane, presumably through the introduction of negative charges into the

basic SH4/unique domain region30 (discussed further in Chapter 7, Section 7.7.4).

3.1.4.4 Src ‘unique domain’ – a protein interaction domain
Src family members’ functions are to some extent redundant, as has been demonstrated

in multiple knockouts, but some functions are unique to individual members. Some

specificity is gained by differential expression between tissues. Although many mem-

bers are ubiquitous, specificity still remains. The divergence in unique domain

sequences among Src family members might be expected to explain such divergence

in their functions; indeed this is what is beginning to emerge.

One of Src’s neuronal functions is the regulation of synaptic glutamate receptors. The

unique domain of Src is essential for its interaction with, and upregulation of, neuronal

N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA, glutamate-class) receptors. It is perhaps surprising that

the interaction is facilitated by a mitochondrially encoded protein, NADH dehydro

genase subunit 2 (ND2), which functions outside of the mitochondrion. The region

40–58 of Src’s unique domain binds to ND2, which acts as a bridging adaptor between

Src and the NMDA receptor complex31.

3.1.4.5 Immune receptor interactions with Src family unique domains
The Src family member, Lyn, also uses its unique domain as a protein-selective

interaction domain, in this case to bind to IgE receptors in immune cells32. Significantly,

this close interaction of Lyn kinase with the receptor leads to the latter’s tyrosine

phosphorylation. A second member of the Src family, Fyn, is also involved in immune

signalling and again uses its N-terminal SH4/unique domain (first 10 amino acids) to
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associate with the cytoplasmic portions of the CD3-zeta subunit of the T-cell receptor.

This association is specific to Fyn as neither Src nor Lck is able to associate with

CD3-zeta33.

3.1.5 The C-terminal Src regulatory motif and Src family autoinhibition

3.1.5.1 SH2 to pTyr416 binding
cSrc has a regulatory motif in itsC-terminal tail that consist of a tyrosine phosphoryla-

tion sequence, which is a substrate for C-terminal Src kinase (Csk). Csk is an SH2-

containing (non-receptor) tyrosine kinase whose function is to downregulate Src by

inhibiting its kinase activity. Csk-SH2 recognises activated Src through the signature of

its phosphorylated activation loop – the sequence context of Src’s A-loop pTyr416 is an

optimal ligand for Csk-SH2. Csk thus binds to active Src and phosphorylates tyro-

sine527 in Src’s C-terminal tail. This C-terminal phosphotyrosine motif (although not

an optimal sequence – see Panel 3.1) is recognised by Src’s own SH2 domain, with the

result that Src SH2 binds to its own regulatory motif intramolecularly.

Note that the numbering of Src residues in the literature is somewhat confusing due to

human and avian forms being different sizes and, of course, because of the presence of

neuronal isoforms.By convention, the inhibitory tyrosine in the regulatory tail is usually

referred to as Tyr527 as this is the position itwould occupy in the viral oncogene product

v-Src. v-Src is a truncated version of normal chicken c-Src. It is because v-Src actually

lacks the regulatory tyrosine that it is constitutively active. Panel 3.1 shows human

numbering versus that based upon avian v-Src.

3.1.5.2 SH3 bonding to SH2-kinase linker sequence
The inhibitory effect of the intramolecular bonds between the pTyr527 motif and the

SH2 domain is reinforced by a second set of intramolecular bonds between the SH3

domain and the proline-containing linker peptide that runs between the catalytic

domain and the SH2 domain (Figure 3.3). The linker peptide does not contain a

classic PxxP binding motif for SH3 domains (Table 3.2). Nevertheless, in the

inhibited structure, the linker does adopt a PPII-like helix that binds in the Class II

minus orientation7.

The net result of these interactions is a restrained assembly of the three domains that

holds the active site in an inhibited conformation in which the activation loop (A-loop)

blocks the active site cleft – the activating A-loop residue (Tyr416, vSrc numbering) is

buried, and the C-helix is displaced (see Figure 3.3). This inhibited structure (PDB file:

2SRC) has both SH2 and SH3 domains packed against the rear of the catalytic domain,

which is in a ‘closed’ or ‘restrained’ conformation34. However, when tyrosine527 is

dephosphorylated, cScr adopts an ‘open’ active conformation (see Figure 3.4; PDB file

1Y57). The role of kinase subdomains in auto-inhibitory states is discussed further in

Chapter 4.
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HUMAN pp60cSrc proto-oncogene product 

1 MGSNKSKPKD ASQRRRSLEP AENVHGAGGG AFPASQTPSK PASADGHRGP SAAFAPAAAE
61 PKLFGGFNSS DTVTSPQRAG PLAGGVTTFV ALYDYESRTE TDLSFKKGER LQIVNNTEGD
121 WWLAHSLSTG QTGYIPSNYV APSDSIQAEE WYFGKITRRE SERLLLNAEN PRGTFLVRES
181 ETTKGAYCLS VSDFDNAKGL NVKHYKIRKL DSGGFYITSR TQFNSLQQLV AYYSKHADGL
241 CHRLTTVCPT SKPQTQGLAK DAWEIPRESL RLEVKLGQGC FGEVWMGTWN GTTRVAIKTL
301 KPGTMSPEAF LQEAQVMKKL RHEKLVQLYA VVSEEPIYIV TEYMSKGSLL DFLKGETGKY
361 LRLPQLVDMA AQIASGMAYV ERMNYVHRDL RAANILVGEN LVCKVADFGL ARLIEDNEYT
421 ARQGAKFPIK WTAPEAALYG RFTIKSDVWS FGILLTELTT KGRVPYPGMV NREVLDQVER
481 GYRMPCPPEC PESLHDLMCQ CWRKEPEERP TFEYLQAFLE DYFTSTEPQY QPGENL536

human numbering (plus the start methionine) 
1-9 = SH4 domain 
10-83 = Src unique domain 
84-145 = SH3 domain 
151-248 = SH2 domain 
270-523 = SH1 Catalytic domain 
307-318 = “C-helix” 
Activation loop = 407-435 
SH2-SH1 linker = 249-269. PPII-like helix = 252-256
524=536 = Regulatory domain 
activating tyrosine = Tyr419 
inhibitory tyrosine = Tyr530 
T = insertion point of NI and NII splice variant sequences of neuronal Src isoforms 
______________________________________________________________________
Rous Sarcoma viral Src oncogene  

1 MGSSKSKPKD PSQRRRSLEP PDSTHHGGFP ASQTPNTTAA PDTHRTPSRS FGTVATEPKL
61 FGDFNTSDTV TSPQRAGALA GGVTTFVALY DYESWIETDL SFKKGERLQI VNNTEGNWWL
121 AHSVTTGQTG YIPSNYVAPS DSIQAEEWYF GKITRRESER LLLNPENPRG TFLVRESETT
181 KGAYCLSVSD FDNAKGLNVK HYKIRKLDSG GFYITSRTQF SSLQQLVAYY SKHADGLCHR
241 LTNVCPTSKP QTQGLAKDAW EIPRESLRLE VKLGQGCFGK VWMGTWNGTT RVAIKTLKPG
301 TMSPEAFLQE AQVMKKLQHE KLVQLYAVVS KEPIYIVIEY MSKGSLLNFL KGEMGKYLRL
361 PQLVDMAAQI ASGMAYVERM NYVHRDLRAA NILVGENLVC KVADFGLARL IEDNEYTARQ
421 GAKFPIKWTA PEAALYGRFT IKSDVWSFGI LLTELTTKGR VPYPGMGNGE VLDRVERGYR
481 MPCPPECPES LHDLMCQCWR RDPEERPTFE YLQAQLLPAC VLEVAE526

chick numbering (plus the start methionine) 
1-9 = SH4 domain 
10-80 = Src unique domain 
81-143 = SH3 domain 
148-245 = SH2 domain 
267-514 = SH1 Catalytic domain 
304-315 = “C-helix” 
Activation loop = 404-432 
SH2-SH1 linker = 246-267. PPII-like helix = 249-253
515=526 = Regulatory domain 
activating tyrosine = Tyr416 
inhibitory tyrosine (absent), would be = Tyr527 

Panel 3.1 Src numbering
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Human cellular Src proto-oncogene product with chick numbering 
1 MGSN1KS KPKDASQRRR SLEPAENVHG 
24  AGGGAFPASQ TPSKPASADG HRGPSAAFAP AAAEPKLFGG FNSSDTVTSP QRAGPLAGGV
084 TTFVALYDYE SRTETDLSFK KGERLQIVNN TEGDWWLAHS LSTGQTGYIP SNYVAPSDSI
144 QAEEWYFGKI TRRESERLLL NAENPRGTFL VRESETTKGA YCLSVSDFDN AKGLNVKHYK 
204 IRKLDSGGFY ITSRTQFNSL QQLVAYYSKH ADGLCHRLTT VCPTSKPQTQ GLAKDAWEIP
264 RESLRLEVKL GQGCFGEVWM GTWNGTTRVA IKTLKPGTMS PEAFLQEAQV MKKLRHEKLV
324 QLYAVVSEEP IYIVTEYMSK GSLLDFLKGE TGKYLRLPQL VDMAAQIASG MAYVERMNYV
384 HRDLRAANIL VGENLVCKVA DFGLARLIED NEYTARQGAK FPIKWTAPEA ALYGRFTIKS
444 DVWSFGILLT ELTTKGRVPY PGMVNREVLD QVERGYRMPC PPECPESLHD LMCQCWRKEP
504 EERPTFEYLQ AFLEDYFTST EPQYQPGENL533

1-6 = SH4 domain 
7-80 = Src unique domain 
81-143 = SH3 domain 
148-245 = SH2 domain 
267-520 = SH1 Catalytic domain
304-315 = “C-helix” 
Activation loop = 404-432 
SH2-SH1 linker = 246-267. PPII-like helix = 249-253
515=526 = Regulatory domain 
activating tyrosine = Tyr416 
inhibitory tyrosine = Tyr527 
T = insertion point of NI and NII splice variant sequences of neuronal Src isoforms 

Taking the human sequence and converting it to chicken c/v-Src numbering by setting the 
signature tyrosines to 416 and 527, gives the following… 

Panel 3.1 (Continued)

Figure 3.3 cSrc in an inactive conformation (PDB file: 2SRC)



3.2 PH superfold modules: PH-, PTB- and PDZ-domains

Pleckstrin homology (PH) domains share a similar structural fold with a

phosphotyrosine binding module (PTB) quite distinct from the SH2 module.

A PH-like fold is also found in PDZ domains and this common structure has become

known as the ‘PH superfold’35,36. PDZ modules are named after the first three of these

proteins to be identified: Post-synaptic density protein-95, Discs large protein and

Zonula occludens-1 protein37.
Despite the common 3D folded structures of PH, PTB and PDZ domains, and the fact

that the three modules exhibit some mechanistic overlap, their primary amino acid

sequences are unrelated35. Therefore these three module groups are not true domain

‘families’ – there is no evidence of conserved motifs derived from a common ancestor,

such as the FLVR motif found in all SH2 modules. Indeed, even within the group of

known PTB domains there is a distinct lack of sequence consensus. Thus, inmany cases

it is impossible to detect these domains by primary sequence homology; instead, their

identification depends upon structural similarity.

The PH superfold contains a core structure consisting of a 7-stranded b-sandwich
with aC-terminal a-helix lying along one edge. The central core is further elaborated in
some structures. The three ‘flavours’ of PH superfold module may have converged

functionally during evolution despite their lack of primary sequence homology. Many

such PH-superfolds, for example, appear to bind acidic phospholipids in addition to

primary peptidyl ligands and vice versa35.

Figure 3.4 cSrc in an active conformation (PDB file: 1Y57)
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3.2.1 PH domains – phosphoinositide lipid-binding modules,
or Gb/c-interacting modules

A typical PH domain consists of a 7-stranded ‘b-sandwich’made up of two anti-parallel

b-sheets capped with a C-terminal a-helix, although the structure may be elaborated in

some forms by additional b-strands38. Although PH domains were originally identified

as phosphotidyl inositide binders, some PH domains bind to peptide motifs on proteins,

in particular b/g-subunits of heterotrimeric G proteins39.

Phosphoinositide-binding PH domains vary in their specificity for the phosphoryla-

tion status of the inositol head group, frompromiscuous to specific. For example, the PH

domain of the PLCg1 form of phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase C (PLC) is

highly specific for phosphatidyl inositol-(3,4,5)-trisphosphate (PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 PIP3),
and its binding to PIP3-enriched membranes can be displaced by competition with the

soluble inositol-(1,3,4,5)-tetrakisphosphate (IP4) head group. The PLCd1 PH domain,

on the other hand, is selective for PtdIns(4,5)P2 (PIP2) and its lipid-binding is disso-

ciated with inositol-(1,4,5)-trisphosphate (IP3), whereas protein kinase B (PKB, also

known as Akt) contains a PH domain that binds to the D3-phosphorylated PtdIns(3,4)
P2

40. Note that the PtdIns molecules with the D3 phosphoryl group are the product of

activating signals from PI-3-kinases, whereas PIP2 is the preferred substrate for all

forms of PLC (see Chapter 1). It is interesting to note that the PH domain of PLCd first
allowsmembrane binding of the protein, localising it to its substrate, and then releases it

from the membrane as levels of IP3 product compete for PH-binding to membrane-

bound PIP2. Its PH domain specificity can be distinguished from that of its catalytic site

because the former can also bind PIP341.

PH domains that bind b/g subunits of heterotrimeric G proteins are typified by the

b-adrenergic receptor kinase (bARK), a serine/threonine kinase that de-activates the

adrenergic receptor after ligand binding (see Chapter 5). The PH domain of bARK can

also bind PIP241.

3.2.2 PTB domains – phosphotyrosine binding modules

PTBdomains serve a function similar to that of SH2domains in that theybind to specific

phosphotyrosine-containingmotifs and, like SH2 domains, they also employ conserved

arginines to coordinate and charge-neutralise the negatively charged phosphotyrosine

residue35. However, PTB domains differ from SH2 in both being larger (� 160 amino

acids) and in having a preferred specificity for amino acid motifs immediately

N-terminal of the target pTyr (in SH2 domains, the amino acids C-terminal of the

pTyr are contextually more important)42.

As mentioned earlier, the Shc adaptor protein has a PTB domain at its N-terminus

and an NMR structure (PDB file: 1SHC) of this module shows a mode of binding

quite different from that of the SH2 domain, despite both modules’ common use of

arginines in phosphotyrosine recognition (Figure 3.5). In PTB binding, the otherwise

extended phosphotyrosine peptide adopts a b-turn just before the pTyr35,43, a ligand
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orientation also favoured by other PTB domains such as the insulin receptor sub-

strate, IRS-144. The b-turn is a result of the presence of a proline in the consensus

ligand sequence Asn.Pro.Xxx.pTyr, and the result is an ‘L-shaped’ ligand43

(Figure 3.5). The long arm of the ‘L’ forms an anti-parallel sheet with a b-strand
from the PTB sandwich and the phosphotyrosine is typically coordinated by a pair of

surface-exposed arginines45. In the IRS-1 PTB, the pair consists of Arg212 and

Arg227 (these are numbered 57 and 72 in PDB file: 1IRS). In the Shc PTB domain,

the arginine pair is made up of residues from completely different positions in the

sequence: Arg67 and Arg175, human isoform p52Shc numbering (these are num-

bered Arg55 and Arg163 in PDB file: 1SHC).

A number of PTBmodules bind ligands that do not contain a phosphotyrosine: either

the ligand has the AsnProXxxTyr consensus (adopts a b-turn but is unphosphorylated),
or the ligand lacks the consensus but instead adopts a helical turn45.

Figure 3.5 PTB domain structures (PDB file: 1SHC)
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3.2.3 PDZ domains – C-terminal (and C-terminal-like)
peptide binding modules

PDZ domains were originally identified as intracellular binding partners for certain

proteins containing sequences at their extreme C-termini that conform to a minimal

four amino acid motif – crucially, this motif includes the terminating a-carboxylic
acid. Although this motif is their predominant ligand preference, it has emerged

that certain internal peptide motifs can also be recognised by certain PDZ proteins.

The latter type of ligand uncovered a structural preference that resembles the PTB, in

that these internal PDZ ligand motifs must be constrained with a b-turn that

functionally mimics the carboxylate of the more conventional ligands35,37. Similar

to the PTB ligand orientation, the PDZ ligand binds as an extra strand to the central

b-sheet.
Many PDZ ligands are located in the C-terminal tails of integral membrane proteins,

particularly ion channels, and because many PDZ-domain proteins contain multiple

PDZmodules, their interaction can cause clustering of membrane proteins or provide a

scaffold for recruitment and assembly of cytosolic proteins at the membrane46. PDZ

proteins are particularly important in organising multi-protein signalling complexes in

membranes of neurons and photoreceptor cells. They also play a key role in formation of

cell-to-cell communication protein complexes in epithelial cells and contribute to cell

polarity by acting as chaperones to deliver receptors to specific areas of the plasma

membrane37.

3.3 Bcr-homology (BcrH) domains

The Bcr gene was first discovered due to its involvement in chronic myelogenous

leukaemia (CML). A majority of patients with CML show a shortened chromosome

22 with abnormal G-banding: the ‘Philadelphia chromosome’. This proved to be due

to a reciprocal translocation, t(9;22)-(q34;q11), from the long arm of chromosome

22, which recombines with part of the long arm of chromosome 9. The new

chromosome carries part of the gene situated at the ‘breakpoint cluster region’
(Bcr) of chromosome 22 and this truncated gene’s 50 end is fused it with a

30 fragment of a second truncated gene from chromosome 9, the ‘Abelson gene’

(Abl)47. The normal cellular Abl gene product is a cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase,

whereas the normal Bcr gene product is a serine/threonine kinase. However, the

fused product of the Philadelphia translocation has lost important regulatory ele-

ments from both parent proteins and results in an oncoprotein with uncontrolled

tyrosine kinase activity. It exists as three differently sized isoforms (with MW¼ 190,

210 or 230 kDa) that reflect three different breakpoints in the Bcr gene. The largest

(p230) Bcr-Abl fusion protein retains a domain from Bcr that was found to have

striking similarity with unrelated proteins such as RhoGAP and the p85 regulatory

subunit of PI-3-kinase; this ‘Bcr-homology’ (BcrH) domain is missing from the

smaller p210 and p190 Bcr-Abl chaemeric proteins48.
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Unfortunately, the abbreviation ‘BH’ was first proposed for the Bcr homology

domain in order to avoid the unwieldy term, ‘RhoGAP homology domain’, as well as

to account for the finding that not all of these modules were functional GTPase

activators49; the p85a regulatory subunit of PI-3-kinase contains a non-functional

BcrH.

I shall use ‘BcrH’ as the term for such disabled RhoGAP-like modules in order to

distinguish them from Bcl-2 homology domains, which are now universally referred

to as ‘BH’ domains (see Section 3.5).

RhoGAP domain is a conserved segment containing�200 amino acids consisting of

seven toninea-helices connectedby loops,with the core of homologybeing centred ona

four helix bundle that contains an arginine-containing loop thought to represent the

‘catalytic’ residue needed to complete the active site of Rho-like GTPases and/or the

closely related Rac proteins48,49. BcrH domains that lack this arginine (e.g., the BcrH

module of the p85a subunit of PI-3-kinase) are unable to stimulate Rho/Rac-GTPase

activity but can still bind to Rho/Rac-like proteins.

In functional RhoGAPs, the ‘catalytic’ arginine acts like the ‘arginine finger’ of the

otherwise unrelated RasGAP protein (see Chapter 7) in that it helps to orientate the

catalytic Gln residue of Rho (equivalent to Gln61 of Ras) that is responsible for

coordinating a catalytic water molecule. The basic arginine sidechain at the same

time neutralises emerging negative charges during GTP hydrolysis.

RhoGAP/BcrH-containing proteins may interact with just one or several of the

Rac/Rho family. The Bcr protein, itself, acts as a GAP for Rac and Cdc42 but has no

GTPase activating effect on Rho, Rap1A or Ras50.

3.4 Dbl homology (DH) domains – partners of PH domains

Dbl was discovered because of its oncogenic role in diffuse B-cell lymphoma. The

gene product was found to contain a unique central region that was subsequently

detected in other proteins. These ‘Dbl homology’ (DH) domains appear to be

invariably flanked by a C-terminal PH domain, and the presence of such a DH-PH

pair in a protein is the signature of a guanine nucelotide exchange factor (GEF) for

the Rho family of monomeric G proteins51. The PH domain is thought to direct

intracellular localisation to membrane bound PIP3 and the DH domain is responsible

for the GEF catalytic activity.

It is worth noting that DH modules are also found outside of the strictly defined

RhoGEF family. For example, mSos has a paired DH-PH module in addition to its

Ras-specificGEFmodule and can potentially catalyse guanine nucleotide exchange at

either Ras or Rho, the latter being favoured by the appearance of the secondmessenger

PIP3. Furthermore, the RhoGAP protein, Bcr, contains a DH-PH module in addition

to its BcrH and thus can potentially activate or inactivate the Rho or Rac

signal transduction cycle51. The DH-PH module of Bcr catalyses exchange of

GDP for GTP in Rac, Rho and Cdc42 but has no such GEF activity towards Ras or

Rap1A50.
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3.5 Bcl-2 homology (BH) domains

The gene for Bcl-2 was first discovered due to its involvement in B-cell lymphomas.

Like Bcr, the gene was located at a chromosomal breakpoint: in this case, t(14;18)-

(q32;q21). In B-cell lymphomas, the Bcl-2 gene from the long arm of chromosome 18 is

translocated and becomes fused with the immunoglobulin heavy chain joining region

(IgJH) from the long armof chromosome14.The resulting chaemeric protein (Bcl-2-JH)

is over-expressed because it comes under the influence of the strong immunoglobulin

promoter52,53. Both the normal and chaemeric Blc-2 proved to be apoptosis inhibitors

(see Chapter 10); solving the Bcl-2 sequence and structure led to the identification of a

family of related apoptosis regulators containing conserved ‘Bcl-2 homology’ (BH)

domains. The growing Bcl-2 family includes Bax, Bad, Bcl-XL, Bak and others

(discussed in Chapter 10).

It is important to note that the term ‘Bcl-2’ simply indicates that it was the second of a

group of number of breakpoint cluster oncogenes first found inB cell lymphomas.Other

genes from this screen are completely unrelated to the Bcl-2 family. For example, Bcl-1

(alsoknownas ‘PRAD-1’) is in fact anoncogenic formof cyclinD154,whereasBcl-6 is a

zinc finger protein55.

The BH1-4 domains are not true modules. They are not transposable, but are restricted

to the ‘Bcl-2 family’ of closely related proteins. The proteins in this family are similarly-

sized and also share a common helix-only folding pattern (typified byBcl-2 and Bcl-XL),

consisting of a core hydrophobic a-helix (a5) that is shielded from solvent by the

hydrophobic surfaces of the remaining amphipathic helices (see Figure 3.6)56. Through

this arrangement, a central hydrophobic groove is formed that can accommodate an

additional amphipathic helix from another Bcl-2 family member. This addition is

invariably due to the docking of a BH3 domain. In fact the presence of a single BH3

domain is theminimumattributeof aBcl-2protein (seeTable3.3).Thebinding sitegroove

is made up of the hydrophobic surfaces of the BH1, BH2 and BH3 domains of the

acceptor57 and this binds an approximately 16 amino acid stretch from another BH3

domain, but only if this exogenous BH3 peptide can adopt a helical conformation56,58.

The ‘BH’ domains are actually no more than conserved amino acid sequence motifs

that are either present or absent from the discrete sequences of a-helices 1 (BH4), 2

(BH3), 4/5 (BH1) and 7/8 (BH2) of the various family members. In other words, the 3D

structures look the same and only the primary amino acid sequence stretches can be used

to discriminate between them. For example, BH1 domains (encompassing the

C-terminal half of a4, the N-terminal half of a5 and their connecting loop) are

characterised by the presence of a NWGR (Asn.Trp.Gly.Arg) motif at the start of a5
that is absent from the corresponding helix in non-BH1 members58.

3.6 Ras binding domains

There are three main effectors for the monomeric G protein, Ras, namely: the

serine/threonine kinase Raf; the guanine nucleotide exchange factor RalGDS; and
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Figure 3.6 BclXL complexed with a BH3 peptide

Table 3.3 BH-domain composition and properties of Bcl-2 family proteins

Protein Domains (N-to-C) Biological Effects
Death
antagonists

Bcl-2 BH4---BH3-BH1--BH2-TM anti-apoptotic
BclXL BH4---BH3-BH1--BH2-TM anti-apoptotic
Mcl-1 BH4---BH3-BH1--BH2-TM anti-apoptotic
Bcl-W BH4-BH3-BH1-BH2-TM anti-apoptotic

A-1 BH4-BH3-BH1-BH2-TM anti-apoptotic
Multi-domain
death agonists

Bax -BH3-BH1--BH2-TM pro-apoptotic
Bak -BH3-BH1--BH2-TM pro-apoptotic

Mtd/Bok -BH3-BH1--BH2-TM pro-apoptotic
BH3-only
death agonists

Bik ---BH3---TM pro-apoptotic
Bim ---BH3---TM pro-apoptotic
Bad ---BH3--- pro-apoptotic
Bid ---BH3--- pro-apoptotic
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the class 1 forms of the lipid kinase, phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI-3-K). The

catalytic subunits of these heterodimers are divided into:

� Class 1A (p110a, b and d catalytic subunits), which bind to SH2-containing p85a
regulatory subunits and their splice variants (p85b and p55g). The p85a regulatory

subunits serve to recruit the catalytic subunit to phosphotyrosines on activated

single pass receptors, thus activating its lipid kinase activity through simple translo-

cation of the enzyme from the cytoplasm to the membrane where its substrate

resides.

� A single Class 1B catalytic subunit (p110g), which binds instead to p101 regulatory
subunits that interact with Gb/g subunits downstream of 7-pass receptors. Again, the

recruitment to the membrane allows the catalytic subunit to produce PIP3 from PIP2,

explaining how certain 7-pass receptors can mimic the PI-3-K activation typical of

single pass receptors.

An alternative (or perhaps reinforcing) activation occurs via a direct interaction of the

class 1 catalytic subunits with membrane-associated, and activated, Ras<GTP> – an

interaction recently elucidated in a crystal structure of PI-3-Kg complexed with acti-

vated Ras59. In common with the Ras binding domain (RBD) of Raf and RalGDS, the

RBD of the PI-3-K catalytic subunit contains a surface-exposed b-strand that forms an

anti-parallel b-sheet with strand b2 of the effector region (switch I) of Ras. Like Raf,

class 1 PI-3-K catalytic subunits only bind toGTP-occupiedRas and do not interactwith

GDP-occupied Ras. The overall RBD fold is similar in the three effectors and all three

form the antiparallel b-sheet with the effector region b2 strand (see Chapter 7).

However, in a divergence from Raf and RalGDS, the RBD of PI-3-K also makes

extensive contacts with Ras switch II residues; no such contacts are made by the other

two effectors.

3.7 Phosphoserine/phosphothreonine-binding domains

For many years, serine- and threonine-phosphorylation of target enzymes was only

known to alter catalytic activity – either activating or inhibiting sensitive enzymes

through changes in conformation brought about by the phosphorylation. However,

proteins other than enzymes, such as transcription factors, were also found to be

serine-phosphorylated and this had an activating effect that depended upon protein-

to-protein binding and assembly. It has since become clear that serine- and threo-

nine-phosphorylation not only changes enzymic activity but also has an alternative

signalling role: the creation of protein-to-protein docking sites. Such phospho-Ser/

Thr binding domains include examples of WW-, WD40-, leucine-rich (F-box),

forkhead-associated-domains and 14-3-3 proteins. Space only permits discussion

of the latter two.
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As a very general rule, when presented in the correct sequence context, a serine or a

threonine residue would be phosphorylated unselectively if the protein kinase recog-

nises the surrounding amino acidmotif. The same cannot be said for all themodules that

subsequently bind to serines or threonines in their phosphorylated forms – ‘forkhead-

associated’ modules, for example, only bind to phosphothreonine60. Like the SH2 and

PTB phosphotyrosine-binding motifs, however, the selectivity and specificity of

phosphoserine/theonine binding modules is provided by the amino acids directly

flanking the target phospho-serine/threonine.

3.7.1 14-3-3 proteins

The first proteins definitively identified as having pSer/Thr binding domains were the

14-3-3 proteins – the name derives from their chromatographic fraction number when

first purified from brain extracts using DEAE-cellulose columns61. Again, these

domains are not transferable modules but are the signature of a group of nine related

mammalian proteins: 14-3-3 types a, b, d, g, e, Z, s, t and z 62. 14-3-3 types all bind to

proteins that are Ser/Thr phosphorylated by PKA/PKC-related enzymes. Generally

14-3-3 types bind a single protein but there are instances where two proteins are bound

simultaneously.

14-3-3 proteins serve a variety of functions. They often act to sequester or inhibit

signalling molecules. For example, the tyrosine phosphatase Cdc25, which is respon-

sible for the activation of the Cdk1/cyclinB complex by dephosphorylation, is excluded

from the nucleus after DNA damage because it becomes Ser/Thr phosphorylated. This

phosphorylated form of Cdc25 is now a ligand for 14-3-3 proteins and the 14-3-3/

phosphoCdc25 complex is shuttled out of the nucleus due to exposure of a nuclear export

signal (NES) that is found in the 14-3-3 structure (present on a-helix I, the most C-

terminal of the nine helices). Nuclear exclusion prevents Cdc25 gaining access to its

substrate (Cdk1) and mitosis is thereby blocked. Similarly, insulin-regulated forkhead

transcription factors are excluded from the nucleus following phosphorylation by PKB

and consequent complex formation with 14-3-3. Alternatively, 14-3-3 proteins inhibit

function by taking the place of an alternative binding partner. For example, the BH3-

only protein BAD is also Ser/Thr phosphorylated by PKB. Phospho-BAD binds 14-3-3

and is thus prevented from binding to Bcl-2. This effectively blocks the pro-apoptotic

actions of BAD. On the other hand, 14-3-3 binding can enhance activation by scaffold-

ing Raf and its activator PKC and, after activating phosphorylation has occurred,

prolongs the activity of phospho-Raf by suppressing its dephosphorylation60,61,62.

The proteins are helix-only structures, being made up of nine a-helices with the

N-terminal four in a planar arrangement and the C-terminal five projecting down-

wards at 90� from the N-terminal helices, which present a dimerisation surface

(Figure 3.7). The proteins are soluble and are found in either cytosol or nucleus,

dependent upon activation/inactivation through ligand binding. All exist as homo- or

heterodimers. Each monomer has an individual peptide-binding surface that forms a

groove between the five C-terminal helices and contains a phosphate-binding pocket
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made up of regions of the N-terminal helices. Each dimer therefore has the potential

to bind two phosphoserine/threonine residues – one at each of the half dimer sites. In

the native dimeric form, 14-3-3 proteins bind pSer/Thr sequence motifs that often

differ from those identified from in vitro studies scanning peptide libraries for

optimal binding of their monomeric forms. Peptides that bind with high affinity to

monomeric 14-3-3 are of two types: Arg.Ser.Xxx.pSer.Xxx.Pro (mode 1) or Arg.

Xxx.Aro.Xxx.pSer.Xxx.Pro (mode 2, ‘Aro’¼ aromatic). Such a ‘mode 1’ sequence

is found in the protein kinase Raf, which can bind to both 14-3-3 monomers and

dimers but only if mono-phosphorylated on the P0 serine (Ser259 of cRaf-1) –

phosphorylation at the P�2 serine destroys binding at P0 pSer61. As with PTB

ligands, the proline appears to provide a necessary ‘kink’ in the ligand that optimises

its presentation to the binding cleft.

14-3-3 binding site of Raf-1 Arg.Ser.Thr.pSer.Thr.Pro.Asn

In some instances, 14-3-3 proteins can function as adaptors by virtue of their dual

binding pockets being capable of binding two phosphoproteins simultaneously – of

particular note is thefinding thatRaf andprotein kinaseCz are scaffoldedby14-3-3, thus
facilitating an activating serine-phosphorylation of Raf by PKCz63.
Many other 14-3-3 ligand proteins do not contain mode 1/2 consensus sequences and

yet bindwith high affinity to dimers but onlyweakly tomonomers. Suchproteins include

the protein phosphatase Wee1 and the insulin receptor substrate IRS-1, both of which

require to be phosphorylated on two sites to achieve stable binding to 14-3-3 dimers.

The dimer structure of 14-3-3z shows a wide central channel made from the

two grooves of the component monomers that accommodates two Raf1-derived

phosphopeptides (Figure 3.7). The binding of the negatively charged pSer residue is

Figure 3.7 Two Raf-1 derived peptides bound to a 14-3-3-z dimer (PBD file: 1A37)
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accomplished by ionic bondswith a basic argininepair (one eachonhelicesE andC) and

anH-bonding tyrosine (helix E). A conserved (helix C) lysine is also involved. All other

interactions with the ligand residues adjacent to the phospho-amino acid are made by a

face of helix I (the helix containing the NES) and it is this helix that determines the

specificity of sequence context and switches between nuclear exclusion or entry

dependent upon ligation or release of the target protein ligand62.

3.7.2 Forkhead-associated domains

Forkhead-associated (FHA) domains are true transposable modules that are found in

a wide variety of proteins and in species ranging from prokaryotes to eukaryotes64.

They play important roles in protein trafficking (in the form of FHA-containing

kinesins), in checkpoint control of mitosis (through FHA-containing checkpoint

kinase Chk2), and in control of transcription (via FHA-containing forkhead tran-

scription factors). The domain itself is an independently folded module that is

predominantly b-sheet and terminates in C- and N-terminal ends that are close

together. The module is specific for phosphothreonine-containing sequences –

phosphoserine is not recognised.

A crystal structure of the FHA domain of Chk2 complexed with an optimal

synthetic peptide ligand (His.Phe.Asp.pThr.Tyr.Leu.Ile.Arg) illustrates the general
principles governing their mode of binding65. The phosphothreonine is bound in a

manner different from the modes of binding in PTB, SH2 or 14-3-3 proteins, which

all have at least one arginine residue that makes a salt-bridge with the phosphate. In

FHA domains, the pThr is bound exclusively by H-bonds with residues found in

loops between the beta-strands. In Chk2, H-bonds to the phosphoryl group form with

Arg117 (b3/b4 loop), Lys141 (b4/b5 loop) and Ser140 (b6/b7 loop), and van der

Waals binding occurs between the pThr hydrocarbon sidechain and conserved

Asn16664,65 (Figure 3.8). As with other phosphopeptide binding modules, specificity

extends beyond the pThr due to specific recognition pockets that vary between

different FHA domains. The Pþ3 position is particularly discriminatory – the

Chk2 preference is for Ile, whereas the yeast ortholog of human Chk2, Rad53, is

specific for Asp at this position.

The tumour-suppressing activity of Chk2 is discussed further in Chapter 10.

3.8 EF-hands – calcium-sensing modules

The ionic second messenger Ca2þ is recognised predominantly by the ubiquitous

calcium-binding protein, calmodulin. Calmodulin is a dumbbell-shaped protein made

up of a long central helixwith globular ends that are the calciumbinding sites. It has four

Ca2þ-binding sites (two at each end) that are known as ‘EF-hands’. The name refers to

their helix-loop-helix motif that resembles the thumb and forefinger of a hand (helices

‘E’ and ‘F’) with the calcium ion bound in the loop, resembling the curled second finger.
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3.9 C1 and C2 domains – a Ca2þ-activated,
lipid-binding, module

Proteins that reversibly associate/dissociate from lipid membranes are peripheral,

being bound to the lipids of the inner leaflet of lipid bilayer. This is in contrast to

integral membrane proteins that are irreversibly inserted into the membrane during

translation via bilayer-spanning helices. The earliest example of such reversible

recruitment to the membrane was encountered with ‘conventional’ forms of protein

kinase C (cPKC) that are stimulated and recruited to the plasma membrane via

binding the second messenger diacylglycerol (DAG) and the inner leaflet lipid,

phosphatidyl serine. cPKCs undergo a calcium-activated and DAG-dependent trans-

location to the plasma membrane that is mediated by two domains named for their

PKC-conserved homology: C1 and C266 (see Chapter 5, Section 5.11.2).

Figure 3.8 The FHA domain of Chk2 complexed with a phosphotheronine-containing peptide (grey
sticks)
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4
Protein kinase enzymes –
activation and auto-inhibition

Protein kinase enzymes transfer a phosphoryl group from ATP to the alcohol or phenolic hyroxyl

sidechains of either serine/threonine or tyrosine residues, respectively. The specificity of the

peptide substrate for the kinase is largely determined by the amino acid sequences immediately

adjacent to the target residue, particularly those on the N-terminal side. All protein kinase

catalytic domains are globular bi-lobal structures with a small N-terminal lobe attached to a

larger C-lobe, both being hinged like a pair of jaws by a linker peptide. The P-loop of the N-lobe

binds ATP while the A-loop and C-loop of the C-lobe bind the peptide substrate. The two lobal

faces of the cleft come together to construct the active site. Many, but by no means all, protein

kinases have a primary activation switch that is triggered by phosphorylation of either a

threonine or tyrosine(s) in the A-loop. After it is phosphorylated, the negatively charged

phospho-sidechain shifts position to neutralise a positively charged ‘basic cluster’, which

includes an invariant C-loop arginine adjacent to the catalytic aspartate (RD motif), plus a

more distal basic residue (lysine or arginine) in the A-loop. In some RD kinases the A-loop

movement is local. In others (like the IRK), A-loop phosphorylation alone causes a more

widespread rearrangement that also re-positions the C-helix to interact with the P-loop,

readying both lobes for substrate entry. Cyclin dependent kinases, in contrast, require cyclin

binding to force C-helixmovement. In PKA, a C-helix histidine joins the ‘basic cluster’ to interact

with the phospho-threonine and ‘close’ the active site when both substrates are present. The A-

loops in protein kinases display a spectrum of primary regulation ranging from none, through

simple on/off, to more complex levels of control involving partner inhibitors and activator

proteins.

Structure and Function in Cell Signalling John Nelson
# 2008 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.



4.1 The protein kinase fold

There are around 600 protein kinase enzymes in the human genome1, of which three

main families are involved in cell signalling:

� serine/threonine kinases – phosphorylate either serine or threonine (referred to as

‘ST’ kinases);

� tyrosine kinases – phosphorylate tyrosines (referred to as ‘T’ kinases);

� mixed function kinases – phosphorylate BOTH serine/threonine AND tyrosine

simultaneously (referred to as ‘STY’ kinases).

Members of the tyrosine protein kinase family may be either receptor tyrosine kinases

(RTKs) or non-receptor tyrosine kinases. A smaller proportion of ST kinases are also

receptors (the TGFb receptor is an example of a receptor ST kinase). ST-, T- and STY-

kinases all share a homologous stretch of � 300 amino acids that represents the core

catalytic domain.N- andC-terminal extensions to this core are not conserved across the

three families.

The common catalytic domain encompasses several invariant motifs and residues

that together represent a kinase ‘signature’. The domain may be divided into 12

subdomains, some of which fulfil structural roles with a smaller number involved in

function2 (see Table 4.1). A number of protein kinase structures have now been

solved and all show a similar overall architecture of two lobes connected by a linker

peptide ‘hinge’3.

All protein kinases follow the same folding pattern as cAMP-dependent protein kinase
(PKA; also known as ‘cAPK’) – a serine/threonine protine kinase, and the first kinase to

be crystalised. All protein kinase domains are made up of two lobes. The smaller N-

terminal lobe largely consists of a five-stranded beta sheet and (in most protein kinases)

contains a single a-helix: the ‘C-helix’. This nomenclature arose because PKA (unu-

sually) contains three helices in its N-lobe, named ‘A-, B- and C-helices’ – the C-helix is

the only one conserved in other protein kinase structures (see Figure 4.1). The larger C-

terminal lobe is predominantly helical. In broad terms, the nucleotide substrate (ATP)

binding site is located in the N-lobe and the peptide substrate site in the C-lobe.

4.1.1 Invariant residues

The invariant protein kinase residues align with PKA-a amino acid positions: Gly52,

Lys72, Glu91, Asp166, Asn171, Asp184, Gly186, Glu208, and Arg 280. Almost

invariant are Gly50, Val57, Phe185, Asp220 and Gly225. Not surprisingly, many of

these residues have been found to participate in the catalytic mechanism2. The key

components of the active site are three loops: the phosphate-binding loop (P-loop), the

catalytic loop (C-loop) and the activation loop (A-loop)4. The conserved Gly50 and 52
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are present in the P-loop; invariant Asp166, Asn171 are in the C-loop; while Asp184,

Gly186 and Glu208 are present in the A-loop (see Tables 4.1 and 4.2).

The PKA N-lobe extends from residues 40–126 and the C-lobe is from 127–280. An

extended chain (hinge), residues 120–127, links the two lobes. The active site lies in the

cleft between the two surfaces of the lobes and is composed of key residues from P-, C-,

andA-loops (seeFigure 4.2)5. TheC-terminal residuesof PKA,281–350, are outside the

conserved catalytic core; this 70 amino acid tail extends from theC-lobe to lie along one

Table 4.1 Protein kinase catalytic sites – subdomain structure

|< I >|< II >| < III >|
43 64 65 84 98

PKA FERKKTLGTGSFGRVMLVKHKA-----|TEQYYAMKILDKQKVVKLK|QIEHTLNEKRILQAV-
PKC FNFLMVLGKGSFGKVMLSERKG-----|TDELYAVKILKKDVVIQDD|DVECTMVEKRVLALPG
Src LRLEVKLGQGCFGEVWMGTWNG-----|-TTRVAIKTLKPGTM----|SPEAFLQEAQVMKKL-
IRK ITLLRELGQGSFGMVYEGNARDIIKGE|AETRVAVKTVNESASLR--|ERIEFLNEASVMKGF-

|< IV >|< V >|
99 114 137

PKA NFPFLVRLEYAFKDN|SNLYMVMEYVPGGEMFSHLRRIGR----------
PKC KPPFLTQLHSCFQTM|DRLYFVMEYVNGGDLMYHIQQVGR----------
Src RHEKLVQLYAVVSE-|EPIYIVTEYMSKGSLLDFLKGETGKY--------
IRK TCHHVVRLLGVVSKG|QPTLVVMELMAHGDLKSYLRSLRPEAENNPGRPP

|< VIa >|< VIb >|< VII >|< VIII
138 161 179 195

PKA FSEPHARFYAAQIVLTFEYLHSL|DLIYRDLKPENLLIDHQG|YIQVTDFGFAKRVKGRT---|--
PKC FKEPHAVFYAAEIAIGLFFLQSK|GIIYRDLKLDNVMLDSEG|HIKIADFGMCKENIWDGVTT|--
Src LRLPQLVDMAAQIASGMAYVERM|NYVHRDLRAANILVGENL|VCKVADFGLARLIEDNEYTA|R-
IR PTLQEMIQMAAEIADGMAYLNAK|KFVHRDLAARNCMVAHDF|TVKIGDFGMTRDIYETDYYR|KG

VIII >|< IX >|< X
196 211 241 259

PKA WTLCGTPEYLAPEII|LSKGYNKAVDWWALGVLIYEMAA-GYPPFFA|DQPIQIYEKIVSG-KVRFPS
PKC KTFCGTPDYIAPEII|AYQPYGKSVDWWAFGVLLYEMLA-GQAPFEG|EDEDELFQSIMEH-NVAYPK
Src QGAKFPIKWTAPEAA|LYGRFTIKSDVWSFGILLTELTTKGRVPYPG|MVNREVLDQVERGYRMPCPP
IRK GKGLLPVRWMAPESL|KDGVFTTSSDMWSFGVVLWEITSLAEQPYQG|LSNEQVLKFVMDGGYLDQPD

|< XI >
260 297

PKA HFSSDLKD-LLRNLLQVDLTKRFGNLKNGVSDIKTHKWF
PKC SMSKEAVA-ICKGLMTKHPGKRLGCGPEGERDIKEHAFF
Src ECPESLHD-LMCQCWRKEPEERPTFEYL-------QAFL
IRK NCPERVTD-LMRMCWQFNPKMRPTFLEIVNLL---KDDL

P-loop – green
C-helix – yellow
C-loop – red
A-loop - magenta

PKA= cAMP-dependent protein kinase -type catalytic sub-unit (from amino acid 43)
PKC= Protein kinase C I (from amino acid 339)
Src= Non-receptor protein tyrosine kinase (from amino acid 267)
IRK= Insulin receptor (from amino acid 996)
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face of the N-lobe. The N-terminal 1–39 amino acids is usually disordered but can be

seen as an ordered extension of the A-helix in some crystals6.

4.1.2 The phosphate-binding loop or ‘p-loop’

Almost all dinucleotide-binding proteins contain a common glycine-rich motif, first

identified by Rossmann7 – hence the name ‘Rossmannmotif’. A similar motif was later

identified in mononucleotide-binding proteins, where such glycine-rich motifs are

known as Walker A-box sequences or ‘P-loops’ (for phosphate-binding)8. Two con-

sensus sequences have been found: G.X.G.X.X.G in dinucleotide-binding proteins, and

G.X.X.G.X.G.K.[S/T] inmononucleotide-binding proteins. Themononucleotidemotif

is found in diverse proteins including adenylate kinase, p21Ras and protein kinases, but

in the (mononucleotide-binding) protein kinases the structure differs.

Ras P-loop typifies mononucleotide-binding motifs that run between a beta strand

(yellow) and a following alpha helix (magenta). In the Ras P-loop, the amide groups of

the glycines form a ‘giant anion hole’ that holds the negatively charged phosphoryl

groups of the nucleotide (GTP). The lysine16 sidechain interacts with the b- and

g-phosphates and helps stabilise the transition state by neutralising the negative charge
of the g-phosphate9,10. The lack of sidechains allows the ‘anion hole’ to accommodate

Figure 4.1 PKA in a closed conformation showing nomenclature for the main a-helices (PBD file:
1 CDK)
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the bulky phosphoryl groups. H-bonds are formed between the amide backbone of

the glycines and the phosphoryl groups (see Figure 4.3).

Protein kinase P-loops, on the other hand, are made up of the first two strands in the

anti-parallel beta sheet of the N-terminal lobe9 – making a b-strand, b-turn, b-strand
structure. TheATP is completely coveredby this flap-like structurewith theg-phosphate
positioned at the b-turn. In the PKA P-loop

(residues 49–57: Leu.Gly.Thr.Gly.Ser.Phe.Gly.Arg.Val)

the ‘flap’ is stabilised by backbone H-bonds between Gly50<–>Val57 and Gly52<–>
Gly5510. The glycines perform a similar function of anchoring the ATP, but protein

kinase P-loops (and those in dinucleotide binding proteins) do not include a lysine.

Instead, the invariant lysine72 (in PKA subdomain II) binds the a and b-phosphates of
ATP, neutralising their charges, while a second invariant lysine168 (in subdomain VIb,

i.e., the ‘C-loop’ of the C-lobe) binds the g-phosphate and probably stabilises the

transition state9 (see Figure 4.3).

Table 4.2 Catalytic residue equivalence in PKA, Cdk2 and IRK

Kinase motif Sub-
domain

PKA Cdk2 IRK

P-loop I LGTGSFGRV

aas:— 49-57

IGEGTYGVV

aas:— 10-18

LGQGSFGMV

aas:— 1002-1010

Invariant lysine —

/ phosphate-

binding

II Lys72 Lys33 Lys1030

Invariant glutamate

salt-bridged to Lys72 III Glu91 Glu51 Glu1047

Basic residue

interacting with -

phosphate

VIb Lys168 Lys129 Arg1136

C-loop VIb aas:—164-171 aas:—125-132 aas:—1130-1137

A-loop VII-VIII aas:—184-208 aas:—145-172 aas:—1150-1179

catalytic Asp

(RD motif) VIb Arg165Asp166 Arg126Asp127 Arg1131Asp1132

Mg2+-coordinating

residue

VII

(DFG

motif)

Asp184 Asp145 Asp1150

Activating

phosphorylation site

VII

Thr197 Thr160 Tyr1162/1163

‘Basic Cluster’

III

VIb

VII

C-helix-His87

C-loop-Arg165

A-loop-Lys189

C-helix-Arg50

C-loop-Arg126

A-loop-Arg150

C-loop-Arg1131

A-loop-Arg1155

A-loop-Arg1164

‘C’-helix III aas:—85-97 aas: — 45-55 aas:—1038-1051

PKA = cAMP-dependent protein kinase; Cdk2 = cyclin dependent kinase2; IRK = Insulin Receptor Kinase
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Figure 4.2 PKA in a complex with its inhibitor (PKI) and ATP analogue

Figure 4.3 P-loop of Ras compared with PKA
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In PKA crystal structures of activated (autophosphorylated) kinase complexed with

either the heat stable protein kinase inhibitor (PKI, a pseudosubstrate) or the Ala! Ser

substituted PKI substrates (see Table 4.3), the P-loop serine (Ser53) hydroxyl was found to

be strongly H-bonded to the backbone of the P0-site target Ser/Ala in the PKI pseudosub-

strate sequence when crystalised with the stable ATP analogue, adenylyl imidophosphate

(AMP-PNP)9,10,11. Since the backbone amide of Ser53 also H-bonds to the g-phosphate of
ATP, it was postulated that the transition state intermediate for phosphoryl transfer may

involve Ser53 backbone H-bonding to ATP, and its hydroxyl group H-bonding to the

peptide substrate9. However, subsequent site-directed mutagenesis and solution studies

suggest that this is not a mechanism common to other ST-kinases.

Enzyme kinetics done on mutants in which Ser53 was substituted with glycine,

threonine or proline, have shown that although the backbone amide of Ser53 may be

required for efficient catalysis, the sidechain hydroxyl is not: proline substitution

(lacking both the backbone amide and sidechain hydroxyl) was inefficient at binding

ATP and phosphoryl transfer; glycine substitution (lacking hydroxyl only) was as

efficient as wild type in phosphorylation of the substrate kemptide12. In comparison

with wild-type PKA, it was found that the Ser! Gly mutant was more efficient than

wild-type at phosphorylation of threonine residues suggesting that the Ser53 hydroxyl

may play a part in substrate selectivity.

4.1.3 Critical differences between serine/threonine kinases
and tyrosine kinases

In serine/threonine kinases, the recognition of the serine or threonine hydroxyl of the

peptide substrate is dependent upon the A-loop residue corresponding to Thr201 of

Table 4.3 PKA substrate and inhibitor sequences

P-4 P-3 P-2 P-1 P0 P+1

Inhibitor sequences…

Heat stable PKA inhibitor sequence (PKI) Gly Arg Arg Asn Ala Ile

PKI Ala Ser substitution (a substrate) Gly Arg Arg Asn Ser Ile

PKA RI subunit (a pseudosubstrate site) Arg Arg Arg Gly Ala Ile

PKA RII subunit (a phosphorylation site) Asp Arg Arg Val Ser Val

Substrate sequences…

Kemptide Arg Arg Ala Ser Leu

Phosphorylase kinase -subunit Phe Arg Arg Leu Ser Ile

Phosphorylase kinase -subunit Lys Arg Ser Asn Ser Val

Phosphofructokinase-2 (PFK-2) Arg Arg Arg Gly Ser Ser
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PKA. ThisA-loop threonine is conserved in all ST-kinases but is replacedwith a proline

in tyrosine kinases. The second critical residue that selects for a serine/threonine

hydroxyl over tyrosine is the C-loop lysine (Lys168 in PKA) that is conserved in all

ST-kinases but is replacedwith an arginine (Arg1136 in the insulin receptor kinase) in all

tyrosine kinases13. The third difference lies in the activating phosphorylation site in the

A-loop; in ST-kinases it is a threonine, in Tyr-kinases it is a tyrosine(s).

4.1.4 Closed and open conformations

The active apo-form of phosphorylated PKA crystalises in an ‘open’ conformationwith

the catalytic cleft ajar (see Figure 4.4). In contrast, both unphosphorylated apo-forms

and tris-phosphorylated substrate-occupied forms of the insulin receptor kinase and the

IGF-I receptor kinase adopt less open conformations, although the structures are ‘more

closed’ in the presence of substrates14 (see Figure 4.5). Autophosphorylated PKA can

adopt open, intermediate, or closed conformations, the fully closed being the active

conformation of the ternary complex of enzyme, ATP and substrate. This closed

conformation is typified by the structure of activated PKA complexed with

Mn2þAMP-PNP and the PKA inhibitor polypeptide PKI (a pseudosubstrate, Table 4.3)

(PDBfile: 1CDK)11. In the closed conformation, theATP analogue is now contacted, not

only by N-lobe residues, but also by residues of the C-lobe, particularly via Lys168. The

presence of the nucleotide’s g-phosphate is thus a trigger for adoption of the activated

closed conformation. However, the fully-closed conformation of PKA is only possible

Figure 4.4 PKA catalytic subunit in open and closed conformations (PDB files: 1J3H and 1CDK,
respectively)
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when both ATP and substrate are present15. This is because more extensive connections

between the two lobes are triggered by binding of the specificity-determining amino acids

adjacent to the P0 site, discussed in the next section.

The closed form of PKA is thought to exclude water that, if allowed in, would elicit

wasteful ATPase activity (instead of phosphotransfer) by effectively substituting for the

substrate hydroxyl16. The open form is needed to allow ATP and peptides access to the

active site as well as to allow release of the phospho-peptide and ADP products17.

Autophosphorylation of recombinant PKA occurs during synthesis in E. coli and is

essential to its activity –mutants that cannot autophosphorylate are completely inactive

unless trans-phosphorylated by co-incubation with wild-type PKA12.

4.1.5 The catalytic loop or ‘C-loop’

The catalytic loop of protein kinases is found in subdomain VIb (164–171 of PKA see

Tables 4.1 & 4.2). Invariant residues contained in the C-loop of RD-protein kinases

include an invariant Arg.Asp pair and an invariant Asn (Asp166, Asn171 of PKA). PKA

catalytic subunits bind tightly to pseudosubstrate sequences in both their regulatory (R)

Figure 4.5 Gallery of open and closed kinase structures
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subunits and the naturally occurring heat stable protein kinase inhibitor protein (PKI). In

crystal structures of PKA complexed with either substrate or pseudosubstrate peptide

analogues of PKI, the carboxylate group of the invariant Asp166 is within 3 Å of the

peptide’s P0-site residue (that is, the phosphorylatable serine of the substrate13 or alanine in

the pseudosubstrate5. This close proximity suggests an H-bond forms between Asp166

sidechain and the OH-group of Ser/Thr in the peptide substrate’s P0-site. Thus, the

sidechain of Asp166 appears to act as a catalytic base to promote nucleophilic attack13.

Substitution of PKA Asp166 residue with alanine leads a mutant with only 0.4% of the

activity of wild-type enzyme18. Figure 4.6 illustrates the proposed phosphoryl transfer

mechanism13.

Another important interaction with PKA’s peptide substrates is made by Lys168.

This C-loop residue of PKA appears to fulfil the same function of the Lys16 residue

incorporated into the P-loop motif of Ras, in that PKA Lys168 H-bonds to, and

neutralises the negative charge of, the g-phosphate of ATP and stabilises the transi-

tion state10,13 but, importantly, Lys168 also H-bonds to the backbone P�2 a-carbonyl
of the peptide substrate or pseudosubstrate. Thus, in the presence of both ATP and

peptide substrate, Lys168 links N-lobe (via the P-loop-anchored ATP g-phosphate)
to the C-lobe (via the substrate peptide that is anchored to the A-loop), providing a

trigger for closure of the active site cleft (see Figure 4.7).

This lysine is only invariant in serine/threonine kinases. Interestingly, tyrosine

kinases lack an equivalent lysine (Table 4.2). Instead, tyrosine kinases contain an

Figure 4.6 Phosphoryl transfer mechanism of PKA [reproduced from Madhusudan, et al. (1994)]
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invariant arginine (Arg 1137 in IRK) in their C-loops (in the same position or two

residuesC-terminal) and this (positively charged) arginine residue is thought to perform

the same charge-neutralising and transition state-stabilising effect as Lys168 interacting

with the g-phosphate of ATP10.
When a peptide substrate or pseudosubstrate binds to PKA, Lys168 helps anchor

the peptide to the surface of the large C-lobe by H-bonding to a-carbonyl group of

the P�2 residue (see Figure 4.7). Replacement of this lysine with alanine yields a

PKA mutant with 300-fold lower affinity for peptide substrate13. During actual

catalysis, structural analysis suggests that Lys168 also stabilises the transition state

by binding to both the g-phosphate oxygen and, simultaneously, the target oxygen of

the serine sidechain; it then continues to bind the transferred phosphate as it forms a

covalent bond in the pSer reaction product (see Figure 4.8). In effect, Lys168

‘shepherds’ the phosphoryl moiety as it passes from ATP donor, through the

transition state, to the final product19. A second key residue in recognition and

active site assembly is the aforementioned A-loop residue Thr201, which makes a

crucial H-bond with the catalytic Asp166 only when the peptide substrate (or

pseudosubstrate) has docked with the protein. This interaction is thought to ‘signal’

to the enzyme that substrate is present and catalysis may be triggered16.

The invariant Asn171 plays a mostly structural role: its sidechain amide H-bonds to

the a-carbonyl group of Asp166 and this interaction stabilises the catalytic loop13. All
tyrosine kinases and most Ser/Thr kinases have an arginine immediately N-terminal of

Figure 4.7 The PKA catalytic site on the way to the transition state
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the catalytic Asp. This mixed group of kinases are referred to as ‘RD kinases’ and

includes all kinases that requireA-loopphosphorylation for activity – the arginine ofRD

is part of the ‘basic cluster’, (see Section 4.2.1).

4.1.6 The activation segment/loop or ‘A-loop’

A common theme in kinase activity regulation is the requirement for A-loop residues

(subdomain VIII) to be phosphorylated to activate the enzyme. I shall use the term

‘A-loop’ for simplicity and consistencybut theA-loop is also (moreproperly) termed the

‘activation segment’, because in certain kinase structures (often depending upon

phosphorylation status) the loop is divided by a short helix or beta-strand.

Figure 4.8 The role of Lys168 in phosphoryl transfer in the catalytic mechanism of PKA
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In some protein kinases, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of A-loop resi-

dues provide the sole mode of control over their activity. In others, the (A-loop-

phosphorylated) mature active enzyme is subsequently regulated by a secondary

mechanism under the control of second messengers: for example, the inhibition of

PKA by pseudosubstrate sequences such as PKI or the cAMP-binding regulatory

subunits RI and II. Still other kinases do not require A-loop phosphorylation.

Unfortunately, no structures of nascent PKA (i.e., unphosphorylated) are available

and so the following discussion relies upon inferences from the few inactive

structures available at present.

In general, conversion of inactive to active kinase involves conformational changes in

the A-loop that lead to:

� correct alignment of residues involved in catalysis and substrate binding;

� relief of steric blocking of active site allowing access of substrates (Mg2þ, ATP,
peptide);

� overall increase in the rate of phosphoryl transfer.

A-loops vary in sequence and length, but all are boundedby tripeptide sequences that are

almost invariant: DFG (N-terminal end) and APE (C-terminal end). In PKA, the A-loop

extends from Asp184–Glu208.

4.2 Protein kinases activated by A-loop phosphorylation

Examples requiring A-loop phosphorylation include members of the Ser/Thr-specific

kinases, Tyr-specific kinases and Ser/ThrþTyr-specific kinases. Kinases that trans-

autophosphorylate must have A-loop sequences that conform to their own substrate

specificity.

For example, PKA phosphorylates protein substrates with a consensus sequence

containing a serine or threonine at the phosphorylation site (P0); usually there is a large

hydrophobic residue (�) at Pþ1, and crucially, basic amino acids are presentN-terminal

of the P0-site (Arg is usually found at P�2; or at P�3 with additional N-terminal basic

residues, usually at P�6): R.R.X.S/T�. or R.X.X.R.X.X.S/T.�13. PKA’s own A-loop

sequence is: R.V.K.G.R.T.W.T.L, hence PKA can trans-autophosphorylate its A-loop

Thr197 because it is presented in a substrate-like sequence context.

Other kinases cannot trans-autophosphorylate, and instead rely upon activation by

a different upstream kinase. For example, MAPK (an ST-kinase) has a consensus

substrate sequence P.X.S/T.P, but its own A-loop sequence is G.F.L.T183.E.Y185.V.

Thus, MAPK is incapable of autophosphorylation because (i) its A-loop Thr is not in a

substrate consensus and (ii) MAPK cannot phosphorylate Tyr residues. Instead, MAPK

is activated by the STY-kinase MAPKK, which doubly phosphorylates the T.E.Y
sequence, activating the enzyme17.
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4.2.1 Phosphorylation of A-loop residues and assembly of active site

The disposition of important residues in active kinase structures was first revealed in

PKA crystal structures of the activated C subunit complexed with a pseudosubstrate

peptide, Mg2þ and ATP. Its structure suggested that the need for Thr197 phosphoryla-

tion was related to the negative charge conferred by the phosphate. Thr197 phosphor-

ylation increases catalytic activity by three orders ofmagnitude andmutation of Thr197

to alanine caused a reduction in affinity forATPand reduced rates of phosphoryl transfer

compared with wild-type20. All kinases that are activated by A-loop phosphorylation

show increases in catalysis by two-to-five orders of magnitude after phosphorylation21.

In the activated PKA ternary structures, the negatively charged phosphothreonine197

di-anion makes electrostatic interactions with (and stabilises) a positively charged

cluster of amino acids: the C-helix residue His87, the A-loop residue Lys189, and the

C-loop residueArg165 (see Figure 4.9 andTable 4.2). Charge-stablised hydrogen bonds

are made with the phosphate oxygens of pThr197 and the sidechains of Lys 189 and

Arg16510. Interaction with Arg165 is thought to promote correct orientation and

electrostatic environment of the catalytic base Asp166 (RD motif); interaction with

Lys189 is thought to orient Asp184 (in the DFG motif) so that it can interact with the

activating Mg2þ ion4,17. The positions of the basic cluster arginines from the C-lobe

Figure 4.9 The ‘basic cluster’ interacting with pThr197 of PKA
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probably pre-exist, but the basic cluster histidine needs to be moved into position by

substrate docking.

The pThr197 charge interaction with the C-helix residue His87 first of all requires

nucleotide to dock so that the P-loop is stabilised and the Lys72 to C-helix-Glu91 salt-

bridge is formed. Second, and crucially, the pThr197 $ His87 charge interaction is

ultimately triggered by the docking of a substrate/pseudosubstrate peptide – the His87

sidechain is at least 9 Å away from the phosphate oxygen in the most open conforma-

tions of the apoenzyme22,6 (PDBfiles: 1J3H; 1SYK) but is as close as 3 Å from pThr197

in the closed conformations23 containing both nucleotide and peptidyl substrates24,16

(PDBfiles: 1U7E and 1RDQ). This change in C-helix positioningmay be brought about

by the participation of the neighbouring Gln84 in the H-bonding network that docks the

pseudosubstrate or substrate (as discussed in Section 4.5.1). The pThr197 $ His87

charge interaction is a second important trigger for PKA site closure linkingN-lobewith

C-lobe, but only when both nucleotide and substrate are present.

Kinases that do not require A-loop phosphorylation to be activated include the g-subunit
of phosphorylase kinase (PhK) (discussed in Section 5.8.2). This catalytic subunit resembles

the common kinase structure overall but the equivalent residue to PKA’s Thr197 is a

glutamate (Glu182 in PhK). This anionic sidechain performs the same neutralising function

upon its C-loop arginine (Arg148 in PhK) which, again, precedes its catalytic aspartate

(Asp149 in PhK). In PhK, no lysine is present at the equivalent position to that of PKA and

so a di-anion is not needed17. PhK activity is controlled by phosphorylation of its a and b
regulatory subunits and calcium binding to its d subunit (which is calmodulin).

A-loops typically terminate with a highly conserved APE motif. This is essential for

kinase activity: alteration of any of the three residues results in inactive mutants of the

Tyr-kinase, Src2.

4.2.2 The A-loop and catalysis – transition state and site closure

Extensive solution and structural studies of PKA point to an in-line phosphoryl transfer

mechanism that occurs through nucleophilic attack upon the g-phosphorous of ATP by the

sidechain oxygen of the substrate serine. The monomeric apo-enzyme exists in an ‘open’

conformation ready to receive substrates with its wedge-shaped catalytic cleft exposed to

solvent. Binding of bothMg2þATP and peptide substrate (or pseudosubstrate) are required
to cause the two lobes to close, thus excluding water as mentioned earlier. It appears

important to exclude water because it could act as nucleophile instead of the P-site serine,

andwould thus cause unproductive ATPase activity rather than phosphoryl transfer. Equally,

binding of regulatory pseudosubstrate inhibitors is ATP-dependent and also relies upon tight

closure of the active site being maintained to protect the ATP from hydroysis16,19.

4.2.3 ATP binding

The role of the P-loop is to provide H-bonds from its backbone amides to anchor the

ATP phosphates: Phe54 and Gly55 amides bind to b and Ser53 amide to g (as
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mentioned earlier, the hydroxyl of Ser53 also H-bonds to the substrate backbone

carbonyl of the P0-site serine). The negative charge at the a- and b-phosphates is
neutralised by H-bonds from the sidechain of Lys72 (the residue stabilised by a salt-

bridge from Glu91 of the C-helix) and by chelating bonds to the activating Mg2þ

from b- and g-phosphates.
The g-phosphate is neutralised by both the metal and an H-bond with the C-loop

Lys168. The net effect is to (i) withdraw electrons from the b–g bond (weakening it) and
(ii) to give the g-phosphorous a partial positive charge, thus making it susceptible to

nucleophilic attack.

4.2.4 A-loop and autoinhibition

The contribution of A-loop residues to kinase autoinhibition has provoked much

discussion and themechanism(s) are not entirely agreed. This situation can be expected

to become clearer as more structures of phospho- and dephospho-kinase pairs are

solved. Crystal structural data, mutation and solution studies have often appeared at

odds but it is becoming clear that the auto-inhibitory mechanisms of A-loops vary from

‘gated’ to ‘non-gated’ extremes21. Nevertheless, a constant feature is a dramatic

increase in catalytic rate following A-loop phosphorylation.

4.3 The insulin receptor kinase (IRK) – a ‘gated’ kinase

Tyrosine kinases like the insulin receptor and the Src kinase require A-loop tyrosine

residues to be phosphorylated in order to activate. In Src, Tyr416 is phosphorylated; in

the insulin receptor, three A-loop tyrosine (1158, 1162 and 1163) must be phosphory-

lated for full activation, Tyr1162 being phosphorylated first.

The truncated catalytic domain of the insulin receptor (beta-chain residues: Val978–

Lys1283)was first crystalised in 1994 in its inactive, unphosphorylated form25; later, the

activated tris-phosphoryated form was crystallised in complex with substrates26. The

most striking difference between the two IRK structures is the position of the A-loop

(see Figure 4.10). It is clear that phosphorylation of the three tyrosines in IRK’s A-loop

has caused the entire loop to be ejected from the active site cleft. By comparison, the

P- and C-loops move relatively little.

In the original inactive IRK structure (unphosphorylated and without ATP), the A-

loop obstructs the binding of both peptide and ATP substrates25 (PDB file: 1IRK). The

phenolic hydroxyl of Tyr1162 (equivalent to Thr197 of PKA) is hydrogen-bonded to

the catalytic Asp1132 (equivalent to Asp166 of PKA), thus blocking binding of peptide

substrates. TheDFGmotif is close to the IRKP-loop and the Phe1151 residue blocks the

adenine recognition site for ATP. Apart from acting as an intrasteric inhibitor,

Hubbard suggested that this conformation also placed Tyr1162 in the active site ‘poised

for cis-autophosphorylation’25. However, as explained below, this seems unlikely and it
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is generally accepted that the autophosphorylation is a trans-autophosphorylation – one

IRK phosphorylates its twin and vice versa.

In the activated tris-phosphorylated form, the IRK A-loop has moved out of the

active site cleft. In the region of the negatively charged triplet of phosphotyrosines,

the A-loop now adopts a position similar to that surrounding phosphothreonine197 in

active PKA26 (PDB file: 1IR3). In active IRK one observes pTyr1162 and pTyr1163

neutralising a basic cluster of amino acids including the C-loop arginine1131 (of the

RD motif), and two A-loop residues: arginine1155 (equivalent to PKA Lys189) and

arginine1164. The phosphate of pTyr1162 forms charge-stabilised H-bonds with the

sidechain of Arg1164; pTyr1163 is H-bonded to Arg1155; pTyr1158 is solvent-

exposed and makes no contacts26 (see Figure 4.11). So, large conformational change

resulting from the ejection of the negatively charged phospho-A-loop of IRK away

from the catalytic aspartate to a new interaction site of neutralising positively

charged residues aids assembly and stabilisation of the active site in the same way

as is thought to occur with that of PKA. This appears to be a general mechanism for

phosphorylation-switched kinases.

More recently, it has been shown that the ‘gate-closed’ conformation of apo-IRK

(crystallised in the absence of ATP) is unlikely to predominate in vivo. It was found that,

in the presence of millimolar concentrations (1–10 mM) of a non-hydrolysable ATP

analogue (AMP-PNP, aka ‘ANP’), the unphosphorylated A-loop became exposed as

judged by trypsin cleavage studies. Without ATP, the unphosphorylated A-loop is

insensitive to trypsin (i.e., inactive ‘gate-closed’)27. As stated previously, the DFG

motif occupies the adenine-binding site in unphosphorylated IRK. It appears that ATP

can competitively displace this A-loop motif, causing the A-loop to be externally

accessible (i.e., inactive ‘gate open’). Since [ATP]¼ 2—8mM inmost cells, it suggests

Figure 4.10 Insulin receptor kinase structures
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that, in the absence of insulin, the A-loop is in equilibrium between ‘gate-closed’ and

‘gate-open’ forms. This intermediate ‘gate-open’, but inactive, form has been explored

using a mutant IRK, thought to resemble the (high [ATP]) in vivo situation28. Crystal

structures show ejection of DFG from the adenine-binding site is accompanied by

ejection of Tyr1162 from the catalytic cleft. This confirms that IRK cannot phosphor-

ylate its own A-loop (cis-) because its own A-loop and ATP cannot occupy the active

site at the same time. Instead, one IRK (þATP) relies upon another IRK (þATP) to
trans-phosphorylate it. It has been suggested that in the native insulin receptor, which is

a di-sulphide-bonded dimer, the extracellular a-chains inhibit mutual transphosphoryl-

ation of the two IRK domains by simply keeping the kinase dimer partners apart in the

absence of insulin.

Figure 4.11 The activating movement of A-loop phosphotyrosines to the ‘basic cluster’ of IRK
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Despite the effect of ATP upon the conformation of inactive IRK, the ‘gate-open’

kinase is not fully active until it is phosphorylated. The rate of phosphoryl transfer and

the affinity for both ATP and peptide substrates are both low until all three A-loop

tyrosines are phosphorylated. The interaction of phosphotyrosineswith the basic cluster

results in a activated catalytic site, along with an ordered peptide binding surface made

up of A-loop residues 1169–1171, a region that is disordered in unphosphorylated ‘gate

open’ form28.

A further effect of A-loop phosphorylation is to cause movement of the C-helix of

subdomain III. This is the only alpha helix in the N-lobe and is conserved throughout

RD kinases. It contains a conserved glutamate. Movement of this alpha helix brings

the conserved IRK glutamate1047 (Glu91 in PKA) into correct position to interact

with the conserved lysine1030 of subdomain II (Lys72 in PKA) that is responsible

for coordinating a and b phosphates of ATP. Thus the orientation of the C-helix in the
activated tris-phosphorylated IRK structure closely resembles that of activated PKA

(see Figure 4.12).

4.4 Cyclin dependent kinases

Cyclin dependent kinases (Cdks) are a family of ST-kinases that require the binding of

another protein (a ‘cyclin’) to both activate and properly construct their active sites. Cdk

Figure 4.12 Movement of C-helix in IRK activation
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enzymes follow the canonical kinase fold and like other ST-kinases they must be

phosphorylated on a threonine residue in their activation loops. However, unlike other

kinases, A-loop phosphorylation of the isolated catalytic subunit is insufficient to

assemble the active conformation. In Cdk literature, the A-loop is frequently referred

to as the ‘T-loop’ (short for ‘Threonine-loop’, see Table 4.4).

Like other protein kinases, activation byA-loop phosphorylation is accompanied by a

re-arrangement of the catalytic site, including re-orientation of the C-helix. In Cdk

literature, the C-helix is often referred to as the ‘PSTAIRE-helix’ because the PSTAIRE

amino acidmotif is semi-conserved amongCdks (the proline is the residue immediately

preceding the helix, see Table 4.5).

Another feature that distinguishes Cdks from other ST-kinases is that Cdks can be

inhibited by phosphorylation of their P-loops. In Cdk literature, the P-loop is sometimes

referred to as the ‘G-loop’ (‘glycine-rich loop’, see Table 4.6).

The two positions for inhibitory phosphorylations are the conserved tyrosine and

semi-conserved threonine residues of the P-loop ofCdk enzymes (seeTable 4.6).As one

might expect, phosphorylation of the P-loop disrupts theATP binding site, rendering the

kinase inactive.

4.4.1 Monomeric Cdk2 structures

In the absence of cyclin, A-loop phosphorylation is not enough to activate the kinase. Just

like the insulin receptor kinase, the biggest conformational changes upon Cdk activation

Table 4.4 Activation loop (T-loop) sequences in Cdk’s

Type ACCESSION A-loop sequence Thr no.

Cdk-1 NP_00177 DFGLARAFGIPIRVYTHEVVTLWYRSPE 161

Cdk-2 CAAA43985 DFGLARAFGVPVRTYTHEVVTLWYRAPE 160

Cdk-4 AAC39521 DFGLARIYSYQM ALTPVVVTLWYRAPE 172

Cdk-6 NP_001250 DFGLARIYSFQM ALTSVVVTLWYRAPE 177

Cdk-7 NP_001790 DFGLAKSFGSPNRAYTHQVVTRWYRAPE 176

Table 4.5 C-helix (‘PSTAIRE-helix’) sequences in Cdk’s

Type ACCESSION C-helix sequence Glu no.

Cdk-1 NP_00177 PSTAIREISLL 51

Cdk-2 CAAA43985 PSTAIREISLL 51

Cdk-4 AAC39521 PISTVREVALL 56

Cdk-6 NP_001250 PLSTIREVAVL 61

Cdk-7 NP_001790 NRTALREIKLL 62
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are centred on the A-loop and the C-helix. In the crystal structures of apo-Cdk2, the A-

loop almost completely blocks the peptide substrate-binding cleft and the overall con-

formation prevents catalytic residues from gaining access to the g-phosphate of the ATP
co-substrate; although it is inactive, apo-Cdk2 can still bind ATP (see Figure 4.13)29,30,31.

In this un-phosphorylated inactive structure, the A-loop contains a short helical segment

(aL12) that displaces the C-helix by a 24� rotation (relative to its position in the activated
PKA structure) such that its conserved glutamate51 (91 in PKA) is exposed to solvent

and cannot form the activating salt bridge with the conserved lysine33 of subdomain II

(72 in PKA). This is the lysine that binds the a and b-phosphates of ATP. Instead, lysine33

Table 4.6 P-loop sequences in Cdk’s

Type ACCESSION P-loop sequence Thr/Tyr no.

Cdk-1 NP_00177 IGEGTYGVV 14/15

Cdk-2 CAAA43985 IGEGTYGVV 14/15

Cdk-4 AAC39521 IGVGAYGTV A/17

Cdk-6 NP_001250 IGEGAYGKV A/24

Figure 4.13 Structure of an apo-Cdk2 – an inactive conformation
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makes an unproductive salt-bridge with the A-loop aspartate145 (part of the DFG motif

and equivalent to Asp184 of PKA)32. Aspartate145 is partially responsible for coordinat-

ing the Mg2þ ion in activated Cdk.

In isolated inactive Cdk2 (Figure 4.14), the activating threonine160 and surrounding A-

loop residues are orientated towards, and very close to, the P-loop. In monomeric Cdk2

structures this A-loop region is relatively ill-defined (compared with the highly ordered

structure it adopts when cyclin-bound) and atomic interactions with the P-loop cannot be

assigned with certainty. However, two nucleotide-free apo-Cdk2 structures concur in

placing the hydroxyl group of (A-loop) tyrosine159 less than 3 Å from the sidechain

carbonyl of (P-loop) glutamate12 and the hydroxyl group of (P-loop) tyrosine15 within 3

Å of the backbone carbonyl of (A-loop) phenylalanine152 (PDB files: 1HCL and 1PW2).

In ATP-bound monomeric Cdk2 structures, the Thr160 region is generally in the same

position but is more disordered (PDB files: 1HCK and 1B38)31 and becomes increasingly

disordered when threonine160 is phosphorylated – in fact, in monomeric ATP-bound

phosphoCk2 (PDB file: 1B39), the region is too disordered to resolve30.

Althoughmuchof threonine160 is exposed inmonomericCdk2 structures, its hydroxyl

group is shielded from solvent29,30 and this may explain why Cdks cannot be A-loop

phosphorylated efficiently except when bound to a cyclin (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). It is

obvious from the structures that A-loop phosphorylation alone cannot drive assembly of

the active site. Unlike PKA and IRK, the massive structural re-arrangements that lead to

active site assembly in Cdks is largely driven by docking with the cognate cyclin partner,

with A-loop phosphorylation secondarily causing more modest adjustment (see also

Chapter 10, Section 10.5).

Figure 4.14 Three Cdk2 structures showing relative movement of the A-loop during staged
activation
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4.4.2 Cyclin-bound unphosphorylated Cdk

Binding of cyclin is an essential prerequisite to the subsequent activation of Cdk by

phosphorylation in vivo.Cyclin binding alone causes large conformational changes that

result in:

� a complete re-orientation of both the A-loop and C-helix into conformations that

begin to resemble activated PKA and IRK;

� correct positioningof threonine160 for phosphorylation by theCdk-activatingkinase,

CAK.

The position of the C-helix in the cyclin A-bound complex corresponds with that of

active PKA. Compared with free Cdk2, the C-helix of complexed Cdk2 swings by

90� into the active site upon cyclin docking. This movement is provoked by the

formation of an extensive bonding network with the N-terminal cyclin box fold of

cyclin A and is facilitated by the consequent ‘melting’ of the aL12 helix. The C-

helix is ‘clamped’ by hydrophobic interactions with the 3rd and 5th helices of cyclin

A, and residues at either end of the C-helix (Glu42, Val44 and Lys56) form hydrogen

bonds with the cyclin box. The net result is that the conserved glutamate51is now

positioned to make the activating salt-bridge with Lys33.

The other major conformational change is in the A-loop. In the structure of

unphosphoryated Cdk2 in complex with cyclin A, the A-loop tyrosine159 has moved

from under 3 Å to over 20 Å away from the sidechain of the P-loop glutamate12

(Figure 4.14). This movement is caused by the docking of the N-terminal domain of

cyclin A with the N-lobe of Cdk2, resulting in van der Waals interactions between

A-loop residues of Cdk2 (Ala151, Phe152 and Tyr159) and complimentary residues

(Phe267, Ile182 and Ile270) in the first three helices of the first repeat of cyclin A, the

‘cyclin box’ fold32.

4.4.3 Cyclin-bound phosphorylated Cdk

The conformational changes induced by cyclin binding result in exposure of threo-

nine160, allowing it to be phosphorylated by cyclin-dependent kinase-activating
kinase (CAK). The creation of the phosphothreonine di-anion induces further

conformational change, driven by the charge-neutralising interaction of nega-

tively-charged phosphothreonine160 with a basic cluster of arginines: Arg50,

Arg126 and Arg150 (from the C-helix, C-loop and A-loop, respectively)33. Similar

charge-neutralising basic clusters maintain the active conformation in phosphory-

lated PKA and IRK (see Table 4.2). This movement is accompanied by additional

van der Waals interactions being made between A-loop residues Val154 and Pro155

and residues of the cyclin A cyclin box (Leu320, His179, Ile182; and Thr316,

Leu320, respectively). These contacts are not present in the unphosphorylated
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complex. Superimposition of the active PKA-pseudosubstrate complex structure

upon the Cdk2-cyclin A structures show that the unphosphorylated threonine160

partially occupies the presumed substrate-binding surface even in the cyclin-bound

form. This final impediment to full activation is only relieved when the threonine160

residue is phosphorylated (see Figure 4.15)33.

4.5 Secondary inhibition mechanisms – PKA

A structural study from Susan Taylor’s group, captures PKA complexed with its

regulatory RIa subunit and provides greater insight into the interaction of substrates

and pseudosubstrates with the catalytic cleft of PKA24. Perhaps more importantly, it

shows how the regulatory subunit changes conformation when it binds to the catalytic

subunit and indicates a plausible mechanism for activation of PKA by cAMP.

Before looking at this in more detail, consider first the overall structure of inactive

PKA as it is found in cells. In vivo, the PKA ‘holoenzyme’ is a tetramer founded upon a

homodimer of regulatory subunits sequestering two trapped PKA catalytic subunits.

Figure 4.15 Structure of cyclin-bound-phospho-Cdk2 – an active conformation (cyclin erased for
clarity)
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Each of these (potentially active) PKA catalytic subunits is stuck in an unproductive

transition statewith a substrate-like loop that the individual regulatory subunits present.

There are two types of regulatory subunit (RSUB), based upon the type of loop they

present. RI-types present a ‘pseudosubstrate’, whereas RII-types present an ‘autopho-

sphorylation site’. RI-RI dimers and RII-RII dimers form due to interactions between

their unique N-terminal dimerisation domains – heterodimers do not form. The dimer-

isation domains have a second function in ‘scaffolding’, in that they bind to so-called ‘A-

kinase anchoring proteins’ (AKAPs see Table 5.5). TheRI-or-II-dimerisation domain is

a four-helix bundle connected to the rest of the protein by the ‘linker’ peptide.

The RIa linker (or ‘hinge’) contains a consensus substrate sequence (see Table 4.3)

that has either an alanine at P0 (¼ pseudosubstrate) or a serine at P0 (¼ autopho-

sphorylation site). The linker connects the dimerisation domain to a C-terminal pair of

cAMP-binding domains (CBD). The CBD module is derived from an ancient protein

that acts as a cAMP receptor in bacteria through to humans. The RSUB shares structural

similaritywith the catabolite activator protein (CAP) fromE. coli andRSUB studies tend

to use nomenclature (see Table 4.7) based upon the CAP folding pattern (the actual

sequence homology is very low)34. An individual domain consists of an 8-stranded b-
barrel or ‘basket’ followed by aC-terminal a-helical segment. In both CBDs, the cAMP

binding site is centred upon the ‘phosphate-binding cassette’ that is located in eachof the

tandem b-barrels.
In the structure in question (see Figure 4.16), a truncated RIa subunit (minus the

dimerisation domain and the second CBD) has been utilised, and it is complexed with a

Thr197-phosphorylated PKA catalytic subunit (‘PKAC’).

Table 4.7 cAMP-dependent protein kinase, regulatory subunit alpha 1 (Homo sapiens)

1 MESGSTAASE EARSLRECEL YVQKHNIQAL LKDSIVQLCT ARPERPMAFL REYFERLEKE
61 EAKQIQNLQK AGTRTDSRED EISPPPPNPV VKGRRRRGAI SAEVYTEEDA ASYVRKVIPK

121 DYKTMAALAK AIEKNVLFSH LDDNERSDIF DAMFSVSFIA GETVIQQGDE GDNFYVIDQG
181 ETDVYVNNEW ATSVGEGGSF GELALIYGTP RAATVKAKTN VKLWGIDRDS YRRILMGSTL
241 RKRKMYEEFL SKVSILESLD KWERLTVADA LEPVQFEDGQ KIVVQGEPGD EFFIILEGSA
301 AVLQRRSENE EFVEVGRLGP SDYFGEIALL MNRPRAATVV ARGPLKCVKL DRPRFERVLG
361 PCSDILKRNI QQYNSFVSLS V

1 SGSTAASE EARSLRECEL YVQKHNIQAL LKDSIVQLCT ARPERPMAFL REYFERLEKE
94 98

59 EAKQIQNLQK AGTRTDSRED EISPPPPNPV VKGRRRRGAI SAEVYTEEDA ASYVRKVIPK
A:A 1:A 2:A 3:A

119 DYKTMAALAK AIEKNVLFSH LDDNERSDIF DAMFSVSFIA GETVIQQGDE GDNFYVIDQG
4:A 5:A 6:A B:A 205 7:A 8:A B:A 234 C:A

179 ETDVYVNNEW ATSVGEGGSF GELALIYGTP RAATVKAKTN VKLWGIDRDS YRRILMGSTL
C:A 260 A:B 1:B 2:B 3:B

239 RKRKMYEEFL SKVSILESLD KWERLTVADA LEPVQFEDGQ KIVVQGEPGD EFFIILEGSA
4:B 5:B 6:B B’:B 329 7:B 8:B B:B

299 AVLQRRSENE EFVEVGRLGP SDYFGEIALL MNRPRAATVV ARGPLKCVKL DRPRFERVLG
C:B 371

359 PCSDILKRNI QQYNSFVSLS V

Tyr205 & Met329 are at centres of PBC hydrophobic pocket in CBD-A, -B, respectively
Trp260 & Tyr 371 are affinity-labelled by cAMP analogues

-STRAND HELIX PBC LINKER PSEUDOSUBSTRATE LINKER
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4.5.1 Substrate or pseudosubstrate binding to the catalytic cleft of PKA

The substrate preference of PKA for arginine residues N-terminal of the P0 site is

explained by their ion-pair interactionswith three glutamate residues of PKAC. Glu127,

Glu170 (C-loop) and Glu230 make charge interactions with the first two arginines (at

P�3 and P�2) of theRIa pseudosubstrate sequence. This is true of all PKAsubstrates and

pseudosubstrates (see Figure 4.17).

A second set of pseudosubstrate/substrate interactions are made with the A-loop, the

P-loop and the N-terminus of the C-helix. P-loop residues and the C-helix terminus join

an H-bonded network that locates the pseudosubstrate P0! Pþ3 residues in an anti-

parallel b-sheet with a portion of A-loop between Gly200 Lys198 (Table 4.8 and

Figure 4.18). The result is that the linker adopts an ordered structure. Interestingly, the

IRK also binds substrates in a similar manner, with P0 and the C-terminal residues

docking in an antiparallel strand addition to the IRK A-loop26. Such ‘b-strand addition’
is a relatively common way for two proteins to interact.

4.5.2 The extended binding surface of RSUB

Themajor natural inhibitors of PKAC, the PKI polypeptides andR-type proteins, share a

similar primary docking site, in the form of consensus pseudosubstrate sequences.

These hinge-like linkers are disordered when free (invisible in X-ray or NMR), but

become highly ordered after binding to the PKAC catalytic cleft by b-strand addition.

Figure 4.16 The complex between PKAC and RIa
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The two inhibitors differ greatly, however, in the extended binding surface that is used to

give the protein a higher affinity (above that of the pseudosubstrate alone). On the one

hand, PKI has a binding surface that extends N-terminally of the pseudosubstrate

sequence, in the form of an amphipathic helix that docks hydrophobically with PKAC

(see Figure 4.2).

In contrast, the regulatory subunit of PKA, typified by RIa, has a much larger

extended binding surface that isC-terminal of the pseudosubstrate. The corresponding,

Figure 4.17 The acidic nature of the PKA active site cleft complements the basic residues of the
consensus sequence in RIa

Table 4.8 The H-bonds linking PKAC with RIa linker region

PKAC RI

Thr51 carbonyl + Arg94 sidechain

Ser53 sidechain + Ala97 amide

Gly200 carbonyl + Ile98 amide

Gly200 amide + Ile98 carbonyl

Leu198 carbonyl + Ala100 amide

Gln84 sidechain + Ser99 sidechain
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and complimentary, binding surface of PKAC is similarly extensive and is centrally

organised by the phosphorylation of PKAC’s primary activation switch, that is, Thr197.

Only active Thr197-phosphoryated PKAC monomers will bind to R-subunits –

ironically, PKAC becomes re-inhibited almost immediately after being ‘born’, just after

its primary autoinhibition has been relieved during processing.

The mature catalytic subunit changes little when it binds to RIa, but the regulatory
subunit undergoes dramatic re-arrangementwhen it docks.Apart from theorderingof its

linker peptide, two major changes occur in the folded domains. First, the phosphate-

binding cassette of RIa becomes distorted when it binds hydrophobically with

a complimentary face of PKAC’s ‘G-helix’ (located in the C-lobe). Second, PKAC’s

A-loop provides a docking site for two helices of RIa’s helical segment. These latter

helices are contiguous (but at an angle to one another) in free RIa35 (see Figure 4.19).
However, binding to PKAC causes them tomerge into a single continuous helix: the B/C

helix24 (see Figure 4.16).

As inferred from Cdk and IRK structures, Thr197-phosphorylation of PKAC causes

its A-loop to swing out to the edge of the catalytic cleft. This movement of pThr197

(towards ‘basic cluster’ residues Arg165 and Lys189) pulls its neighbour, Trp196, into

an exposed position that allows it to interact with RIa. The positioning of pThr197, and
the docking and ordering of the pseudosubstrate, collaborate to assemble the RIa
binding surfaces for the docking of the PKAC A-loop and G-helix.

Figure 4.18 RIa pseudosubstrate binds by b-strand addition to A-loop
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WhenThr197 is phosphorylated, its neighbouringA-loop residue Trp196 is available

for direct interactionwith theMet234 residue of the RIaB/C-helix. Trp196 is the centre
for a packing of the RIa B/C helix to the A-loop. Trp196 also interacts directly with

Tyr103 of the RIa linker segment. This pulls the B/C helix and PBC near to the

interaction centre of the PKAC-G helix at Tyr247. The Tyr247 residue in the G-helix

provides a direct interacting centre with Tyr205 of the RIa PBC (see Figure 4.20).

Tyr247 (like Trp196) also interacts with Ile98 pf the RIa linker/pseudosubstrate and it is

suggested that the ordered linker serves to ‘zip’ the complex together. Many other

contacts are made, too numerous to mention here24.

4.5.3 Effects on cAMP binding at CBD-A

The docking of PKAC causes ‘stretching’ of the PBC and so it loses its capacity to bind

cAMP(Figures 4.19 and4.20).A structure of a truncatedRIa containing a tandemCBD-

A and CBD-B pair has cGMP (mimicking cAMP) bound to CBD-A, whereas CBD-B is

Figure 4.19 Structure of tandem RIa CBD domains
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empty35. The bound cyclic nucleotide lies in the b-basket where a highly conserved

arginine (Arg209 in CBD-A; Arg233 in CBD-B) interacts with the cyclic phosphate. In

each PBC a highly conserved glutamate (Glu200 in CBD-A; Glu233 in CBD-B)

interacts with the 20OH of the ribose.

Each cAMP is capped by a distal aromatic residue stacking against its adenine

ring – in CBD-A this is Trp260, in CBD-B it is Tyr371 34. Both of these residues

(from the A-helix and C-terminal tail of CBD-B, respectively) had earlier been found

to be photoaffinity-labelled by reactive cAMP mimetics35. The residues perform a

gate-like function, locking the nucleotide away from phosphodiesterases, and then

opening to release it when PKAC docks. It is thought that activation of the holoen-

zyme occurs by cAMP binding to CBD-B first and that delivers conformational

change to CBD-A, allowing it to open sufficiently for the second cAMP to out-

compete the PKAC binding conformation.

It seems likely that the order is reversed when cAMP levels fall. The C-lobe of

PKAC is thought to bind primarily (if not exclusively) to the first CBD, where it

dislodges cAMP first. PKAC residue Tyr247 ‘competes’ for the cAMP binding site

by forming an H-bond to Tyr205 of the PBC (CBD-A). This forced re-orientation of

Tyr205 distorts the PBC (Figure 4.20) and cAMP is ejected. This presumably leads

to disruption of the CBD-B site, which loses cAMP next. The holoenzyme is then

fully inhibited.

The wider consequences of these submicroscopic movements are dealt with in

Chapter 5.

Figure 4.20 The phosphate-binding cassette of the RIa cAMP-binding domain A
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5
7-pass receptors and the
catabolic response

Catabolic hormones that bind to 7-pass receptors play a dominant role in the activation of

glycogen breakdown in liver and skeletal muscle, as well as stimulating lipolysis in adipose

tissue. These hormones shut down glycogen synthesis. The enzymes that synthesise or degrade

glycogen (glycogen synthase and glycogen phosphorylase, respectively) as well as enzymes that

control their activities (phosphorylase kinase and protein phosphatase-1) are closely associated

with glycogen granules that are themselves bound to the smooth endoplasmic reticulum. The

initial activating steps occur at the plasma membrane where the activated 7-pass receptors

couple with heterotrimeric G proteins that in turn couple with effector enzymes that produce

soluble second messengers (cAMP, or IP3! Ca2þ) capable of disseminating the signal through
the cytosol. cAMP activates the cAMP-dependent protein kinase PKA, which activates phos-

phorylase kinase through serine phosphorylation. Alternatively, increases in cytosolic calcium

can also activate phosphorylase kinase and in most circumstances both signals are needed to

fully (co-)activate phosphorylase kinase. Whereas phosphorylase kinase activates glycogen

phosphorylase through serine phosphorylation, PKA and phosphorylase kinase also phosphor-

ylate glycogen synthase, inhibiting it and thus preventing a ‘futile cycle’.

Muscle glycogen phosphorylase is highly sensitive to metabolic status of the tissue. Inde-

pendently of hormonal input, muscle glycogen phosphorylase is activated by increases in [AMP]

(indicative of low energy charge) but inhibited by increases in [ATP] or [glucose-6-phosphate]

(indicative of high energy charge). Liver glycogen phosphorylase is relatively insensitive to AMP

or glucose-6-phosphate (G6P). Both tissue-specific isoforms are activated by a single phos-

phorylation at serine-14. The liver enzyme, in particular canbe inhibited byhighglucose (even if

phosphorylated) – liver acutely ‘senses’ and responds to the levels of circulating glucose.

Structure and Function in Cell Signalling John Nelson
# 2008 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.



5.1 7-pass receptor phylogeny

Classification systems for 7-pass receptors based upon sequence homologies and

evolutionary relationships divided the receptors into six clans (or classes) (named

A–F) thatwere subdivided into subclans (or families), but somemore recently identified

mammalian receptor families do not readily fit into any of the original clans1. Note also,

that some families in the six clans do not exist in mammals. For example, clans D and E

represent fungal pheromone receptors, and slime mould cAMP receptors, respectively

whereas clan F contains archaebacterial opsins.

� Clan A: Rhodopsin-related receptors

� Clan B: Secretin-related receptors

� Clan C: Glutamate-related receptors

� Clan D: Fungal pheromone receptors

� Clan E: cAMP receptors

� Clan F: Archaea opsin receptors

Two other mammalian 7-pass receptor families not included in the ‘clan’ system are

� The adhesion receptor family – related to, but distinct from Clan B

� The ‘frizzled’/taste receptor family – related to but distinct from Clan C

By far the largest mammalian group of 7-pass receptors is Clan A, which includes

the olfactory receptors and visual rhodopsin as well as receptors for a diverse set

of medically important ligands such as prostaglandins, biogenic amines (like

adrenaline, serotonin, dopamine), melatonins, tachykinins, chemokines and nucleo-

tides. The secretin receptor class (Clan B) includes physiologically important receptors

for secretin, glucagon, growth hormone releasing hormone and vasoactive intestinal

peptide. Developmental signalling is dominated by the adhesion- and frizzled-families

(the latter group includes the receptors for Wnt ligands, discussed in Chapter 10).

5.2 Functional mechanisms of 7-pass receptors

The alternative name for 7-pass receptors is ‘G protein-coupled receptors’ or GPCRs.

This term is used because all 7-pass receptors utilise heterotrimeric G proteins as their

primary means of signal transduction. Broadly, GPCR-types can be subdivided into

mechanistically functional groups that share specificity for one class ofGprotein. These
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preferences are not reflected in shared homologieswithin each groupof receptors, rather

the shared G protein specificity was arrived at by convergence.

5.2.1 Gas-coupling receptors – glucagon- and b-adrenergic receptors –
stimulation of cAMP production

7-pass receptors that use adenylate cyclase activation (via Gas) as their predominant

signal transduction mechanism include disparate receptors for a variety of ligands,

including catecholamines such as adrenaline, and polypeptides such as glucagon.

Despite belonging to different ‘clans’, such receptors are best considered together.

Central to 7-pass receptor signalling by this functional group of receptors is the classical

(cholera toxin-sensitive) pathway leading fromstimulation of cAMPproduction toPKA

activation. As we have seen in Chapter 1, PKA functions to cause activation (or

inactivation) of target enzymes by serine phosphorylation.

In the hepatocytes of most animals, stimulation by adrenaline or glucagon causes

PKA activation and this results in the phosphorylation and activation of phosphorylase

kinase (PhK), the only enzyme capable of activating glycogen phosphorylase (GP). PhK

phosphorylates GP on a single N-terminal serine. Simultaneously, both PKA and PhK

inactivate glycogen synthase (GS) by serine phosphorylation. In adipocytes, the same

bAR- or glucagon-receptor pathway results in activation of PKA that culminates in

activation of ‘hormone-sensitive lipase’ (HSL), again by PKA-catalysed serine phos-

phorylation.

5.2.2 Gaq-coupling receptors – bombesin- and a1-adrenergic receptors –
stimulation of calcium release from the endoplasmic reticulum

Asecond functional group uses the enzyme phospholipaseCb (PLCb) as prime effector.

Its activation (via the G protein, Gq) leads to calcium release. Again, a disparate set of

receptors from different clans and subclans share specificity for Gaq through evolu-

tionary convergence. Such receptors include those for polypeptide ligands (such as

gastrin-releasing hormone (GRH), also known as ‘bombesin’) and catecholmines (via

the a1-type adrenergic receptors). In hepatocytes, Gq-coupled receptors activate PLCb
and this ‘signal-activated phospholipase’ cleaves the membrane lipid PIP2 to yield two

second messengers: soluble IP3 and membrane-bound diacylglycerol (see Chapter 1,

Section 1.1.9). IP3 diffuses to the endoplasmic reticulum, where membrane-bound IP3

receptors bind the second messenger. The IP3 receptor is a calcium-selective ion

channel that opens upon IP3 binding, and releases calcium into the cytosol. Calcium

is an activator of PhK. Calcium alone can activate PhK, but in most animal livers it is

thought that Gs-coupled and Gq-coupled pathways collaborate in co-activating PhK

through the combined effects of PKA catalysed phosphorylation of PhK’s regulatory

a- and b-subunits (downstream of Gs) and Gq-induced calcium release that results in

activation through binding to PhK’s d-subunit (which is identical to the ubiquitous

calcium-binding protein, calmodulin (see Figure 5.1, discussed in Section 5.8).
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5.2.3 Gai-coupling receptors – somatostatin and a2-adrenergic
receptors – inhibition of adenylyl cyclase, activation of Kþ

ion channels, inhibition of Ca2þ channels, and activation
of phospholipase Cb2

The third functional group of 7-pass receptors couple to the Gai/o-type proteins. Again,
receptors that couple toGai-type subunits includemembers fromunrelated clans. These

7-pass receptors have cognate ligands ranging from small neurotransmitters (muscari-

nic acetyl choline receptors) through catecholamines (a2-adrenergic receptor) to

polypeptides such as somatostatin andMet-enkephalin2. Gi a-subunits inhibit adenylyl
cyclase (antagonising Gas effects at certain adenylyl isoforms), activate Kþ ion chan-

nels, inhibit plasma membrane Ca2þ channels, while their b/g subunits stimulate

calcium release from intracellular stores through pertussis toxin-sensitive pathways.

This alternative route to calcium release is due tob/g coupling to PLCb2 isoform,which

is uniquely sensitive to b/g-stimulation and has a resultant effect (PIP2 cleavage, IP3

release, IP3-receptor opening) indistinguishable from Gq activation, except for pertus-

sis sensitivity. However, this pathway does not appear to operate in hepatocytes, where

PhK activation is always pertussis-insensitive. Gi-type proteins are particularly impor-

tant signalling in neuronal tissue and immune cells.

The visual receptor (rhodopsin) system deploys a Gi-homologous G protein called

‘transducin’ that is pertussis sensitive but in all other regards its transductionmechanism

Figure 5.1 Two routes to activation of phosphorylase kinase
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is quite different from those above. Transducin uniquely activates a cGMP-specific

phosphodiesterase and differs from Gi in being both pertussis toxin- and cholera toxin-

sensitive.

5.2.4 Glucagon- and b-adrenergic-receptors – the catabolic cAMP-
dependent protein kinase (PKA) pathway leading to glycogenolysis

There are two inherent problems in sending signals from a discrete site of hormone

secretion to a distant target organ:

� The signals (adrenaline or glucagon) are not cell permeant and so need to be captured

by cell surface receptors that must be able to transduce this information to the interior

of the cell.

� The signal arrives at its target after travelling through the circulation, and is highly

diluted. The dilute hormone can only bind one-to-one with receptors, but its intra-

cellular targets are at high concentrations.

We will use the Gas! adenylyl cyclase! cAMP! PKA pathway to explore these

challenges and how the cell deals with them.

The classic PKA ‘kinase cascade’ was the first ‘linear’ signalling pathway to be

characterised (Figure 5.1). However, the concept of linear transduction was soon superseded

by the realisation that even such a seemingly simple pathway is subject to interventions from

other pathways, most notably the calcium-mobilising a-adrenergic receptors. The catabolic
pathway leading from 7-pass receptors (for glucagon and adrenaline) is typical of what

came to be known as a protein kinase ‘cascade’. The original concept was a tiered cascade

of soluble enzymes, with each step leading to an amplification over the previous step, this

being a characteristic expected of the catalytic components.

Caveat The ‘cascade’ model really only holds true for the PKA pathway, and

even here is subject to reinterpretation (being partly scaffolded, as discussed later in

Section 5.7). Far from being the norm, true kinase ‘cascades’ are the exception to the

rule. The majority, such as the variousMAPK pathways, are not diffusible cascades but

exist as scaffolded complexes of two or more distinct kinases.

5.3 Amplification

The first stage in signal amplification is generated from the activating interaction of

receptorwithGprotein; and, during the subsequentGprotein couplingswith the effector

enzyme, adenylyl cyclase. Relative values of cAMP concentration (before and after

stimulation) are available but no data sets from homogenous conditions exist to make

definitive statements about the exact ‘gain’ in the system. Nevertheless, a hypothetical

calculation can be made with what is at hand.
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So how do the above hypothetical calculations compare with reality?

In a concerted assault on this problem, an estimate of � 10; 000-fold signal ampli-

fication was calculated for cAMP production arising from stimulation of a single

b-adrenergic receptor (based on 500 b-adrenergic receptors coupling with 5� 104 Gs

molecules to give an output of 5� 106 cAMP molecules in neutrophils)9. Neutrophils,

however, have untypically low levels of b-adrenergic receptor – many cell types have

‘spare receptors’ – and levels of amplification are likely to vary widely.

A ‘thought experiment’ that helps one think about cellular scale. . .

� An activated human Gas subunit has an estimated catalytic rate (kcat) of GTP

hydrolysis of around 4 min�1.
� Meaning an individual activated Gas<GTP> lasts around 15 seconds3.

� The turnover rate of type I mammalian adenylyl cyclase is 890 min�1, or around
15 sec�1 4,5.

� So, during the 15 seconds it is coupled to Gas<GTP>, a potential 225 cAMP

molecules could be produced during a single interaction, before Gas hydrolyses
GTP to GDP and the complex dissociates.

What would this mean in terms of cellular concentration?

� A cultured human cell line (HeLa) has a volume of 1,200 mm3 6 or 1.2 picolitres.

� A cell is around 70% aqueous7.

� So the volume of a cell’s ‘cytosol’ is ¼ 0:84 picolitres, or 0:84� 10�12 litres.

What is the cAMP concentration produced from one coupling event?

� Avogadro’s number ¼ 6� 1023 (i.e. the number of molecules per mole).

� So the number of moles in 225 cAMPmolecules¼ ð225Þ � ð6� 1023Þ ¼ 3:75�
10�22 moles (in a volume of 0.84 picolitres).

� Therefore themolarity of cAMPproduced (by one receptor inducing a single Gas-
to-adenylyl cyclase interaction) is ¼ ð3:75� 10�22 � 0:84Þ � ð1� 1012Þ ¼
4:46� 10�10 M.

� If 1000 receptors successfully couple and activate a singleGas each, the amount of

cAMP produced (in 15 seconds) would be 4:46� 10�7 M or 0:446mM.

� If each occupied receptor coupled ten times with Gs proteins then 4.46 mMcAMP

could be produced.

Caveat
The compliment of Gs-coupling receptors in different cell types varies widely —

hepatocytes� 1� 105 glucagon receptors per cell; erythrocytes and S49� 1� 103

b-adrenergic receptors per cell; neutrophils have only 500b-adrenergic receptors per
cell8,9. The number of receptor activations and couplings is likely to vary between

extremes—anestimate inS49cells,where the ratio ofb-adrenergic receptors toGs is
1:100, is that each receptor couples with 5 to 10 Gs molecules10.
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5.3.1 Stimulated changes in cytosolic cAMP concentration

The levels of cAMP before and after stimulation are notoriously difficult to assay,

because cAMP is constantly being destroyed by the action of phosphodiesterases
(PDEs). However, measurements in rat atrium cells suggest resting levels of free

cAMP at 0 �32 mM, rising to 8 �77 mM (using the authors’ conversion factor) after

stimulationwithb-adrenergic agonist and in the presence of PDE inhibitor – an increase

of �27-fold7. Others find a stimulated rise in [cAMP] of �15-fold in myocyte cells in

response to b-adrenergic stimulation11.

5.3.2 ‘Spare receptors’ – maximum signal transduction from partial
occupancy of receptors

In hepatocytes, stimulation of glucagon receptors leads to an instantaneous rise in

[cAMP] that peaks at 20 seconds12. However, binding of glucagon at the receptor

continues to rise, peaking at 60 seconds, and this suggests the receptor population is

not fully occupied during the initial burst of cAMP production. It is estimated that only

10% receptor occupancy is sufficient for maximal cAMP production. This would mean

only around 2,000 out of the total of 20,000 high affinity sites are actually required to

give a full effector response. Although the notion of spare receptors has been contro-

versial, and may only apply where receptors are at such high levels, the many early

biochemical studies that support the hypothesis havebeen reinforcedby recent real-time

FRET measurements of fluorescently labelled receptors and G proteins also showing

maximal response from partial occupancy13.

5.3.3 Collision coupling versus pre-coupling

The original model of receptor interactions with G protein and the subsequent G protein

interaction with effector was one of ‘collision-coupling’14. In this model, individual

receptors, G proteins and effector enzymes diffuse freely in the 2-dimensional space of

the plasma membrane. G protein collisions with receptors are unfruitful if the receptor

is unoccupied; adenylyl cyclase collisions with Gas are unproductive if the Ga subunit

is bound to its b/g dimer. Kinetic analysis of most biochemical data was best modelled

as a ‘collision-coupling’ but there remained controversy over the possibility that some

unoccupied 7-pass receptor types might exist in ‘pre-coupled’ complexes with Ga/b/g
heterotrimers. However, very recent evidence using fluorescently tagged receptors and

G proteins strongly supports the early model and shows that receptors and G proteins

are individually highly mobile in the plane of the membrane and only ‘collision couple’

after stimulation13.

5.3.4 How much cAMP is needed?

In vivo, the hyper-stimulated levels measured in vitro (with PDE activity blocked) are

unlikely to occur under normal conditions, where cAMP rises are transient due to PDE
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actions. It is important to note that the estimated half-maximal stimulation of PKA

occurs at 1 mMcAMP, and because activation is governed by the positively cooperative

binding of cAMP to the regulatory subunits of PKA, only 2- to 3-fold increases in

[cAMP] are necessary for full stimulation of PKA15. PKA is on a knife edge as far as

activation potential is concerned, being switched on or off by relatively small changes in

cAMP concentration. Nevertheless, the potential exists for very high chronic levels in

disease states and such high levels of cAMP are potentially toxic. Cholera can cause

chronically high levels of cAMP to build up in infected cells because its toxin locks Gas
into a permanently GTP-occupied state.

5.3.5 The PKA ‘cascade’

The next levels of amplification are due to the kinase cascade itself. cAMP binding

releases the PKA catalytic subunits (PKAC) from the inactive holoenzyme. Each PKAC

can then phosphorylate several molecules of its substrate, phosphorylase kinase (PhK),

and each newly activated PhKcan, in turn, phosphorylate severalmolecules of glycogen

phosphorylase (GP). The amplifying steps are reflected in the increasing cellular

concentrations of enzyme at each tier, going downstream. The ratio of PKA:PhK:GP

is estimated to be 1:10:240, giving a further amplification of � 10; 00016.

5.4 Adenylyl cyclase – signal limitation

Adenylyl cyclase (formerly called ‘adenylate cyclase’ or ‘adenyl cyclase’) is the

predominant effector enzyme for 7-pass receptors that couple to the Gs protein (such

G proteins are designated ‘s’ because they stimulate adenylyl cyclase activity).

In the case of S49 murine lymphoma cells, the parameter that limits the amount of

cAMPproduced appears to be the level of adenylyl cyclase. In these cells the ratio ofGs:

AC is 100:3. A similar adenylyl cyclase ‘bottleneck’ has been described in cardiac cells.

Overexpressing the upstream receptor has little effect upon cAMP output, but over-

expressing the cardiac adenylyl isoform does cause an increase in cAMP output that is

proportional to the level of AC expression17.

5.4.1 Adenylyl cyclase – signal termination and PDE isoforms

The cAMP signal is also limited (and ultimately terminated) by phosphodiesterases
(PDEs, discussed further in Section 5.1.2.9) that hydrolyse cAMP to AMP. In cells

where Gs-activating receptors are overexpressed, constitutive signalling from unoccu-

pied receptors may reach high enough levels to cause AC activation in the absence of

ligand. Such ‘basal’ AC signalling is also a feature of certain AC isoforms. AC2, for

example, has a 15-fold higher level of basal signalling thanAC618. In tissues with a high

basal activity of adenylyl cyclase, such as adipocytes, cAMP levels are actively kept in

check by the action of PDE. In such cases, PDE inhibitors alone can cause pathway

activation. In hepatocytes, where basal AC activity is low, PDE inhibitors alone have

little effect and the pathway must be activated through ligand-induced AC activation19.
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5.4.2 Crosstalk and negative feed back

There are four major types of PDE distinguished by different regulatory characteristics.

PDE1 enzymes (PDE1A, B, C and splice variants thereof) are calmodulin-binding

proteins and all activated by increases in calcium (Table 5.1). In the heart, the a1-AR
pathway causes Ca2þ release and this attenuates the simultaneous b-AR-induced cAMP

signal resulting from adrenaline stimulation – an example of crosstalk. PDE3B isoforms

(and the PDE4D3 isoform) are activated by phosphorylation by the cAMP-dependent

protein kinase A. In this case, PKA attenuates its own signalling through activation of an

enzyme that destroys its second messenger – an example of a negative feedback loop that

is important in liver, heart and fat cells19. PKA can also phosphorylate and inactivate the

AC5 and AC6 isoforms of adenylyl cyclase, again negatively regulating it own continued

activation20. Opposing the action of adrenaline or glucagon is insulin, which causes

activation of PKB. PKB is a serine threonine kinase that also phosphorylates (and

activates) the same serine residue of PDE3B in adipocytes and thus insulin reverses the

catabolic effects of adrenaline/glucagons by removing cAMP. This crosstalk has the same

effect as the negative feedback loop from PKA21,22 (see Figure 5.2 and Chapter 9).

5.5 Adenylyl cyclase isoforms

There are nine types of membrane-bound, signal-regulated adenylyl cyclase (AC) in the

human genome. A tenth adenylyl cyclase is also present but is only expressed in sperm: it

is a soluble enzyme that only responds to changes in bicarbonate, is not regulated by

extracellular signals and will therefore not be considered here23,24. The nine membrane-

bound isoforms share a similar topology resembling a tandem repeat, with a 6-pass

transmembrane domain followed by a cytoplasmic domain (C1) connected to a second 6-

pass transmembrane domain and a second linked cytoplasmic domain (C2). The C1 and

C2 domains represent a ‘split’ catalytic site. Although the C2 portion has weak activity if

expressed alone, both C1 and C2 are required for full activity. These catalytic domains are

homologous between the different isoforms and retain high similarity with prokaryote

forms. However, the transmembrane sequences differ between the family members19.

5.5.1 Transmembrane isoforms of adenylyl cyclase

The nine transmembrane adenylyl cyclase isoforms form four families that share

common functions and homologies23:

� Ca2þ/calmodulin-stimulated ACs;

� ACs that are stimulated by the b/g-subunits released by G proteins (this b/g-
stimulation is only possible if as is co-stimulating, see Chapter 8, Section 8.6);

� Ca2þ- and Gai-inhibited ACs;
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Table 5.1 Phosphodiesterase enzymes

Substrate Family
(genes)

Tissue distribution Subcellular location Stimulators Inhibitors

PDE4 (4)
Brain, lung, liver, kidney,
Sertoli cells, immunocytes

All bind activated AR via -arrestin.
‘Short’ isoform — plasma membrane/Golgi-associated.
‘Long’ isofrom — cytosolic (or cytoskeletal: PDE4D & PDE4D
variants bind to SH3 proteins like Src).

• PDE4D5 interacts with RACK-1, a PKC scaffold
• PDE4D3 binds AKAP450 and mAKAP, a PKA scaffold
• PDE4A binds AKAP95 [nucleus], AKAP149 [mitochondria] or the

AKAP ‘MTG’ [Golgi])

PKA (PDE4D3)

PDE7 (2)
Skeletal muscle, heart,
kidney, brain, pancreas, T-
lymphocytes

PDE7A (in T lymphocytes) localised to the Golgi apparatus via MTG

cAMP

PDE8 (2)
Testes, eye, skeletal muscle,
heart, kidney, ovary, brain,
T-lymphocytes

PDE1 (3) Heart, brain, lung, smooth
muscle

Cytoplasmic in contractile smooth muscle; nuclear in proliferating
smooth muscle

Ca2+/calmodulin

PDE2 (1) Adrenal, heart, lung, liver,
platelets

cGMP

PDE3 (2) Heart, lung, liver, platelets,
adipose, immunocytes Endoplasmic reticulum membrane

PKA
PKB (PDE3B)

cGMP

PDE10 (1) Testes, brain

cAMP
or cGMP

PDE11 (1)
Skeletal muscle, prostate,
kidney, liver, pituitary,
testes, salivary glands

PDE5 (1) Lung, platelets, smooth
muscle

*Viagra

PDE6 (3) Photoreceptor cells
cGMP

PDE9 (1) Kidney, liver, lung, brain

Information sources for Table: -
Asirvathan, A.L., Galligan, S.G., Schillace, R.V., Davey, M.P., Vasta, V., Beavo, J.A. and Carr, D.W. (2004) A-kinase anchoring proteins interact with
phosphodiesterases in T lymphocyte Cell lines. J. Immunol., 173: 4806-4814.

Nagel, D.J., Aizawa, T., Jeon, K-I., Liu, W., Mohan, A., Wei, H., Miano, J.M., Florio, V.A., Gao, P., Korshunov, V.A., Berk, B.C. and Yan, C. (2006) Role of nuclear
Ca2+/calmodulin-stimulated phosphodiesterase 1A in vascular smooth muscle cell growth and survival. Circulation Research, 98: 777-784.

Houslay, M.D. and Milligan (1997) Tailoring cAMP-signalling responses through isoform multiplicity. TIBS, 22: 217-224.

Essayan, D.M. (2001) Cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases. J. Allergy Clin. Immunol., 108: 671-680.

Mehats, C., Andersen, C.B., Filopanti, M., Jin, S-L.C. and Conti, M. (2002) Cyclic nucleotide phopshodiesterases and their role in endocrine cell signalling. TRENDS
in Endocrinology & Metabolism, 13:29-35.
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. Forskolin-insensitive AC. Forskolin is a diterpine extracted from the roots of the

Coleus forskohlii plant (a member of the mint family). Forskolin directly activates

most forms of AC, independently of receptors, and is a commonly used reagent in

G protein research (see also Chapter 8, Section 8.4.5).

Note that all forms of AC are stimulated by the alpha subunit of Gs, and all except AC9

are stimulated by forskolin.A further important point is that the Ca2þ-sensitive forms of

ACare unaffectedbyCa2þ-released from intracellular IP3-sensitive stores (downstream

of Gaq activation). Instead, AC1, 3, 8 are activated, and AC5, 6 are inhibited, by

extracellular Ca2þ-influx through capacitative entry or via voltage-gated channels in

the plasma membrane; the brain isoforms are functionally compartmentalised with

voltage-gated Ca2þ-channels23. The properties and tissue distribution of the signal-

activated AC isoforms is summarised in Table 5.2.

5.6 G proteins and the adenylyl cyclase effector isoforms

The heterotrimeric G proteins are obligate mediators of 7-pass receptor signals, being

responsible for ‘transducing’ the signal from the receptor to the effector (Table 5.3).

Receptors for adrenaline appear to be potentially antagonistic towards each other

(Table 5.4), and considering the adenylyl cyclase effector first, it is clear fromTables 5.2,

5.3 and 5.4 that its control is far from simple. First, forms of the effector enzymemay be

inhibited or stimulated byG protein alpha subunits. Second, some isoforms recapitulate

the slime moulds in being activated by b/g subunits whereas others are by contrast

inhibited by the b/g heterodimer. Calcium can stimulate or inhibit certain AC isoforms.

Finally, some isoforms are also subject to inhibiting or activating phosphorylations by

PKA or PKC.

Adrenaline
Noradrenaline

1-recept ors

IP 3

DAG

Ca
2+

c AM P

1 -recept ors P I P 2

prot ein
kinase A

PDE-3

AMP PDE-1

+ATP

act ivat ion

act ivat ion

Figure 5.2 Negative feedback and crosstalk in cardiomyocytes
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Table 5.2 Adenylyl cyclase: membrane-spanning isoforms

FAMILY Isoform Tissue distribution G protein effects PKA PKC/TPA Ca2+

AC1 Brain & adrenal medulla only
s o

/

AC3 Brain, brown adipose, testis (less in heart & liver)
s

Ca2+/calmodulin-stimulated

AC8 Brain, lung (less in testis, heart, adrenal)
s

AC2 Brain, skeletal muscle, lung (less in heart)
s

/

AC4 Liver, lung, heart, brown adipose (less in brain)
s

/

G -stimulated

AC7 UBIQUITOUS (but absent in adrenal)
s

/

AC5 UBIQUITOUS (but absent in skeletal muscle)
s i

/Ca2+- and G i-inhibited

AC6 UBIQUITOUS
s i

/

Forskolin-insensitive AC9 UBIQUITOUS (but absent in testis)
s

Information sources for this table: Defer, N., et al. (2000); Houslay, M.D. & Milligan, G. (1997); Sunahara, R.K. & Taussig, R. (2002)
= ‘stimulates’; = ‘inhibits’



Table 5.3 Heterotrimeric G protein isoforms

FAMILY Subunit
isoform

Tissue distribution Effectors Disease

s (S,L,XL)
UBIQUITOUS) All AC isoforms Cholera (ADP-ribosylation of Switch I Arg201 of s). Pituitary & thyroid

cancer (adenomas caused by somatic point mutation of Switch I Arg201

or Switch II Gln227 of s). McCune-Albright syndrome (mosaic of
symptoms caused by embryonic point mutation of Switch I Arg201 of

s).

Gs

olf
Brain/olfactory neurons All AC isoforms

i (1-3)
Wide distribution including
neurons

AC5 & AC6
Ca2+ channels
K+ channels

Whooping cough (ADP-ribosylation of Cys352 at the C-terminus of i2
by pertussis toxin). Adrenal & ovarian adenomas (point mutation of
Switch I Arg179 of i2).

o (1/2)
Brain, neurons, heart AC1

Ca2+ channels
K+ channels

z
Platelets, neurons, adrenal
chromaffin cells

Ca2+ channels
K+ channels

Gi

t (1/2)
Retina cGMP phosphodiesterase Night blindness (point mutation)

q
UBIQUITOUS phospholipase C 1,3,4 Melanocytosis

11
UBIQUITOUS p63-RhoGEF*

14
Stromal/epithelial cells Bruton’s tyrosine kinase*

15
Myeloid cells K+ channels*

Gq

16
Myeloid cells

12
UBIQUITOUS Phospholipase DG12

13
UBIQUITOUS Phospholipase C

G / phospholipase C 2
AC2,4,7; AC1,5,6

*Also stimulated by q



Table 5.4 Human adrenergic receptors

Tissue distribution‡Family/
isoform Heart Lung Liver Kidney Muscle Adipose

Agonists
[isoform selective]

Antagonists
[isoform
selective]

G protein Effectors

-AR
§

1 + + + + + + 0/+ + + + Isoproterenol>>NA=A†
[Xamoterol]

Bupranolol,
Propanolol
[Atenolol,
Bisoprolol]

§
2 + + + + + + + + + +/

+ + +
+ + + Isoproterenol A>>NA

[Clenbuterol]
Bupranolol,
Propanolol
[ICI-118,551]

3 0 0 0 0 0 + + + Isoproterenol>NA>>A
[BRL 37344]

Bupranolol
[SR59230A]

Gs

1-AR 1A* + + + + + + + +/- ƒ

muscle

arteries

A/NA>Phenylephrine*
[Oxymetazoline, A61603]

Prazosin,
Corynanthine
[(S)-Niguldipine]

1B + + + + 0 ƒ

muscle

arteries

A/NA> Phenylephrine* Prazosin,
Corynanthine

1D* + +/- +/- 0 ƒ

muscle

arteries

A>>NA> Phenylephrine Prazosin,
Corynanthine
[BMY 7378]

Gq

2-AR
¢

2A 0
(sub-

cutaneous)

(NA=A¶) Clonidine
[Oxymetazoline,
Guanfacine]

Yohimbine>>
Prozosin
[BRL 44408]

¢
2B

(NA=A¶)
Clonidine

Yohimbine>>
Prozosin
[Imiloxan]

¢
2C 0 0 (NA=A¶)

Clonidine
Yohimbine>>
Prozosin
[MK 912]

Gi



§Liggett, S.B., Shah, S.D. and Cryer, P.E. (1988) Characterization of -adrenergic receptors of human skeletal muscleobtained by needle biopsy. Am. J. Physiol., 254:
E795-798.
ƒJarajapu, Y.P.R., Coats, P., McGrath, J.C., Hillier, C. and MacDonald, A. (2001) Functional characterization iof 1-adrenoceptor subtypes in human skeletal muscle
resistance arteries. Br. J. Pharmacol., 133: 679-686.

mRNA studies: -
Price, D.T., Lefkowitz, R.J., Caron, M.G., Berkowtiz, D. and Schwinn, D.A. (1993) Localization of mRNA for three distinct 1-adrenergic receptor subtypes in human

tissues: implications for human a-adrenergic physiology. Molecular Pharmacology, 45: 171-175.
Krief, S., Lonnqvist, F., Raimbault, S., Baude, B., Van Spronsen, A., Arner, P., Strosberg, A.D., Ricquier, D. and Emorine, L.J. (1993) Tissue distribution of b3-

adrenergic receptor mRNA in man. Advances in Pharmacology, 31: 333-341.
Schwinn, D.A. (1994) Adrenergic receptors: unique localization in human tissues. Advances in Pharmacology, 31: 333-341.
¢Eason, M.G. and Liggett, S.B. (1993) Human a2-adrenergic receptor subtype dsitribution: widespread and subtype-selective expression of 2C10, 2C4, and 2C2
mRNA in multiple tissues. Mol. Pharmacol., 44: 70-75. [ 2C10 is the gene for 2A; 2C2 = 2B; 2C4 = 2C

‡ Entries in blue: detection of the protein by radioligand displacement/bioassays (“+++” = 70-150; “++” = 20-40; “+” = 7-13 fmol/mg protein). Entries in red: mRNA detection (authors’
indication of relative levels). = present
† “NA” = noradrenaline; “A” = adrenaline
* 1A was formerly known as “ 1C”; 1D was formerly known as “ 1A/D”. *Adrenaline and noradrenaline have lower potency toward 1A and 1B than 1D. [see
Schwinn, D.A. (1994) & Hieble, J.P., Bondinell, W.E. and Ruffolo, R.R.Jr. (1995)]
¶ Hieble, J.P., Bondinell, W.E. and Ruffolo, R.R.Jr. (1995) - and -Adrenoceptors: from the gene to the clinic. 1. Molecular biology and adrenoceptor subclassification.
J. Med. Chem., 38: 3415-3444.

Radioligand studies: -
§Sano, M., Yoshima, T., Yagura, T. and Yamamoto, I. (1993) Non-homogenous distribution of 1- and 2-adrenoceptors in various human tissues. Life Sciences, 52:
1063-1070.



5.6.1 Gs-coupling catabolic receptors

The two main catabolic hormones, glucagon and adrenaline, are agonists for Gs-

coupling 7-pass receptors. The b-adrenergic receptors (b1,2,3AR) and the glucagon

receptor both stimulate GDP- and b/g-dissociation from the as subunit – GTP binding

causes the alpha subunit to lose its b/g- and receptor-binding interfaces, which are

replaced with an adenylyl cyclase-binding surface. AC is thereby activated by as
(certain forms are also co-activated by the liberated b/g subunits).

5.6.2 b–Adrenergic/glucagon-receptor stimulation of glycogenolysis

In dog liver, glycogenolysis is upregulated predominantly through b2-adrenergic
receptors, which couple with Gs. The as subunit (freed via receptor-induced GDP!
GTP exchange and b/g dissociation) transduces the signal through coupling and

activation of liver AC isoforms. The cAMP that is consequently produced can diffuse

through the cytosol, activating protein kinase A. PKA catalytic subunits are released

from their regulatory subunits and PKA can then serine-phosphorylate its substrates, in

particular phosphorylase kinase (PhK). Phosphorylation of the a- and b-regulatory
subunits of PhK relieves its autoinhibition (probably by conformational change

resulting in ejection of pseudosubstrate sequence loop(s)). PhK now activates glycogen

phosphorylase through serine phosphorylation.

Skeletal muscle has glycogen stores that are degraded in response to adrenaline but

are unaffected by glucagon because muscle lacks glucagon receptors.

5.6.3 b–Adrenergic/glucagon-receptor inhibition of glycogen synthesis

In order to avoid a ‘futile cycle’ of simultaneous glycogen degradation and synthesis,

glycogen synthase (GS) is simultaneously inhibited by serine-phosphorylations carried

out by both PhK and PKA (among other enzymes, as discussed later).

5.6.4 a1-adrenergic receptor stimulation of glycogenolysis

Soon after the discovery of PhK and its activation by cAMP-dependent PKA, it was

realised that PhK is also calcium-dependent. In youngmale rats, b2-adrenergic receptor
agonists such as isoproterenol have no effect on glycogenolysis in the liver. Instead, PhK

is activated by a1-adrenergic receptors, which couple to the Gq-type G protein. Release

of its aq subunit causes activation of phospholipase Cb, a phosphoinositide-specific

lipase that cleaves PIP2 to release IP3. IP3 diffuses to the endoplasmic reticulumwhere

it binds to IP3 receptors that are ligand-gated Ca2þ-channels. The channels open to

release calcium into the cytosol. Calcium binds to the d-regulatory subunit of PhK,

causing activation (via release of a glycogen phosphorylase-like pseudosubstrate

sequence loop in the d-subunit).
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5.6.5 Diffusible cascade or scaffolded pathway

In resting cells, the low basal amounts of cAMP are present in both the soluble and the

particulate (membranes, organelles) fractions. Basal cAMP is bound (at suboptimal

levels) to cAMP-binding proteins, in particular the RI and RII regulatory subunits of

PKA. Although thought originally to be exclusively cytosolic, it later transpired that

inactive PKA holoenzymes differ in subcellular localisation. RI-containing PKA is

largely (but not exclusively) cytosolic whereas a large proportion of RII-containing

PKA is localised to membranes and organelles. The particulate localisation of

RII holoenzymes proved to be due to their binding to AKAP proteins (named for

cAMP-dependent protein kinase anchoring proteins) that are themselves anchored to

membranes, microtubules and other subcellular structures25.

In the same vein, the phosphodiesterase (PDE) enzymes (responsible for cAMP

degradation) are likewise split between cytosolic and particulate fractions of the cell.

Certain forms of PDE are co-localised to AKAP proteins along with RII PKA.

Finally, the downstream targets of a key branch of the pathway (PhK, GP, GS)

are largely found bound to glycogen particles associated with the smooth endoplasmic

reticulum. This localisation is due (in part at least) to glycogen-targetting proteins

that act as scaffolds for protein serine-phosphatases and their substrates (PhK,

GP, GS).

5.7 Regulatory subunits of PKA and A-Kinase
Anchoring Proteins

RI-type PKA signals cytosolically, but RII-type PKA signals in more discrete locations

where its release of catalytic subunits is presumablymore effective because of the close

proximity of substrates. Why would this be? One obvious answer is that it allows PKA

catalytic subunits to be specially targetted to discrete locations where particular sub-

strates are sequestered. A second advantage of this arrangement is that the signal can be

fine-tuned byAKAPs that not only bindPKA, but also PDE isoforms potentially capable

of rapid local elimination of cAMP.

But why would RII, in particular, be preferentially scaffolded? RII-PKA has a

lower affinity for cAMP than RI-PKA. RI-PKA activates at cAMP levels that are

typically 2–8-fold lower than those required for RII25. RI-PKA activation can also be

accelerated by the presence of its substrates. The pseudosubstrate linker in RI

(peptide strand linking dimerisation domain to the tandem cAMP binding modules,

which contains alanine instead of serine in the P0 position) occupies and blocks the

active site of the catalytic subunit. However, this inhibitor sequence of RI-PKA, but

not that of RII-PKA, can be displaced by substrate loops from its target proteins,

with the result that RI-PKA can activate at lower cAMP levels if it encounters

substrate26. Perhaps the higher [cAMP] activation threshold RII-PKA necessitates

scaffolding because only highly localised substrates can be reached by diffusion

before the signal is turned off.
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5.7.1 RII regulatory subunits – reversible phosphorylation
and scaffolding

Unlike RI, RII regulatory subunits contain autophosphorylatable ‘pseudosubstrate’

linker sequences between their dimerisation domains and cAMP modules. In unstimu-

lated interphase cells, the pseuodsubstrate serine90 (RIIa) is autophosphorylated by the
boundPKAcatalytic subunits and remains bound in a stable complex. In resting cells the

phospho-holoenzyme ismainly particulate.Duringmitosis, RII subunits are phosphory-

lated on a second site (N-terminal threonine54 of RIIa) by the cyclin B-dependent

kinase, Cdk-127, and this has the effect of redistributing RII-PKA to chromatin via

binding to chromatin-anchored AKAP9528.

After activation by cAMP, the autophosphorylatedRIIwill not rebindPKAunless it is

first de-phosphorylated29 – phospho-RII has a 10-fold lower affinity for the catalytic

subunits than dephospho-RII30. This is in direct contrast to RI-PKA, which is

autoinhibited by the true pseudosubstrate hinge found in RI subunits. RI cannot be

phosphorylated, but rebinds as soon as cAMP levels fall; rebinding of RII is retarded.

Perhaps the potentially long-lasting RII-PKA output is attenuated by protein phospha-

tases, which in some cases are also bound to the same AKAP scaffold (see Table 5.5).

The discovery of scaffolding proteins has begun to transform understanding of

signalling. There is a bewildering array of classes, families and isoforms, of proteins

that have been shown, in protein interaction screens (such as yeast 2-hybrid), to bind

certain signal components. However, the wider implications of many of these in vitro

interactions is still unexplored and exciting research remains to be done to unravel their

potentialmultiple effects on pathways. For instance, it is still too early tomake definitive

statements about their role in glycogen metabolism. Nevertheless, important recent

findings are helping explain previous anomalies. One very important discoverywas that

the protein phosphatases, which reverse serine kinase signals, are mostly rather

non-specific and only become regulated and specific when bound to a scaffolding or

regulatory co-factor protein. Proteins that target phosphatase to glycogen (glycogen-

targetting proteins) modify specificity (by localisation) and activity – when scaffolded,

the phosphatase is generally active. AKAP proteins similarly increase specificity by

localisation – while scaffolded to the AKAP, the phosphatase is generally inhibited.

Although most recent research has naturally focused on how the scaffolded phos-

phatase counteracts the effects of locally released PKA (by de-phosphorylating exo-

genous substrates originally phosphorylated by the kinase), it is interesting to note that

the serine protein phosphatases PP1, PP2A and PP2B (‘calcineurin’) are also capable

of dephosphorylating the RII pseudosubstrate pSer9027. The calcium/ calmodulin-

dependent phosphatase, calcineurin, was originally purified from rabbit skeletal muscle

but is found in many other tissues including brain, where it is found tightly associated

withRII-PKA. For a protein phosphatase, the enzyme has an unusually narrow substrate

specificity. It is particularly active against the phosphorylated pseudosubstrate sequence

of RII and shows a preference for minimal peptide sequence:

DLDVPIPGRFDRRVpSVCAE
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Table 5.5 Selected AKAP Proteins and their functions

AKAP gene AKAP proteins Tissue distribution Subcellular compartment Proteins bound
AKAP121 Mitochondria, mitotic spindle (tubulin-

binding AKAP). 3’UTR of mRNA
*

RII PKA, PTP-D1
(protein tyrosine
phosphatase, activator of
Src)

S-AKAP84 Heart, lung, liver,
skeletal muscle, kidney,
testis, thyroid

Endoplasmic reticulum RII PKA, PTP-D1

D-AKAP1 ‘N0’ variant : localisation similar to
AKAP121

‘N1’ variant: sarcoplasmic reticulum
†

Dual specific, binds
either RII-PKA or RI-
PKA

AKAP1

AKAP149 Mitochondria , 3’UTR of mRNA*
Nuclear lamins of the nuclear envelope‡

RII PKA, PKC, PP-1
‡
,

PDE4A
§

AKAP5 AKAP79
(human ortholog
of bovine
AKAP75)

Brain: hypocampus
postsynaptic neurons

Plasma membrane RII-PKA, PKC, PP-2B

(‘calcineurin’
)¶

AKAP8 AKAP95 Heart, liver, skeletal
muscle, kidney, pancreas

Nuclear matrix (interphase)
Chromatin (mitosis)

RII-PKA, AMY-1 (a
Myc binder), MCM2
(minichromosome

maintenance protein)
¥

AKAP10 D-AKAP2 Liver, lung, spleen, brain Mitochodria Dual specific, binds
either RII-PKA or RI-
PKA. It may act as a
RGS protein.

AKAP11 AKAP220 Testis, brain Peroxisomes, vesicles, centrosomes RII-PKA, (RI-PKA?
$
),

PP-1
¢
, GSK3

ƒ

MTG Lymphocytes Golgi RII-PKA, PDE4A,
PDE7A§



Table 5.5 (Continued)

Information sources for Table…
Tasken, K. and Aandahl, E.M. (2003) Localized effects of cAMP mediated by distinct routes of protein kinase A. Physio. Rev., 84; 137-167.
† see: Feliciello, A., Gottesman, M.E. and Avvedimento, E.V. (2001) The biological functions of A-kinase anchor proteins. J. Mol. Biol.,
308: 99-114.
* Specifically binds mRNA of certain mitochodrial proteins [see: Feliciello, A., Gottesman, M.E. and Avvedimento, E.V. (2005) cAMP-
PKA signaling to the mitochondria: protein scaffolds, mRNA and phosphatases. Cellular Signalling, 17: 279-287.
‡Kuntziger, T., Rognac, M., Folstad, R.L.S. and Collas, P. (2006) Association of PP1 with its regulatory subunit AKAP149 is regulated by
serine phosphorylation flanking the RVXF motif of AKAP149. Biochemistry, 45: 5868-5877.
§Asirvatham, A.L. Galligan, S.G., Schillace, R.V., Davey, M.P., Vasta, V., Beavo, J.A. and Carr, D.W. (2004) A-kinase anchoring proteins
interact with phosphodiesterases in T lymphocyte cell lines. J. Immunol., 173: 4806-4814.
¢Schillace, R.V. and Scott, J.D. (1999) Association of the type 1 protein phosphatase PP1 with the A-kinase anchoring protein AKAP220.
¶ Faux, M.C., ROllins, E.M. Edwards, A.S., Langeberg, L.K. and Newton, A.C. (1999) Mechanism of A-kinase-anchring protein 79
(AKAP79) and protein kinase C interaction. Biochem. J., 343: 443-452.
ƒTanji, C., Yamamoto, H., Yorioka, N., Kohno, N., Kiruchi, K and Kikuchi, A. (2002) A-kinase anchoring protein AKAP220 binds
glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3 ) and mediates protein linase A-dependent inhibition of GSK-3 . J. Biol. Chem., 277: 36955-36961.
¥Eide, T., Tasken, K.A., Carlson, C., Williams, G., Jahnsen, T., Tasken, K. and Collas, P. (2003) Protein kinase A-anchoring protein
AKAP95 interacts with MCM2, a regulator of DNA replication.
$ Reinton, N., Collas, P., Hangen, T.B., Skalhegg, B.S., Hansson, V., Jahnsen, T. and Tasken, K. (2000) Localization of a novel human A-
kinase-anchoring protein, hAKAP220, during spermatogenesis. Dev. Biol., 223: 194-204.



This is a peptide capable of forming an amphipathic b-sheet, which is similar to the

structural determinant of substrate/pseudosubstrate-binding to PKA’s catalytic subunit

(see Chapter 4)31.

5.7.2 Segregation of pathways

Like examples of the AC isoforms, many G protein a-subunits are virtually ubiquitous
(see Table 5.2). A few G protein a-subunits have restricted expression. Brain and

neuronal tissue uniquely express Ca2þ/calmodulin-stimulated adenylyl cyclases

in combination with aolf- and ao-containing G proteins (‘olf’ for ‘olfactory; ‘o’

for ‘other’); retinae are the only organs expressing at-containing G protein (‘t’ for

‘transducin’).

Although the ratios of various AC isoforms vary between cell types, it is nevertheless

expected that most cells will have multiple types of adenylyl cyclase, G proteins, and

(potentially competing) upstream receptors. Such complexity is inferred from disparate

studies but is hypothetical in the sense that no single study has yet monitored such

multiplex systems in real time in a single cell. Furthermore, even though a cognate

receptor-G protein pair may be expressed in a tissue, that does not necessarilymean that

the expected signal outcome will be present. Competing signal components may be at

too low a level, or may be separated by compartmentalisation in membrane micro-

domains or discretely scaffolded structures. In addition, second messengers (although

diffusible) are often restricted to distinct subcellular pools because the enzymes that

destroy the signal are often localised to the same compartment as the effector17,19.

A prominent example is the control of glycogen breakdown in rat livers (alluded to in

Chapter 1).Male rat liver contains the G proteins Gs, Gi andGq aswell as b-,a1- anda2-
adrenergic receptors. In juveniles and post-mature phosphorylase kinase is predomi-

nantly activated through the b-AR! Gs! AC" axis; by contrast in mature animals it

is instead activated via the a1-AR! Gq! PLC-b" axis. Despite the presence of

potential a2-a2AR! GaI! AC # or a2AR! Gib/g! PLC-b2" axes, there is little
evidence that adrenaline causes a futile cycle of AC activation (via b-AR and Gas) with
simultaneous inhibition (via a2-AR and Gai). Nor does it seem that the Ca2þ-activation
of phosphorylase kinase by a1-AR and Gaq is in any way supplemented by Gi-released

b/g subunits (downstream of a2-AR), because the b-AR-independent activation of

Phosphorylase kinase a-subunit Phe Arg Arg Leu Ser Ile

Phosphorylase kinase b-subunit Lys Arg Ser Asn Ser Val

PKA RI subunit pseudosubstrate site Arg Arg Arg Gly Ala Ile

PKA RII subunit autophosphorylation site Asp Arg Arg Val Ser Val

6-phosphofructo-2-kinase Arg Arg Arg Gly Ser Ser

Consensus sequence for PKA substrates¼ . . .Arg.Arg.X.Ser. . . (Hubbard,M.J. andCohen, P. (1993)TIBS, 18:
172–177)

PKA substrate and pseudosubstrate sequences
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phosphorylase kinase (see Section 5.8) by calcium release is pertussis-insensitive

(pertussis specifically prevents Gi-coupling to activated a2-AR)32,33.
A second example of signal segregation can be found in cardiomyocytes, which contain

potentially competitive pathways. Cardiomyocytes contain both AC-stimulatory (Gs) and

AC-inhibitory G proteins (Gi2, Gi3 and Go). They express both b1- and b2-adrenergic
receptors, along with adenylyl cyclases, AC5 and AC6, and both type I and type II PKA.

Also present are M2-muscarinic acetyl choline receptors (m2-mAChR) that couple with

Gi. However, m2-mAChR only suppresses the b1-AR activation of AC5/6, and is without

effect on b2-AR signals. Although the b2-AR is at lower levels than b1-AR, its activation
of AC is disproportionately stronger, because the two adrenergic pathways are partitioned

from one another. b2-AR, AC5/6, and type II PKA are confined to specialised membrane

lipid microdomains called calveolae that are functionally separate from the rest of the

plasma membrane that contains b1-AR and m2-mAChR34.

With this in mind, the present discussion is limited to a few prominent effects and the

subject of crosstalk is, of necessity, restricted.

5.7.3 PKA and its inhibitors

Before looking at the pathway, let us first review how PKA exists in a resting cell. The

prime regulators of PKA are the so-called regulatory subunits (RSUB) that keep the

constitutively active catalytic subunits (PKAC) in an inhibited form; either in the cytosol

or scaffolded to specific subcellular compartments. The inactive holoenzyme is speci-

fically excluded from the nucleus by the presence of the R subunits – PKAC can only

enter the nucleus when it is released from RSUB.

AnRSUBmonomer is amulti-domain protein containing a single dimerisation domain

at theN-terminus, connected to aC-terminal tandem pair of cAMP bindingmodules via

a flexible linker or ‘hinge’. The cAMP-binding domain is a subclass of cyclic
nucleotide-binding (CNB)module –CNBmodules are also found in guanine nucleotide

exchange factors, phosphodiesterases and ion channels35.

The linker peptide contains a pseudosubstrate (RI types) or a substrate consensus

sequence (RII types). When PKAC is released and active, the RSUB exists as a

cAMP-occupied homodimer: RI only dimerises with RI; RII only dimerises with RII.

cAMP is so tightly bound in the homodimer that it cannot be removed, even with

extensive dialysis, a finding explained by theway cAMP is buried away from solvent in

free RSUB36. However, aside from keeping the dimer permanently attached, these N-

terminal homo-dimerisation domains have a second important function, as docking sites

for the PKAscaffolding proteins:A-kinase anchoring proteins (AKAP).AKAPs play an
important role in sequestering PKAC subunits to specific localities in the cell, such as the

plasma membrane, nuclear matrix37 or the mitochondrial outer membrane38. Such

AKAP binding regions of RSUB ensure that PKAC is released close to its intended

substrates, providing economy of signal integration (see Table 5.5).

The C-terminal portion of RSUB contains a pair of modules known as cAMP-binding
domains (CBD-A and CBD-B) that are related to the bacterial CAP protein. The first of
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these RSUBmodules, CBD-A, cannot bind cAMPand PKAC at the same time because of

their competition for the same site on RSUB. PKAC docking causes ejection of cAMP

from RSUB and a stable complex is formed (its formation is ATP-dependent). The

catalytic site is now closed and shielded from solvent.

The heat stable PKI-type polypeptide inhibitors also have a signal integrationmotif in

the form of a nuclear export signal sequence in theirC-terminal region. This is essential

to remove free PKA catalytic subunits from the nucleus after the upstream

signals terminate35.

The structural details of PKA inhibition are discussed in Chapter 4.

5.8 Phosphorylase kinase

Phosphorylase kinase (PhK) is the prime activator of glycogen phosphorylase (GP)

and thereby controls the production of glucose-6-phosphate from the breakdown

of glycogen in storage organs such as liver and skeletal muscle. Although liver GP is

nominally an allosteric enzyme, its activation by the catabolite AMP is only achieved

in vitro by concentrations unlikely to occur in vivo. The main way in which liver GP is

activated, therefore, is by serine phosphorylation by PhK.

5.8.1 PhK structure

The Phk holoenzyme is thought to exist principally as a tetramer of tetramers with an

overall molecular mass of 1,300 kDa. The mass of the holoenzyme varies due to the

existence of varying subunit isoforms. Each tetramer component of the holoenzyme

consists of the following:

� a–subunit – MW� 140 kDa. A regulatory protein that de-supresses PhK activity

when serine-phosphorylated.

� b–subunit – MW�130 kDa. A regulatory protein that de-supresses PhK activity

when serine-phosphorylated. Highly homologous with the a-subunit, and probably

arising from the same ancestral gene.

� c–subunit – MW� 45 kDa. The catalytic subunit that is constitutively active when

dissociated; a Ser/Thr-kinase with very narrow substrate specificity.

� d–subunit –MW�17 kDa. A regulatory protein that de-supresses PhK activity when

cytosolic Ca2þ levels rise. It is identical to calmodulin (a ubiquitous Ca2þ-binding
protein). Unusually, the d-subunit/calmodulin remains bound to the holoenzyme

under all conditions – most calmodulin-activated enzymes only associate with

calmodulin while Ca2þ levels are high, with de-binding and de-activation occurring
simultaneously when Ca2þ drops to resting levels.
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5.8.2 The catalytic c-subunit of PhK

The PhK g-subunit exhibits the usual bi-lobal protein kinase fold and conserved Ser/

Thr-kinase signature residues, but shows sequence divergence beyond the kinase core in

a uniqueC-terminal extension thatmakes up about one third of themolecularmass of the

protein.

Two crystal structures of residues 1–298 of the Phk g-subunit from rabbit muscle

show the catalytic core of the enzyme complexed with either Mn2þ and non-hydro-

lysableATPanalogue (AMPPNP) orMg2þ andADP39. Both exhibit ‘closed’ conforma-

tions similar to activated PKA ternary complexes. The monomeric g-subunit is a

constitutively active enzyme that does not require A-loop phosphorylation. The reason

behind this lack of regulation by the A-loop is seen to be a substitution of a negatively-

charged glutamate for the usual activating A-loop threonine residue. Figure 5.3 shows

that the anionic A-loop glutamate (Glu182) of PhK interacts with the cationic arginine

(Arg145) of the RD motif in the same way that negatively-charged phosphate of

pThr197 of PKA does with its own RDmotif. In contrast to pThr 197 of PKA, however,

the PhK Glu182 residue makes no interdomain contact with the C-helix of the N-lobe.

5.8.3 Regulatory subunits

A region of the catalytic g-subunit (gSUB residues 343–386) acts as a binding surface for
the regulatory a-subunit (aSUB residues 1060–1237 of a); this same region of gSUB is

also one of two high affinity calmodulin (dSUB) binding sites that exist in the catalytic
subunit’s uniqueC-terminal regulatory domain40. Of the two nanomolar affinity binding

Figure 5.3 The catalytic g-subunit of phosphorylase kinase showing the interaction of A-loop
glutamate with the RD motif of the C-loop
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sites for calmodulin within the catalytic subunit – residues: 301–327 and residues 332–

371 – the latter motif has the highest affinity for calmodulin. It has been suggested that

the tandemcalmodulin binding sitesmay explain howdSUB canbind togSUB in either the
presence or absence of calcium41.a- andb-subunits also have calmodulin-binding sites:

1070–1094 of aSUB, 5–28 and/or 770–794 of bSUB.
This overlap of regulatory binding sites on gSUB explains the observed interdepen-

dence of the two PhK-activating signals: serine-phosphorylation of the aSUB and bSUB

by PKA and Ca2þ activation of the dSUB. Activating phosphorylation of aSUB and bSUB

(by PKA) has the effect of increasing the affinity of dSUB for Ca2þ; equally, binding of
calcium to the dSUB causes perturbance in aSUB’s binding surface for gSUB. This offers a
partial explanation as to how calcium signals are communicated to the d-subunit, which
is thought to act as the primary coordinator of regulatory signals in the PhKholoenzyme.

5.8.4 PhK substrates and autophosphorylation sites

Thus far, only a very limited number of in vivo PhK substrates are known. These include

glycogen phosphorylase, glycogen synthase and its own regulatoryaSUB and bSUB (in

vitro autophosphorylation sites). From these proteins, a consensus sequence can be

identified, as shown in the following table:

Undoubtedly, the most important physiological PhK substrate is glycogen phosphor-

ylase, which is phosphorylated by PhKon a single residue, Ser14, and is thus activated.

Indeed, phosphorylase kinase is the only enzyme that can perform this activation step.

Glycogen synthase is also serine-phosphorylated by PhK at the same time and this

inhibits the synthase, thus preventing a potential futile cycle where glycogen would be

broken down and at the same time synthesised in the same cell. However, the inactivat-

ing phosphorylation of glycogen synthase can be carried out by other enzymes, includ-

ing PKA and GSK-3.

The presence of an arginine at Pþ2 in the Ser14-containing PhK substrate sequence of

glycogen phosphorylase explains why PKA cannot phosphorylate this protein. The

large sidechain of the Pþ2 arginine can be accommodated in the PhK structure and may

be neutralised by nearby glutamates, but in PKA the Pþ2 substrate site is much smaller

and an arginine could not fit39.

5.8.5 Possible mechanisms of activation and holoenzyme conformation

Although the catalytic subunit has been crystallised in a truncated form (minus the

C-terminal regulatory domain), there is scant structural information on the a- and

P�4 P�3 P�2 P�1 P0 Pþ1 Pþ2

Lys/Arg Lys/Arg Gln Xxx Ser Phe/� Arg/�
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b-subunits.Much of the knowledge available on the holoezyme’s behaviour comes from

solution studies looking at calcium- and phosphorylation-provoked changes to the

holoenzyme conformation that are reflected in accessibility to antibodies, proteases

or crosslinkers. Such information has been mapped onto recent high-resolution

cryo-electron microscopic structures to build a slowly emerging view on how the

enzyme is controlled42.Most studies have used isolated PhK from fast-twitch glycolytic

rabbit skeletal muscle, where the protein is found at staggeringly high levels – up to 1%

of the soluble protein.

� The C-terminal third of gSUB contains a regulatory domain with two calmodulin

(CalM) binding sites (aas: 301–327 (C1) and 332–371 (C2)) bracketing a proposed

‘autoinhibitory domain’ that resembles the substrate, glycogen phosphorylase.

� The CalM-identical dSUB binds to gSUB in isolation, an interaction that is greatly

strengthened by the addition of aSUB and calcium.

� Both C1 and C2 of gSUB can bind to dSUB simultaneously, but the binding of C2 is

disturbed by calcium40.

� The holoenzyme can be activated by adding excess (extrinsic) CalM, which binds to

surfaces of aSUB and bSUB (aas; 1070–1093; 5–28 and 770–794, respectively.

� Both aSUB and bSUB CalM-binding sites are close to regulatory phosphorylation sites

(both PKA-targetted and potential autophosphorylation) – their interaction with

CalM is disturbed by PKA phosphorylation.

� In the absence of calcium, dSUB only binds to gSUB at the C1 site and the other end of
dSUB is thought to interact with CalM-binding sites on aSUB and/or bSUB.

� In the activated holoenzyme, the phosphorylation of aSUB and/or bSUB by PKA

disrupts their dSUB binding ability and an increase in calcium activates a two-pronged

binding by dSUB to both C1 and C2 of gSUB – this removes the glycogen phosphor-

ylase-like inhibitor from the active site.

� The holoenzyme is held together by bSUB interactions. The bSUB epitopes map to the

centre of the hexadecamer. These can be seen in the form of four bridges in the most

recent cryo-electron microscopy structures43.

The above is summarised in a speculative scheme of activation (Figure 5.4). It must

be appreciated that this is probably very far from the likely complexity of how this

enzyme is controlled. For example, both aSUB and bSUB have sequences that are PhK

substrates. Such autophosphorylation-type pseudosubstrates are found in the RII-

type PKA regulatory subunits where they act to inhibit PKA by blocking the active

site cleft.
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PhK’s substrate, glycogenphosphorylase, is a dimer. Therefore, itwas speculated that

the PhK holoenzymes might be capable of phosphorylating the dimer in one step,

because two of its gSUBs could theoretically engage both constituent monomers at the

same time. However, a PhK-glycogen phosphorylase complex has been imaged44 and

this indicates that each gSUB binds one end of a glycogen phosphorylase individually

(see Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.4 Showing possible activation mechanism, schematic of holoenzyme composition
and actual orientation of subunits superimposed on cryo-EM structure (as immuno-detected).
A. d-SUB is bound to g-SUB (C1) and to the CalM binding site(s) of the regulatory subunits. The active
site is blocked by C-tail GP-like domain of d-SUB. B. Calcium-binding and/or serine-phosphorylation
disturbs regulatory subunit binding. d-SUB now binds both C1 and C2. GP-like domain is thus removed
from active site. C. Schematic holoenzyme composition. D. CryoEm structure indicating epitope
mapping. Reproduced from Structure 10: 23–32 with permission from Elsevier (& Copyright 2002,
Elsevier)
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5.9 Glycogen phosphorylase

Glycogen phosphorylase (GP) is a homodimeric protein that was the subject of perhaps

the earliest structure/function analysis of how a single phosphorylation site can rever-

sibly alter the conformation of an entire protein. The enzyme is so-named because it

causes phosphorolysis of a1-4 linked glucose residues from the ends of glycogen chains

(Figure 5.6). It has two substrates: (i) the non-reducing end of a strand of glycogen and

(ii) inorganic phosphate. It also requires the co-factor pyridoxal phosphate, which is

covalently bonded adjacent to the active site. Glucose can also bind to the active site but

acts as an inhibitor.

5.9.1 Glycogen phosphorylase isoforms

There are three types of GP named after the tissues in which they predominate: brain,

muscle and liver.Of these,muscle and liverGP isozymes are the best understood.AllGP

enzymes are functional dimers,with a tendency to tetramer formationwhen activated by

phosphorylation (this is assumed to occur invitro only)45. The tetramer only forms in the

absence of glycogen because a crucial part of this tetramer-forming surface is the so-

called ‘glycogen storage’site. This glycogen store-binding site is over 30 Å distant from

the catalytic site46. Although tetramer formation is amarker of activation, the ‘activated’

tetramers do not turnover substrate unless dissociated into dimers by the addition of

glycogen. The activating effect of glycogen binding on phospho-GPa can be mimicked

Figure 5.5 Cryo-EM structure of PhK-glycogen phosphorylase complex (PhK in purple, glycogen
phosphorylase in green). Reproduced from: Venien-Bryan, C., Lowe, E.M., Boisset, N., Traxler, K.W.,
Johnson, L.N. and Carlson, G.M. (2002) Three-dimensional structure of phosphrylase kinase at 22Å
resolution and its complex with glycogen phosphorylase b. Reproduced from Structure 10: 33–41 with
permission from Elsevier (& Copyright 2002, Elsevier)
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by covalent attachment of oligosaccharide, which renders the phospho-enzyme maxi-

mally active and dimeric even in the absence of glycogen. Aside from the activating

allosteric effect, glycogen (in association with glycogen-targetting proteins) also acts

to scaffold GP and the other enzymes involved in glycogen metabolism, including

glycogen synthase, protein phosphatase-1 and phosphorylase kinase. GP is bound to

glycogen granules in the cytosol and on the endoplamic reticulum membrane via this

(non-catalytic) glycogen-binding site.

5.9.2 Glycogen phosphorylase allosteric sites

GP has two physiologically relevant allosteric sites far removed from the catalytic site:

� The first site binds AMP. AMP acts as a positive regulator of the activity of the

enzyme. The same site can also bindATP, or the phosphorylatedmetaboliteG6P, both

of which antagonise the effects of AMP.
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� The second allosteric site binds to glycogen particles and acts as a store-sensing and

glycogen-localising regulator – hence the name ‘glycogen-storage’ site.

A third site known as the ‘purine site’ binds caffeine and this causes inhibition of the

enzyme. The site’s physiological relevance is unknown but its existence has led to

speculation that there may be some undiscovered endogenous ligand for this site46.

Dephospho-GP can also be activated by ammonium sulphate – sulphate ions mimic

the effects of phosphorylation by substituting for the missing phosphate at the serine14

hydroxyl group – in the presence of sulphate, dephospho-GP becomes activated and

adopts an ‘R-state’ conformation that includes an ordered N-terminal tail46.

5.9.3 Control by hormones or metabolite effectors – functional
differences between muscle and liver isoforms

The dimeric nature of phosphorylase allows its allosteric regulators and substrates to

display cooperative effects. In the holoenzyme, both catalytic sites face into the inter-

face between the dimers and activation is accompanied by rotation of the dimers by

about 10� with respect to one another, the axis of rotation running approximately

through the a2 helix. The dimerisation interface arrangement is controlled by changes

in the conformation of two subdomains known as the ‘tower’ and the ‘cap’ (see

Figure 5.7). Although the liver andmuscle enzymes are very similar in their monomeric

Figure 5.7 Active and inactive conformations of a glycogen phosphorylase protomer (PDB files:
-1GPB & -1GPA)
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tertiary structure, they differ in their quaternary structures and this appears to be the

source of their differing response to regulators47. The following list summarises their

respective physiological properties:

� GP can exist as a (PhK-)phosphorylated enzyme (classically referred to as ‘GPa’) and

a (PP1-)dephosphorylated enzyme (classically referred to as ‘GPb’).

� Conditionally speaking, all GP isozymes are active when phosphorylated on a single

serine (Ser14) at the N-terminus.

� Both phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated muscle and liver GP can adopt active

(classically referred to as ‘R-state’, for ‘relaxed’) or inactive conformations (classi-

cally referred to as ‘T-state’, for ‘tense’).

� BothmuscleGP (GPM) and liverGP (GPL) are inhibited byexcess freeglucose,which

binds to, and blocks, their active sites.

� Dephospho-GPM is potently activated (80%) by AMP (an indicator of low energy

charge in the muscle). Even the activated phospho-GPM can be further activated by

AMP (10–20%).

� The positive regulator of GPM, AMP, is antagonised by ATP and/or glucose-6-

phosphate (indicators of high energy charge), which both bind at the same GPM
site as AMP but instead cause inhibition of catalytic activity.

� Dephospho-GPL is almost completely inactive, insensitive to inhibition by ATP or

G6P and barely activated by AMP.

� Phospho-GPL is virtually maximally active and is only susceptible to inhibition by

glucose.

5.9.4 How do these properties of GP isoforms fit with
metabolic necessities?

Striated skeletal muscle Skeletal muscle needs to be able to respond to conscious

commands regardless of the overall energy status of the body – insensitivity to

starvation, for example, is ensured because striated muscle contains no glucagon

receptors. Muscle GP must have forms of control that act independently of hormonal

factors so that glycogen levels can be depleted and refilled during work without

reference to adrenaline or insulin.

When muscle runs out of glucose, AMP levels rise and this alone is capable

of inducing glycogenolysis by activating dephospho-GPM (this is not conditional

upon adrenaline stimulation). Conversely, if ATP or G6P levels are high (an
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indication of high energy status) GPM is inhibited (independently of insulin)

(Figure 5.8).

During stressless exercise, another non-hormonal control is thought to be exerted by

the levels of glycogen storage in the muscle. In vitro, binding of oligosaccharides to its

‘glycogen storage site’ dramatically stimulates the catalytic activity of phospho-GPM
by an order of magnitude over its activity alone48. In vivo, this complex multi-factorial

control is not entirely understood but it appears that GPM activity is critically dependent

upon the levels of muscle glycogen. GPM is activated by binding to replete glycogen

storage granules and inhibited when glycogen stores become depleted49. An opposing

control is exerted over glycogen synthase (GS), which is also (indirectly) bound to

glycogen granules. GS is inhibited by replete glycogen store and stimulated by low

glycogen storage. It appears that these opposing enzymes may work rhythmically with

contraction and rest to deplete, and then replete, the muscle stores50,51.

Liver Liver is the body’s major exporter of glucose – it is the only organ expressing

significant amounts of glucose-6-phosphatase (remember: unlike glucose, phosphory-

lated sugars are ‘trapped’ inside the cell because they are charged). Being an energy-

expensive commodity, glucose must only be exported by the liver when necessary.

Crucially, it must be exported when demanded, no matter what the energy status of the

Figure 5.8 Summary of allosteric control of MUSCLE glycogen phosphorylase
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liver happens to be. So, liver GP ‘ignores’ indicators of its own energy charge (AMP,

ATP,G6P) and instead only ‘senses’ circulating glucose levels and only responds to that

metabolic cue and to hormonally-induced phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. Gluca-

gon and adrenaline lead to activation of liverGPby serine14phosphorylation.However,

an excess of circulating glucose can over-ride that signal by binding to the enzyme’s

active site.

Apart from blocking substrate entry to the active site, glucose binding also changes

the conformation of theN-terminal peptide containing pSer14 such that the phosphory-

lated residue becomes exposed to solvent. Thus, glucose makes pSer14 available for

dephosphorylation by protein phosphatase-1 (PP-1) and this aids the dephosphorylation

of GP when glucose levels are high enough.

5.9.5 Structural changes induced by GP activating signals

T-state The dimeric inactive holoenzyme is held together by two pairs of comple-

mentary subdomains that interact with each other. The first contact is between the

so-called ‘tower’ helices (a7), which noticeably diverge from the main protein fold

(Figure 5.7). The tower helix of one protomer extends across the domain interface and

makes an antiparallel associationwith the tower0 of the other protomer0 (the superscript0

indicates the second protomer throughout) (Figure 5.9).

The second dimer-forming site is termed the cap/a20 subdomain, which is situated at

the N-terminus immediately following the phosphorylation peptide. It consists of

helices a1 and a4, the N-terminal portions of a2 and a5, and is centred on the loop

(termed the ‘cap’) between the first and second a-helices. The cap of one protomer

associates with the a20 helix and b70 strand of the other protomer0. A reciprocal,

symmetrical cap0 to a2/b7 association is also made (Figure 5.9).

The cap/a2 subdomain also corresponds with the main allosteric site (for AMP or

G6P). This dimerisation site is modified by the binding of allosteric modulators and/or

by the phosphorylation of the N-terminal peptide tail.

5.9.6 T-state to R-state transition

In inactive T-state GP dimers, theN-terminal phosphorylation peptide (aas 1–20) is not

visible, being disordered. The non-phosphorylated serine14 of one protomer makes no

contact with the other protomer’. Instead Ser14 is bound to acidic residues of its own

chain (Glu501 and Glu105) and Ser140 of the other protomer0 is bound to the corre-

sponding glutamates0 of its own chain52,53 [see for example PDB file 7GBP].

5.9.7 Activation by phosphorylation

The hormonally-driven T- to R-state transition is induced by the action of PhK, which

phosphorylates Ser14 and Ser140. The negative charge of the added phosphate
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eliminates intrachain contacts (through electrostatic repulsion) and results in an ordered

310 helix conformation of the N-terminal tails, which now make interchain contacts by

binding across the top of the cap of the apposing protomer. The negatively-charged

pSer14 sidechain makes salt-bridges with two basic residues: Arg69 of its own a2 helix
andArg430 from the cap0 of the partner protomer; similarly pSer140 ion pairswithArg690

of a20 and the cap Arg43 (Figure 5.9). This draws the cap/a20 and cap0/a2 contacts

together at one end of the dimer interface and pulls apart the tower helices’ contacts at

the other end. The result is a rotation of protomer0 by about 10� with respect to the

other (see Figure 5.10), accompanied by displacement and disordering of the

C-terminal tail.

The tower helices (aas 262–276) are connected directly to the 280s loop (aas 280–

289), which acts as a ‘gate’ to the active site. In the T-state, this ‘gate’ loop of

dephospho-GP packs against the 380s loop (aas 376–386), inserts an aspartate

(Asp283) into the active site and effectively blocks substrate entry45. In R-state,

the rotation of the dimers causes tilting of the tower helices, which both unwind by

Figure 5.9 The ‘cap’ to a-2 helix intersubunit binding surfaces centred upon the phosphorylated
serine-14 residuces [PDB file: 1GPA]
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two turns, breaking interchain H-bonds between the towers and pulling the gate loop

open (see Figure 5.11)47. The movement of the gate removes the Asp283 from the

active site, to be replaced with an arginine (Arg569) – this basic residue creates a

high affinity phosphate-binding site adjacent to the catalytic co-factor, pyridoxal

Figure 5.10 (A) R-state of phospho-glycogen phosphorylase (’GPa’) Rabbit muscle glycogen phos-
phorylase: R-state, Ser14 phosphorylated. (B) T-states of phospho-glycogen phosphorylase (‘GPa’).
Human liver glycogen phosphorylase: T-state, Ser14 phosphorylated, inhibited by glucose analogue
(PDB files:- 1GPA & 1FC0)
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50-phosphate. The disordering/opening of the 280s gate combined with the protomer

rotation, opens the catalytic tunnel, completes the active site and allows access to the

oligosaccharide substrate.

5.9.8 Activation by 50-AMP

Muscle-type dephospho-GP can be alternatively activated by elevated [AMP], which

also binds to the cap/a2 subdomain. Like the pSer peptide, AMP also spans the dimer

interface but binds below the cap. One AMP binds cap0 and a2, the other binds cap and
a20 and the result is a stabilised and tightened cap/a2 interface resembling the phospho-

GPM. ThisAMP-activated dephospho-GPM structure also results in anordering of theN-

terminal peptide, which now adopts a dimer-spanning orientation that resembles the

PhK-phosphorylated structure (see for example PDB file 7GBP, where the pSer phos-

phate is mimicked by a sulphate ion)53.

Phosphorylation of the muscle enzyme results in a higher affinity for the activator

AMP and a lowered affinity for the inhibitor G6P52. AMP can bind to the phospho-GPM

Figure 5.11 Conformations of the GP active site in the T-state versus the R-state (PDB files:- 1GPA & 1FC0)
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and co-occupies the allosteric site – pSer binds above the cap, AMP below: this can

further stimulate the muscle phospho-enzyme’s activity.

The muscle enzyme binds AMP more tightly than the relatively insensitive liver

enzyme, because the ‘adenine loop’ (aas315–325) of GPM makes additional H-bonds

with AMP that are not possible in the liver enzyme due to its ‘adenine loop’ having a

different conformation (despite sequence homology). The differing conformation of the

liver adenine loop is theorised to be due to differences in the configuration of the dimer

interface47.

5.9.9 Inhibition by glucose

Glucose binding to the catalytic site causes closure of the active site gate loop, thus

blocking substrate access, and leads to adoption of the T-state even when the enzyme is

phosphorylated. Indeed, when the glucose analogue N-acetylglucosamine is bound to

phospho-GPL, theN-terminal peptide becomes disordered even though it is phosphory-

lated (Figure 5.10). This glucose-induced T-state conformation ensures that the liver

enzyme will cease glycogenolysis when glucose levels rise, no matter what its phos-

phorylation status. It is also likely that theglucose-induceddisorderingof theN-terminal

tail exposes the pSer to solvent, making it more easily de-phosphorylated by PP-1. The

muscle enzyme is also glucose-inhibited, but in GPM the effects are dependent upon

AMP levels54.

5.10 Glycogen synthase

Glycogen synthase (GS) is somewhat less well understood than GP, and the only

structures available at the time ofwriting are frombacteria55. The bacterial GS enzymes

do not share primary sequence homologywithmammalianGS56. However, a number of

key residues appear in near identical positions in both glycogen synthases and glycogen

phosphorylase and they share similar folds.

The control of GS activity by phosphorylation is more complex than GP, which has

only a single phosphorylation site. GS, by contrast, is subject to multiple serine

phosphorylations that are concentrated at N-terminal and C-terminal regions. These

phosphorlyations contribute to its inhibition in vitro and in vivo. Seven serine residues

are phosphorylated by nine different protein kinases invitro, at least six ofwhich do so in

vivo. In the early literature, the kinases were preliminarily named ‘glycogen synthase

kinase-1, -2, -3’ etc., but a few were later identified with previously known protein

kinases. For example, the originally-named ‘glycogen synthase kinase-1’ (GSK-1) is

identical to casein kinase-I57; ‘GSK-2’ is identical to phosphorylase kinase58. GSK-3,

on the other hand, is unique.

The phosphorylation sites on GS are traditionally named after their locations in the

rabbit skeletal muscle form of the enzyme (Figure 5.12), as originally identified after

controlled proteolytic cleavage of the polypeptide chain59. Adrenaline stimulation of
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muscle results in inhibitory serine phosphorylation at the N-terminal ‘site 2’ (Ser7) by

PKA and PhK – this negative feedback loop ensures that GS is inhibited during the time

thatGP is activated. TheC-terminal ‘sites 3a, b and c’ are specific forGSK-3, an enzyme

that is unusual in being constitutively active in resting cells60. GSK-3 is theorised to

maintain a background level of GS phosphorylation by default. So, when adrenaline/

glucagon stimulation ceases and is replaced with insulin stimulation (in response to a

meal), the process of activating glycogen synthesis involves not only the termination of

the cAMP-induced PKA! PhK! phosphorylation of GS, but also necessitates the

inhibition of GSK-3 to allow unimpeded dephosphorylation and activation of GS by

protein phosphatase.

There is in vitro evidence that GSK-3may be scaffolded byAKAP220 that also binds

PKA and PP1. When thus scaffolded to its two controlling enzymes, PKA phosphor-

ylates and inactivates GSK-3more efficiently, and PP-1 dephosphorylates and activates

with a similar increase in efficiency61.

5.10.1 GSK-3 – a multi-tasking enzyme

GSK-3 turns out to be a very unusual enzyme – one that is involved in a myriad of tasks

besides its original role in glycogen metabolism. In particular, it has a key influence on

the cell cycle and gene transcription because it is also controlled by insulin receptor

signal pathways (see Chapter 9, Section 9.8) and Mitogenic signals (see Chapter 10,

Sections 10.8.7 and 10.17.2).

GSK-3 is also unusual in having a substrate preference for target serine residues that

areN-terminal of a (pre-existing) phosphoserine. In otherwords,GSK-3 substrates need

to be ‘primed’ by the action of another kinase in order for efficient phosphorylation by

GSK-3 itself. GS, for example, is primed by casein kinase II, which phosphorylates ‘site

4’ (see Figure 5.12). This then allows GSK-3 to phosphorylate ‘sites 3a–c’, which may

be processive as each phosphorylation (going in theN-terminal direction from site 4, to

site 3c, to site 3b, etc.) creates a newGSK-3 consensus sequence, viz: S.X.X.X.pS – the
target serine (bold) is always separated by three residues from the priming phospho-

serine (underlined)62.

2 3 4 5 1
bca a b

GSK-3
GSK-5

PKAPhK
GSK-4PKA

PLSRTLSVSS RYPRPASVPPSPSLSRHSSPHQS
b ca 5
3

2
QWPRRASCTS SKRSNSVD

1a 1b

Information from: Fiol, C.J. et al. (1990) J. Biol. Chem., 265: 6061-6065
Kuret, J. et al. (1985) Eur. J. Biochem., 151: 39-48.
Parker, P.J. et al. (1982) Eur. J. Biochem., 124: 47-55.

casein kinase I

4

casein kinase II

Figure 5.12 Schematic diagram of glycogen synthase serine phosphorylation sites
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In the samevein, the cAMP response element binding protein (CREB, a transcription

factor that is activatedbynuclear-translocatedPKA) is also a target ofGSK-3provided it

is ‘primed’ by prior phosphorylation by PKA63.

5.11 Remaining questions – scaffolds and alternate
second messenger ‘receptors’

We are moving into an era where the significance of protein-to-protein interactions,

identified in in vitro screens such as yeast 2-hybrid, will be explored in a cell physio-

logical setting.At the time ofwriting, frustratingly little is known about how scaffolding

proteins such as AKAPs contribute to the spatio-temporal control of glycogen metabo-

lismbyPKA. It seems likely, for example, thatAKAPs that target PKA (and PP-1) to the

liver endoplasmic reticulum (or muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum) would increase signal

fidelity by placing the signal node in the immediate vicinity of the mature glycogen

granules that are anchored to the endoplasmic reticulum membrane.

5.11.1 Protein kinase C

Protein kinase C (PKC) is a serine/threonine kinase discovered in 1971, and was so-

named for its activation by calcium. It later transpired that PKCalso needed to dockwith

the membrane-bound second messenger, diacylgycerol (DAG), and with inner leaflet

phosphatidyl serine.Aswehave seen, bothDAGand calciummaybe produced by either

Gaq-coupled a1AR or b/g release from Gai-coupled a2AR.
This ‘conventional’ PKC is the foundermember of a large family ofmammalian PKC

isozymes that are all members of the AGC group of kinases (the group that includes

PKA, see Appendix 1). PKCs can be divided into ‘conventional’ (cPKC), ‘atypical’

(aPKC) and ‘novel’ (nPKC) (Table 5.6); additional PKC-related kinases have also been

discovered64. All PKCs are self-inhibited by anN-terminal pseudosubstrate domain that

performs the same function as that of the PKA pseudosubstrate loop of RSUB.

Table 5.6 Protein kinase C classes

Class Members N-terminal Regulatory Domain Ca2+ DAG/
Phorbol Ester

Other stimuli

cPKC PKC
PCK I/II
PKC

pseudosubstrate-[CR|CR]-C2- activates both activate phosphatidyl
serine

nPKC PKC
PKC
PKC
PKC

C2-pseudosubstrate-[CR|CR]- no effect both activate phosphatidyl
serine

aPKC PKC
PKC
PKC

pseudosubstrate-[CR]- no effect no effect PIP3

CR: ‘cysteine-rich’ zinc finger domain (a classic PKC C1 domain has a tandem pair of CR’s)
PIP3: phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate
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5.11.2 Lipid activation of PKC – DAG-binding isoforms are also
activated by phorbol esters

‘Conventional’ PKC types are constitutively A-loop phosphorylated and only need the

pseudosubstrate to debind in order to become active. The resting cytosolic cPKC is

activated by calcium (which binds to its C2 domain and increases its affinity for

phosphatidyl serine), and DAG, which binds to its C1 domain. PKC activation results

from occupancy of these two regulatory elements by DAG, and Ca2þ/phosphatidyl
serine. This causes both tight binding to the membrane and ejection of the pseudosub-

strate from the active site65.

‘Atypical’ PKC types such as PKC� need to be phosphorylated by PIP3-dependent

kinase (PDK-1) before they can be activated by lipid-binding. PKC� lacks a C2 domain

and is insensitive to calcium. PKC� also lacks a complete C1 domain (because it

contains only one of the cysteine-rich repeats) and is insensitive to DAG. Instead, it is

activated by PIP3 (produced by PI-3-kinase).

5.11.3 Alternative DAG/phorbol ester receptors

Phorbol ester (Phorbol Myristoyl Acetate or PMA, also known as Tetradecanoyl
Phorbol Acetate or TPA) is a plant-derived polycyclic alcohol derivative (Figure 5.13)
that mimics DAG but is long lasting and produces a chronic DAG-like signal. For this

reason, it has been relied upon as a useful tool in PKC-related research – and for many

years, PKCwas considered to be the only phorbol ester-activatable protein and therefore

the only DAG target. For example, the growth-promoting and cancer-promoting effects

of phorbol esters were thought to be solely mediated by PKC. Recently, however, novel

and unsuspected TPA/DAG ‘receptors’ have been found that may be solely responsible

for effects previously considered to be PKC mediated, or may act in a parallel, over-

lapping manner with PKC.

Whereas PKC does indeed stimulate or co-stimulate theMAPK pathway (Chapter 7,

Section 7.3.9), some of themitogenic effects of TPAmay bemediated by the alternative

phorbol ester ‘receptors’– a type of Ras-GEF, known as ‘RasGRP’ (for Ras guanyl-
releasing protein)66. TPA stimulates RasGRP translocation to the membrane, which

allows it to activate Ras and thus the MAPK pathway. In thymocytes, at least, the

proliferative effects of TPAare PKC-independent and are entirely due toRasGRP, as are

CH2OH

O OH

OH O

O
O CH3

CH3

O

Figure 5.13 Commonly used Phorbol Ester:- Phorbol Myristoyl Acetate (PMA) - also known as
Tetradecanoyl Phorbol Acetate (TPA)
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the growth-promoting effects of activation of the T cell receptor, to which RasGRP is

naturally linked in these cells. Other novel DAG/TPA receptors include the a- and b-
chimaerins (that display RacGAP activity), Unc proteins (involved with synaptic core

complex) and DAG kinase, the enzyme that ‘deactivates’ the DAG signal67.

5.11.4 PKC scaffolds

Although much is known about PKC activation, its actual physiological function is in

many cases enigmatic. Indeed, despite the great differences in activation strategies

between isoforms, their substrate preferences are remarkably similar. It seems likely

that newly discovered PKC scaffold proteins may be the way the cell confers more

specificity – by simply localising the kinase with a discrete substrate. PKC scaffolding

proteins include those that only bind activated PKC: ‘receptors for activated C kinase’
(RACKs); ‘substrates that interact with C kinases’ (STICKs); and others that bind

inactive PKC, including members of the AKAP family (AKAP 79 and gravin) and

14-3-3 proteins66. RACK proteins cause translocation and activation of PKC at the

membrane and increase the rate of PKC substrate phosphorylation. AKAP79 scaffolds

PKA, the phosphatase PP-2B and PKC, the latter being inhibited by the interaction.

Calcium/DAG releases and activates PKC, which phosphorylates AKAP79, changing

its compartmentalisation. STICK protein subcellular location is also controlled by PKC

phosphorylation. STICKs include the ubiquitous ‘myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase
substrate’ (MARCKS) (see Chapter 3, Section 3.14).

5.11.5 What does PKC actually do?

With respect to our discussion of glycogenolysis, a1AR stimulation of liver does result

in activation of PKC68, but there is little or no evidence that this has any direct effect on

glycogenolysis. Instead, activation of PKC stimulates the Naþ/Hþ exchanger (causing

alkalinisation of cytosol) and increases glucose export in perfused rat liver, but has no

effect on gluconeogenesis. Most PKC metabolic effects fall into the categories of

crosstalk and feedback, PKC causing phosphorylation and desensitisation of receptors

such as bAR, the glucagon receptor, a1AR, the EGF receptor and the insulin receptor69.
Studies of knockouts of PKC avoid involvement of non-PKC targets, but are some-

times confounded by the redundancy of multiple PKC isoforms and resultant mild

phenotypes. However, clear roles were identified in some knockouts. For example,

PKCb-knockout leads to immunodeficiency and lack of PKC� leads to impaired B-cell

function. Both knockouts display impaired NFkB signalling.

PKC has two prominent cytoskeletal substrates in the form of MARCKS

and pleckstrin. Both substrates are involved in actin remodelling64. MARCKS phos-

phorylation by PKC causes subcellular translocation and calmodulin release.

MARCKS, like pleckstrin, also binds and crosslinks actin filaments of the cytoskeleton

and both are involved in actin polymerisation and depolymerisation during cell shape

changing activities, such as exocytosis. Both MARCKS and pleckstrin actin-binding is
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inhibited by PKC phosphorylation. In platelets, MARCKS phosphorylation appears to

be the predominant trigger for serotonin release – phorbol ester-stimulation of PKC

leads to phosphorylation of the MARCKS central basic/effector domain, followed by

actin disassembly and secretion70.

5.11.6 Alternate cAMP receptors

For a long time, PKAwas considered to be the only target of cAMP, and PDE enzymes

were thought to be the only other proteins that bind (then destroy) the second

messenger. However, a new family of cAMP-binding proteins have been identified

as being the key to the control of insulin secretion from pancreatic b-cells. Specifically,
these proteins – collectively known as Epac proteins (‘exchange protein activated by

cAMP) – explain the complex signalling of the 7-pass receptor for glucagon-like

peptide-1 (GLP-1), a receptor coupled to Gs and thus expected to produce simple

PKA-mediated responses. Epac-1 was originally characterised as a protein that (when

cAMP-occupied) stimulated GDP-for-GTP exchange at the Rap1/2 monomeric G

protein – effectively, Epac-1 is a cAMP-activated RapGEF. Epac-2 interacts indirectly

with the monomeric G protein Rab via an insulin granule-associated protein, Rim1.

Epac-1 has a single cAMP-binding domain with homology to RSUB–I, and Epac-2 has

two cAMP-binding modules. The engagement of Epacs by the GLP-1 receptor allows it

to add signals to its basal PKA response, including Ca2þ mobilisation from internal

stores, ‘priming’ of insulin granules, and exocytosis of insulin. The complexity of this

system has been recently reviewed71.

5.12 G protein coupled receptor kinases – downregulators,
signal integrators

G-protein coupled receptor kinase-1 (GRK-1) was originally known as rhodopsin

kinase, a serine/theronine kinase that desensitises rhodopsin in associationwith arrestin,

causing decoupling from transducin. Lefkowitz discovered a non-retinal homologue of

rhodopsin kinase in the form of ‘b-adrenergic receptor kinase’ (bARK). bARK is

commonly referred to as ‘GRK-2’. When chronically stimulated, bAR (and other

7-pass receptors with correct substrate sequences) becomesmultiply serine-phosphory-

lated in the third intracellular loop and C-tail. This phosphorylation of G protein

coupling sites renders bAR (and others) incapable of G-coupling and thus blocks

signalling. This non-specific heterologous negative feedback response is caused by

PKA and PKC, both being unselective over whether a receptor is activated or not.

GRK-2 is more selective and only phosphorylates activated, ligand occupied recep-

tors leading to homologous desensitisation. Chronic stimulation of bAR causes a

surplus of free b/g subunits to build up in the membrane. GRK-2 contains a C-terminal

b/g-binding form of PH domain that causes its translocation from the cytosol to the

membrane where it serine-phosphorylates the C-tail of agonist-occupied 7-pass recep-

tors through dockingwith the activated conformation of the third intracellular loop. The

phosphorylated C-tail of the receptor acts as a docking site for b-arrestin, which
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translocates from the cytosol, binds the receptor and prevents further G-coupling. The

disabled receptor/arrestin complex becomes sequestered in clathrin-coated vesicles

(arrestin is a clathrin binder) and is internalised. Interestingly, in the case of the

7-pass formyl peptide receptor, the agonist-receptor-arrestin complex locks the receptor

into a high-affinity agonist binding state, much like the ternary complex with ‘empty

pocket G proteins (except, of course, that the arrestin-stablised complex is resistant to

the affinity-lowering effects of GTPgS72).
GRK proteins are subject to multiple regulating signals including modulation by

phosphorylation by PKA, Erk1/2, Src and a sequestering effect of Ca2þ/calmodulin-

binding. GRK, like arrestin, has a calveolin-binding site and both GRK and arrestin can

serve as scaffolds. The complex nature of this protein’s many interactions has been

recently reviewed73, and is discussed again in Chapter 8.
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6
Single pass growth factor
receptors

Single pass receptors may be catalytic or non-catalytic. The majority of the catalytic types

aremembers of the receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) superfamily andmembers of this group are the

primary receptors for the polypeptide ‘growth factors’ that stimulate cell division. Many of these

follow the activation mechanism of the insulin receptor kinase and are controlled by reversible

tyrosine phosphorylations of their A-loops. Others, such as the EGF- and PDGF-receptor kinases,

exhibit a more complex activation that involves the region immediately adjacent to the

membrane anchor (the ‘juxtamembrane’ region). The RTK signalling pathway centres upon the

formation of a multi-protein ‘signal transduction particle’ that is assembled via phosphorylated

tyrosines on the receptor’s intracellular domain (these are mostly a result of autophosphoryla-

tion). SH2 and PTB domain proteins (Grb2,mSos, Shc, PI-3-kinase, RasGAP, SHP-2 and PLCg) are
then recruited from the cytosol (where they normally reside in unstimulated cells) and mem-

brane-bound monomeric G proteins (Ras, Rac Rho) subsequently collision-couple with GEFs or

GAPs that are scaffolded to the RTK. RTK signalling is extremely complex but robust, with a high

degree of in-built redundancy. RTKs are often able to activate their downstream targets by use of

alternative pathways and they also crosstalk extensively with other receptor systems. Adding to

the diversity of signalling is their ability to heterodimerise within their own family so that two

distinct sets of signalling molecules may be assembled by one ligand.

6.1 Receptor tyrosine kinases – ligands and signal transduction

Receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) intracellular signals are a great deal more diverse

than 7-pass receptors and are not solely reliant upon generation of soluble second
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messengers. Their dominant mode of signal transduction is the formation of oligomeric

‘signal transduction particles’ centred on a phosphorylated RTK dimer. The make-up

and temporal membership of these multi-protein complexes varies with each receptor

and the cell type. In addition, each assembly is highly responsive to the cell’s dynamics.

The human spectrum of diverse scaffolded structures, such as these, has been titled the

‘interactome’.

The vast majority of RTKs contain between one and three tyrosine residues in their

A-loops in positions roughly equivalent to the activating threonine of PKA or the

activating tyrosine triad of the insulin receptor kinase (IRK). Many RTKs follow

the example of IRK, their kinase activities being simply controlled by the phosphor-

ylations/dephosphorylations of A-loop tyrosine(s), which cause conformational

changes culminating in reversible re-configuration of the active site and/or unblock-

ing of substrate access. RTKs that are simply controlled by A-loop phosphorylation

status include the insulin receptor, the IGF-I receptor, the FGF receptor, the hepa-

tocyte growth factor receptor (MET), nerve growth factor receptor (TRKA), brain-

derived neurotrophic factor receptor (TRKB), among others1. This mechanism was

discussed in Chapter 4 in relation to the IRK and will not be discussed further. Two

exceptions, however, serve to illustrate more subtle conditional A-loop control (as

exemplified by the PDGF receptor) and its abandonment (as found with ErbB-type

receptors).

6.1.1 RTK ligands and receptors

Broadly speaking, the tyrosine kinase-type growth factor receptors and their ligands

appear to have evolved together as systems. For example, the PDGFR family

ligands (such as PDGF and VEGF) are dimeric, homo-bivalent, disulphide-bonded

polypeptides and their receptors (PDGFR and the VEGF receptors like KDR) all

contain a characteristic ‘insert’ in their kinase domains and share an ectodomain

architecture made up of multiple immunoglobulin-like repeats. EGFR-type ligands

(EGF, TGF-a, heregulin, etc.) are all monomeric, monovalent, triple-looped and

disulphide-constrained peptides, and their receptors (EGFR, erbB2-4) share an

ectodomain architecture of tandem cysteine-rich (‘CR’) repeats separating paired

ligand-binding (‘L’) modules each with a ‘b-solenoid’ fold. Insulin, IGF-I and

IGF-II are homologous hetero-bivalent ligands and the insulin receptor and IGF-I

receptors are both disulphide-bonded and intrinsically dimerised proteins made up

from two identical monomers that are themselves disulphide-bonded proteins –

originally single gene-products with a missing section lost during processing of the

receptor (Figure 6.1).

A major exception is the high affinity insulin-like growth factor-II receptor, which is

totally unrelated to RTKs. The IGF-II receptor is identical to the CI-type mannose-6-

phosphate receptor, a protein that appears to have developed an endocytic role in IGF-II

clearance by convergent evolution while retaining its original role as a lysosomal

trafficking mannose-6-phosphate receptor.
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6.2 The PDGFR family – signal transduction

PDGF receptors andVEGF receptors belong to a family of single pass receptor tyrosine

kinases (see Appendix 1), which are characterised by ectodomains containing immu-

noglobulin repeat modules and a ‘split’ catalytic site containing a long insert not found

in other RTKs. Although PDGFR requires A-loop phosphorylation on a tyrosine for full

activity, its control is rather more complicated and, at least in some members, appears

conditional upon phosphorylation of tyrosine(s) outside of the kinase domain, in the

juxtamembrane region of the protein.

There are two PDGFR genes, PDGFR-a (yielding a mature glycosylated protein of

MW¼ 170 kDa) and PDGFR-b (mature MW¼ 190 kDa), and there are two genes for

the ligand PDGF-A and PDGF-B. The ligands are disulphide-bonded dimers (see

Figure 6.2) that are either homodimers (PDGF-BB and PDGF-AA) or heterodimeric

PDGF-AB. The receptors have differing affinities for the three possible ligands. PDGF-

BB can bind to both PDGFR-a and PDGFR-b; PDGF-AA effectively only binds to

PDGFR-a. The ligands are bivalent so one ligand can bind two receptors at once,

providing a simple means to cause receptor dimerisation. PDGF-AA can only bridge

between two PDGFR-amonomers to give an a–a homodimer; PDGF-AB induces a–a
and a–b dimers; PDGF-BB induces both a–a and b–b homodimers as well as the a–b
heterodimer2. The existence of different ligands and the distinct receptor dimers that

they induce leads to subtle differences in signalling – PDGFR-b–b and PDGFR-a–a

Figure 6.1 Domain organisation for a variety of RTKs. The extracellular portion of the receptors is on
top and the cytoplasmic portion is on bottom. Some RTKs (e.g., PDGF receptors) contain a large insert
in the tyrosine kinase domain, which is represented as a break in the rectangular symbol. The lengths of
the receptors as shown are only approximately to scale
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differ in signalmolecule recruitment patterns, with PDGFR-a–b presumably exhibiting

both. These subtle differences due to ligand/receptor combinations are much expanded

in the EGFR family, which exhibits multiple ligand cross-reactivities and dramatically

different signalling due to heterodimerisation.

6.2.1 PDGFR signal transduction particle

Before discussing the activation of the receptor’s kinase domain, let us first look at the

composition of its oligomeric signal transduction particle (after full autophosphoryla-

tion) and its signalling output. Numbering refers to human PDGFR-b unless otherwise

stated.

During activation, the ligand-occupied anddimerisedb-type PDGFRcreates docking

sites for phosphotyrosine-binding proteins through autophosphorylation of intracellular

tyrosine residues, including: Tyr579 and Tyr581 in the juxtamembrane region; Tyr716,

Tyr740, Tyr751 and Tyr771 in the kinase ‘insert’ segment; and Tyr1009 and Tyr1021 in

the C-terminal tail3,4,5,6 (Table 6.1, Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.2 PDGFR-BB structure and allowed receptor-ligand combinations
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Table 6.1 Sequence numbering of three PDGFR family members

Precursor of human platelet-derived growth factor receptor-
1 MRLPGAMPAL ALKGELLLLS LLLLLEPQIS QGLVVTPPGP ELVLNVSSTF VLTCSGSAPV
61 VWERMSQEPP QEMAKAQDGT FSSVLTLTNL TGLDTGEYFC THNDSRGLET DERKRLYIFV

121 PDPTVGFLPN DAEELFIFLT EITEITIPCR VTDPQLVVTL HEKKGDVALP VPYDHQRGFS
181 GIFEDRSYIC KTTIGDREVD SDAYYVYRLQ VSSINVSVNA VQTVVRQGEN ITLMCIVIGN
241 DVVNFEWTYP RKESGRLVEP VTDFLLDMPY HIRSILHIPS AELEDSGTYT CNVTESVNDH
301 QDEKAINITV VESGYVRLLG EVGTLQFAEL HRSRTLQVVF EAYPPPTVLW FKDNRTLGDS
361 SAGEIALSTR NVSETRYVSE LTLVRVKVAE AGHYTMRAFH EDAEVQLSFQ LQINVPVRVL
421 ELSESHPDSG EQTVRCRGRG MPQPNIIWSA CRDLKRCPRE LPPTLLGNSS EEESQLETNV
481 TYWEEEQEFE VVSTLRLQHV DRPLSVRCTL RNAVGQDTQE VIVVPHSLPF KVVVISAILA
541 LVVLTIISLI ILIMLWQKKP RYEIRWKVIE SVSSDGHEYI YVDPMQLPYD STWELPRDQL
601 VLGRTLGSGA FGQVVEATAH GLSHSQATMK VAVKMLKSTA RSSEKQALMS ELKIMSHLGP
661 HLNVVNLLGA CTKGGPIYII TEYCRYGDLV DYLHRNKHTF LQHHSDKRRP PSAELYSNAL
721 PVGLPLPSHV SLTGESDGGY MDMSKDESVD YVPMLDMKGD VKYADIESSN YMAPYDNYVP
781 SAPERTCRAT LINESPVLSY MDLVGFSYQV ANGMEFLASK NCVHRDLAAR NVLICEGKLV
841 KICDFGLARD IMRDSNYISK GSTFLPLKWM APESIFNSLY TTLSDVWSFG ILLWEIFTLG
901 GTPYPELPMN EQFYNAIKRG YRMAQPAHAS DEIYEIMQKC WEEKFEIRPP FSQLVLLLER
961 LLGEGYKKKY QQVDEEFLRS DHPAILRSQA RLPGFHGLRS PLDTSSVLYT AVQPNEGDND
1021 YIIPLPDPKP EVADEGPLEG SPSLASSTLN EVNTSSTISC DSPLEPQDEP EPEPQLELQV
1081 EPEPELEQLP DSGCPAPRAE AEDSFL

Precursor of human platelet-derived growth factor receptor-
1 MGTSHPAFLV LGCLLTGLSL ILCQLSLPSI LPNENEKVVQ LNSSFSLRCF GESEVSWQYP
61 MSEEESSDVE IRNEENNSGL FVTVLEVSSA SAAHTGLYTC YYNHTQTEEN ELEGRHIYIY

121 VPDPDVAFVP LGMTDYLVIV EDDDSAIIPC RTTDPETPVT LHNSEGVVPA SYDSRQGFNG
181 TFTVGPYICE ATVKGKKFQT IPFNVYALKA TSELDLEMEA LKTVYKSGET IVVTCAVFNN
241 EVVDLQWTYP GEVKGKGITM LEEIKVPSIK LVYTLTVPEA TVKDSGDYEC AARQATREVK
301 EMKKVTISVH EKGFIEIKPT FSQLEAVNLH EVKHFVVEVR AYPPPRISWL KNNLTLIENL
361 TEITTDVEKI QEIRYRSKLK LIRAKEEDSG HYTIVAQNED AVKSYTFELL TQVPSSILDL
421 VDDHHGSTGG QTVRCTAEGT PLPDIEWMIC KDIKKCNNET SWTILANNVS NIITEIHSRD
481 RSTVEGRVTF AKVEETIAVR CLAKNLLGAE NRELKLVAPT LRSELTVAAA VLVLLVIVII
541 SLIVLVVIWK QKPRYEIRWR VIESISPDGH EYIYVDPMQL PYDSRWEFPR DGLVLGRVLG
601 SGAFGKVVEG TAYGLSRSQP VMKVAVKMLK PTARSSEKQA LMSELKIMTH LGPHLNIVNL
661 LGACTKSGPI YIITEYCFYG DLVNYLHKNR DSFLSHHPEK PKKELDIFGL NPADESTRSY
721 VILSFENNGD YMDMKQADTT QYVPMLERKE VSKYSDIQRS LYDRPASYKK KSMLDSEVKN
781 LLSDDNSEGL TLLDLLSFTY QVARGMEFLA SKNCVHRDLA ARNVLLAQGK IVKICDFGLA
841 RDIMHDSNYV SKGSTFLPVK WMAPESIFDN LYTTLSDVWS YGILLWEIFS LGGTPYPGMM
901 VDSTFYNKIK SGYRMAKPDH ATSEVYEIMV KCWNSEPEKR PSFYHLSEIV ENLLPGQYKK
961 SYEKIHLDFL KSDHPAVARM RVDSDNAYIG VTYKNEEDKL KDWEGGLDEQ RLSADSGYII
1021 PLPDIDPVPE EEDLGKRNRH SSQTSEESAI ETGSSSSTFI KREDETIEDI DMMDDIGIDS
1081 SDLVEDSFL

FLT3 Precursor Sequence
1 MPALARDAGT VPLLVVFSAM IFGTITNQDL PVIKCVLINH KNNDSSVGKS SSYPMVSESP
61 EDLGCALRPQ SSGTVYEAAA VEVDVSASIT LQVLVDAPGN ISCLWVFKHS SLNCQPHFDL
121 QNRGVVSMVI LKMTETQAGE YLLFIQSEAT NYTILFTVSI RNTLLYTLRR PYFRKMENQD
181 ALVCISESVP EPIVEWVLCD SQGESCKEES PAVVKKEEKV LHELFGTDIR CCARNELGRE
241 CTRLFTIDLN QTPQTTLPQL FLKVGEPLWI RCKAVHVNHG FGLTWELENK ALEEGNYFEM
301 STYSTNRTMI RILFAFVSSV ARNDTGYYTC SSSKHPSQSA LVTIVGKGFI NATNSSEDYE
361 IDQYEEFCFS VRFKAYPQIR CTWTFSRKSF PCEQKGLDNG YSISKFCNHK HQPGEYIFHA
421 ENDDAQFTKM FTLNIRRKPQ VLAEASASQA SCFSDGYPLP SWTWKKCSDK SPNCTEEITE
481 GVWNRKANRK VFGQWVSSST LNMSEAIKGF LVKCCAYNSL GTSCETILLN SPGPFPFIQD
541 NISFYATIGV CLLFIVVLTL LICHKYKKQF RYESQLQMVQ VTGSSDNEYF YVDFREYEYD
601 LKWEFPRENL EFGKVLGSGA FGKVMNATAY GISKTGVSIQ VAVKMLKEKA DSSEREALMS
661 ELKMMTQLGS HENIVNLLGA CTLSGPIYLI FEYCCYGDLL NYLRSKREKF HRTWTEIFKE
721 HNFSFYPTFQ SHPNSSMPGS REVQIHPDSD QISGLHGNSF HSEDEIEYEN QKRLEEEEDL
781 NVLTFEDLLC FAYQVAKGME FLEFKSCVHR DLAARNVLVT HGKVVKICDF GLARDIMSDS
841 NYVVRGNARL PVKWMAPESL FEGIYTIKSD VWSYGILLWE IFSLGVNPYP GIPVDANFYK
901 LIQNGFKMDQ PFYATEEIYI IMQSCWAFDS RKRPSFPNLT SFLGCQLADA EEAMYQNVDG
961 RVSECPHTYQ NRRPFSREMD LGLLSPQAQV EDS

Juxtamembrane- E= end of -strand in structure; JMBJMSJMZ
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Also autophosphorylated is theTyr857 residue in theA-loop.Aswe shall see later, the

A-loop and juxtamembrane tyrosine-phosphorylations collaborate to trigger reversal of

the autoinhibition of the catalytic site.

6.2.2 MAP kinases and MAPK kinases

A characteristic of growth factor signalling pathways is the downstream activation of

dual-specificity STY-kinases, collectively referred to as ‘MAP kinase kinases’

(MAPKK).Their targets are the ‘MAPkinases’,which are cytoplasmic serine/threonine

protein kinases that translocate to the nucleus when activated, where they activate

transcription factors via serine phosphorylation. MAP kinase pathways were first

identified as transducers of mitogenic signals and are activated by the coupling of

GTP-bound Ras with its effector enzyme, Raf. Ras-activated Raf then serine phosphor-

ylates MAPK kinase, which in turn doubly-phosphorylates MAPK. However, other

monomeric G proteins such as Rac and Rap can also influence MAP kinase pathways.

MAP kinase was originally termed microtubule-associated-protein2 kinase for its first

known substrate, but is now more aptly named: mitogen-activated protein kinase, or
MAPK. The classic idea of aMAPK ‘cascade’ of soluble enzymes interactingwith each

other by diffusion and collision has been superseded by the finding thatMAPKpathway

enzymes are present as two- or three-membered cassettes that enable fast relay of

information from the effector enzyme (a MAPKK-kinase, such as Raf) through

MAPKK to MAPK.

There are five families of MAPK enzymes, all of which require dual A-loop phos-

phorylation of a Thr.Xxx.Tyr motif for activity7:

� Extracellular signal-regulated kinase (members: Erk1 [p44] and Erk2 [p42])

Table 6.1 (Continued )

P-loop
C-loop
A-loop
kinase insert

§The ‘kinase insert’ of PDGFR family members is situated between the P-loop and C-loop of the
linear sequence, inserted between -helices E and F. In -type PDGFR this is from aas 697-797;
in the a-type it is from 670-789 (boxed in cyan). [According to:- Bohmer, F.D., Karagyozov, L.,
Uecker, A., Botzi, A., Mahboobi, S. and Dove, S. (2003) A single amino acid exchange inverts
susceptibility of related receptor tyrosine kinases for the ATP site inhibitor STI-571. J. Biol.
Chem., 278: 5148-5155. See ‘Figure 1’ in this paper, but note there is a typographical error: Flt3
sequence should start at 596, not ‘598’].

‡The juxtamembrane domains of PDGFR have been aligned with that of the FLT3 structure —
boxed in blue (white lettering) with the linker joining to the transmembrane domain boxed in
grey. [According to:- Griffith, J., Black, J., Faerman, C., Swenson, L., Wynn, M., Lu, F., Lippke,
J. and Kumkum, S. (2004) The structural basis for autoinhibition of FLT3 by the juxtamembrane
domain. Molecular Cell, 13: 169-178. Note: in this paper there are several errors in numbering
stemming from a mistake in Figure 2 — the numbering in the top line skips from 590 to 610
(missing ten residue numbers). I have corrected these].
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� Stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK), also known as c-Jun N-terminal kinase
(members: Jnk1, Jnk2, Jnk3)

� p38 kinase homologous (p38a, p38b, p38g, p38d)

� Erk3/4

� Erk5

Figure 6.3 PDGFR-b signal transduction particle
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Associated with Erk1/2-, SAPK- and p38-pathways are distinct and specific upstream

MAPKKs that are generally specific to each. In addition, the members of each MAPK

pathway are oligomerised in the form of a linear cassette by distinct scaffold

proteins.

6.2.3 PDGFR kinase insert tyrosines – PI-3-kinase, and Ras versus Rac

The insert tyrosines of PDGFR-a (731 and 742; equivalent to PDGFR-b Tyr740,

Tyr751) can be mutated to phenylalanine with no effect on ligand induced autopho-

sphorylation or the mutants’ abilities to phosphorylate exogenous substrate, but their

point mutation does impair the receptor’s ability to recruit and stimulate (Class 1A) PI-

3-kinase8.Without these phosphotyrosines, the p85 regulatory subunit of PI-3-kinase is

not recruited fromcytosol to themembrane andPIP3 is not produced. This tandempTyr-

binding site for PI-3-kinase p85 subunit (p85PI3K) is particularly specific and has high-

affinity because it docks with a tandem SH2 pair on this PI-3-kinase adaptor/regulator

subunit6. The minimal consensus sequence for these SH2 domains is: pTyr.Xxx.Xxx.

Met, a sequence found at the tandem insert target tyrosines in both PDGFR-a and

PDGFR-b, but not in Flt-3 (see Table 6.1).
The p85PI3K subunit is an adaptor protein consisting of an N-terminal SH3

domain, followed by a BcrH domain that is bracketed between a pair of proline-

rich regions (see Figure 6.4). The C-terminal half of the molecule consists of a pair

Figure 6.4 Domain structure of non-receptor signalling proteins
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of SH2 domains, on either side of a unique domain that is responsible for dimerisa-

tion with the p110 catalytic subunit (p110PI3K)9. Recruitment of PI-3-kinase from the

cytosol to the plasma membrane (by SH2 docking) is sufficient for activation. In

other words, the p110 catalytic subunit is actually constitutively active and only

needs to be brought close to its substrate PIP2 (membrane-bound to the inner leaflet).

The consequent production of PIP3 causes the translocation and activation of a

number of PH-domain serine/threonine protein kinases, including PIP3-dependent
kinase (PDK) and atypical protein kinase C-� (PKC�). This is discussed further in

Chapter 9 (Section 9.9). The appearance of PIP3 also causes PLCg to translocate

from cytosol to membrane, as discussed below.

6.2.4 PDGFR, PI-3-kinase, Ras and mitosis

Aside from its well-established PIP3 signal, PI-3-kinase is also inextricably linked with

regulation ofmonomericG protein signalling. For example, GTP-occupiedRas binds to

the p110 PI-3-kinase catalytic subunit and stimulates its phosphoinositide 3-kinase

activity, downstream10. There appears to be a reciprocal arrangement that also places PI-

3-kinase upstream of Ras. At low levels of growth factor stimulation, for example, the

activation of the Ras/MAPK pathway is conditional upon basal levels of PI-3-kinase

activity11. At least in some circumstances, PI-3-kinase can help activate the growth-

promoting Ras/MAPK pathway.

Peaks of both PI-3-kinase activity and Ras<GTP> accumulation occur in two

distinct phases after mitogenic stimulation of quiescent cells – both exhibit an immedi-

ate transient peak followed by another peak later in the G1 phase of the cell cycle.

The early rise in Ras levels (see below) disappears a few minutes after growth factor

stimulation and remains lowonly to peak again after 4 hours12. Thevery early activation

of theRas/MAPKpathway is transient and is followed by a delayed accumulation ofRas

during mid-G1, beginning at 2 hours and persisting until 6 hours. The later activation

phase results in up to half the cell’s compliment of Ras accumulating as Ras<GTP>.
The mid-G1 Ras activation phase appears to be independent of Shc-Grb2 complex

formation and is uncoupled from MAPK activation.

PI-3-kinase activation follows a similar pattern. In the continued presence of PDGF,

PIP3 levels peak after only 5minutes and then decline after 30minutes; a longer-lasting

accumulation of PIP3 appears between 3 and 7 hours13.

6.2.5 PDGFR, PI-3-kinase, Rac and motility

The monomeric G protein, Rac, is absolutely essential for cell migration; inhibition

of Rac prevents the movement of macrophages, epithelial cells and fibroblasts14.

Activated Rac stimulates actin polymerisation in focal complexes at membrane

protrusions (lamellipodia) that form at the leading edge of migrating cells; lamelli-

podia that fail to adhere to substratum are swept backwards in the form of membrane
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‘ruffles’. Rac is also a downstream target of PI-3-kinase recruitment to the

membrane.

It is known that theBcrH domain of p85PI3K bindsRac<GTP>. TheBcrHdomain is a

disabled Rho/Rac GTP’ase activating module (RhoGAP-like) – although it binds

directly to GTP-activated Rac, it has no down-regulatory activity and cannot stimulate

the Rac GTP’ase. It appears essential for the full range of p85PI3K interactions and,

significantly, the short isoforms of p85PI3K (p50 and p55) that are missing this domain

display different signalling behaviour15. Perhaps theBcrH domain serves to concentrate

Rac<GTP> at the RTK signal particle, or to prolong Rac activity by antagonising

binding of functional RhoGAPs. Certainly, the N-terminal half of p85PI3K (containing

the BcrH domain and polyproline regions) is essential for cytoskeletal signalling,

although not for mitogenesis9. It has been shown, for example, that the N-terminal

section of p85PI3K is essential for its relocation to specialised areas of the plasma

membrane where Rac activation is concentrated during cell migration. GFP-tagged

p85PI3K co-migrates with activated EGFR/erbB3 dimers, moving from the base of

microvilli to membrane ruffles then to surface patches16.

The p85 PI-3-kinase subunit has an alternative, regulatory, way of interacting with

Rac via activation of RacGEF activity in Sos, as discussed below.

Interestingly, the interaction of Rac with p85/p110 dimers appears to increase

their phosphoinositide kinase activity, just as Ras does15.

6.2.6 PDGFR insert phosphotyrosines and Ras regulators

Asecond kinase insert position, pTyr771 of PDGFR-b, acts as a docking site for the SH2
domain of RasGAP, the downregulator of Ras signalling17.

A third insert site, pTyr716, acts as direct docking site for Grb2. Grb2 is an adaptor

that consists of a single SH2 domain sandwiched between two SH3 domains (Fig-

ure 6.4). It forms a cytoplasmic constitutive complex with the guanine nucleotide

exchange factor, mSos, by binding to the proline-rich C-terminal tail of mSos via

SH3 interaction. Recruitment of the Grb2/mSos complex to the pTyr-docking site

allows mSos to activate Ras, and thereby activate the MAPK cascade3. It must be

emphasised that, although Grb2 is the primary adaptor involved in mSos activation of

the Ras/MAPK pathway, MAPK activation can be brought about, or at least strength-

ened, by other PDGFR pathways, as discussed above18.

Ras<GTP> selectively activates the Erk1/2-type MAPK cascade by recruitment of

Raf to the plasma membrane where Raf is further activated by phosphorylation. In

contrast, Rac<GTP> primarily activates the stress-activated protein kinase-(SAPK)-

typeMAPK cascade, with a similar but lesser effect on the p38-typeMAPK pathway19.

However, it has been found that Rac also activates the Erk-typeMAPK pathway in a PI-

3-kinase-dependent manner. Either the physical interaction of p85PI3K with

Rac<GTP>, and/or the increased production of PIP3 this induces, stimulates RacGEF

activity, upregulating high enough levels of Rac<GTP> to activate p21-activated
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protein kinase (PAK, a serine/threonine kinase). PAK has been shown to collaborate

with Raf in activating the Erk1/2 pathway. PAK3 serine phosphorylates Raf-1 in an

activating step; PAK1 phosphorylates Mek1 (but not Mek2), creating an important

docking site for Erk20. Interestingly, this activating effect of Rac-PAK is stimulated by

cell adherence (cells in suspension showbasal activity) and is suggested to be caused due

to integrin activation21. So, althoughRas is primarily thought of asmitogenic andRac as

cytokinetic, both pathways potentially overlap.

Despite the potential overlap revealed in the above studies (which were mostly

done using constitutively active or dominant-negative mutants of Ras, Rac, and

downstream elements), complete pathways exhibit more conditional controls. For

example, both PDGFR-a and -b receptors activate PI-3-kinase and both might

therefore be expected to activate the same Rac-PAK pathways discussed above.

Instead, it was found that only PDGFR-a was able to activate the SAPK/Jnk1-type

MAPK pathway, although both PDGFR-a and PDGFR-b could activate the

Erk2-type MAPK pathway22. This difference in PDGFR signalling results in

PDGFR-a antagonising PDGFR-b signalling, in that the former receptor’s unique

activation of Jnk-1 suppresses the ‘transforming’ activity of Erk1/2 by the latter. In

cells expressing only the PDGFR-b receptor, Erk1/2 activation is unopposed –

PDGFR-b–b ‘transforms’ fibroblasts by allowing them to grow in an anchorage-

independent manner, like cancer cells.

In fibroblasts, the activation of Ras by growth factors precedes that of Rac. An

immediate short-lived activation of Ras (3 minutes) is followed by a more sustained

activation of Rac (3–15 minutes)23.

6.2.7 Sos-1 – a bi-functional guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF)

Son-of-sevenless (Sos) was first discovered as a mutated protein present in the R7

photoreceptor pathway of fruit flies. Mammalian mSos was first characterised as a

RasGEF (Chapter 7, Section 7.7.2) but recently its alternative RacGEF activity has

been recognised as being important23. mSos’s RasGEF activity is mediated via its

Cdc25-like domain, which represents its RasGEF motif, whereas its RacGEF activ-

ity is due to its N-terminal tandem Dbl-homology/plextrin-homology region. mSos

C-terminal tail is proline-rich and is a target for SH3 domain proteins such as Grb2

(Figure 6.4). mSos can act as either a RasGEF or RacGEF and, in each guise, mSos is

complexed with a different, distinct adaptor.

In vivo, mSos is found in the cytosol of unstimulated cells; in activated cells, a

proportion is associated transiently with the activated RTK signal transduction particle.

The cellular compliment of resting Sos is divided between a large pool of Grb2-Sos

complex and a 10-fold smaller pool of a trimeric complex containing Sos complexed

with Eps8 (an RTK substrate) and Abi-1 (Abelson-interactor-1; or ‘E3b1’). The former

dimer acts to mediate RTK activation of Ras, and the latter trimeric complex mediates

Rac activation.
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6.2.8 Sos – the switch from RasGEF to RacGEF

Abi-1 is an SH3-containing adaptor (Figure 6.4) that competes with Grb2-SH3 for

binding to the proline-rich C-terminal tail of Sos (VPVPPPVPPRRR). Abi-1 is strictly

required for RTK stimulation of Rac and PAK. A unique proline-rich stretch in Abi-1

(PPPPPVDYTEDEE, critical residues are underlined) provides a binding site for the

SH3 domain of Eps8. Thus, Abi-1 acts to scaffold these two proteins. Additionally, Abi-

1 targets its complexes to lamellipodia and filopodia, siteswhereRac is involved in actin

polymerisation regulation24. Abi-1 contains a central tyrosine that is constitutively

phosphorylated and this can bind to the more N-terminal of the two SH2 domains of

p85 (the regulatory subunit of PI3k)25.

The switch in Grb2-Sos to Abi-1-Eps8-Sos is driven by disruption of the Grb2-

containing complex after the initial phase of Ras signalling is over. Hyperphosphoryla-

tion of Sos is suggested to be responsible23. However, formation of the trimeric complex

is not enough, it needs the participation of activated PI-3-kinase before it can interact

withRac.Receptor-docked PI-3-kinase produces a local high concentration of PIP3 that

serves to activate RacGEF activity of the trimeric complex (a tandem PIP3-dependent

DH/PH corresponding to a Rho/RacGEF domain is found in Sos).

The type of phosphoinositide bound to the DH/PH domain of mSos controls

whether RasGEF or RacGEF activity is displayed (Figure 6.5). The PH module

can bind either PIP2 (the substrate of both PLCg and PI-3-kinase) or PIP3 (the

product of PI-3-kinase). mSos binding to PIP2 induces tight association between the

DH and PH modules; the domain is thus disabled and cannot bind to Rac. In this

conformation, mSos acts as a RasGEF when it is recruited by receptor-bound Grb2.

When PI-3-kinase is activated, mSos binds PIP3; this loosens the inhibitory

interaction between DH and PH modules, and the protein can now bind Rac and

manifest RacGEF activity26.

Production of PIP3 and the physical association of PI-3-kinase with the trimeric

complex are essential to forming functional RacGEF activity. The N-terminal of PI-3-

kinase’s two SH2 (N-SH2) domains binds to the activated mSos-Abi-1-Eps8 complex

via the pTyr of Abi-1. Interestingly, the C-terminal of p85PI3K’s pair of SH2 domains

(C-SH2) has a high affinity for PIP3, which competes for binding with the receptor’s

pTyr motif27, leaving open the possibility that PI-3-kinase, bound to the Sos-containing

RacGEF complex via its N-SH2, may remain simultaneously receptor-bound or even

undock from the activated receptor if high levels of PIP3 displace binding of C-SH2 to

PDGFR pTyr. The latter is a distinct possibility because, although PI-3-kinase is

associated with the Sos-centred RacGEF complex, mSos is not immunoprecipitated

with PDGFR during the timewhen RacGEF activity is expressed (this is after the initial

phase of Ras activation is over)23,25.

Cytoplasmic PI-3-kinase is recruited to the plasma membrane by binding to phos-

photyrosines on the erbB3 component of activated EGFR/erbB3 receptor dimers, an

interaction that depends crucially upon the presence of both SH2 domains of p85PI3K

and, to a lesser extent, on retention of itsN-terminal region (containing the SH3, Bcr and

proline-rich domains)16. TheN-terminal SH2 of p85PI3K also binds PIP3 and this would
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suggest that PI-3-kinase sets up its ownnegative feedback loopbybinding stepwise to its

own product, eventually dissociating itself from activated receptors when both SH2

domains swap from pTyr- to PIP3-binding. Indeed, this was how the mechanism was

discovered – through the observation that the amount of p85PI3K associating with pTyr

residues on the insulin receptor substrate was doubled when wortmannin (a PI-3-kinase

active site inhibitor) was added along with the activating insulin27. TheC-terminal SH2

of PLC-g also displays dual pTyr-versus-PIP3-binding, and undocking by PIP3 compe-

tition has been suggested as a way to redistribute activated PLC-g too27,28.
The PIP3 signal from PI-3-kinase also activates a number of other RacGEFs via

DH/PH domain binding, including Vav and a-PIX29.

Figure 6.5 mSos can act as RasGEF or RacGEF
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6.2.9 PDGFR C-terminal tail tyrosines

The C-terminal tail pTyr1009 and pTyr1021 of PDGFR-b act as a dual binding site for

PLCg6. Like p85PI3K, PLCg contains a pair of SH2 domains so the binding is high

affinity.Moreover, like p85PI3K, theC-SH2ofPLCg can also bindPIP3 (as an alternative
ligand to pTyr) while its N-SH2 plays the predominant role in pTyr-docking with

PDGFR30. Disabling the C-SH2 of PLCg1 only slightly reduces the mutant’s binding

to phosphorylated PDGFR (with similarly slight lowering of phospholipase activation),

but disabling the N-SH2 completely prevents binding to PDGFR and blocks activation

of the enzyme. The phosphotyrosine that predominates in mediating the docking of

PLCg is PDGFR-b pTyr1021.

6.2.10 Alternative Grb-2 docking sites: SHP-2 and Shc

There is evidence that other SH2 domain proteins compete for the minor PLCg-binding
site (i.e., pTyr1009). Here we see another difference in the two receptors. In PDGFR-b,
pTyr1009 acts as a docking site for the SH2-containing protein tyrosine phosphatase

SHP-2 (also known as Syp, SH-PTP-2 or PTP-1D). SHP-2 becomes tyrosine phos-

phorylated upon interactionwith the receptor and thus provides a docking site for Grb2-

SH2, and there is evidence that this results in mSos recruitment and Ras activation, at

least in some cell types2,3. In PDGFR-a on the other hand, SHP-2 instead binds to

pTyr720 in the insert segment with the same consequence of phosphorylation and Grb2

recruitment but in this case, there is no activation of Ras31.

6.2.11 Shc

Shc is a PTB-SH2-domain adaptor (with no enzymic activity) that becomes tyrosine

phosphorylated on interaction with RTKs and can act as a bridging ligand between the

receptor and Grb2/mSos complex. The N-terminal PTB domain of Shc is followed by a

collagen-like GlyPro-rich linker that connects to the C-terminal SH2 domain (Fig-

ure 6.4). It is well established that Shc can provide an alternative way for Grb2/mSos

dimers to interact with RTKs, and this is discussed below in relation to PTB-binding to

the EGF receptor, and in Chapter 9 in relation to it bridging between Grb2 and the

insulin receptor substrate. Shc can bind to phosphotyrosines in two ways: either via

its PTB domain, which has a specificity for Asn.Pro.Xxx.pTyr32, or via its SH2

domain, which has specificity for pTyr.Glu/�.Xxx.Met/�. A phosphorylatable tyr-

osine in the central collagen homology region provides a docking site for Grb2-SH2

and this link with the RTK allows recruitment of mSos that then stimulates GTP-for

GDP exchange at Ras.

Whereas Shc associateswith the activatedPDGFR, becomes tyrosine phosphorylated

and allows Grb2 to dock, the exact docking site is not well-characterised. In porcine

aortic endothelial cells Shc associates with PDGFR-b via its SH2 domain, becomes
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tyrosine-phosphorylated and induces Grb2 recruitment to the receptor. There is no

evidence that it interacts via its PTB domain33. Studies with synthetic pTyr peptides

from thePDGFR-b intracellular domain indicated binding to pTyr-579, -740, -751, and -

771; the non-phosphorylated peptides or the remaining phosphotyrosine motifs

pTyr-581, -857, -1009, and -1021, showed little or no binding to Shc SH25. Tyrosine579

seemed tobe apreferred site. In contrast, invascular smoothmuscle cells, Shc associated

with PDGFR even when the receptor was unactivated; Grb2, however, was only

recruited to the receptor (via Shc) upon PDGF stimulation34. This may suggest that

Shc SH2 can associate with unphosphorylated sequences.

6.2.12 PLCc

PLCg is homologous with PLCb but contains extra inserted modules that allow it to

interact with RTKs and other signalling molecules that are outside the scope of PLCb’s
signalling routes (see Figure 6.4). PLCg is cytosolic in resting cells, but is recruited to the
membranewithin seconds of activation of wild-type PDGFR– IP3 begins to be produced

within 15 seconds, peaking at 30 seconds; calcium release peaks later at around

75 seconds27. Eliminating the primary PLCg binding site on PDGFR (Phe-for-Tyr1021

substitution) reduces and delays the calcium release but does not block it completely.

Significantly, eliminating the tandem PI-3-kinase site (Tyr740 and Tyr751) on PDGFR

also reduces and delays the calcium response; substituting both C-terminal and kinase

insert sites completely blocks PLCg activation by growth factor. So, the fast IP3/Ca2þ-
response is a result of synergising recruitment signals: the appearance of the correct pTyr

on the receptor and the generation of PIP3 by PDGFR-recruited PI-3-kinase.

Interaction with the receptor allows the kinase to tyrosine-phosphorylate PLCg;
this covalent modification step is necessary for full activity because it is theorised to

drive a conformational re-arrangement of the enzyme such that the ‘split catalytic

site’ is re-united30. Docking with PDGFR brings PLCg to the membrane via SH2

interaction; a translocation that is strengthened by the activation of PI-3-kinase

docked to the same receptor. The local production of PIP3 provides an alternative

membrane-anchoring point via PLCg’s PIP3-specific PH domain. The activated

receptor phosphorylates PLCg on its regulatory tyrosine (Tyr783 of PLCg1) and
this is thought to relieve some conformational restraint that allows (or is assisted by)

the C-SH2 domain to re-direct its binding from PDGFR-pTyr1009 to PIP3. The

active site is thus assembled and positioned at the source of PIP2 substrate, the

plasma membrane inner leaflet (Figure 6.6).

6.2.13 PDGFR Juxtamembrane tyrosines

The juxtamembrane pTyr residue pair of PDGFR (Tyr579 and Tyr581) acts as a docking

site for Src family members, resulting in Src activation via displacement of the

inhibitory intrachain SH2-pTyr bond of inactive Src and its replacement with
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SrcSH2-PDGFR-pTyr579/581 binding. (See Chapter 3, Section 3.1.5); also discussed

below in relation to the effect on kinase activation.) Note that Src does not appear to be

able to phosphorylate and activate PDGFR as it can the insulin receptor35. pTyr 579 is

also capable of binding Shc, and PDGFR-b phosphorylates Shc, thereby providing an

alternative binding site for Grb2. However, this is unlikely to activate MAPK and

mitogenesis, as point mutation of Tyr579 has no effect on PDGF-stimulated DNA

synthesis4. pTyr716 appears to be the primary site for MAPK activation, because its

elimination reduces the number of immediate early response genes induced in response

to ligand18.

6.3 PDGFR family autoinhibition: juxtamembrane
and A-loop tyrosines

In the PDGFR/VEGFR family (the PTK-XV class of kinases) a single tyrosine in the A-

loop needs to be autophosphorylated for the full range of PDFGR-like signalling and a

pair of juxtamembrane tyrosine residues are also involved in kinase activation. Theway

these two regulatory elements interact has been delineated in solution studies of

PDGFR/VEGFR point and deletion mutants.

6.3.1 PDGFR juxtamembrane and A-loop tyrosines! phenylalanines

Tyrosine to phenylalanine is a fairly conservative substitution – phenylalanine is aromatic

and of a similar size, and only lacks the H-bonding potential of the phenolic hydroxyl.

Most relevant to the present discussion is the fact that it cannot undergo phosphorylation.

Figure 6.6 Possible PLCg activation steps
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Point mutation of the juxtamembrane Tyr579 to a Phe (Y579F) produced a PDGFR

with a severely reduced ability to bind Src (via Src’s SH2 domain), although it still

responded to PDGF stimulation with autophosphorylation; a Phe substitution of the

juxtamembrane Tyr581 (Y581F) produced similar results: retention of ligand response

but impaired Src binding4. Binding studies with synthetic peptides encompassing this

region (þ/� tyrosine phosphorylation) confirmed that, despite only having one SH2

domain, Src bound cooperatively to the doubly-phosphorylated juxtamembrane peptide

(pTyr579þpTyr581) in preference to singly-phosphorylated peptides (either Tyr579 or
pTyr581), possibly because of the Src family preference for negatively charged acidic

residues C-terminal from the pTyr. The PDGFR pTyr579 is thought to be the prime site

(P0) because a related receptor (the CSF-1 receptor) retains this tyrosine but has a

phenylalanine at the 581 position.

6.3.2 PDGFR juxtamembrane (Y-Y! A-A) mutant unresponsive to ligand

Unexpectedly, the double mutant PDGFR protein lacking both phosphorylatable tyr-

osines (Y579/581F) was activation-defective, inasmuch as stimulation with PDGF did

not induce any autophosphorylation. This finding was explored further, comparing the

double juxtamembrane mutant with the single A-loop mutant.

6.3.3 PDGFR Y579/581F is stuck in an autoinhibited state

The basal kinase activity of the Y579/581F double mutant is actually comparable with

unstimulated wild-type PDGFR so it is not ‘kinase dead’. The juxtamembrane double

mutant Y579/581F can be artificially stimulatedwithATP-loading to the same extent as

wild typebutPDGFcannot upregulate its autophosphorylation activity35. Consequently,

the Y579/581F protein is unable to bind any of its SH2-containing docking partners:

binding of Src, RasGAP, PLCg and the p85 subunit of PI3K is undetectable.

6.3.4 PDGFR A-loop (Y! F) mutant cannot bind exogenous substrate
polypeptides

In contrast to the tandem Phe juxtamembrane mutation, the single A-loop mutant (Phe

substituted for Tyr857, ‘Y857F’) is fully competent to autophosphorylate when stimu-

lated with PDGF and can dock with SH2-containing proteins when so activated.

However, this mutant cannot be activated by ATP-loading and is unable to phosphor-

ylate other protein substrates, including an ideal consensus peptide. This suggests that

substitution of the A-loop tyrosine does not produce a ‘kinase dead’ receptor, but rather

that its active site is not optimally assembled for substrate recognition.

Finally, it is noteworthy that both Phe-substituted juxtamembrane and A-loop

PDGFR-b mutants dimerise normally in response to PDGF.
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6.3.5 PDGFR juxtamembrane and A-loop tyrosines! alanines

Substitution of tyrosine with an alanine residue is a much more drastic mutation and

makes a significant change at that position – alanine is much smaller, unphosphoryla-

table and non-aromatic. Lack of the benzene ring means alanine cannot p-bond with

other aromatics.

6.3.6 PDGFR Y579/581A is constitutively active

Interestingly, juxtamembrane alanine substitutions tend to produce constitutively active

forms of PDGFR-b (Table 6.2). Tandem substitution of the central juxtamembrane

tyrosine pair with alanines (human PDGFR-b: Y579/581A) produced a constitutively

activated receptor36 – note this study was on mouse PDGFR and so numbering in the

paper differs from the human numbering I have substituted for clarity. Indeed, scattered

single alanine substitutions throughout the juxtamembrane region (corresponding to

human PDGFR-b positions: 562, 566, 569, 587, 589) had similar effects. Notably, these

sensitive residues have either bulky hydrophobic or aromatic sidechains.

A similar study on the closely related Kit-type PDGFR familymember confirmed the

importance of the juxtamembrane in autoinhibition and further showed thatmutating its

C-loop catalytic aspartate residue (equivalent to Asp826 in human PDGFR-b) to an

alanine did not produce a consititutively activekinase (as juxtamembrane deletions did),

but one that was unable to phosphorylate substrate37. The same study conclusively

showed the importance of the juxtamembrane domain in autoinhibition with synthetic

peptides.

Deletion of the juxtamembrane region from Kit yields a constitutively active kinase

that can be inhibited by adding a synthetic peptide encompassing the missing stretch of

Table 6.2 Alanine-scanning of murine PDGFR-b juxtamembrane region

541 LVVLTIISLI ILIMLWQKKP RYEIRWKVIE SVSSDGHEYI YVDPMQLPYD STWELPRDQL

541 LVVLTIISLI ILIMLWQKKP RAEIRAKVAE SVSSDGHEAI AVDPMQAPAD STWELPRDQL

541 LVVLTIISLI ILIMLWQKKP RYEIRWKVIE SVSSDGHEYI YVDPMQLPYD STWELPRDQL
| || || |

JMB JMS JMZ

Above shows the positions of activating alanine substitutions that caused constitutive
activation in mouse PDGFR- . Positions are mapped onto the human sequence for
comparison. Upper panel, native; middle, alanine substitutions in yellow; lower,
juxtamembrane sections indicated (as revealed in Flt-3). Note, the numbering of the
murine receptor differs, but the juxtamembrane sequence is identical to human save for a
valine-for-methionine substitution at human position 585 (italics).

Irusta, P.M., Luo, Y., Bakht, O., Lai, C-C., Smith, S.O. and DiMaio, D. (2002) Definition
of an inhibitory juxtamembrane WW-like domain in the platelet-derived growth factor
receptor. J. Biol. Chem., 277: 38627-38634.
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sequence. However, the doubly-phosphorylated juxtamembrane peptide (with tandem

pTyr’s equivalent to PDGFR-b Y579/581) has no inhibitory effect. The wild-type

juxtamembrane peptide was found to have an ordered structure that was disrupted by

the dual tyrosine-phosphorylation. Finally, the constitutive activity of juxtamembrane-

deletionmutant Kit was inhibited in vivo by co-expression of wild-type juxtamembrane

domain37.

6.4 Crystal structure of kinase domain of PDGFR family-A
member: Flt-3

The unique kinase insert has proved a great hindrance to crystallisation and PDGFR

family members have only been crystallised with this region deleted. A recent crystal

structure of the PDGFR-related Flt-3 receptor (missing the kinase insert) complements

studies on the biochemistry of PDGFR activation and largely confirms predictions from

the solution studies38.

Flt-3 (‘FMS-like kinase 3’) is a close relative of PDGFR, both being in the PTK-XV

(A) family of protein kinases (see Appendix 1). The receptor is also known as FLK-2

(‘foetal liver kinase 2’) or STK-1 (stem cell kinase 1) and its ligand FL (‘Flt-3 ligand’)

acts as a growth and differentiation factor for haemopoetic stem cells39. Flt-3 mutations

are associated with acute myeloid leukaemias and the oncoproteins are seen as a

promising therapeutic target40. These Flt-3 kinase-activating mutations point to reg-

ulatory elements, particularly the juxtamembrane region,which are probably utilised by

the other PTK-XV(A) family members (like PDGFR).

A recent Flt-3 crystal structure (PDB file: 1RJB) is unusual in containing the full-length

juxtamembrane domain (these are often missing or fragmentary in RTK crystals) and its

interaction with the kinase core suggests how PDGFR family members are autoinhib-

ited38. The structure is of a cytoplasmic domain-only protein (aas: His564–Ser993)

engineered to remove the kinase insert segment (His711–His761), which would otherwise

interfere with crystallisation (see cyan box Table 6.1). Also missing from the coordinate

file are two disordered segments (see grey boxes in Table 6.1). A RasMol-rendered view

of Flt-3 is shown in Figure 6.7, using the usual catalytic site colouring and with the

juxtamembrane coloured in shades of blue; compare this with PKA and the active and

inactive insulin receptor kinase (IRK) structures in Figure 4.10. It is immediately apparent

that the A-loop of autoinhibited Flt-3 is in a conformation similar to that of inactive

unphosphorylated IRK, while the C-helix is different from either active or inactive IRK

positions. The key feature, however, is that the juxtamembrane domain has invaded the

active site and thus blocks access to substrates as well as disabling catalysis.

6.4.1 Flt-3 juxtamembrane interactions and autoinhibition/activation

The juxtamembrane domain is in three parts: the ‘binding’ section (JMB), the ‘switch’

section (JMS) and the ‘zipper’ section (JMZ)38(see Figure 6.8).
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ThemostN-terminal JMB residue, Tyr572 is buried in a hydrophobic pocket in theN-

lobe and its phenolic group hydrogen bonds with the invariant Glu661 – this is the

conserved C-helix glutamate that salt-bridges with the subdomain II lysine, which

coordinates the a/b phosphates of ATP (see Table 4.1, Chapter 4). The anchoring

Figure 6.7 Showing autoinhibited Flt-3 compared with the active PKA

Figure 6.8 Auto-inhibited Flt-3 – juxtamembrane and A-loop interactions
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JMB section is followed by JMS, which contains a loop with the two phosphorylatable

tyrosinesTyr589 andTyr591 (equivalent to PDGFR-bTyr579 andTyr581).The tyrosine
pair project towards the C-lobe and this ‘switch’ hangs like a latch over the lip of the

catalytic cleft. The JMZ section provides a second anchor point for the switch. In

particular, a conserved tyrosine (Tyr599) is buried in a hydrophobic pocket of theN-lobe

and H-bonds with a conserved glutamate (Glu604).

The single A-loop tyrosine of Flt3 (Tyr842) is hydrogen bonded to the catalytic

aspartate of the C-loop ‘RD’ motif (Asp811, equivalent to PKA Asp166 or PDGFR-b
Asp826) in exactly the samemanner as in the disabled active site of autoinhibited insulin

receptor kinase41 (see Figure 6.8 and Chapter 4, Section 4.3). Furthermore, the catalytic

aspartate is ion-paired with Arg834 of the A-loop (equivalent to PKA-Lys189; Cdk-2-

Arg150; IRK-Arg1155 – the residue forming the ‘charged cluster’ when A-loop is

phosphorylated); significantly, the latter’s residue neighbour is Asp835, a major onco-

genic pointmutation in human acutemyeloid leukaemia. This pointmutation ofAsp835

(predominantly tyrosine substitution) leads to an oncoprotein that is constitutively

activated, being autophosphorylated and mitogenic without ligand stimulation42.

Superimposing the structures of inactive Flt3 and the activated insulin receptor kinase

reveals that the central section of the juxtamembrane region occupies exactly the same

space that a section of the activated A-loop of IRK would occupy (see Figure 6.9). As

well as hindering the activatingmovement of theA-loop, the juxtamembrane interaction

has clearly pulled the C-helix out of position. A final similarity with the insulin receptor

kinase is that the phenylalanine of the A-loop DFG motif of Flt3 is blocking the

adenosine-binding site in exactly the same way that the DFG-phenylalanine of the

inactive insulin receptor interferes with ATP access.

Figure 6.9 Inactive Flt-3 superimposed on the activated insulin receptor kinase, showing the
inhibiting positions of Flt-3‘s juxtamembrane and DFG motifs
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Theauthorsof the research38 suggest that ligand-binding toFlt3 renders the JMSswitch

sufficientlymobile and exposed enough to undergo phosphorylation easily. Such changes

in its electronegativity would be likely to disturb the entire juxtamembrane domain and,

after it detached, the A-loop could become exposed and phosphorylated so enabling the

correct assembly of ATP- and peptide substrate-binding sites. The importance of the

anchoring JMR residue Tyr572 is seen in PDGFR point mutations of its equivalent Tyr.

In summary, the PDGFR family activation probably resembles that described for Flt3

where the juxtamembrane region and theA-loopmount a joint regime of auto-inhibition

that disables the catalytic base, blocks ATP binding and prevents the correct positioning

of the A-loop for peptide substrate binding.

6.5 The ErbB family

The founder member of this clan of receptors is the epidermal growth factor (EGF)

receptor. Its existence was first suspected after the independent discoveries of ‘EGF by

StanleyCohen andHarryGregory. EGF is secreted in an active form in human urine and

was detected as early as 1942 as a gastric acid release-inhibiting factor called ‘urogas-

trone’43. Gregory isolated this factor fromurine and noted its similarity to the alternative

isolate from Cohen’s lab. Cohen had just purified EGF from male mouse submaxillary

glands, so named because it stimulated the proliferation of epidermal epithelial cells.

Cohen shared the Nobel Prize for this discovery with Rita Levi-Montalcini (the

discoverer of nerve growth factor). Cohen’s lab later identified the EGF receptor as a

170 kDa membrane protein that became phosphorylated in response to EGF. This has

recently been reviewed44.

It later transpired that a truncated version of the chicken EGF receptor (EGFR) was

present as the second of two oncogenes incorporated into the genome of the avian

erythroblastosis retrovirus (AEV). Hence the alternative name ErbB (the first AEV

oncogene, named ErbA, turned out to be a thyroid hormone receptor). The ‘ErbB’

classification became adopted as more receptors were revealed to be homologous.

The mature cellular form of EGFR is a 1186-residue transmembrane protein that is

derived from a 1210 precursor through cleavage of its N-terminal signal sequence. Its

(N-terminal) extracellular portion is heavily N-glycosylated (sugars making up to 20%

of itsmolecularmass). The extracellular part of theprotein represents the ligand-binding

domain and consists of residues: 1-621. It is separated from the intracellular portion by a

transmembrane helix approximately encompassing residues 626–64745. The transmem-

brane helix merges with the ‘juxtamembrane’ domain (644–687), followed by the

catalytic core (688–955). A uniqueC-terminal tail (956–1186) completes themolecule.

6.5.1 EGFR family members and ligands

There are now fourmembers of the humanEGFR family: ErbB1 (theEGF-receptor, also

binds TGF-a), ErbB2 (an ‘orphan’ receptor with no known high affinity ligand), ErbB3
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(a receptor for heregulin with an inactive kinase domain) and ErbB4 (receptor for

betacellulin and heregulin). Since the original assignments of ligand specificity it has

emerged that the receptors are more promiscuous in ligand binding than previously

thought46 (see Table 6.3). All of the ligands contain the EGF-fold of three disulphide-

constrained loops, and are generally thought to be monovalent. That is to say, a single

ErbB ligand cannot span between two members of an ErbB dimer.

Aberrant expression of EGF receptor familymembers, ErbB1 and ErbB2, is common

in breast cancer, and is associated with poor prognosis47,45. ErbB1 and ErbB2 are often

co-expressed and collaborate in signalling48. Co-expression of the receptor and its

cognate ligand (for example, ErbB1 and TGF-a) in the same cell contributes to cancer

growth by autocrine stimulation of cell proliferation.

Although homologous and having similar overall architecture, the ErbB-type recep-

tors differ markedly from one another in function. The differences within the ErbB

family are much greater than the differences, say, between PDGFR-a versus –b.
For example, ErB2 is unique in having no high affinity extracellular ligand, or first

messenger. For this reason, it is usually thought of as an ‘orphan’ receptor. Nonetheless,

Table 6.3 High affinity ligand binding specificities of ErbB-type receptors

ErbB1 ErbB2 ErbB3 ErbB4

Epidermal growth factor (EGF) + – – –

Transforming growth factor- (TGF- ) + – – –

Amphiregulin + – – –

Epiregulin + – – +

Heparin-binding EGF (HB-EGF) + – – +

Betacellulin + – – +

Neuregulin-1 (NRG-1, also known as heregulin or

neu differentiation factor)

– – + +

NRG-2 – – + +

NRG-3 – – – +

NRG-4 – – – +
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a membrane-associated activator of ErbB2 does exist in the form of a transmembrane

sialomucin, MUC-4, which can induce ErbB2 phosphorylation49. However, since

MUC-4 is endogenous and, furthermore, does not bind to the defective ligand-binding

domain of ErbB2, it is convenient to think of ErbB2 as purely a co-receptor. Having no

extracellular ligand of its own, ErbB2 relies upon dimerisation with another activated

ErbB monomer (ErbB1, ErbB3 or ErbB4) to activate its kinase – ErbB2/ErbB2 homo-

dimers are inactive.

ErbB3, by contrast, binds extracellular ligands but has an inactive catalytic site.

Therefore, ErbB3/ErbB3 homodimers are also inactive. ErbB3, however, dimerises

with ErbB2 to assemble a powerful signalling entity fromotherwise defective partners –

signalling fromErbB2/ErbB3heterodimers is thought to play an important role in breast

cancer progression46.

The formation of the various ErbB heterodimers is obviously driven by ligand: NRG-

1 and betacellulin inducing ErbB4/ErbB4 or ErbB2/ErbB4 formation, and NRG-1

inducing ErbB2/ErbB3. Although crystal structures of ErbB1 ectodomain (see below)

showEGF binding in amonovalent manner, there is evidence that EGF-like ligands can

either act bivalently or transactivate unliganded partners. For example, EGF alone is

thought to activate cell motility through formation of ErbB1/ErbB3 dimers that then

recruit PI-3-kinase in wild-type A431 cells16.

6.6 ErbB-type receptor signal transduction particles

The principles of particle assembly discussed above in relation to the PDGFR are

equally applicable to EGFR (see Figure 6.10) and its relatives except that with ErbB-

type receptors, heterodimerisation plays an essentially important part of their signalling

flexibility. Since no individual family member possesses the full range of pTyr docking

sites displayed by PDGFR, ErbB receptors are forced to collaborate (see Table 6.4)46.

The receptors vary greatly in their intracellular tyrosine phosphorylation sites and

by selectively heterodimerising, they can assemble all or just a few of the motifs

offered byPDFGR.Wewill concentrate onEGFRas an example ofErbBsignal particles

(Figure 6.10).

As alluded to above, EGFR lacks the appropriate pTyr motifs for recruitment of

p85PI3K and would be motility-impaired without erbB3, which has an abundance of

p85PI3K-specific pTyr motifs (Table 6.4). All ErbB-types, however, are able to recruit

Shc and thus all can activate Ras. EGFR is unusual in being very rapidly internalised

after ligand activation, a finding in part explained by the unique presence of a direct

Cbl binding site. Cbl is a multiple domain adaptor/downregulator, which binds to

EGFR pTyr1045 via an N-terminal ‘TKB’ region (for ‘tyrosine kinase binding) that

contains an SH2 domain. Next to this is a RING finger domain that is a ubiquitin-

ligase, which ubiquitinates EGFR, marking it for internalisation and degradation

when the EGF signal needs to be terminated50. Then, Cbl has a central proline-rich

region followed by a C-terminal tail with multiple phosphorylation sites, one of

which is a docking site for p85PI3K. So, Cbl not only acts to downregulate EGFR
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signalling, but in some cells at least, provides an alternative way of recruiting PI-3-

kinase to stimulate motility51, although it has also been reported to regulate actin

assembly negatively52.

ErbB-type receptors have multiple Shc binding sites and Shc can bind to ErbB

receptors via its SH2 domain or its PTB domain. For example, pTyr1148 is a high

affinity bindingmotif for Shc-PTB33, whereas pTyr1173 acts as a binding site for either

the SH2 or PTB domain of Shc.

Figure 6.10 The EGF receptor signal transduction particle
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6.6.1 The epidermal growth factor receptor kinase – a pre-assembled
active site

The EGFR family is a major exception to the standard model of protein kinase

primary autoinhibition. The tyrosine kinase domain of EGFR (as well as those of

ErbB2 and ErbB4) does not follow the general rule that A-loop phosphorylation is

required for the activation and assembly of the RTK catalytic site. EGFR does

contain an A-loop tyrosine (Tyr845) in the same ‘activating’ position as is present

in IRK (see Chapter 4) but in EGFR, Tyr845 has no regulatory role. It can be

substituted with a phenylalanine without effect on activity. At present, it is known

that

� EGFR is catalytically inactive (and mostly monomeric) in the absence of ligand.

Native EGFR dimers can form in the absence of ligand, but are inactive.

� Ligand-binding induces activationvia dimerisation, followedby trans-autophosphor-

ylation of tyrosines (primarily) in the C-terminal tail.

Table 6.4 Phosphotyrosines in ErbB receptor intercellular domains and the
proteins that dock with each motif

ErbB1 ErB2 ErbB3 ErbB4

845 Src 1035 p85PI3K

992 PLC 1178 p85PI3K

1045 Cbl 1023 1180 Grb7 1056 p85PI3K

1068 Grb2 1139 Grb2 1203 p85PI3K 1188 Shc

1086 Grb2 1196 Shc 1205 p85PI3K 1242 Shc

1148 Shc 1221 Shc 1241 p85PI3K

Shc 1222 Shc 1243 Grb7

PLC Shc 1257 p85PI3K1173

SHP-2

1248

Chk 1270 p85PI3K

1309 Shc
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� vErbB (the viral oncogene) is constitutively active (presumably) because it is

truncated and is missing both the extracellular domain and parts of the C-terminal

tail.

� Even in the absence of EGF, the normal unphosphorylated EGFRkinase appears to be

in an active conformation with catalytic cleft poised for substrate loading and

(potentially) competent to phosphorylate.

� Mutants missing only the extracellular domain (the ‘ectodomain’) exist as mem-

brane-bound, constitutively active dimers45.

Like the insulin receptor, dimerisation in the absence of ligand is not in itself enough to

activate the kinase. Ligand binding induces conformational changes in the ectodomain

that spreads right through the membrane to the intracellular domain, directly or

indirectly activating the kinasewithout A-loop phosphorylation. Clearly, its autoinhibi-

tion mechanism is a good deal more complex than other protein kinases.

If we compare the apo-EGFR kinase structure with that of phosphorylase kinase

(another protein kinase that does not require A-loop phosphorylation, see Chapter 5), a

number of similarities seem evident but the disposition of key residues is not identical

(see below).

As mentioned above, Tyr845 of EGFR is in a position equivalent to pTyr1163 of

IRK and also interacts (albeit non-electrostatically) with two residues that match

those of IRK’s ‘basic cluster’53. It binds, by van der Waals interaction, to the

aliphatic portion of Lys836 (equivalent to Arg1115 of IRK). It also H-bonds to

Arg812 in the RDmotif (equivalent to Arg1131 of IRK). Themissing phosphoryl di-

anion is mimicked by a triad of glutamate residues of EGFR’s A-loop: Glu842;

Glu844; Glu848 (see Figure 6.11). The result of these deviations from the RD kinase

core is that the A-loop of unphosphorylated apo-EGFR resembles the conformation

of active IRK.

Another catalytically important component of the active site is also pre-assembled in

apo-EGFR; namely, the salt-bridge between the invariant glutamate of the C-helix and

the lysine of subdomain II that binds a- and b-phosphates of ATP.

6.7 Autoinhibition of EGFR and activation

At the time of writing, there is no firm mechanism of autoinhibition for unliganded

EGFR. Current models, unsurprisingly, focus on the demonstrable importance of theC-

terminal tail (a regulatory elementmissing invErbB) and the juxtamembrane region (the

site of a down-regulating phosphorylation by protein kinase C as well as a target for

calmodulin binding). Two models have been proposed; both emphasise an inactive

receptor geometry that keeps the autophosphorylation substrate sequences away from

the active site cleft, and both depend upon reversible electrostatic attraction/repulsion

cycles to explain inhibition and activation.
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One model is dependent upon there being pre-existing, inactive EGFR dimers that

become re-arranged by ligand binding. The suggestion is that the unusually ordered, and

negatively charged, C-terminal extended tail of one monomer interacts with the posi-

tively charged back face of the catalytic domain, and that this interaction inhibits trans-

autophosphoryation by sequestering the C-terminal substrate sequences away from the

active site cleft54. Alternatively, the basic juxtamembrane domain interacts with the

acidic C-tail region to produce an inactive dimer55.

A second model posits a mechanism whereby the inactive monomeric EGFR is

autoinhibited by electrostatic binding of both the basic juxtamembrane region and the

back face of the catalytic domain to acidic lipids of the inner leaflet56. The evidence for

this model is discussed below. However, it is perfectly possible that both models are

correct and, individually, represent two stages in the full activation of the kinase.

6.7.1 Ligand binding, dimerisation and activation

EGFRmonomers bind a single EGF ligand each and this promotes dimerisation. Unlike

the PDGFR and the insulin receptor, where a single ligand bridges and ligates two

receptor monomers, the EGFR-EGF dimer has a 2:2 composition rather than 2:1.

Clearly, dimerisation of ErbB receptors cannot be simply explained with a simple

bridging action of a bivalent ligand.

N-terminally truncated EGFR mutants (encompassing transmembrane and intracellular

domains only) are constitutively active and dimerised, without ligand. C-terminally

Figure 6.11 The EGFR tyrosine kinase ‘basic cluster’ equivalent
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truncated receptors (containing the soluble ectodomain only) can also dimerise, but

in this case the dimerisation is largely ligand-dependent. Thus, there are both

intracellular and extracellular dimerisation domains. In the ligand-occupied ectodo-

main, a long ‘dimerisation loop’ (Asp238–Lys260) of the CR1 domain projects from

one receptor and binds to a complementary pocket at the base of the CR1 loop of the

dimer partner, while a second dimerisation region is situated within the intracellular

kinase domain between residues 835–918 45.

The ligand binding ‘ectodomain’ has been crystallised in association with its ligand,

transforming growth factor-a (TGF-a, homologous with EGF and an equipotent ago-

nist)57. The ectodomain folds in four separate modules: two ‘ligand binding domains’

(L1: aas 1–165; L2: aas 310–481) and two cysteine-rich domains (CR1: aas 166–309:

CR2: aas 482–618). In the activated bound structure, the TGF-a ligand is held clamped

between the L1 and L2 domains that are hinged together by CR1 (PDB file: 1MOX).

Most of the CR2 domain is missing from the structure and in Figure 6.12, a pastiche of

the activated receptor has been constructed using a copy of CR1 and a transmembrane

helix tofill thegapbetween the ectodomain structure and the separate crystal structure of

apo-EGFR kinase (PDB file: 1M14). Remember, this is only a construct – if the

complete receptor structure is ever solved, it may not look like this.

Another crystal structure has been solved for the EGFR ectodomain, this time in an

inactive (but bound) form58 (PDB file: 1NQL). In this case EGF is bound, but at a low

pH. Such low pH binding is well known to be low affinity and incapable of stimulating

EGFR activity via dimerisation, so the structure is thought to resemble inactive

unoccupied receptor. The structure is quite different. First, the ligand is not clamped,

but instead only binds to the L1 domain. More importantly, the dimerisation loop is not

exposed but is buried in an intrachain interaction with its CR2 domain. This neatly

explains why the unliganded receptor rarely dimerises. Figure 6.13 shows an idealised

construct of inactive EGFR with this inactive ectodomain joined to the apo-EGFR

kinase.Again, this ismerely a pastiche of structures andmaynot reflect the real position.

When ligand binds, it is obvious that a great degree of conformational change is

produced in the ectodomain, particularly with regard to the reorganisation that forces

the dimerisation loop to swing out ready to engage a second activated monomer.

The conformational changes induced first by ligand, and then by dimerisation, are

transmitted through the membrane, possibly by a reorientation of the transmembrane

helix, and cause unknown changes to the intracellular domain.

6.7.2 The EGFR juxtamembrane domain – a nexus for crosstalk

The juxtamembrane region does not have a defined structure in aqueous solution and is

mostlymissing from the kinase crystal structures, but in a lipidmicelle it folds into three

amphipathic helices tightly bound to the micelle surface; this strongly suggests that it

lies along the plane of the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane in vivo59.

The juxtamembrane region contains a PXXP-type basolateral sorting signal, a

lysosomal degradation motif, and a nuclear localisation signal along with the binding
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site for calmodulin. The juxtamembrane region (particularly amino acid stretch 645–

657) of one EGFRmonomer may interact in an inhibitory manner with the polypeptide

backbone of its partner EGFR in inactive dimers, as judged by studies using synthetic

peptides derived from juxtamembrane sequences60. In addition, the juxtamembrane

region of EGFR can directly bind to, and activate, the heterotrimeric G protein Gas,
allowing EGF to activate adenylyl cyclase. Thus the juxtamembrane domain enables

EGFR to crosstalk with signalling pathways normally activated by 7-pass receptor

ligands61.

Figure 6.12 EGFR pastiche illustrating possible activation mechanism
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Finally, this region of EGFR is subject to inhibitory phosphorylations by protein

kinase C (at Thr654) and CaM-kinase (at Thr669)62. These latter effects are calcium-

dependent and act as negative feedback loops, turning off the receptor by initiating its

endocytosis after EGF-stimulated calcium release becomes high or persistent enough.

In particular, it should be noted that phosphorylation of Thr654 by PKC prevents

calmodulin binding and this may explain the inhibitory effect of this covalent modifica-

tion (see below).

In summary, the juxtamembrane domain represents a concentrated focus for compet-

ing signals that may be revealed or hidden by reversible lipid binding, ion fluxes,

phosphorylation, or occupancy by other proteins. Its functional significance is still

not completely understood and is obviously an area that will remain the subject of

intense investigation.

6.7.3 EGFR activation and calcium

One of the earliest signals produced after EGF binding is a rapid and transient rise in

cytosolic calcium and this appears to be an absolute prerequisite for full activation of the

Figure 6.13 EGFR pastiche illustrating possible autoinhibited conformation
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receptor. Indeed, calcium alone can activate EGFR in the complete absence of EGF.

Crosstalk from the calcium-mobilising bradykinin receptor, membrane-depolarisation

by KCl, or treatment with calcium ionophore can all activate unliganded EGFR, the

effects being, variously, calmodulin-dependent or calmodulin-independent63.

The immediate rapid rise in calcium caused by EGF is not from the normal endo-

plasmic reticulum stores64, as the effect is not dependent upon IP3 production.

Although, phospholipase C is involved this is not the classical PLC cascade (see

Chapter 5). It appears that the initial transient EGF-stimulated spike in [Ca2þ] is due
to influx of extracellular calcium through ‘store-operated Ca2þ-channels’ in the plasma

membrane and it was suggested that the channel involved might be one of the transient
receptor potential (TRP) family64. This tentative prediction was recently proved

correct. Knockdown of TRP family member, TRPC4 was found to eliminate EGF-

stimulated calcium flux while at the same time suppressing the mitogenic effects of

EGF in corneal epithelial cells65.

A classical PLC-IP3 calcium signal is activated downstream of EGFR (Figure 6.10)

but this is not associated with relief of autoinhibition of the receptor kinase.

The EGFR juxtamembrane domain – a calcium-activated switch? The juxtamembrane

domains of both EGFR and ErbB2 (as well as the juxtamembrane region of the insulin

receptor) are well established as being calmodulin-binding modules. Although calmo-

dulin-EGFRbindingwas at first shown to be inhibitory, this early study used solubilised

EGFR that was subsequently EGF-stimulated in solution66. In vivo, where EGFR is

membrane-bound, EGF-activation is dependent upon both calciummobilisation and the

consequent activation of calmodulin67. Calcium-activated calmodulin binds to the

portion of receptor closest to the membrane – the ‘juxtamembrane’ domain. The

same mode of kinase activation applies to ErbB2, another ErbB member with a

calmodulin-binding juxtamembrane domain68.

The juxtamembrane domain contains a preponderance of hydrophobic and basic

residues that can interact with the acidic lipid headgroups of the plasma membrane

bilayer, particularly phosphoinositides. In the absence of ligand, the juxtamembrane

domain is theorised to anchor the bulk of the intracellular domain to the inner leaflet,

aided by the concentration of positively charged residues at the back face of the kinase

domain.

As mentioned earlier, one of the first consequences of EGF binding to its receptor,

after dimerisation has occurred, is a transient rise in cytosolic calcium that leads to the

activation of calmodulin. Ca2þ-calmodulin can bind to the juxtamembrane domain and

this recruitment of (highly negatively charged) calmodulin effectively reverses the

charge on that part of the receptor from positive to negative, ‘ripping’ both juxtamem-

brane andkinase domainsoff the inner leaflet by electrostatic repulsion (seeFigures 6.12

and 6.13)56.

In summary, EGFR’s catalytic site is kept inactive in its unliganded state by being

anchored to the negatively chargedmembranevia charge interactionswith the positively

charged juxtamembrane and back face of the kinase domains. This keeps its catalytic

cleft in a position such that it cannot dock with its substrate (the C-terminal tail). The
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likelihood of substrate docking is then increased by the proximity effect of dimerisation

(provoked by the ligand-stimulated exposure of ectodomain dimerisation loops). The

immediate calcium flux produced after dimerisation recruits acidic calmodulin to the

juxtamembrane domain, reversing its polarity and rotating the kinase domain away from

themembrane and into a newposition that allows free access to its partner’sC-tail. Thus,

the activation acts by an electrostatic switch mechanism.
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7
G proteins (I) – monomeric
G proteins

Monomeric G proteins such as Ras are membrane-bound and alternate between activated GTP-

bound and inactivated GDP-bound forms. Ras<GTP> activates its mitogenic effector Raf by

causing its translocation to the membrane, where C-Raf is further activated by phosphorylation

of its ‘N-region’, followed by trans-autophosphorylation (by C-Raf or B-Raf). B-Raf’s ‘N-region’

does not require to be phosphorylated, and so B-Raf is more easily activated (trans-autopho-

sphorylation only). Raf’s large N-terminal regulatory region contains numerous inhibitory serine

phosphorylation sites for PKAand Erk. Although PKA is usually inhibitory, in some circumstances

PKA can activate B-Raf via the Ras relative, Rap. Activation of Raf leads to Erk-type MAPK

activation and mitosis. The two forms of Ras (Ras<GDP> and Ras<GTP>) have different

conformations in two mobile regions: switch I and II. The conformation change is triggered

by loss of the g-phosphate of GTP, breaking the bonds it makes with Thr35 (switch I) and Gly60
(switch II). In the active GTP-bound conformation, switch I acts as a binding surface for

the effector enzyme Raf, which binds by b-strand addition. Ras<GTP> is inactivated by the

intervention of theGTPase-activatingprotein, RasGAP,which inserts an activating arginine into

the otherwise incomplete active site of Ras. Ras<GDP> is activated by docking with receptor-

associated guanine nucleotide exchange factors such as Son-of-sevenless (Sos). In the GDP

conformation, Ras switch II binds to Sos, which inserts an a-helix into the active site,

destabilising the b/g-phosphate binding scaffold and ejecting GDP, which is then replaced by

GTP.

Structure and Function in Cell Signalling John Nelson
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7.1 Classification

‘G proteins’ are so-called because they bind guanine nucleotides (GTP or GDP). Ras-

like monomeric G proteins are related in both sequence and structure to a superclass of

proteins known as ‘P-loop GTPases’ that are part of a wider grouping of ‘P-loop

NTPases’1. P-loop GTPases are distinguished from the other P-loop NTPases on the

basis of their a/b fold, their distinct Walker A box/P-loop (explained below), and a

conserved aspartate in their Walker B box.

The wider P-loop GTPase superclass is divided into two broad classes (Figure 7.1):

those related to translation/elongation factors (TRAFAC class) and those related to

signal sequence recognition particle GTPases (SIMIBI class). The TRAFAC class

includes the elongation factor GTPases (such as EF-Tu), Septin GTPases, related

motor ATPases (such as mysosin and kinesin) and the Ras-like superfamily of

GTPases that are involved in signal transduction. The Ras-like superfamily encom-

passes both monomeric (Ras, Rac, Rho, Rap) and the alpha subunits of the hetero-

trimeric forms (Gas, Gai, Gaq). The monomeric small G proteins can be grouped

into five subfamilies2:

� Ras group, (Ras, Rap and Ral) which are regulators of mitogenic response, gene

expression and chemotaxis;

P-loop NTP'ases

P-loop GTP'ases Helicases, F1 ATP'ases

Translation
factors:

EF-Tu, IF2
etc.

TRAFAC classSIMIBI class

OBG/
HflX

Septins

Ras-like

Myosin/
kinesins

GN1/
RHD3

Dynamins

ADP
ribosylation
factors
ARF's

Ras/Rab Rac/Rho/Ran

Dynein

Heterotrimeric G-protein 
-subunits

AP-GTPase

Figure 7.1 Classification scheme (based on Liepe D.D. et al., 2002)
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� Rab group (the largest groupwithmore than 60members), which (like Arfs) regulate

vesicular trafficking;

� Rho group (Rho, Rac and Cdc42), which are regulators of the actin cytoskeleton and
gene transcription;

� Ran group, which regulate microtubules and transport of nucleocytoplasmic proteins;

� Arf group (Arf1-6; Arl1-7; Sar),which are regulators of vesicular trafficking and

endocytosis.

7.2 ON and OFF states of Ras-like proteins

Ras and its relatives are active signal transducers, but only when GTP occupies their

guanine nucleotide binding cleft/catalytic site. These monomeric G proteins may be

classed as GTPases, but alone barely function as enzymes. The rate of basal GTP

hydrolysis by Ras has been estimated to be 3�4� 10�4 s�1 or 0�02 perminute3. To put it

anotherway, itwould take an average of 50minutes to hydrolyse a boundGTPmolecule.

Furthermore, these ‘enzymes’ are decidedly unusual in that they do not readily release

the product of hydrolysis (GDP). Basal GDP release rates (4�2� 10�4 s�1 or 0�025 per
minute) are similar to the sluggish rate of hydrolysis.

In order to function, Ras needs input from accessory proteins, chiefly GTPase
activating proteins (GAPs) and guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs). Interac-
tion with a GAP is essential for the termination of Ras signalling because it dramati-

cally increases GTP hydrolysis by Ras. The RasGAP protein neurofibromin increases

the rate of GTP hydrolysis by HaRas from 0�01 to 1,380 per minute – such �105-fold
increases in catalysis are typical of the activating effects of other RasGAP proteins4.

The result of such RasGAP intervention is the formation of Ras<GDP>, a stable

resting form of the protein.

Classically, Ras<GDP> is activated downstream of single pass growth factor recep-

tors such as EGFR and PDGFR. The ligand-occupied receptor signals its own activation

status by recruitment of GEFs such as mSos (via the Grb2 adaptor). Ras<GDP> does

not interact directly with the receptor but instead binds tomSos and this has the effect of

causing a �105-fold increase in the rate of GDP dissociation from Ras. A metastable

complex of the GEF with the ‘empty pocket’ form of Ras is quickly followed by GTP

binding and consequent de-binding of mSos. Activated Ras<GTP> is now free to

interact with its effectors (Raf, RalGDS, PI-3-kinase) until it is turned off again by a

subsequent RasGAP interaction (see Figure 7.2).

A third type ofRas-like regulator protein has been described, in the formof the guanine
nucleotide dissociation inhibitor (GDI) proteins for Rho and Rab family members.

RabGDI and RhoGDI function primarily to sequester the small G proteins through

binding and the masking of their prenylated C-termini. Shielding this membrane tether

allows the G protein to be shuttled from the membrane to cytosol and on to other
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membrane compartments5 – the inhibition of nucleotide exchange seems to be secondary

to the sequestering effect. The effector Raf also has a ‘GDI’ effect while complexed with

Ras<GTP> – the nucleotide is bound more tightly than in isolated Ras<GTP>.

7.3 Raf – a multi-domain serine/threonine kinase family
of Ras effectors

Raf sits at the apex of theMAPK cascade and is the prime effector for Ras signals. Raf is

a serine/threonine kinase that is present as three human isoforms with partially over-

lapping, but non-redundant, functions: ubiquitous Raf-1 (also referred to as C-Raf);

A-Raf (also fairly ubiquitous); and B-Raf (high levels in neuronal tissue, lower levels

elsewhere)6. All three share conserved homology regions, referred to as CR1, CR2 and
CR3. TheC-terminal half of each protein contains a serine/threonine kinase domain and

this corresponds with CR3. In C-Raf, it stretches from amino acids 347 to 613.

The N-terminal half of the protein comprises a complex regulatory region that

contains CR1 (aas: 51–194) and CR2 (aas: 254–269)7. CR1 contains both the Ras
binding domain (RBD; aas: 55–131) and an adjacent cysteine-rich domain (CRD;
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Figure 7.2 The Ras cycle
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aas: 138–184), which functions as a ‘zinc finger’. The CRD/zinc finger aids membrane

association during Raf activation – it binds two molecules of zinc and a headgroup of a

phosphatidylserine lipid of the plasmamembrane inner leaflet8.TheCRD is not sufficient

for membrane binding alone – in the resting state, Raf is cytosolic and only translocates

to the membrane in response to the appearance of Ras<GTP>. Although the primary

interaction with Ras is via the RBD, the CRD also makes essential contacts with Ras.

Separate (truncated) structures are available for the isolated CRDof C-Raf (PDBfile:

1FAR), the C-RafRBD in complexwithmSos (PDBfile: 1C1Y), and the isolated kinase

domain of B-Raf (PDB file: 1UWH). A schematic representation of the domain

organisation and the isolated structures is shown in Figure 7.3. The numbering and

alignment of subdomains is shown in Table 7.1.

The CR2 region is at the centre of a stretch of inhibitory serine phosphorylation sites.

In contrast, the activating phosphorylations are either in the C-Raf A-loop (where

threonine491 acts as the primary activating site, analogous to threonine197 of PKA)

or in the ‘negative-charge’ regulatory region termed the ‘N-region’ (Figure 7.3,

Table 7.1). A third activating site is found near the C-terminus.

7.3.1 Raf-Ras binding – translocation of Raf from cytosol to membrane

Raf regulation is extremely complex, unsurprisingly, given its importance in growth and

development as evidenced by its common mutations in certain forms of cancer. Raf

Figure 7.3 General domain organisation of Raf proteins (PDB file: 1UWH)
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interaction with Ras<GTP> is responsible for translocation of Raf from cytosol to

membrane and is an essential first step in its kinase activation. At first sight, this appears

to be a simple translocation of Raf from the cytosol to themembranewhere its upstream

activating kinases reside. However, translocation and Ras-binding is conditional upon

Raf’s prior phosphorylation status. Notably, in most cases, chronic PKA activation

prevents Raf translocation.

Table 7.1 C-Raf and B-Raf sequences

C-Raf(Raf-1)
ACCESSION P04049

1 MEHIQGAWKT ISNGFGFKDA VFDGSSCISP TIVQQFGYQR RASDDGKLTD PSKTSNTIRV
61 FLPNKQRTVV NVRNGMSLHD CLMKALKVRG LQPECCAVFR LLHEHKGKKA RLDWNTDAAS

121 LIGEELQVDF LDHVPLTTHN FARKTFLKLA FCDICQKFLL NGFRCQTCGY KFHEHCSTKV
181 PTMCVDWSNI RQLLLFPNST IGDSGVPALP SLTMRRMRES VSRMPVSSQH RYSTPHAFTF
241 NTSSPSSEGS LSQRQRSTST PNVHMVSTTL PVDSRMIEDA IRSHSESASP SALSSSPNNL
301 SPTGWSQPKT PVPAQRERAP VSGTQEKNKI RPRGQRDSSY YWEIEA...

N-region
... SEVM LSTRIGSGSF

361 GTVYKGKWHG DVAVKILKVV DPTPEQFQAF RNEVAVLRKT RHVNILLFMG YMTKDNLAIV
421 TQWCEGSSLY KHLHVQETKF QMFQLIDIAR QTAQGMDYLH AKNIIHRDMK SNNIFLHEGL
481 TVKIGDFGLA TVKSRWSGSQ QVEQPTGSVL WMAPEVIRMQ DNNPFSFQSD VYSYGIVLYE
541 LMTGELPYSH INNRDQIIFM VGRGYASPDL SKLYKNCPKA MKRLVADCVK KVKEERPLFP
601 QILSSIELLQ HSLPKINRSA SEPSLHRAAH TEDINACTLT TSPRLPVF

Regulatory region...
Ras Binding Domain
Cysteine-rich/zinc finger domain
CR1

Kinase domain...
P-loop
C-loop
A-loop

Phosphorylated residues...
Activating phosphorylation sites
Inhibiting phosphorylation sites

B-Raf
ACCESSION P15056

1 MAALSGGGGG GAEPGQALFN GDMEPEAGAG AGAAASSAAD PAIPEEVWNI KQMIKLTQEH
61 IEALLDKFGG EHNPPSIYLE AYEEYTSKLD ALQQREQQLL ESLGNGTDFS VSSSASMDTV

121 TSSSSSSLSV LPSSLSVFQN PTDVARSNPK SPQKPIVRVF LPNKQRTVVP ARCGVTVRDS
181 LKKALMMRGL IPECCAVYRI QDGEKKPIGW DTDISWLTGE ELHVEVLENV PLTTHNFVRK
241 TFFTLAFCDF CRKLLFQGFR CQTCGYKFHQ RCSTEVPLMC VNYDQLDLLF VSKFFEHHPI
301 PQEEASLAET ALTSGSSPSA PASDSIGPQI LTSPSPSKSI PIPQPFRPAD EDHRNQFGQR
361 DRSSSAPNVH INTIEPVNID DLIRDQGFRG DGGSTTGLSA TPPASLPGSL TNVKALQKSP
421 GPQRERKSSS SSEDRNRMKT LGRRDSSDDW EIPD...

N-region
...GQITVG QRIGSGSFGT VYKGKWHGDV

481 AVKMLNVTAP TPQQLQAFKN EVGVLRKTRH VNILLFMGYS TKPQLAIVTQ WCEGSSLYHH
541 LHIIETKFEM IKLIDIARQT AQGMDYLHAK SIIHRDLKSN NIFLHEDLTV KIGDFGLATV
601 KSRWSGSHQF EQLSGSILWM APEVIRMQDK NPYSFQSDVY AFGIVLYELM TGQLPYSNIN
661 NRDQIIFMVG RGYLSPDLSK VRSNCPKAMK RLMAECLKKK RDERPLFPQI LASIELLARS
721 LPKIHRSASE PSLNRAGFQT EDFSLYACAS PKTPIQAGGY GAFPVH
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7.3.2 cAMP inhibition of cell division via sequestration of Raf

Inmost cell types, sustained increases in cAMP lead to inhibition ofmitosis.At least part

of this suppressing effect is mediated by chronic activation of PKA. PKA phosphor-

ylates C-Raf on three inhibiting sites in vivo: Ser43, Ser233 and Ser259. pSer43 is close

to the RBD and inhibits Ras binding by steric hinderance. The other two pSer residues

act as 14-3-3 binding sites. pSer259 of C-Raf acts as a major 14-3-3 protein binding site

andwhenbound to14-3-3, binding toRas is inhibited6. Ser259 is also phosphorylatedby

PKB. pSer233 is a weaker 14-3-3 site but is theorised to collaborate with pSer259 to

form an N-terminal high affinity bipartite binding site ‘locking’ C-Raf into an inactive

state (Figure 7.4) that is incapable of Ras binding and membrane recruitment6,9.

A structure of two pSer259 C-Raf peptides bound to a 14-3-3 dimer is shown in

Figure 3.7 (Chapter 3).

An activating serine phosphorylation occurs on serine621 (C-terminal of the kinase

domain) and this provides a second 14-3-3 binding site. Note that both pSer259 and

pSer621motifs conform to a high affinity ‘mode 1’ 14-3-3 binding sitewith serine at P�2

and proline at Pþ2. The activating phosphorylation of Ser621 is controversial, with some

studies finding that it is constitutively phosphorylated while others find it to be regu-

lated6. For example, C-Raf serine 621 is reported to be rapidly (30 seconds) phosphory-

lated in response to nerve growth factor7. To add to the uncertainty, pSer621 has

previously been implicated in inhibitory Raf-14-3-3 binding, working in combination

(as an alternative to pSer233) with pSer259 to form a dimer binding platform6,9,10.

RYS233TP
STS259TP
SAS621TP

7.3.3 Raf activation by translocation

14-3-3 regulation ofRaf is theorised to shift between an inhibitingmode of binding to an

activating mode of binding. The former is favoured by PKA phosphorylation of Ser259

and the latter is favoured by its dephosphorylation. Binding to theN-terminal PKA sites

locks C-Raf into a ‘closed’ inhibited conformation that cannot dockwith Ras6,9. If PKA

is not activated, Raf is probably only phosphorylated on the activating C-terminal

serine621, and 14-3-3 binding here allows membrane recruitment (if Ras is activated).

At the membrane, negative charges are then imparted to the C-Raf ‘N-region’ by the

action of the non-receptor tyrosine kinase Src, which phosphorylates tyrosine341. This

action of Src is a prerequisite to the secondary phosphorylation of the proximate

serine338 that follows. The kinase for this latter step may be PAK11. Activation of

Src and PAK by growth factor receptors often parallels Ras activation (see Chapter 6).

It is unclearwhat part 14-3-3 binding to pSer621 plays inRaf’s activating steps. There

is some suspicion that 14-3-3 may act as a scaffold for activating kinases, thus facil-

itating efficient catalysis.
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7.3.4 B-Raf is less stringently inhibited than C-Raf

The regulation of A-Raf is less well researched but is thought tomirror that of C-Raf. B-

Raf, on the other hand, has a distinct form of regulation. B-Raf differs from C-Raf in (i)

having a higher constitutive (basal) activity and (ii) being independent of activation by

Src. The reason for both differences lies in its ‘N-region’. B-Raf lacks an equivalent to

the activating pTyr341 of C-Raf. Instead it has a pair of negatively charged aspartate

residues that, even in basal conditions, fulfil the need for activating negative charges.

Figure 7.4 Activation of C-Raf by membrane recruitment and phosphorylation
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Thus, Src does not, and cannot, activate B-Raf. Furthermore, the ‘N-region’ serine446

(equivalent to C-Raf pSer338) is constitutively phosphorylated. So it appears that B-Raf

merely needs to be recruited to the membrane for the final step of activation12. (At

this point it is worth noting that past numbering of B-Raf has been subject to a

sequencing error – many papers have numbers one less than quoted here, as discussed

in Reference 6.

7.3.5 Homologous or heterologous trans-autophosphorylation

The final step of Raf kinase activation is A-loop phosphorylation (Figure 7.4) – a step

with which you will now be familiar. The main activating residue is threonine491 of C-

Raf. A structure of B-Raf kinase domain indicates that its ‘inactive’ conformation is

close to that of the ideal kinase active state, with only the A-loop DFGmotif being in an

inhibitory position13. Final activation is thought to occur through trans-autophosphor-

ylation – upon cell activation, C-Raf forms homodimers. The Raf-Raf dimerisation,

however, is independent of 14-3-3 proteins10. Notably, heterodimerisation of C-Raf and

B-Raf also allows cross-phosphorylation and may explain why certain B-Raf mutants,

with quite low kinase activity, can nevertheless produce strong stimulation of the

MAPK pathway by subverting the normal C-Raf through inappropriate trans-

phosphorylation13.

7.3.6 Erk-1/2-type MAPK pathway activation

TheErk1/2pathway is activated byRaf andeventually leads to the inductionof immediate

early response genes and initiation of cell division. The pathwaywas originally thought of

as an enzyme ‘cascade’ in which a soluble kinase diffuses to downstream kinase targets

activating several of them, these then diffuse to the next targets, each activating several

more, and this was hypothesised to ‘amplify’ the signal. We now know that this is

incorrect. In common with many other cytosolic ‘cascades’, the constituent kinases are

scaffolded together so that each upstream kinase is right next to its downstream target. A

‘cascade’ or waterfall splashes everywhere, indiscriminately; but the MAPK pathway is

actually more like a pipeline, directing its signals to discrete subcellular locations. Our

current knowledge of the viscous and crowded cytoplasm makes clear that a diffusion-

dependent protein ‘cascade’ is less efficient and therefore less ‘amplifying’ than an

entrained cassette of kinases (Figure 7.5).

7.3.7 MAPK scaffolds

The best understood MAPK scaffolding protein is ‘KSR’. It binds activated C-Raf,

MAPK kinase (Mek) and MAPK (Erk)14. KSR was so named because at high levels it

acts as a ‘kinase suppressor of Ras’, supressing Ras/MAPK signals, but at low levels it
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stimulates signalling. This is typical behaviour for a scaffold: at levelsmuch higher than

its client kinases, it disperses the signal because individual scaffolds bind just one client;

at levels lower than the client, there is amuch higher chance of achieving stoichiometric

binding of all clients in each cassette. Interestingly, KSR is an inactive homologue of

Raf.

7.3.8 Signal termination

The Erk1/2 pathway promotes cell division, but only if the pathway is transiently

activated – persistent chronic stimulation has the opposite effect, leading to either

differentiation or apoptosis9. Erk operates a negative feedback mechanism to shut off

Raf activity if signalling persists too long, and it does this by phosphorylating C-Raf on

multiple serines (Ser29; Ser289; Ser296; Ser301; Ser642) all of which are contained in

‘proline-directed’ motifs (Ser.Pro) that represent Erk substrate consensus sites

(Figure 7.3, Table 7.1)15. C-Raf activity peaks 5 minutes after PDGF stimulation but

declines to basal levels during the following 10 minutes, coincident with peak hyper-

phosporylation. The hyperphosphorylated form of C-Raf can no longer bind to Ras and

is released into the cytoplasm. The inhibited kinase is then re-set by dephosphorylation

by protein phosphatase PP2A in collaborationwith Pin1 (an isomerase that flips prolines

from the cis to the trans conformation that conforms to PP2A substrate preference).

Figure 7.5 Differential regulation of C-Raf versus B-Raf
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7.3.9 Other activating signals for Raf

A persistent, and occasionally controversial finding has been that activation of various

protein kinase C isoforms also leads to the activation of the Erk-type MAPK pathway,

either by direct activation of Raf or (the immediate) downstream MAPKK enzyme.

Phosphorylation ofC-RafA-loop residuesSer497 andSer499byPKChas been reported

to increase its kinase activity (as discussed in Reference 16). Cancer-promoting phorbol

esters (e.g., TPA, also known as PMA) activate conventional PKC types and cause

growth stimulation. TPA growth-promoting effects are mediated by activation of

diacylglycerol-dependent PKCa, which in turn activates Raf – an activation that does

not appear to occur at the membrane. The atypical PKC� seems not to activate Raf, but

can activate the Erk pathway by phosphorylating Mek17. In other studies, activated

PKC-� has been found to be scaffolded to C-Raf by their dual binding to 14-3-3 protein
and this complex is transitory because PKC-� phosphoryates 14-3-3, causing the

complex to dissociate18. Whether this temporary liaison results in Raf activation or is

actually a negative regulatory event is unclear.

7.4 Ras protein structure and function

There are threemammalianRas genes (Ha-Ras,Ki-Ras andN-Ras). Their geneproducts

were originally identified as hyperactive point-mutated oncoproteins commonly found

in cancer. The proteins are�21 kDa inmass (p21Ras), and are associatedwith the plasma

membrane via long hydrocarbon chains, a result of fatty acylation reactions that occur

during Ras processing.

Alignment of the primary amino acid sequences of Ras proteins from various species

reveals two distinct regions:

� an N-terminal amino acid stretch (amino acids 1–165) that is highly conserved;

� a C-terminal amino acid stretch (amino acids 166–189) that is hypervariable.

All forms have a C-terminal CAAX motif that is farnesylated (‘A’¼ aliphatic, ‘X’¼
any amino acid); some are also prenylated. The farnesylation reaction is followed by

proteolysis of the AAX and carboxymethylation of the (now) C-terminal Cys. The

farnesyl group, however, needs an additional tether for Ras proteins to become mem-

brane bound. K-Ras employs a polybasic patch of six lysines to achieve membrane

tethering (reminiscent of myristoylated proteins see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.4), whereas

H-Ras and N-Ras have additional fatty acid tethers in the form of cysteine-linked

palmitoyl chains19. These post-translational modifications are not only essential to

themembrane binding of Ras but also to the differential trafficking of the three isoforms

to distinct microdomains of the plasma membrane and internal membranes. Drugs that

inhibit Ras farnesylation lead to the synthesis of cytoplasmic inactive proteins (even in

the case of Gln61 mutant Ras, which would otherwise be constitutively active). The
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reason for this inactivity is that Ras must be membrane-associated in order to interact

efficiently with its activators: the signal particles of integral membrane proteins of the

single-pass receptor tyrosine kinase family.

Ras structures have been derived from C-terminally truncated proteins – even when

full length Ras has been subjected to structural analysis, the C-terminal region is too

disordered to be resolved13. The N-terminal 166 amino acids, which are well defined in

X-ray crystal and NMR structures, comprise both the catalytic site and the binding

surfaces for interaction with effectors and regulators. This ‘G-domain’ is highly con-

served between species and is fully competent in GTP hydrolysis. The N-terminal

domain is a tightly folded structure consisting of a central six-stranded b-sheet (five
parallel strands and one anti-parallel) surrounded by five a-helices – the so-called ‘a/b
fold’ (Figure 7.6). The b-strands and a-helices are connected by ten polypeptide loops,
and it is within five of these loops that the catalytic site is centred, and where the switch-

like mechanism of Ras is triggered.

7.4.1 The GTPase site of Ras: G-boxes and switch regions

In the Ras protein, the active site resides in the aforementioned five loops. These are the

so-called ‘G-regions’ or ‘G-boxes’. These G-regions sequences contain key residues

that are highly conserved throughout the Ras family.

7.4.2 The P-loop (G-1)

The G-1 region encompasses the glycine-rich pyrophosphate-binding loop (P-loop)

and contains a conserved lysine (Lys16) and an adjacent conserved serine (Ser17)

(Table 7.2). In some members of the superfamily, such as elongation factors (EFs)

and ADP ribosylation factors (ARFs), this serine is replaced by a threonine1.

Figure 7.6 Schematic diagram and crystal structure of Ras showing alpha and beta structure
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Table 7.2 Harvey Ras catalytic domain sequence 1–166



In Ras-like monomeric G proteins, theG-1 consensus sequence is GXGGXGKS and
in the wider superfamily it is GXXXXGK(S/T). Such glycine containing motifs are

common in dinucleotide- and mononucleotide-binding proteins21,22. TheG-1 region is
sometimes referred to as a ‘Walker A’ box. In monomeric G proteins, P-loops extend

from the first b-strand to the first a-helix (Figure 7.7). In the case of human Harvey Ras,

the P-loop extends from residues 10–17 (Table 7.2).

The lack of sidechains in the glycine-rich turn allows the loop to wrap around the

phosphates and the amide nitrogens provide a positively charged electrostatic field to

accommodate the negatively charged phosphates. Glycines are essential here because

no other amino acid could sterically accommodate the torsional angles experienced by

Gly10 and Gly15 in the P-loop fold23. The sidechain of Lys16 hydrogen-bonds the

b- and g-phosphates and the sidechain hydroxyl of Ser17 coordinates the Mg2þ ion

while its main chain amide hydrogen-bonds to the b-phosphate. During hydrolysis, the
invariant lysine is thought to help stabilise the transition state by neutralising

charges at the g-phosphate and increasing the charge on the b-phosphate leaving group.

7.4.3 Switch I (G-2)

TheG-2 box is located in the loop (‘loop-2’) that connects thea-1 helix andb-2 strand in
Ras (Figure 7.8). The G-2 box contains an invariant threonine (Thr35 in Ras) – its

sidechainhydroxylgroupparticipates in coordinationof the essentialMg2þ (Figure7.9).
TheG-2 box is contained within the switch I region of Ras (Table 7.2, Figure 7.8). This
is one of twomobile elements in Ras (switches I and II) that are known to be involved in

the binding of regulators and effectors. These two switches are the sites of the largest

conformational changes seen when comparing Ras-GDP with Ras-GTP (Figure 7.10).

Aswe shall see, the conformational changes are driven by the presence or absence of the

g-phosphate group of the bound guanine nucleotide. Both switch regionswere identified
in structural studies comparing GDP-occupied Ras with Ras bound to a non-hydro-

lysable GTP analogue (phosphoaminophosphonic acid-guanylate ester: GPPNHP or

GNP); both switches were found to coincide with regions identified by independent

Figure 7.7 P-loop of Ras
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Figure 7.8 Schematic diagram of Ras

Figure 7.9 Schematic diagram showing points of contact made between Ras switch regions and the
g-phosphate of GTP



biochemical investigations as being involved in binding to regulators such as mSos or

RasGAP or effector enzymes such as Raf.

Switch I is part of the larger ‘effector region’, identified in solution studies ofoncogenic

Ras as the binding surface for the serine kinase Raf. Oncogenic Rasmutants cause cancer

because they are less dependent upon activation by growth factors and tend to be

constitutively active due to their inability to hydrolyse GTP – effectively their effector

regions are stuck in the ‘ON’ position. Point mutations (of such oncogenic Ras proteins)

that inactivate signalling without affecting the GTPase are centred on this region.

7.4.4 Switch II (G-3)

TheG-3 sequence (containing an invariant consensusDXXG) is found at theN-terminus

of the a-2 helix and forms part of the switch II region of both monomeric and

heterotrimeric subunits. The invariant aspartate coordinates the magnesium ion via a

Figure 7.10 RasMol rendered structures of Ras showing conformation of the switch regions in GDP-
bound (PDB file: 1CRQ) and GTP-bound (PDB file: 1CTQ) forms
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water molecule and the conserved glycine coordinates the g-phosphate (in GTP-bound

forms) (Figure 7.9). This glycine (Gly60 in Ras) is followed by a glutamine in both Ras

and Ga-subunits. Gln61 of Ras (and the equivalent Gln in as) is a common site of point

mutation in human cancers. Almost all such mutations destroy GTPase activity, block

GTPase activation by RasGAP and cause oncogenic conversion of Ras (reviewed in

Reference 23; see also Chapter 10, Sections 10.3 and 10.17.1) and for this reason Gln61

is thought to be the most likely candidate for the prime catalytic residue.

Although conserved in Ras and Ga-subunits, this glutamine is not conserved in the

wider TRAFACclass – it is replaced by histidine inEF-Tu and by a threonine inRap-1A.

TheG-3 sequence (DXXG) is often referred to as a Walker B box. In Ras, Switch II

runs from the C-terminal portion of b-strand 3 through loop 4 to a-helix 2.
Note: For the sake of simplicity, switch II numbering throughout the text is basedupon

homologies with switch regions identified in bovine transducin24. One should be aware

that the span of switch regions is approximate andmay vary fromG protein to G protein

and from author to author (see for example References 5 and 25).

TheG-4 sequence (containing an invariant consensus NKXD) is located in the loop
between the b-5 strand and the a-4 helix and is partially responsible for binding the

guanine base.

TheG-5 box runs between the b-6 strand and the a-5 helix and aids in guanine base
recognition and binding.

7.5 The switch mechanism: hydrolysis-driven conformational
change in Ras

The greatest conformational change noted in Ras-GDP versus Ras-GTP is a relaxa-

tion of the two switches when GTP is hydrolysed. This suggests a trap or spring-like

mechanism that is ‘cocked’ in Ras-GTP and ‘released’ by removal of the

g-phosphate during hydrolysis25. The most easily discernible change is in switch

II, where a-helix 2 has noticeably extended into loop-4 of Ras-GTP. In Ras-GDP, on
the other hand, the helix is shorter, the loop longer, and the whole switch has swung

away from the G-cleft (Figure 7.10). In some G protein structures, switch II is so

disordered that it is not visible in the X-ray crystal (see GaiGDP, Chapter 8). Switch I
is also more ordered in the GTP-bound conformation – the switch extends by an

extra residue into b-strand 2 when GTP is bound – and swings away from the G-cleft

in the GDP-bound form (Figure 7.10).

Thequestion then is: howare these changes triggered?The answer appears to lie in the

contacts madewith the g-phosphate of GTP, the essential Mg2þ ion, and key residues in
both switch regions. To understand this, it is necessary to examine the active site in some

detail.

Two informative structures are of human Harvey Ras: an X-ray crystallographic

structure of Ras complexed with the GTP analogue GNP (PDB file: 1CTQ) shows the

active site poised for hydrolysis26; whereas an NMR structure of Ras complexed

with GDP (PDB file: 1CRQ) shows the active site and switch regions in a relaxed
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state27. Both studies used the truncated N-terminal domain (1–165 and 1–166,

respectively).

GTP-bound Ras is a taut structure, because switch I and switch II are tethered to the

g-phosphate group. The schematic diagram (Figure 7.9) summarises the key contacts

(<3 Å) that Ras makes with the g-phosphate, the essential Mg ion and two water

molecules26. Themost obvious tethers are theMg2þ-coordinating bond from the switch

I Thr35 hydroxyl group, the H-bond between the g-phosphate and the amide nitrogen of

the switch II glycine60, the H-bond between the Mg2þ-coordinating water and the

sidechain carboxyl group of switch II Asp57, and theMg2þ-coordinating bond from the

Ser17 sidechain hydroxyl group (Figure 7.11a). In an evaluation of a Ras structure

complexed with a caged-GTP (and subsequently activated by photolysis followed

by freezing) another H-bond was found from the backbone amide of Thr35 to the g-
phosphate26.

7.6 GTP hydrolysis

As mentioned previously, isolated Ras has a very low rate of hydrolysis, taking �50
minutes to an hour to hydrolyse a single GTP3,28. Compared with Gas subunits, which
are themselves sluggish, hydrolysing a GTP in 15 seconds29, Ras is a very poor enzyme

indeed. In fact, it could be said thatRas has an incomplete active site.Ras lacks the active

site arginine, conserved in switch I of heterotrimeric Ga-subunits, that is thought to help
stabilise the transition state (Chapter 8, Section 8.2.3). Instead, Ras relies upon the

GTPase-activating protein Ras-GAP to provide an ‘arginine finger’ that allows the Ras/

RasGAP complex to hydrolyse GTP (see below).

No absolute consensus exists as to which residue acts as a general base during

catalysis. It was originally proposed30 that the carboxylate group of the conserved

glutamate in the switch I/G-3 box (Ras: GQEE63, Gat: GQRSE203) might act to activate

a water molecule by abstracting a proton, thus serving as a general base much as a

conserved glutamate does in P-loop NTPases such as the helicases (reviewed in

Reference 1) or indeed the catalytic aspartate in protein kinases.However this glutamate

residue has been ruled out because its substitution (by mutation) has no effect on

hydrolysis31.

On the other hand, natural and experimental point mutations of the conserved

glutamine do have a profound effect upon hydrolysis – substitution of the Gln61 with

almost any other amino acid (except glutamate) inactivates the active site.

The possible contribution of this Gln61 residue to catalysis is more easily understood

by reference to the structures ofGa-subunits complexedwithAlF�4 andGDP (Chapter 8,

Section 8.2.3), where the aluminium fluoride ion is thought to mimic the pentavalent

transition state of the g-phosphate group of GTP. Here, the Ga-subunit glutamine is

within H-bonding distance of an AlF�4 -bound water (the presumed nucleophile). The

sidechain guanidino group of the arginine of switch I (in Ga-subunits) coordinates the
AlF�4 (which mimics the g-phosphate), and is thought to complete the active site by

neutralising the developing negative charge on the g-phosphate leaving group.
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Figure 7.11 (a) Schematic diagram showing key residues of Ras active site in the GTP-bound
conformation (insert shows the actual crystal structure rendered by RasMol, PDB file: 1CTQ);
(b) (insert shows the actual NMR structure rendered by RasMol, PDB file: 1CRQ)
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Interestingly, the complex of Ras with RasGAP is able to bind aluminium fluoride

whereas Ras is not. It is likely that the contribution of an arginine (by RasGAP)

completes the active site and thus allows Ras to more easily achieve the transition state

seen in a-subunit structures.
An alternative, as a general base in catalysis, has been suggested to be the substrate

itself. In thismodel, the g-phosphate acts as the general base, abstracting a proton from a

catalytic water molecule, thus creating a nucleophilic hydroxide ion that attacks (the

now protonated) g-phosphate.

7.6.1 Structural effects of loss of g-phosphate

The loss of theg-phosphate group breaks the bondsmade by switch IThr35 and switch II

Gly60 and Asp57 (Figure 7.11a). The g-phosphate group is replaced by water in theMg

co-ordination shell, as is theThr35 hydroxyl (Figure 7.11b). The backboneH-bond from

Gly60 is broken andAsp57 is displaced23. The net effect is the relaxation of both switch

regions.

7.7 Effector and regulator binding surfaces of Ras

It is helpful to think of Ras switches being either ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’. In this analogy switch I

(which is primarily responsible for interaction with RasGAP and effector enzymes such

asRaf, is ‘ON’ in theGTP-boundconformation and ‘OFF’ inRas-GDP.Switch II (which

predominates in interactions with the Ras-activating guanine nucleotide exchange

factors such as mSos) is ‘ON’ when Ras is complexed with GDP and ‘OFF’ in Ras-

GTP (see Figure 7.2). This prevents conflict between activating and inactivating factors –

mSos only recognises switch II in the GDP conformation and Ras GAP only interacts

with switches I and II in the GTP conformation.

7.7.1 RasGAP

p120GAP is a large multi-domain protein that contains two SH2 domains through which

it is recruited to activated single-pass receptors such as PDGFR. The Ras-interacting

region of RasGAP is composed of two alpha helical domains, the larger (C-terminal) of

which contains the Ras binding cleft. A crystal structure of this portion – residues 718–

1037 of RasGAP – complexed with residues 1–166 of Ras includes bound GDP,

aluminium fluoride, magnesium and water molecules32 (PDB file: 1WQ1).

Looking at the overall structure, one can see that RasGAP inserts a finger-like loop

into the active site of Ras (Figure 7.12). This RasGAP loop contains the essential

arginine (referred to above) that completes the active site of Ras. This catalytic loop is

referred to as an ‘arginine finger’’. Although themain interaction iswith theRas effector

region containing switch I (discussed inChapter 6), theRasGAPC-domain alsobinds to,

and stabilises, switch II as well as burying the P-loop in its binding cleft.
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Zooming in on the composite active site, one can see the transition state that is made

possible by the arginine finger of GAP (Figure 7.13). In this model, the pentavalent

transition state of the g-phosphate group of GTP is mimicked byAlF3 (rather than AlF
�
4

in thea-subunit structures, Chapter 8). Arginine789 (supplied byRasGAP) isH-bonded
via its backbone carbonyl to the amide of Gln61 sidechain (of Ras). This interaction

moves Gln61much closer to the active site than is the case in the ground state (compare

Figure 7.13 with Figure 7.11). The carbonyl sidechain of Gln61 is nowH-bonded to the

catalytic water and the arginine guandino group (supplied by RasGAP) is H-bonded to

the g-phosphate. This produces a pentavalent transition state resembling the hetero-

trimeric AlF�4 structures (reviewed in References 1 and 23).

The two residues can be thought of as collaborating in stabilising a Ras-RasGAP

transition state that is much more difficult to achieve for Ras alone. In particular, the H-

bond between the arginine finger andGln61moves its sidechain close enough to interact

with the nucleophilic water (Figure 7.13), an interaction that is less favourable in the

ground state26,32. Furthermore, the residues immediately adjacent to Gln61 (Glu62.

Glu63.Tyr64) also interact with GAP residues and serve to further stabilise this impor-

tant portion of switch II.

Figure 7.12 The RasGAP complex with activated Ras
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Specific GAP proteins exist for all members of the Ras-related monomeric

G proteins, but sequence and structural homology only pertains within each of the

GAP subfamilies. However, even though GAP protein structures vary, they do exhibit a

common mechanism: arginine fingers have been identified in unrelated GAPs for most

Ras superfamily members33.

Note: In the RasMol/PDB file, the GAP fragment numbers the catalytic Arg789 as

‘Arg76’ and the finger loop runs from Asp64–Lys90 in RasMol/PDB file.

7.7.2 RasGEFs

Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) serve two functions: (i) they enable Ras-

GDP to dock with receptor-recruited adaptors such as Grb2/Shc (see Chapter 6) and (ii)

they are fundamental toRas activation, forcing exchange ofGDP forGTP.GEFproteins

appear quite unrelated to one another and are remarkably varied in the structures of their

nucleotide exchange-catalysing domain. In contrast to the closely connectedRas family

tree, there appears to be no evidence for a common GEF ancestor, nor is there any

indication of convergent evolution. Consequently, it is not surprising that they do not

share a common mechanism of action. The discussion will therefore be confined to the

best known GEF for p21Ras: mammalian Sos.

We have seen above that the interactions of Ras with GDP or GTP are predominantly

centred on the b- and g-phosphates, with little a-phosphate interaction. For these

reasons, Ras has a very low affinity for GMP – six orders of magnitude less than for

GDP or GTP – and because a GEF functions only to eject GDP from the binding site of

Figure 7.13 Active site of Ras complexed with GDP, aluminium fluoride and RasGAP
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Ras, it is unsurprising that GEF targets the P-loop of Ras (the primary binding site of the

b-phosphate). The nucleotide-free Ras-Sos complex shows no selectivity for the

guanine nucleotide that replaces GDP – either GTP or GDP will bind, but only GTP

causes dissociation of the complex and thus preferentially replaces GDP (see Chapter 2,

Section 2.4). The Ras-Sos complex is only stable in the absence of guanine nucleotide.

Sos serves to stabilise the nucleotide-free (‘empty pocket’) form of Ras that is readied

for GTP binding. The ‘empty pocket’ forms of G proteins are highly unstable except

when associated with a GEF (in the case of Ras-like small G proteins) or with an

activated 7-pass receptor (in the case of heterotrimeric G proteins).

A crystal structure shows Ras1-166 complexed with the ‘CDC-25’ domain of hSos-1 in

the absence of guanine nucleotide34 (PDBfile: 1BDK) – Sos shares a stretch of homology

with the yeast GEF, CDC-25, and this region represents the exchange-catalysing domain.

The catalytic domain of Sos is predominantly alpha helical (Figure 7.14).

Sos binds principally to the Ras-GDP-conformed switch II region via numerous

sidechain interactions – a fact confirmed bymutagenesis experiments – and this docking

site allows Sos to interact directly with the P-loop (reviewed in Reference 35). The key

exchange-catalysing residues are centred on the Sos a-helix ‘H’, which extends from

residueGly931 toGlu942 (in the PDBfile these are 326–337s). Twokey residues appear

to be the H-helix amino acids, Glu942/PDB no:337 and Leu938/PDB no:333, which can

clearly be seen inserted into the active site of Ras.

Figure 7.14 The Sos complex with Ras (PDB file: 1BDK)
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The helical hairpin containing the a-helix H of Sos displaces switch I from the

nucleotide binding site of Ras (Figure 7.14) and disrupts its structure, thus eliminating

switch I’s water-mediated, and direct, interactions with GDP.

The strong interaction of mSos with switch II is centred on hydrophobic binding of

Ras residues Tyr64, Met67 and Tyr71 and, surrounding that, polar or ionic interactions

with other residues of switch II34. In the nucleotide-free structure, switch II is in a

different conformation and is less mobile than in Ras-GTP or Ras-GDP. In this Ras

conformation, the amide of Gly60 is H-bonded to the Glu62 sidechain that also binds

Lys16 of the P-loop. Furthermore, because the Sos a-H glutamate residue 942 interacts

with the Ser17 residue of Ras P-loop (Figure 7.15) the net result is a distortion of the

P-loop into a conformation that is incapable of interacting with the b-phosphate of GDP.
Finally, Sos residue Leu938 collaborates with Glu942 by blocking the Mg2þ binding

site.

This destruction of the b-phosphate scaffold provides a plausible explanation of how
GDP is expelled from the Ras G-cleft, leaving it empty and exposed to the cytosol. GTP

can enter the G-cleft (base end first), interacting with GMP-binding residues to form a

low-affinity intermediate that eventually remodels switch II, turning it ‘OFF’ and

dissociating Sos from the, now, GTP-bound Ras.

Figure 7.15 Interaction of Sos a-helix H with Ras P-loop
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7.7.3 The Ras effector region and Raf binding

The interaction of Ras with downstream effectors was first detected indirectly as the

ability to cause transformed growth of cultured fibroblasts. Oncogenic forms of Ras

have damaged GTPase sites that do not respond to RasGAP intervention and therefore

cause uncontrolled growth because they persist in the GTP-bound form. The ‘effector

region’ was initially identified by deletion and substitution mutagenesis of oncogenic

Ras – residues whose mutation blocked the transforming power of oncogenic Ras,

without restoringGTPase activity,were considered to represent points of contactwith an

immediate downstream effector enzyme.

The oncogenic form of Ha-Ras was subjected to a series of deletion mutagenesis

experiments, which showed that deletion or substitution of residues within a single

stretch of amino acids (22–43) could inactivate the growth-promoting effects of onco-

genic Ras; importantly these mutations did not rescue the inactive GTPase but instead

prevented coupling to the downstream effector. Before Raf was identified as the Ras

effector, it was at first thought that RasGAP may be the effector because its primary

binding site was also the ‘effector region’ (switch I of Ras)25. In fact, Raf and GAP

compete for binding to the effector region around switch I36. Support for theRas effector

region interacting with Raf came from a study showing that a synthetic peptide encom-

passing residues 17–44 of Ras is sufficient to block the binding of Raf to its target Ras

and that the Ras point mutant Asp38 ! Ala38 is inactive because it cannot bind Raf

kinase37.

Again, when crystal structures of a Ras-like protein complexed with the serine

kinase Raf became available, the predictions from mutagenesis studies were largely

confirmed. The Ras-binding domain (RBD) of Raf has been crystallised (PDB file:

1C1V) in complex with a non-hydrolysable GTP analogue and a homologue of Ras,

Rap1A38. Rap1A, at least in some cell types, acts as an antagonist of Ras-Raf

signalling39. Rap1 has complete identity with the effector region of Ras. Rap1A

antagonises Ras-dependent activation of C-Raf (but not B-Raf) because Rap1

sequesters C-Raf in regions of the plasma membrane where a normally activating

phosphorylation of C-Raf cannot occur. Ras-Raf complexes on the other hand are

concentrated in ‘lipid rafts’ where the final activating phosphorylation of C-Raf on

Ser338 occurs40.

The first important point is that, unlike the Ras-Sos complex, Ras is not distorted by

binding with Raf – the overall conformation of Rap1A is remarkably similar to

the structure of Ras-GTP. However, it is worth noting one difference in the fine detail:

the H-bonds linking the main chain amides of Thr35 and Gly60 to the g-phosphate (see
Figure 7.9) are much tighter (both are 0.25 Å shorter) than in isolated Ras-GTP and this

may explain why Raf acts as a guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitor (GDI) for Ras

andRap (discussed inReference 38). The concept ofGDI is discussed further in the next

chapter (Section 8.5.2).

The crystal structure (Figure 7.16) reveals a Rap1A-Raf binding interface that is

solely encompassed by the Ras/Rap effector region. The Ras/Rap b-2 strand forms an
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anti-parallel interaction with a b-strand from Raf (B2 in Nassar’s nomenclature).

Effector region/switch I residues Glu37, Asp38, Ser39 and Arg41 in particular

make strong polar interactions and H-bonds with complimentary residues of the Raf

b-strand B2.
The above deals with the main interaction of Raf’s RBD region with Ras switch II.

However, Raf cystein-rich domain (CRD) also interacts with Ras, via residues in switch

II that if mutated compromise Ras activity and Raf activation41.

7.7.4 Rap1 and cAMP effects

To conclude this discussion ofRas orthologues, it isworth briefly reviewing theway that

Rap can exert opposing effects onMAPKactivation.Asmentioned,Rap1was originally

known only as an antagonist of Ras-Raf signalling. Rap1 has two immediate effects on

C-Raf: it sequesters C-Raf, and its very tight binding to the C-Raf CRD region blocks

Ras binding14. Interestingly, if the C-RafCRD is swappedwith the (lower affinity) CRD

of B-Raf, Rap1 now activates the C-Raf-(-B-Raf/CRD) chimera.

Rap1 is activated by a number of signals, particularly those that increase cAMP

levels in the cell. In most cells, a sustained high level of cAMP is either toxic or

Figure 7.16 The complex of Rap1A with Raf RBP
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growth-inhibitory. However, in some cell types (such as pituitary somatotrophs or

ovarian carcinoma cells) high cAMP is mitogenic. There are undoubtedly gaps in our

knowledge of how these events are regulated. However, the following summarises what

is known thus far:

� Both growth-stimulatory and –inhibitory effects of cAMP are mediated by Rap1 and

depend critically upon the ratio of C-Raf to B-Raf in the target cell (for the most part,

at least). In cells with high levels of C-Raf and little B-Raf, cAMP activates PKA,

which inhibits C-Raf by inhibitory phosphorylations that prevent its recruitment/

activation by Ras. In cells that express B-Raf, cAMP causes activation of the Erk

pathway and cell division. We have seen how tyrosine phosphorylation of (mem-

brane-recruited) C-Raf’s ‘N-region’ by Src is critical to its activation, whereas B-Raf

does not need tobephosphorylatedbySrc. Strangely, themodeof actionofSrc is itself

highly dependent upon how it was activated. Growth factor receptors activate Src by

displacement of the intrachain pTyr527-SH2 bond of Src. In contrast, cAMP, via

PKA, activates Src by phosphorylation of serine17 in its unique domain (Figure 7.5;

see also Chapter 3, Section 3.1.4). Src is thereby switched fromRas/C-Raf activation

(growth factor-activated Src) to Rap1/B-Raf activation (pSer17-activated Src).

� The Rap1-directed actions of pSer17-Src begin with construction of a membrane-

associated scaffold through Src tyrosine-phosphorylating the Casitas B-lineage
(Cbl) protein42. pTyr-Cbl provides a platform for the docking of the adaptor

protein Crk, which has a domain structure solely composed of SH2-SH3-SH343.

Crk is constitutively bound (via its central SH3 domain) to an unusually proline-

rich region of a Rap-specific GEF called C3G. This cytoplasmic complex associ-

ates with membranes via SH2 docking to pTyr-Cbl. C3G then activates Rap1 by

GDP-GTP exchange. Rap1 can then, dependent upon Raf isoform ratios, either

sequester C-Raf (inhibiting Erk signals and cell division) or activate B-Raf

(stimulating Erk signals, causing mitosis).

The net result of either C-Raf or B-Raf activation is transient stimulation of the Erk

pathway and a downstream mitogenic response, which is conditional upon a variety

of cellular conditions being favourable before it is permitted. This is discussed further in

Chapter 10.
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8
G proteins (II) – heterotrimeric
G proteins

Heterotrimeric G protein a-subunits are structurally homologous with Ras, having a

similarly-folded core containing the G-boxes and two conformationally fluid regions that are

structurally equivalent (though non-homologous) to the switches I and II of Ras. In

a-subunits, the Ras-like core has been further elaborated by extra inserted amino acid stretches
plus a large N-terminal extension and a distinctive C-terminal tail. The largest insert (insert-1)

is an independently-folded all-helix domain that (in combination with an arginine-containing

linker peptide that connects it to the Ras core) acts like a tethered GAP and explains the higher

catalytic rates of a-subunits compared with Ras. Although superficially similar in their move-

ments, the switch regions in a-subunits function differently – switch II of Ga is the prime

effector-binding region (rather than switch I, as in Ras). In a-subunits, switch II conformations
are stabilised by a third switch region (switch III, insert-2) not found in Ras. The most

significant difference from the Ras activation cycle is the obligate partnering of the GDP-bound

Ga with a b/g-dimer that (i) acts as an inhibitor of GDP release, (ii) sequesters the effector-

binding switch II, and (iii) helps the heterotrimer to interpret the activation status of any

cognate receptors it encounters.

Like Ras, Ga must enter a nucleotide-free (‘empty-pocket’) state after receptor activation,

before it can go on to interact with effectors. The nucleotide-free Ga<EMPTY>monomer is very

unstable except when complexed to both the agonist-occupied receptor plus the b/g-subunit,
just as Ras<EMPTY> is stabilised by the GEF, mSos. Nucleotide exchange begins when the

occupied receptor (acting as a GEF) disturbs the switch-stabilising effect of the a-bound b/g
(acting as a GDI), with the result that GDP is released. The resulting ternary complex (Receptor-

Ga<EMPTY>b/g) has a similar affinity for GDP and GTP, but GTP-binding wins out because the
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additional g-phosphate has the effect of stabilising a new set of switch conformations that have

no affinity for receptor or b/g. This disintegrates the complex, causes closure of the G-cleft,

allowing metastable monomeric Ga<GTP> (and/or freed b/g) to move away to interact with
effectors. Ga<GTP> interacts with effectors through a re-configured switch II that rotates in

response to the presence of the g-phosphate of GTP.

The activated Ga<GTP> is eventually ‘de-fused’ by its intrinsic GTPase, returning it to a

Ga<GDP> state. The Ga<GDP> monomer has disordered switch regions and instead presents

another binding surfacemadeupof theN- and C-termini that signals to freeb/g that it is ready for
another activation cycle.

8.1 Classification and structural relationship with Ras

Heterotrimeric G proteins were originally grouped according to the distinct activities of

their respective a-subunits, properties such as receptor selectivity, effector enzyme

specificity and varying susceptibility to bacterial toxins. The a-subunit is closely related
toRas and conserves the distinct features of the Ras-likeG-domain. The variation inb/g-
subunits were historically ignored in classification of heterotrimeric G proteins, because

there are relatively fewer b/g-gene products and (at first) it was thought that the signal
transducing power of the heterotrimer lay exclusivelywith the a-subunits.We now know

that this is not the case. Many signals have been found to be transduced by free b/g-
subunits. Nevertheless, a- units are not generally selective about the b/g dimer pair with

which they associate1, and so the a-subunit is still used as ameans of classification of the

different heterotrimers.

Table 8.1 shows a widely accepted classification scheme for a-subunits based upon

sequence identity2. It is apparent that, with a few exceptions, closely homologous

subunits display activities that are in common with the rest of the subfamily.

More recently, the structure of the a-subunit has been used to further refine the

position of heterotrimericG proteinswithin both theRas-like superfamily and thewider

superclass of ‘P-loopGTPases’3. The advantage of sequence/structure-based classifica-

tion is that the evolution of these proteins may be discerned. However, one should be

aware that although ancestral forms of G protein are identifiable in present day lower

organisms, their mode of action may be quite different. In mammals the monomeric

G protein Ras is the prime activator of MAP kinase cascades, but in yeast it is the b/g
dimer of a heterotrimericG protein that activates aMAPkinase pathway that is involved

in pheromone response4. The corresponding yeast a-subunit appears not to act directly
on such pathways, but instead acts as a sink to sequester b/g dimers when extracellular

pheromone signals are absent5.

Ga-subunits are the product of 16 genes in the human genome. The presence of

various splice variants adds to this complexity – around 20 different protein products are

known. There are six b- and 12 g-gene products6.
Gproteins act as heterotrimers in both theirGDP-boundand ‘emptypocket’ formsbut

when activated by interaction with ligand-occupied receptor, the a-subunit exchanges
GDP forGTPand the trimer separates into ana-GTPmonomer and a freeb/g dimer. The
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b/g dimer itself does not disunite except under denaturing conditions and so always acts

as a unit. Theb andgpolypeptides dimerisevia a coiled coil involving their respectiveN-

terminal helices (see Figure 8.1) and are tethered to themembrane by a fatty acyl chain –

either geranylgeranyl or farnesyl – attached to theC-terminus of the g-subunit. Themost

complete structures available at the time of writing are crystal structures of hetero-

trimers containing either the rat Gai-1 subunit7 (Figure 8.1(A)), or a chimeric at/i-
subunit8 (Figure 8.1(B)), complexed with a b/g dimer.

In the first of these structures (Figure 8.1(A) and (C)), the rat Gai1 subunit is

complexed with bovine b1/g2. The proteins are not truncated, but were modified to

prevent any fatty acylation – theN-terminus of ai would normally bemyristoylated, and

theg-subunit prenylated, to allowmembrane tethering7. Despite the lack of resolution of

theC-terminal 46 amino acids of the g-subunit, the electron densitymapping suggests it

terminates proximate with the N-terminus of ai (only three N-terminal amino acids are

unresolved, excluding the start methionine), pointing to a shared locus for membrane

insertion of both the myristoyl moeity at the ai N-terminus and the prenyl of the

g C-terminus.

The most obvious feature of the conformations of both of the complexed a-subunits in
the heterotrimer structures is that there is a long N-terminal a-helix ( Figure 8.2(A)) – this
is missing in all previous monomer structures of ai or at proteins in isolation. In the case
of monomeric at (at least), this is because the subunits were proteolysed to remove the N-

terminal 25 amino acids to aid crystalisation. In monomeric ai structures, however, the
proteins are intact and show differences in the N- and C-termini. In particular, the N- and

C-termini are completely disordered in the GTP-bound conformations (Figure 8.2(C)),

Table 8.1 Classification of G proteins based on a-subunit sequence identity

Class Members Toxin
sensitivity

subunit-effector
enzyme interaction

/ effects

Gs s, olf CTX-
sensitive

stimulation of adenylyl
cyclase

Gi i

o

z

t

(transducin),

all PTX-
sensitive

(except z)

( t is PTX-
& CTX-

sensitive)*

all cause inhibition of
adenylyl cyclase

(except t, which activates
cGMP phosphodiesterase)

stimulation of
phospholipase

C 2
§

inhibition of Ca2+

channels

activation of K+

channels
‡

Gq q, 11, 14-
16

PTX-
resistant

stimulation of

phospholipase C 1,3,4
§

G12 12, 13 PTX-
resistant

stimulation of

phospholipase C
†

*see:- West, Jr., R.E., et al., 1988; Bornancin, F, and Chabre, M., 1991

† see: Kelley, G.G., et al., 2004

‡ see: Fernandez-Fernandez, J.M. et al., 2001
§ see: Jiang, H., et al., 1994; Smrcka, A.V. and Sternweiss, P.C., 1993
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including the GTP-mimicking condition where GDP plus AlF4
� is bound. In contrast, the

GDP-bound form of ai (representing the de-fused transducer readied for re-combination

with b/g, having hydrolysed its bound GTP) has a clearly defined microdomain consisting

of itsN- andC-termini ( Figure 8.2(B)), which presumably forms a recognition site for the

free b/g-subunit. The following list summarises the missing portions in each a-subunit
(numbering does not include the start methionine).

� Heterotrimer-complexed ai<GDP> (PDBfile: 1GP2)N-terminal 3 amino acids and

C-terminal 6 amino acids are unresolved.

� ai<GTP> (PDBfile: 1CIP)N-terminal 30 amino acids andC-terminal 7 amino acids

are unresolved.

� ai<GDP plus AlF4
�> (PDB file: 1GFI)N-terminal 31 amino acids and C-terminal 9

amino acids are unresolved.

� ai<GDP> (PDBfile: 1BOF) only the 8mostN-terminal amino acids are unresolved:

8 aas missing from Switch III; 14 aas missing from Switch II.

In some models of membrane tethering of the heterotrimer, the extended N-helix is

depicted as lying along the face of the membrane6. However, as has been recently

Figure 8.1 Heterotrimeric G protein structures
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pointed out, this helix is actually hydrophilic, having a high proportion of charged

residues (both basic and acidic). For this reason it is suggested that the N-helix hangs at

an angle from its membrane-tethered fatty acid chain9 (see Figure 8.3 and Table 8.2).

The second heterotrimer structure (Figure 8.1(B)) contains a chimeric at/i-subunit
engineered from transducin with the region between 216 and 294 replaced with the

corresponding region from the a-subunit of Gai (residues 220–298). That is to say, the
chimeric a-subunit in this structure contains the N-terminal portions of transducin,

including theP-loop, switches I and II, and thea-helical insert-1. TheC-terminal third of

the protein contains switch III from the ai-subunit followed by theC-terminal portion of

transducin. Note that the final seven C-terminal amino acid stretch (a receptor-binding

determinant) ismissing as is the acylated extremeN-terminus; the g-subunit is similarly

truncated and is missing its C-terminal farnesylation site.

8.2 Ga-subunits: the Ras-like core, G-boxes and
switch regions

As indicated above, theGa subunits are related tomonomericGproteins such asRas and

share the highly conserved residues of Ras G-domains. Like the Ras protein, the active

site of Ga subunits resides in five so called ‘G-regions’ or ‘G-boxes’10. Certain key

residues in these G-regions sequences are highly conserved throughout the Ras-like

superfamily. In Ga subunits, the Ras-like core is interrupted by a number of inserted

sequences that are not found inRas itself (Table 8.2 and Figures 8.4 and 8.5). The largest

of these inserts (insert-1) is almost as big as Ras itself.

Figure 8.2 The conformations of the N- and C-terminal domains of ai
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8.2.1 The P-loop

TheG-1 region encompasses the glycine-rich pyrophosphate binding loop (P-loop) and

contains a conserved lysine followed by a serine. The homology of P-loops in mono-

meric and heterotrimeric G proteins is high. In Ras and heterotrimeric a-subunits, the
consensus sequence is GXGXXGKS and in thewider superclass it is GXXXXGK(S/T).

Such glycine containing motifs were originally recognised in the Rossmann fold

of dinucleotide and mononucleotide binding proteins11. Strictly speaking, the P-loop

of G proteins is not a Rossmann fold, which classically defines a large domain made

up of alternating a and b structure (bababa) with a glycine-rich motif between the first

b-strand and the following a-helix. Although G proteins do not follow the extended

Rossmann motif, they do have P-loops extending from the first b-strand to the first

a-helix. The G-1 region is sometimes referred to as a ‘Walker A’ box, the glycine rich

sequence having been found in certain ATP binding proteins along with a conserved

‘Walker B’ box12.

8.2.2 Switch I/G-2

The G-2 box is located in switch I of both Ras and heterotrimeric a-subunits. In Ras,

switch I is the loop that connects the a-1 helix and b-2 strand in Ras (‘loop-2’). In Ga,
loop-2 is interrupted by the inserted large helical domain (insert-1) that precedes its

switch I region. In a-subunits, switch I is found in the second ‘linker peptide’

connecting the Ras-like core to the independently folded alpha helical domain

(Table 8.2 and Figure 8.5).

Figure 8.3 Model of 7-pass receptor coupling with a heterotrimeric G protein
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Table 8.2 Aligned sequences of Ga and Ras proteins in structural studies referred to in text

1 11 21 31 41 51
Bov G s MGCLGNSKTE DQRNEEKAQR EANKKIEKQL QKDKQVYRAT HRLLLLGAGE SGKSTIVKQM

1 10 20 30 40
Bov G t MGA·GAS··· ···AEE···· KHSRELEKKL KEDAEKDART VKLLLLGAGE SGKSTIVKQM

1 14 24 34 44
Rat G i MGC·TLS··· ···AEDKAAV ERSKMIDRNL REDGEKAARE VKLLLLGAGE SGKSTIVKQM

1 4 14
Hum Ras MTE YKLVVVGAGG VGKSALTIQL

61 71 81 91 101 111
Bov G s RILHVNGFNG EGGEEDPQAA RSNSDGEKAT KVQDIKNNLK EAIETIVAAM SNLVPPVELA

50 60 65 75 85
Bov G t KIIHQDGYSL E········· ······ECLE FIAIIYGNTL QSILAIVRAM TTLNIQYGDS

54 64 69 79 89
Rat G i KIIHEAGYSE E········· ······ECKQ YKAVVYSNTI QSIIAIIRAM GRLKIDFGDA

24
Hum Ras IQNH······ ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ··········

121 131 141 151 160 170
Bov G s NPENQFRVDY ILSVMNVPDF DFPPEFYEHA ·KALWEDEGV RACYERSNEY QLIDCAQYFLD

95 104 114 123 133 143
Bov G t ARQDDAR·KL MHMADTIEEG TMPKEMSD·I IQRLWKDSGI QACFDRASEY QLNDSAGYYLS

99 108 118 127 137 147
Rat G i ARADDAR·QL FVLAGAAEEG FMTAE·LAGV IKRLWKDSGV QACFNRSREY QLNDSAAYYLN

Hum Ras ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ·········· ···········
181 191 201 211 221 231

Bov G s KIDVIKQDDY VPSDQDLLRC RVLTSGIFET KFQVDKVNFH MFDVGGQRDE RRKWIQCFND
154 164 174 184 194 204

Bov G t DLERLVTPGY VPTEQDVLRS RVKTTGIIET QFSFKDLNFR MFDVGGQRSE RKKWIHCFEG
158 168 178 188 198 208

Rat G i DLDRIAQPNY IPTQQDVLRT RVKTTGIVET HFTFKDLHFK MFDVGGQRSE RKKWIHCFEG
28 32 42 65

Hum Ras ·········· ······FVDE YDPTIEDSYR KQVVIDGETCLLDILDTAGQEEY SAMRDQYMRT
241 251 261 271 281 291

Bov G s VTAIIFVVAS SSYNMVIRED NQTNRLQEAL NLFKSIWNNR WLRT ISVILF LNKQDLLAEK
214 224 234 244 254 264

Bov G t VTCIIFIAAL SAYDMVLVED DEVNRMHESL HLFNSICNHR YFAT TSIVLF LNKKDVFSEK
218 228 238 248 258 268

Rat G i VTAIIFCVAL SDYDLVLAED EEMNRMHESM KLFDSICNNK WFTD TSIILF LNKKDLFEEK
75 85 91 101

Hum Ras GEGFLCVFAI NN········ ······TKSF EDIHQYREQI KRVKDSDDVPMVLVGNKCDLAART
301 311 321 331 341 351

Bov G s VLAGKSKIED YFPEFARYTT PEDATPEPGE DPRVTRAKYF IRDEFLRIST ASGDGRHYCY
274 282 292 299 309

Bov G t I··KKAHLSI CFPDYNGPNT YEDA······ ·······GNY IKVQFLELNM RRDVKE··IY
278 286 296 303 313

Rat G i I··KKSPLTI CYPEYAGSNT YEEA······ ·······AAY IQCQFEDLNK RKDTKE··IY
125 130

Hum Ras V········· ·········· ···E··············SRQ AQDLARSYG· ········IP
361 371 381 391

Bov G s PHFTCAVDTE NIRRVFNDCR DIIQRMHLRQ YELL
317 327 337 347

Bov G t SHMTCATDTQ NVKFVFDAVT DIIIKENLKD CGLF
321 331 341 351

Rat G i THFTCATDTK NVQFVFDAVT DVIIKNNLKD CGLF
141 151 161 171 181

Hum Ras YIETSAKTRQ GVEDAFYTLV REIRQHKLRK LNPPDESGPG CMSCKCVLS

KEY
XXXX — P-LOOP; XXXX — -helical domain (= INSERT-1);
XXXX — SWITCH I; XXXX — SWITCH II; XXXX — SWITCH III (= INSERT-2)
(Important residues mentioned in the text are underlined)

switch residues that are paired in GTP-bound forms are in bold
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Figure 8.4 Schematic diagram of a Ga subunit

Figure 8.5 Schematic diagram of the Ras-like core of a Gas subunit showing the position of extra
peptide sequences (inserts and N-terminal extension) not found in Ras
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In Ras, switch I contains an invariant threonine (Thr35 in Ras) involved in g-phosphate-
binding andMg2þ coordination. Ga subunits also have a central threonine (see Figure 8.2)

in their switch I loops, and the residue’s functions in GTP hydrolysis-driven conforma-

tional rearrangements are similar to Ras. However, in other respects, switch I in Ga
subunits is very different in structure and function. Most notably, switch I plays little or no

role in contacting Ga-effectors; instead that role is taken over by switch II.

8.2.3 Switch I/insert-1: a tethered GTPase-activating protein (GAP)

Apart from containing a common central threonine, switch I sequences (boxed in red,

Table 8.2) in a-subunits show no homology with switch I in Ras. Switch I sequences of

various a-subunit family members, on the other hand, are highly homologous with one

another.

AllGa subunits contain an invariant arginine (Arg201 ofas,Arg174 ofai, Figure 8.5,
underlined in Table 8.2) in switch I that is not found in Ras. This is the same arginine

residue of as that is ADP-ribosylated by cholera toxin. The covalent modification of

Arg201 by cholera inactivates the catalytic site of as and, because GTP is only very

slowly hydrolysed by the damaged a-subunit, a persistent stimulation of adenylyl

cyclase ensues in cholera-infected cells. We shall see later that the same arginine is

also the site of (GTPase-disabling) spontaneous oncogenic point mutations in some

cancers (Chapter 10, Section 10.17.1). Finally, it is the presence of this switch I arginine

that allows GDP and AlF4
�, together, to mimic GTP transition state in a-subunits

(thereby causing receptor-independent and continuous activation of effector enzymes),

an effect not seen with isolated Ras.

Ga switch I is considered to be part of insert-1: an independently-folded domain of

five short helices surrounding a long sixth central helix. A significant observation was

made when the insert-1 domain (71–214 of as) and the Ras-like core domain (i.e., as
minus the insert) were expressed as separate proteins. Without the insert, the recombi-

nant Ras-core had a very low rate of GTP hydrolysis (like Ras itself) but this could be

restored to the normal (higher) GTPase rate of native Gas by addition of the truncated
insert-1-only protein; despite being entirely unstructured in the truncated insert-1-only

protein, the switch I loop arginine (Arg201 in as) is still able to exert its GAP-like

effect13. The absence of this arginine may explain Ras’s low intrinsic GTPase activity

(and the activating power of Ras-GAP, see Chapter 7, Section 7.6). In heterotrimeric a-
subunits, the arginine helps position the catalytic glutamine and its positive charge

neutralises the growing negative charge of the g-phosphate of GTP during hydrolysis

thus stabilising the transition state, just as RasGAP’s ‘arginine finger’ functions in Ras.

8.2.4 Switch II/G-3

TheG-3 sequence (containing invariant DXXG), often referred to as a Walker B box, is

found at the N-terminus of the a-2 helix and is part of the switch II region of both
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monomeric G proteins and a-subunits. The main chain amide of the conserved glycine

(226 in as, 203 in ai) coordinates the g-phosphate (in GTP-bound forms). The glycine

is immediately followed by a glutamine in both Ras and Ga subunits. Point mutation of

this Gln61 in Ras inactivates its GTPase and is a common site of point mutation in Ras

in a variety of human cancers. Its equivalent residue in Gas (Gln227, Gln204 in ai) is
also a site of oncogenic point mutations in a smaller group of human cancers (see

Chapter 10, Section 10.17.1). However, although it is an essential element in the

catalytic site of Ga and Ras, this glutamine is not conserved in all members of the

superfamily – it is replaced by histidine in EF-Tu.

G-4 TheG-4 sequence (containing consensus NKXD) spans the link between the b-5
strand and the ‘a-G’ helix and is partially responsible for binding theguanine base. In the
at/ai chimera structure, G-4 is Asn265–Asp268 and in ai it is Asn269–Asp272.

G-5 The G-5 box runs between the b-6 strand and the a-5 helix and aids in guanine

base recognition and binding. It contains a consensus sequence (TCA) ina-subunits and
is found between Thr320–Ala322 in the at/ai chimera structure and Thr324–Ala326

in ai.

8.2.5 Switch III

This region is not found in Ras. It is one of the insert regions (insert-2) of heterotrimeric

a-subunits and is located between b-4 and a-3 (Asp227–Arg238 in bovine transducin

andAsp231–Arg242 in ratai1) (Table 8.2). Themain functionof switch III is to stabilise

the extended helix-2 of switch II in the GTP-bound conformation, which is thus aligned

for effector recognition. In the GTP-bound conformation, switch III residues form a

series of interactionswith cognate residues in switch II.Akey interaction emanates from

the conserved glutamate (Glu232 in at; Glu236 in ai1) in the centre of switch III, whose
carboxyl sidechain forms anH-bondwith the backbone amide of the conserved arginine

in switch II (Arg201 in at; Arg205 in ai1)14.
In theGDP-boundconformations, switch IIImoves away fromswitch II andno longer

makes contact. The result is that the G-cleft is more open and the switch II helix is

allowed to unwind to present a different surface that binds b/g instead of effector

enzymes. The rotation of the helix and cleft closure elicited by the binding of GTP is

also stabilised by a second conserved glutamate justC-terminal of switch III, which also

contacts switch II (discussed below).

8.3 GTP exchange, hydrolysis and switch movements

The key residues in the first two switch regions of a-subunits that are involved in

nucleotide recognition are highly reminiscent of Ras. In a-subunits, the taut structure

of the GTP-bound switches is primarily due to g-phosphate contacts with the conserved

switch I threonine and the invariant switch II glycine. When these primary contact points
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are broken by loss of g-phosphate after hydrolysis, the structures relax. However, although
the basic mechanism and structural consequences of GTP- versus GDP-coordinated

conformational changes are broadly similar, there are major differences in the way the

Ga switch regions organise effector, receptor or regulator binding interfaces.

8.3.1 GTP conformations

The GTP-bound forms of a-subunits can be thought of as metastable intermediates in

catalysis. The very stability of such enzyme-substrate complexes allows sufficient time

for the activated G protein to transduce and amplify the signal by virtue of the rapid

turnover of its immediate effector enzyme.

As with Ras, the GTP-bound conformations of a-subunits are taut due to extensive

interactions with the g-phosphate. The conserved lysine and serine P-loop residues

perform the same function in a-subunits as they do in Ras. In complex with nonhy-

drolysable GTP, analogue ai and at structures14–17 show the P-loop serine hydroxyl

group (equivalent to Ser17 of Ras) coordinating the Mg2þ ion, while its amide nitrogen

hydrogen bonds to the b-phosphate oxygen. The amine side chain of the P-loop lysine

(equivalent to Lys16 of Ras) hydrogen-bonds to both b- and g-phosphates.
In the switch I region of a-subunits, the invariant threonine (Thr35 in Ras) also

coordinates theMg2þ ionwhile its amide hydrogen-bondswith the g-phosphate. Switch
II contacts also are similar to Ras. The invariant switch II glycine (Gly60 in Ras)

hydrogen-bonds via its backbone amide to the g-phosphate. The invariant switch II

aspartate (Asp223 in as, Asp200 in ai; equivalent to Asp57 in Ras) hydrogen-

bonds to one of the water molecules coordinating the Mg2þ ion. A simplified summary

of g-phosphate contacts is shown in the inset in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6 g-phosphate contacts of the Gai subunit
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8.3.2 The transition state

Aluminium fluoride is a strong activator of GDP-bound Ga proteins. In crystal struc-

tures of ai and at, in complexwithGDP andAlF4
�, the aluminiumfluoride ion occupies

the position expected for the g-phosphate of GTP. The structure of this ion is thought to
model the pentavalent transition state of the g-phosphate – the extra valence represent-
ing the attack trajectory of the nucleophilic water molecule. When the catalytic

glutamine is within H-bonding distance of this water, and the switch I arginine is close

enough to help neutralise the growing charge on the g-phosphate leaving group, the

abstraction of a proton from the water creates a nucleophile that catalyses hydrolysis.

We have seen in Chapter 7 howRas requires the arginine finger of RasGAP to complete

its active site and help neutralise the charge on the g-phosphate leaving group. Unlike a-
subunits, Ras alone does not bind aluminium fluoride, but can if docked with RasGAP.

Crucially, insertion of RasGAP’s arginine also helps bring the catalytic glutamine into the

correct conformation (that is captured by the presence of aluminium fluoride) through

hydrogen-bonding to its side chain. In GTP-occupied Ga subunit structures, despite the

presence of the arginine in switch I, the glutamine does not make contact with the catalytic

water or the g-phosphate except in a subunits occupied by GDP and AlF4
�18. Indeed, both

residues are far from the g-phosphate in GTP-GaI, for example, compared with their

positions in GDP-AlF4
�-Gai (see Figure 8.7). Instead, it appears that the correct

conformation (as modelled by GDP-AlF4
�) simply assembles infrequently, explaining

the sluggish rate of intrinsic hydrolysis. This is a reasonable assumption, given that even in

the GTP-bound state, the switches are still highly mobile.

8.4 b/c- and receptor-binding surfaces of a-subunits

8.4.1 The b/c binding site of GDP-occupied a

The interaction between b/g and a-subunits only occurs when the a-subunit is in the

GDP-occupied state (but the b/g-binding persists transiently with the nucleotide-free

a-subunit during receptor-catalysed nucleotide exchange). Monomeric GDP-bound ai
has disordered switch regions and instead presents a microdomain consisting of tightly

folded N- and C-termini – this is probably a recognition tag for b/g. b/g-docking with
a<GDP> remodels the N-terminus. The GDP-bound a-subunit in the trimeric crystal

has a well-defined N-terminal helix structure that is not resolved in isolated a-subunit
structures of GTP-bound a-subunits and this extended structure is the result of stabilis-
ing interactions with b. The N-terminal helix of the a-subunit binds at the edge of the
b-propeller of the b-subunit19. The b-subunit also makes extensive contacts with the

GDP-conformed switch I and II regions20. In particular, the parasol-like b-subunit
effectively caps the potential effector binding site of switch II, precluding inappropriate

activation of downstream signalling until nucleotide exchange remodels the conforma-

tion of the a-subunit (see Figure 8.1(c)). The b-subunit also traps the bound GDP,

preventing inappropriate nucleotide exchange in the absence of a receptor signal.
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8.4.2 The receptor-binding interface of GDP-occupied G proteins

The dominant receptor-recognition domain of heterotrimer G proteins is found at the

extremeC-terminus of the various a-subunits. The earliest indication of this came from

studies on Gai. When covalently modified by pertussis-toxin (PTX), Gai is unable to
couple to cognate receptors such as a2-AR. Thus, upstream receptors fail to couplewith

PTX-treatedGai and canno longer inhibit the stimulation of adenylyl cyclase elicited by

Gas cognate receptors such as bAR. The reason is that pertussis ADP-ribosylates Gai at
a C-terminal cysteine residue in ai that is normally required for docking with the

activated receptor – in human ai-1 this is cysteine-351 in the most C-terminal hexapep-

tide stretch (underlined) KDCGLF ( Figure 8.3, Table 8.3)21–23.

Figure 8.7 (a) GTP occupied alpha subunit (note Gln position); (b) Aluminium fluoride plus GDP
mimics the GTP transition state
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A second indication of the importance of theC-terminus is found in the unc cell line,

(Section 1.4.9) which contains a defective as point mutant that fails to couple with AC

because it contains a proline substitution in the final hexapeptide sequence (native

as¼ RQYELL394; unc as¼ PQYELL394). In fact, the six mostC-terminal amino acids

represent distinct signatures for each of the functional classes of Ga subunit and are

remarkablywell conserved throughoutmetazoans. Ga1/2, for example, has an identical

C-terminal hexapeptide receptor-binding sequence (KDCGLF) inmosquito, sea urchin,

schistosome, rat, mouse, dog and human (the underlined cysteine is the target of

pertussis toxin).

Although it is a ‘floppy’ structure, there is good evidence that the C-tail’s conforma-

tion (and/or the extent of its exposure to solvent) is altered in cycling between GDP-

bound to a GTP-bound states. This change is apparently driven by switch II movements

that are a consequence of the presence or absence of g-phosphate (or AlF4
�)24. In

a<GTP>, the C-tail is tucked away, but in a<GDP> it is exposed to solvent and

available for receptor interactions.

The C-terminal tail is insufficient, alone, to completely specify receptor interactions.

Notably, Gai-2 has an identical final 8 amino acid sequence to that of transducin

(Table 8.3), but although the ai-subunit recognises a2-adrenergic receptors, transducin
does not25. Further specificity and binding strength comes from receptor interactions

with the N-terminal helix as well as the a4–b6 loop6.
Isolated GDP-bound a-subunits have very low affinities for receptors. The receptor

interaction is only possiblewhen the a-subunit is reunitedwith a b/g-dimer, because the

latter contributes crucially to receptor coupling. The receptor makes essential contacts

with the C-terminal region of the g-subunit9.
The receptor side of the interface is less well mapped. However, a definitive binding

site for theC-terminus ofa-subunit is located in the third intracellular loop, and a second
at the end of the sixth transmembrane helix of 7-pass receptors. The g-subunit is
theorised to bind at the juxtamembrane region of the receptor’s C-terminal tail which,

in rhodopsin at least, is folded as a small supernumerary cytosolic helix (Figure 8.3).

Table 8.3 Extreme C-terminal sequence motifs of human G protein a-subunits

-sub C-termini ADP-ribosylated by Pertussis
G i-1 DVIIKNNLKDCGLF YES (Cys351)
G i-2 DVIIKNNLKDCGLF YES (Cys352
G i-3 DVIIKNNLKECGLY YES (Cys351)
G o DIIIANNLRGCGLY YES (Cys351)

G z DVIIQNNLKYIGLC355 NO

G t DIIIKENLKDCGLF YES (Cys347)

G s DIIQRMHLRQYELL394 NO

G q DTILQLNLKEYNLV359 NO

G 12 DTILQENLKDIMLQ381 NO
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8.4.3 Receptor-induced GDP dissociation and nucleotide exchange

The N-terminal helix of Ga is a shared/overlapping binding site for both the b-subunit
and the receptor. The receptor also contacts theg-subunit directly9 ( Figure 8.3). It seems

likely that the b/g-dimer is used by the receptor to ‘lever’ open the guanine nucleotide

pocket, facilitating nucleotide exchange, although it is by no means clear how exactly

this is achieved. There has been much speculation in the past that the helical insert-1,

which seems to effectively cap the G-cleft in all available a-subunit structures, may act

as a trapdoor that must open to allow nucleotide exchange. Until the elusive ‘empty

pocket’ form of the ternary complex is finally captured, this fascinating possibility

remains just that6.

No crystal structures of the empty pocket ternary complex, or the isolated

Ga<EMPTY>, are available. In fact it is unlikely that isolated, monomeric,

Ga<EMPTY> will be ever be crystalised as it aggregates, being either misfolded or

denatured upon isolation without nucleotide26. In contrast, when it is bound to the

ternary complex (i.e., agonist/receptorþaþbþg), Ga<EMPTY> persists in an activa-

table condition. Very recent NMR data suggests that the ternary complex form of

Ga<EMPTY> is in a conformationally dynamic state, quite different from all the

stable Ga structures crystalised in the absence of activated receptor27.

Activation of the a-subunit is completed when GTP enters the empty G-cleft and

resets the switch regions. The b/g binding interface of a<GTP> is thus lost, causing

dissociation of the ternary complex.

8.4.4 Switch II helix rotation

In themonomeric structures ofGat andGai bound to either aGTPanalogue or theGTP-
mimicking combination of GDP and aluminium fluoride, switch II adopts an extended

structure that is stabilised by interaction with switch III. However, in these

GTP-activated structures, a further point of contact forms with the conserved arginine

of switch II (Arg204 in at, 178 in Rasmol file), which is H-bonded to the main-chain

carbonyl of Gly199. In this conformation, the arginine also forms a salt-bridge with a

conserved glutamate (Glu241 in at, 215 in Rasmol file) that is present at the C-terminal

side of switch III. This latter ionic contact is theorised to form a latch or hasp that serves

to trap GTP in the binding pocket. At the same time these contacts also contribute to the

rotation of the switch II a-helix by 120� compared with the GDP-bound forms20.

Compare Figures 8.8(A) and 8.9(A) with Figure 8.8A.

These contacts are not present inGDP-bounda-subunits because the three residuesmove

apart after GTP hydrolysis as the helix unwinds. The Glu-to-Arg distance in at<GTP> is

�3Å but increases to more than 17 Å in at<GDP>. The rotation of the helix can be

appreciated from the position of the conserved tryptophan (207 in Gat; 211 in Gai).
Thus, the face of the switch II helix presented in theGTP-bound subunit (that interacts

with effectors) is entirely different from the face of the GDP-bound subunit (that

interacts with b/g).
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Because of the loss of contact between switch II and the region of switch III, the

guanine-binding cleft of the monomeric GDP-boundGa subunit is muchmore exposed

to solvent and this allows GDP to dissociate slowly and spontaneously in vitro. By

contrast,whenGa is cappedbyb/g in the heterotrimer,GDP is almost irreversibly bound

to the G-cleft. It is noteworthy that GDP-conformed switch II adopts a unique con-

formation in the heterotrimer (Figure 8.9(A)),which is different from that ofmonomeric

at<GDP> or ai<GDP> – the latter structure, of course, is completely disordered.

In monomeric GDP-bound Ga, the switch II helix is more flexible – in Gai it is so
floppy that it is unresolved in the X-ray structures. This is a result of the loss of

Figure 8.8 G-cleft ‘hasp’ closure and switch II rotation upon GTP-for GDP exchange
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g-phosphate contacts with switch I and II residues and this loss has the effect of opening
the ‘latch’ of theG-cleft –Arg208 no longer forms the tripartite connectionwithGly199

and Glu241. This further disturbs the positioning of the catalytic glutamine. Instead of

being stabilised by the g-phosphate ofGTP, the inactive a<GDP>-subunitmust now be

stabilised by interactionwithb/g, which effectively acts as aGDP-dissociation inhibitor
simply because it stabilises the switch regions. This arrangement persists until it is again

disturbed by docking of an activated receptor, which acts like a guanine nucleotide

exchange factor or GEF.

Figure 8.9 ‘Hasp’ & switch II conformations in the transition state vs the heterotrimer
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8.4.5 Switch II – the primary effector-binding surface of a-subunits

Effector enzymes for Ga-transduced signals include forms of adenylyl cyclase, PLCb
and cGMP-PDE. The best understood interaction is that of the stimulatory a-subunit of
the G protein, Gs, with adenylyl cyclase, which has been long investigated, first

biochemically and then structurally. The first crystal structure of the complex of Gas
with two halves of adenylyl cyclase’s ‘split’ active centre confirmed many predictions

from earlier studies, especially with regard to the effector-binding interface on as, and
for the first time elucidated the mechanism of forskolin28 (see Figure 8.10). The first

thing you will notice is that switch II of as is sandwiched between a loop and an a-helix
of the adenylyl cyclase C2 domain. Less obvious is a second interacting portion of as:
the loop connecting the a3-helix and b5-strand (coloured light blue), which interacts

Figure 8.10 Crystal structure of Gas in complex with adenylyl cyclase catalytic subunit pair
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with portions of both C1 and C2. The dipterpine, forskolin, also makes contacts with

both halves of adenylyl cyclase by a bridging action in the cleft between C1 and C2

(strictly speaking these are the truncated versions of C1 and C2 from AC-5 and AC-2,

respectively (termed ‘C1a’ and ‘C2a’)).

The binding sites for forskolin and as are distinct and act independently. Both

are thought to activate the effector by uniting the split catalytic site – effectively gluing

the two halves together. Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the two hydrophobic

pockets that forskolin fits into are evolutionarily preserved, leading to speculation

that an endogenous forskolin-like entitymay exist, although none has so far been found.

Gai, (and most likely all the other a-subunits) also binds to effectors predominantly

through switch II 28. In the case of adenylyl cyclase types 5 and 6, Gai binding is non-
competitivewithGas23.Gai switch II is proposed tobind at a site on the adenylyl cyclase
C1 domain, directly opposite to that ofGas. Both can bind at once,which explainsGai’s
ability to block Gas. However, Gai can inhibit AC5/6 independently of Gas – Gai also
blocks forskolin’s ability, alone, to stimulate the enzyme29.

8.5 Modulators of G protein activity – the ‘RGS’ protein family

The activity of some a-subunits’ GTPase can be increased by regulators of G protein

signalling (RGS proteins). The GAP-type RGS proteins for heterotrimeric G proteins

are unrelated to RasGAPs in both sequence andmechanism. RGS proteins share a�120
amino acid domain that represents their functional GAP module. They may be func-

tionally classified into subfamilies dependent upon the presence or absence of other

domains in their respective structures30 and this broadly follows the classification based

on RGS module structural relationships. The additional domains include PH-, PDZ-,

DH/PH-, and PTB-domains among others, making these RGS proteins functionally

diverse scaffolding proteins, whose functions are only now beginning to be revealed.

As we have seen, Ga has an inbuilt catalytic site arginine. The intrinsic catalytic rate

of a-subunits is much higher than Ras due to the tethered GAP-like activity of the

arginine in linker-2 connecting insert-1, and it is therefore unsurprising that the

mechanisms of action of RGS proteins do not resemble that of RasGAP. The first

indication that the intrinsic rate of Ga catalysis could be further enhanced came from

studies on the interaction of Gaq with its effector, PLC-b1. Interaction with PLC-b1
dramatically increases theGTPase rate ofGaq, an effect not seenwithGas and adenylyl
cyclase (although modest increases are reported)31.

8.5.1 RGS proteins and GTPase activation

The ‘standard model’ of G proteins as fixed timers of 7-pass receptor transduction,

derived from in vitro biochemical studies, still holds true for the as-containing G

proteins that stimulate adenylyl cyclase. The rates of the GTP hydrolysis and nucleotide

exchange at as are unaltered by the addition of effectors or other regulators32,33.
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However, the fixed-rate-GTPase paradigm was never quite able to account for the

variable (usually faster) kinetics observed in in vivo situations where Gi/o or Gq

proteins were the transducers. The paradox was resolved when it was realised that,

just like Ras-type monomeric G proteins, the GTPase activity of ai-subunits (in

particular) could also be accelerated by RGS proteins (reviewed in Reference 34).

Such RGS proteins downregulate 7-pass receptor signalling by shortening the life-

time of a<GTP>. At least 37 RGS proteins are encoded in the human genome, most

are Gi/o interactors, with a smaller number of Gq interactors34. The RGS fold

encompasses 9 a-helices with the a-subunit-interacting core being an antiparallel

4-helix bundle that presents loops that interact with switches I, II and III. This is

thought to stabilise switches I and II in a conformation favourable to achieving the

transition state.

WhyhaveGi/o proteins been so targetted? Perhaps it is becauseGi proteins are highly

active in neural transmission through their couplingwith ion channels and it is likely that

their additional level of control by RGS proteins is necessary to allow for flexibility and

rapid responses to neuronal signals – a situation that does not apply to themore leisurely

metabolic signalling transduced by Gs.

8.5.2 RGS proteins: inhibition of nucleotide exchange;
crosstalk with other pathways

Latterly, it has become apparent that certain RGS proteins manifest other regulatory

properties because of their additional modules. The R12 subfamily of RGS proteins, for

example, acts as guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDIs), by virtue of the

presence of a ‘GoLoco’ domain that causes downregulation of G protein transduction,

this time by inhibiting GTP entry into the a-subunit. The GoLoco domain binds only to

Gai<GDP> and its interaction site is centred on switch II. GoLoco can be thought of as

functionally usurping the b/g-subunit’s role as a Ga-GDI while at the same time

blocking b/g-binding at switch II and thereby blocking the GEF-action of receptors.

R12proteins also possessRas binding domains andPTB- andPDZ-domains, suggesting

potentially complex roles in crosstalk with single-pass receptor pathways as well as

scaffolding functions.

A different subfamily of RGS proteins contains tandem DH/PH-domains that func-

tion as a RhoGEFs. In this case, the RhoGEF-containing RGS protein acts as an effector

allowingGa12/13 andGaq to activate themonomericG proteinRho34. Finally, R7-type

RGS proteins have PH-domains and a Gg-like domain that specifically binds the

neuronal-specific Gb subunit, b5. The possibility exists that R7 not only acts as a Ga-
GAP but also (in the form of R7/b5) might functionally replace conventional b/g in

facilitating the uncoupling of Ga to 7-pass receptors.

Confusingly, the dual specific AKAP scaffolding protein (D-AKAP-2) that binds

PKA regulatory subunits is also an RGS-containing protein, whereas other AKAPs are

not. An evolutionary dendrogram illustrates the structural relationships and classifica-

tion of these proteins, based upon the RGS modules they harbour34 (Figure 8.11).
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8.5.3 Gai/o/q GEF proteins – unrelated to RGS

Reminiscent of Ras regulation, there appear to be a small number of guanine nucleotide
exchange factors (GEFs) specific for Gai/o/q subunits. The known proteins (‘Ric-8A

and B’; named for ‘resistant to inhibitors of cholinesterase) are unrelated to RGS

proteins and have no discernable modular structure resembling any other signal mole-

cules. They act invitro bybinding tomonomericGa<GDP> only (likeGoLoco, theydo

not bind to heterotrimers) and thereby cause ejection of GDP, yielding a stable Ric-8

complexwith the now nucleotide-free a-subunit33. The Ric-8/ Ga<EMPTY> complex

only dissociates when GTP is subsequently supplied. This would be expected to

upregulate signalling by speeding up GTP-for-GDP exchange, analogous to the action

of mSos, but it differs in that it appears to act independently of receptors. However,

although a physiological role for Ric-8-homologues in aspects of cell division in

Drosophila and C. elegans has been established by knockout, it is fair to say that the

biochemistry and structure/functional mechanisms of Ric-8 are yet to be fully explored.

8.5.4 GRKs – RGS domain-containing S/T-kinases

Oddly, members of the RGS family had unknowingly been discovered in the late

1980s in the form of serine/threonine kinase enzymes, collectively known as

Figure 8.11 Dendrogram showing relationships and classification of RGS proteins (Siderovski, D.P. &
Willard, F.S. (2005) Int. J. Biol. Sci., 1: 51–66)
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G protein-coupled receptor kinases (GRKs), although their relationship to the wider

RGS-containing family was unrecognised at the time (see reviews in References 34

and 35).

ThefirstGPCR-kinase to be identifiedwas rhodopsin kinase, nowknownas ‘GRK-1’.

It is activated by dockingwith the third intracellular loop of rhodopsinwhen the receptor

is in the light-activated conformation, and it desensitises rhodopsin by phosphorylating

several sites in the receptor’s C-terminal tail. These phosphorylation events have the

effect of creating a binding site for an accessory protein known as ‘arrestin’,which binds

to the phosphorylated C-tail and thus prevents Gat coupling by steric hinderance.

Arrestin binding also initiates internalisation of receptors, which are either depho-

sphorylated and recycled or degraded.

Soon after the discovery of rhodopsin kinase, another serine/threonine kinases was

found to play a key role in the desensitisation of 7-pass receptor signalling in conditions

of chronic stimulation with agonists. The second GRK was originally named

‘b-adreneric receptor kinase’ (or bARK) because it was found to phosphorylate serine
residues in the bAR receptor’s C-terminal tail after long-term stimulation with bAR
agonists. bARK-1 and the closely related bARK-2 are now known as GRK-2 andGRK-

3, respectively. Like GRK-1, GRK-2/3 also acts in concert with accessory proteins (in

this case, b-arrestins) that bind the receptor’s C-tail after bARK has phosphorylated it.

Unlike GRK-1, which is constitutively membrane-associated through a C-terminal

farnesyl post-translational modification, GRK-2/3 are cytosolic enzymes that can only be

recruited to themembrane through interaction with free b/g-subunits. An excess of free b/g-
subunits is an indication that a G protein coupled receptor is being chronically stimulated.

bARK has a PH-domain. PH-domains predominantly bind phosphoinoside headgroups but

some (like those in GRKs) are capable of binding to the centre of the b-propeller of the free
b/g subunit – the site otherwise occupied by the switch II region of Ga<GDP>-subunits.

When tethered to the membrane by b/g, bARK is in a position to collision-couple with

receptors and will phosphorylate any 7-pass receptors that are ligand-occupied – like GRK-

1, GRK-2/3 only binds to the agonist-occupied receptor conformation.

A recent structure of GRK-2 in complex with a Gaq-containing heterotrimer, reveals

another way that GRKs can disrupt G protein signalling. That is, by sequestering the

chronically activated Ga subunits. GRK-2 does this via its N-terminal RGS domain,

which binds to the switch II effector-binding site of the Ga subunit, masking it, and thus

disrupting signal transduction (see Figure 8.12). In the crystal, GRK-2 can be seen

scaffolding a Gaq subunit through its RGS module and, simultaneously, a b/g-dimer

through its PH domain. Whether such simultaneous scaffolding pertains in vivo is

uncertain at present.

8.6 Signal transduction by b/c subunits

b/g-subunits were at first thought to play no activating role in signal transduction, other
than the inhibitory role of sequestering the effector-binding region of the a-subunit
while the cell is unstimulated. However, after some initial resistance to the idea, it
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gradually became accepted that free b/g dimers could also activate certain effectors.

Actually, in primitive organisms b/g seems to be the primordial transducer, with the

a-subunits acting as mere ‘sinks’ to sequester b/g in resting cells. In metazoans, the

‘sequestration’ is mutual – b/gmasks the a-subunit’s switch II while the a-subunit, in a
reciprocal fashion, masks the effector-binding face of the b-subunit’s b-propeller.
Table 5.2 (Chapter 5) summarises the modifying effects that b/g-subunits potentially
exert on certain isoforms of adenylyl cyclase, both inhibitory and stimulatory. For

example, b/g-subunits released from Gq heterotrimers (downstream of a1-AR) can
co-activate adenylyl cyclase 2/4 when Gas subunits are also activated (downstream of

b-AR)36.
The finding that b/g subunits are transducers in their own right has explained a long-

existing paradox. As we saw in Chapter 5, adrenergic stimulation of male rat liver

activates glycogenolysis through an IP3-dependent release of calcium that is mediated

by Gq activated PLC-b. Because Gq is involved, PLC-b activation in liver is generally

pertussis toxin insensitive. However, in other tissues IP3 production and calcium release

provoked by agonist stimulation is pertussis-toxin sensitive, pointing to a Gai-contain-
ing G protein. For example, PTXwas found to block the production of IP3 in leukaemic

HL60 cells, normally stimulated by chemotactic peptide fMet-Leu-Phe, a 7-pass

receptor agonist37.

Figure 8.12 The complex of GRK-2 with Gaq and b/g
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Such observations were later explained by the finding that subtypes of PLC-b were

more, or less, sensitive to activation by free b/g subunits (Chapter 5, Table 5.3). b/g
subunits are excellent activators of the PLC-b2 isoform, where they are equipotent with

Gaq, but are 50–100-fold less able to activate PLC-b1, -b3 or -b4. Generally, free b/g
subunits must be in excess to have this effect and this appears to be why this alternative

IP3 signal is pertussis toxin-sensitive – Gai/o-containing G proteins are much more

abundant than otherGproteins and are the predominant source of excess amounts of free

b/g-subunits21.
GRK-2 (bARK) is recruited to the membrane by free b/g subunits. Like the GRK

family of receptor kinases, PLC-b subtypes also contain PH domains. Given that the PH

domain of GRK clearly binds to b/g in an ‘effector-like’ manner, there may be reason to

expect that PLC-b subtypes also bind b/g via PH interactions, possibly varying due to

differences in PH domains between subtypes. Equally, however, there is evidence that

the ‘X’–‘Y’ linker of PLC-b2 may be an interaction site for b/g31.
One final caveat: although we have been used to thinking of the different b- and

g-isoforms as interchangeable, there are notable exceptions to this general rule. For

example, heterotrimers containing b1/g1 subunits couple more effectively with

rhodopsin than any other combinations, and b2/g2 subunits are selective inhibitors of
T-type calcium channels30.
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9
The insulin receptor and
the anabolic response

There are three members of the human insulin receptor family: the insulin receptor, the insulin-

like growth factor-I (IGF-I) receptor and the insulin receptor related (IRR) protein, which is an

‘orphan’ receptor with no known ligand. The insulin receptor and its close homologue, the IGF-I

receptor, differ from other RTKs in (i) being persistently dimerised and (ii) not providing stable

docking sites for phosphotyrosine-binding adaptors. Instead, the insulin receptor uses an

intermediary substrate protein as a surrogate for its signal transduction particle assembly.

This substrate, IRS, is phosphorylated by the receptor kinase on multiple tyrosines while

transiently associated, before leaving the receptor to act as an isolated anchorage point for

SH2 domain proteins. The temporary nature of the liaison means that the insulin receptor may

potentially modify several IRS molecules before its kinase inactivates again, thus providing an

unusual amplification mechanism.

9.1 The insulin receptor – a pre-dimerised RTK with a
unique substrate

The insulin receptor (InsR) follows the general protein kinase convention of

requiring A-loop phosphorylation for activation, but differs in already being

dimerised. Even in the absence of its ligand insulin, interchain disulphide bonds

between the partner monomers ensures persistent dimerisation. The ‘monomeric’

InsR is derived from a single gene but its protein product is cleaved during

Structure and Function in Cell Signalling John Nelson
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processing, leaving two polypeptides (the ‘a-chain’ and the ‘b-chain’) that remain

tethered to one another by an intrachain disulphide bond (see Figure 9.1). The

a-subunit contains the ligand-binding domain and is entirely extracellular. The two

dimerising disulphide bonds form between the two a-chains. The b-chain spans the
membranewith a small, extracellularN-terminal portion where the a–b disulphide

Figure 9.1 Domain structure of the insulin receptor
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linker is anchored. The intracellular portion of the b-chain contains the tyrosine

kinase domain, and regulatory regions that are juxtamembrane- or C-terminal of

the kinase domain.

There are two human InsR splice variants that differ in the presence or absence of

12 amino acids near the C-terminus of the mature a-subunit. Apart from in the foetus

(see Section 9.10.5 later in this chapter), the following summarises their general

expression. The InsR-A (minus exon 11) has a relatively low affinity for insulin and is

the only form expressed in leukocytes. InsR-B (plus exon 11) has a high affinity for

insulin (twice that of InsR-A) and is expressed at elevated levels in insulin-responsive

tissue like skeletal muscle, liver and adipose (up to 200,000 receptors per cell). Other

cell types have a mixture of both isoforms. Practically all vertebrate tissues contain

insulin receptors, which can be as few as 40 receptors per cell in erythrocytes.

9.1.1 Insulin receptor residues numbering

The numbering of insulin receptor residues varies in the literature and has the potential

to be confusing. The numbering system used here (see Table 9.1) omits the signal

sequence but includes the alternatively spliced mini exon (exon 11), which codes for an

additional 12 amino acids1. Thismeans that amino acid numbers used here (Ex11þ) will
be 12 higher than papers using the numbering system of Ullrich2, which is based upon

the short splice variant (Ex11�). The X-ray crystallography papers tend to use the long
splice variant numbering system, whereas many of the biochemical papers use short

splice variant numbering.

9.1.2 Three clusters of autophosphorylated tyrosines in the InsR
intracellular region

The InsR b-chain tyrosine residues that become autophosphorylated after ligand bind-

ing are found in three clusters (here and throughout this chapter, the Ex11� numbers are
in italics, in parentheses):

� Juxtamembrane: Ex11þ tyrosines: 965, 972 and 984 (Ex11�:953, 960 and 972)

� Activation loop: Ex11þ tyrosines: 1158, 1162 and 1163 (Ex11�: 1146, 1150 and 1151)

� C-terminal: Ex11þ tyrosines: 1328 and 1334 (Ex11�: 1316 and 1322)

Although three juxtamembrane domain tyrosines may be phosphorylated in vitro, it is

the central pTyr972 (Ex11�: 960) that is predominantly autophosphorylated in vivo and

acts as the prime activator of the majority of the receptor’s downstream metabolic

effects3. Tyr965 (Ex11�: 953) is possibly also phosphorylated andmay act as a receptor

internalisation signal.
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The tyrosine clusters are phosphorylated in an ordered sequence. First the tyrosines in

the activation loop of the kinase domain are phosphorylated, with the juxtamembrane

region being phosphorylated very soon after. The C-terminal domain tyrosines

are phosphorylated last, and after some delay4. As we discussed in Chapter 4, the three

tyrosines of the A-loop need to be phosphorylated for full activity and there is evidence

of a graded activation as each one is modified – the monophospho- form is almost

inactive, the bisphospho- form is partially active and the trisphospho-kinase is fully

active5. Tyr1163 is phosphorylated last, resulting in the single biggest elevation in

activity especially towards exogenous substrates6. This accords with crystallographic

evidence that pTyr1163 plays a key role in the correct assembly of the A-loop into a

Table 9.1 The complete human insulin receptor sequence. Note that numbering varies between
studies depending on whether the signal sequence and/or the splice variant regions are counted

signal peptide 27|
1 MGTGGRRGAA AAPLLVAVAA LLLGAAG

mature alpha-chain 1 4
HLY PGEVCPGMDI RNNLTRLHEL ENCSVIEGHL

34 61 QILLMFKTRP EDFRDLSFPK LIMITDYLLL FRVYGLESLK DLFPNLTVIR GSRLFFNYAL
94 121 VIFEMVHLKE LGLYNLMNIT RGSVRIEKNN ELCYLATIDW SRILDSVEDN HIVLNKDDNE

154 181 ECGDICPGTA KGKTNCPATV INGQFVERCW THSHCQKVCP TICKSHGCTA EGLCCHSECL
214 241 GNCSQPDDPT KCVACRNFYL DGRCVETCPP PYYHFQDWRC VNFSFCQDLH HKCKNSRRQG
274 301 CHQYVIHNNK CIPECPSGYT MNSSNLLCTP CLGPCPKVCH LLEGEKTIDS VTSAQELRGC
334 361 TVINGSLIIN IRGGNNLAAE LEANLGLIEE ISGYLKIRRS YALVSLSFFR KLRLIRGETL
394 421 EIGNYSFYAL DNQNLRQLWD WSKHNLTTTQ GKLFFHYNPK LCLSEIHKME EVSGTKGRQE
454 481 RNDIALKTNG DKASCENELL KFSYIRTSFD KILLRWEPYW PPDFRDLLGF MLFYKEAPYQ
514 541 NVTEFDGQDA CGSNSWTVVD IDPPLRSNDP KSQNHPGWLM RGLKPWTQYA IFVKTLVTFS
574 601 DERRTYGAKS DIIYVQTDAT NPSVPLDPIS VSNSSSQIIL KWKPPSDPNG NITHYLVFWE
634 661 RQAEDSELFE LDYCLKGLKL PSRTWSPPFE SEDSQKHNQS EYEDSAGECC SCPKTDSQIL
694 721 KELEESSFRK TFEDYLHNVV FVPRKTSSGT GAEDPRPSRK RR

736 744
mature beta-chain SLGDVGNV TVAVPTVAAF

754 781 PNTSSTSVPT SPEEHRPFEK VVNKESLVIS GLRHFTGYRI ELQACNQDTP EERCSVAAYV
814 841 SARTMPEAKA DDIVGPVTHE IFENNVVHLM WQEPKEPNGL IVLYEVSYRR YGDEELHLCV
874 901 SRKHFALERG CRLRGLSPGN YSVRIRATSL AGNGSWTEPT YFYVTDYLDV PSNIAKIIIG
934 961 PLIFVFLFSV VIGSIYLFLR KRQPDGPLGP LYASSNPEYL SASDVFPCSV YVPDEWEVSR
994 1021 EKITLLRELG QGSFGMVYEG NARDIIKGEA ETRVAVKTVN ESASLRERIE FLNEASVMKG

1054 1081 FTCHHVVRLL GVVSKGQPTL VVMELMAHGD LKSYLRSLRP EAENNPGRPP PTLQEMIQMA
1114 1141 AEIADGMAYL NAKKFVHRDL AARNCMVAHD FTVKIGDFGM TRDIYETDYY RKGGKGLLPV
1174 1201 RWMAPESLKD GVFTTSSDMW SFGVVLWEIT SLAEQPYQGL SNEQVLKFVM DGGYLDQPDN
1234 1261 CPERVTDLMR MCWQFNPKMR PTFLEIVNLL KDDLHPSFPE VSFFHSEENK APESEELEME
1294 1321 FEDMENVPLD RSSHCQREEA GGRDGGSSLG FKRSYEEHIP YTHMNGGKKN GRILTLPRSN
1354 1381 PS

grey = numbering of pro-form (before processing)

-27—0:- Signal peptide (cleaved off during ER processing) 1—27
1—735:- Mature -chain (ligand-binding, extracellular) 28—758
718—729:- Splice variant region (missing in short isoform) 745—756
736—1355:- Mature -chain (catalytic and regulatory, cytosolic) 763-1382

Transmembrane domain (boxed)

Catalytic domain: 996-1267
1002—1010:- P-loop
1150—1179:- Activation loops
1130—1137:- Catalytic loop
1038-1051:—“C-alpha helix”
FH = residues that are tyrosines in the IGF-IR sequence
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platform for peptide substrate recognition7. There is some debate over which residue is

phosphorylated first, but there is agreement that tyrosine 1162 phosphorylation is the

first effective step in de-repression of active site inhibition through the electrostatic

repulsion from the catalytic aspartate that results fromadditionof the negatively charged

phosphoryl moiety. Point mutation of Tyr1158, however, suggests it plays little part in

kinase activation.

9.2 InsR and IGF-IR: differentiation leads differential
tissue effects

The effects of insulin arewidespread and varied, with many specialised tissues set up to

respond in very different and distinct ways – for example, liver is stimulated to

synthesise glycogen and adipose stimulated to synthesise fat. Some effects of insulin

are independent of other signals: mobilising glucose transporters to increase glucose

uptake, for example. However, many of insulin’s signalling pathways lead to

de-activation of downstream targets previously activated by glucagon- or adrenaline-

pathways. In effect, insulin reverses glucagon or adrenaline effects, re-setting these

metabolic switches.

The diverse effects of insulin and the IGFs on mature vertebrate tissues are ‘pre-

ordained’ by differentiation programmes that have terminated in target cells with

differing, and characteristic, patterns of gene expression/repression. This spectrum of

response-control varies frombroad to quite discrete. Overarching control can be exerted

through receptor expression – tissues that need to be acutely insulin responsive (muscle,

liver, adipose) have very high levels of InsR; others have very much lower levels. In the

same vein, liver has no IGF-I receptors8; probably because it is the main source of

secreted IGF-I9 – lack of receptors would circumvent autocrine growth stimulation.

More discrete control is exerted throughexpression patterns of downstreamproteins that

change as differentiation progresses, but many of the precise molecular mechanisms

remain obscure.

A frequently used experimental model was developed from a murine fibroblast

clone (the 3T3-L1 cell line) that spontaneously differentiates into insulin-responsive

adipocytes after several weeks in culture. The spontaneous differentiation pro-

gramme can be accelerated by high doses of serum or insulin, or by treatment

with isobutylmethylxanthine plus dexamethasone. Differentiation results in mor-

phological changes (formation of intracellular lipid droplets, for example) that are

accompanied by an upregulation of anabolic enzymes (such as fatty acid synthetase)

as well as dramatic changes in signalling programmes. The adipocytes become more

responsive to ACTH- and b-adrenergic-stimuli, and become increasingly insulin

sensitive. The latter effect is due, in part, to an enormous 35-fold increase in InsR

expression (although insulin sensitivity peaks before InsR reaches maximum

levels)10. Significantly, differentiation leads to induction of a hormone-sensitive

phosphodiesterase, PDE-3B (discussed in Section 9.8.2 and 9.8.3), that is absent

in the preadipocyte11.
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Similarly, as brown preadipose cells differentiate into adipocytes, the expression of

InsR rises six-fold while IGF-IR only increases by 40%, resulting in a ratio of 120,000

InsR:100,000 IGF-IR molecules per adipocyte, reversing their original relative abun-

dance12. Furthermore, although IRS-1 is virtually undetectable in preadipocytes, its

expression and phosphorylation levels rise dramatically upon differentiation13. This is

accompanied by an increase in the activation of protein phosphatase-1 (PP-1),

downstream of PI-3-kinase, at the expensive of a relative decrease in PKB activation

(also downstream of PI-3-kinase)14.

9.3 Features of metabolic control in key tissues

In the adult, a constant supply of glucose is absolutely essential for brain function as it is

the only adult tissue that cannot survive on alternative fuel sources alone (free fatty acids,

amino acids). Glucose-6-phosphatase has a very limited tissue distribution. It is found

chiefly in the liver, the kidney cortex, intestinal mucosa and b-cells of the endocrine

pancreas. However, liver is the only glycogen storage organ expressing the enzymes and

thus is the main source of glucose from glycogendysis during starvation/stress.

Glucose can diffuse slowly in and out of tissues, but its influx is greatly increased by a

family of glucose transporter proteins, the GLUT family. When glucose is internalised,

it is phosphorylated by hexokinase or glucokinase, and the negatively-charged product

(glucose-6-phosphate) is no longer membrane-permeant and is effectively trapped

inside the cell.

After ameal, it is essential to remove glucose quickly from the circulation and store it.

The main receiving centres are the liver and skeletal muscle, with a lesser uptake into

adipose tissue. The bulk of insulin-stimulated glucose disposal is due to skeletal muscle

uptake and subsequent synthesis of glycogen15, with the remaining 25% of glucose

going the liver16. Unlike peripheral tissues, glucose disposal into the liver is not only

controlled by insulin but is also responsive to the concentration of blood glucose. Like

insulin-secreting pancreatic b-cells, liver acts as a glucose sensor. This property results
fromexpression of liver-specific isoformsofmetabolic enzymes and regulators. Striated

muscle can also control its glucose uptake and glycogen in an insulin-independent

manner – vigorous exercise, for example, stimulates glucose uptake and glycogenesis in

skeletal muscle17. Both muscle and liver are also sensitive to the size of their glycogen

depots – glycogen depletion facilitates upregulation of glycogen synthase activity. A

major difference between muscle and liver glycogen metabolism lies in their distinct

modes of regulation of protein phosphatase-1 activity.

In adipose tissue, energy is stored in the form of triglycerides and the size of the store

is controlled by the actions of adrenaline/glucagon versus insulin upon the hormone-

sensitive lipase (HSL). HSL is a homodimeric protein with a monomeric structure of

N-terminal fat-binding domain and C-terminal catalytic domain. The latter domain

contains a large regulatory loop that is subject to serine-phosphorylation by PKA. This

activates the enzyme and results in lipolysis, depletion of the triacylglycerol store, and

export of free fatty acids to the circulation18.
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9.4 InsR downstream signalling pathways

Two prominent pathways were first identified in insulin signal transduction: the Ras-

Mek-Erk1/2-p90Rsk pathway and the IRS1/2-PI3K-PKB pathway (Figure 9.2). The

former is familiar as the classic mitogenic pathway of the growth factors – in fact, MAP

kinase was first discovered as an insulin-activated protein in 3T3-L1 cells19. It

was originally thought that MAPKmediated some of insulin’s anabolic effects through

activation of the p90 Rsk isoform – Rsk is a serine/threonine ribosomal protein S6
kinase.

9.4.1 MAPK/p90Rsk pathway only mediates growth effects

Shc, like IRS-1, binds to InsR via its PTB domain and the association leads to Shc

phosphorylation. Shc binds to the same pTyr972 (Ex11�:960) that IRS-1 binds but,

despite their commonpreference for theminimalNPEpYmotif, theydisplaydifferences

in preferences to amino acids further away from the motif20.

Downstream of Erk1/2 activation, p90Rsk is also activated by phosphorylation by

Erk1/2. p90Rsk was shown to phosphorylate ‘site 1’ of the PP1 glycogen targeting

subunit (GSUB) and this phosphorylation activates protein phosphatase-1 (PP1), in vitro.

However, a number of experimental challenges to this hypothesis have all but ruled out a

Figure 9.2 Two pathways from the insulin receptor juxtamembrane tyrosine 972 (Ex11 960)
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role for the MAPK pathway in anabolic functions. For example, inhibiting MAPK-

kinase (Mek) has no effect on insulin’s ability to stimulate glucose uptake, glycogen

synthesis, or lipogenesis21. Furthermore, the defective glucose uptake seen in type 2

(insulin-resistant) diabetic muscle was found to be associated with an inactive

PI-3-kinase pathway – in all cases, the MAPK pathway functioned normally22.

9.4.2 PI-3-kinase is the prime anabolic effector – is there a second
(non-MAPK) anabolic pathway: (CAP-Cbl-Crk)?

Although it is generally accepted that the Erk1/2-type MAPK pathway is solely

concerned with growth effects, and the PI-3-kinase pathway is primarily responsible

for anabolic effects, there remains a suspicion that a second, alternative pathway may

exist for insulin stimulation of glucose uptake, independent of PI-3-kinase. A Cbl

pathway (involving the associated CAP and Crk proteins) has been proposed as an

alternative to PI-3-kinase in activating translocation of glucose transporters to the cell

surface. But this too is challenged by the finding that RNAi-silencing ofCbl, CAPorCrk

has no effect on insulin’s ability to activate glucose transport23. Cbl is recruited to the

InsR, as it is to many other growth factor receptors, and is also phosphorylated in

adipocytes. But Cbl is usually associatedwith negative regulation of such receptors (via

ubiquitation-directed degradation).

Cbl-b is a major susceptibility gene in experimental type I diabetes but its

disruption does not lead to perturbed GLUT4 translocation, rather its dysfunction

aids lymphocyte infiltration and immune destruction of pancreatic b-cells24. Further-
more, a Cbl-knockout mouse showed improved insulin sensitivity in peripheral

tissues25 – exactly the opposite effect one would expect if Cbl were truly essential

for insulin-stimulated glucose uptake. The evidence for and against was recently

reviewed26,27.

In summary, the effects of insulin on anabolism and glucose-uptake are heavily (if not

solely) dependent upon activation of theClass 1API-3-kinase via p85aPI3K, p50aPI3Kor
p55aPI3K adaptors28. The predominant second messenger for insulin’s anabolic effects

is, therefore, the membrane-bound lipid, PIP3.

9.5 The insulin receptor substrate – a surrogate signal
transduction particle

Amajor difference from more conventional RTKs is that InsR does not (stably) recruit

many signalling molecules; instead it uses a separate protein to assemble its signal

transduction particle: the insulin receptor substrate (IRS) (Figure 9.2). There are four

IRS isoforms (IRS-1, -2, -3, -4), each with a similar make up of an N-terminal PH

module, next to a PTB module, which together comprises the ‘targeting’ domain. A

more variableC-terminal region is referred to as the ‘activator’ domain29. This presents

multiple substrate motifs for the InsR kinase, which favours a consensus sequence of
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Tyr.Met.Xxx.Met. Four out of the (at least) eight IRS-1 tyrosines phosphorylated by

InsR in turn provide perfect docking sites for p85PI3K,whose SH2domains favourpTyr.
Met/�.Xxx.Met. IRS proteins are alsomultiply serine/ threonine phosphorylated in this

C-terminal region, and this modification leads to inhibition of their activity13.

The main two IRS proteins have an overlapping tissue distribution but differ in their

relative importance in certain tissues. In skeletalmuscle, IRS-1 is the primary transducer

of insulin signals; in liver, IRS-2 predominates. In pancreatic b-cells, IRS-1 is a part of
the glucose-sensing apparatus whereas IRS-2 is critically concerned with b-cell
growth30.

The transient nature of its receptor interaction means that several IRS proteins can

associate with a single activated InsR, one after another, each becoming tyrosine

phosphorylated during the association, and each then going on to form an independent

signalling complex. Thus, the receptor can use IRSproteins to amplify its signal31.More

importantly, activated IRS proteins are free to relay the signal by physically moving to

other parts of the cell, taking their cargo of activated PI-3-kinase with them.

The other proteins that associate directly with InsR are mostly PTB-domain-containing,

and the majority of these also contain a PH domain and are IRK substrates. These

include Shc, Gab1 and Cbl, among a small number of others26.

9.5.1 IRS protein targetting

The subcellular locations, and the translocations of IRS proteins are thought to hold the

key to unravelling insulin’s enigmatic signal transduction. But the problem has proven

difficult to resolve due to the fleeting nature of the interactions and there is still much to

learn.

Most researchers agree that in the resting state IRS proteins are located in the

cytoplasmor associatedwith cytoskeletal elements; then, upon stimulationwith insulin,

they translocate to the plasma membrane32, before partially redistributing to specific

intracellular compartments where they act as activated signalling nodes. Insulin, for

example causes activated IRS-1/PI-3-kinase complexes to translocate to internal vesi-

cles – derived from the tubulovesicular endosomalmembrane system– that are enriched

in glucose transporters26.

After stimulation with IGF-I on the other hand, IRS-1 (activated by the IGF-IR)

translocates to the nucleus – this movement is critically dependent upon IRS-1’s PTB

domain33.

The precise contributions that IRS-1/2 PH- and/or PTB-modules make to signalling

outcomes and translocations are still debated. The PH domain is believed to be a prime

mediator of IRS-1membrane localisation, but it alsoplays a distinctive role in regulating

activation – foreign PH domains (with similar phosphoinositide specificity) do not

restore IRS functionality when swapped with the native domain34. IRS-1 PH domain

(like that of b-ARK) can also bind to protein, specifically the PH domain-interacting

protein (PHIP) thatmediates certain InsR signals – a dominant-negativeversion of PHIP

blocks InsR mitogenic effects35.
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What is certain is that, when the receptor is present at normal levels, phosphorylation

ofTyr972 (Ex11�960) of InsR is an essential prerequisite for IRSproteins themselves to

bephosphorylated. Furthermore, bothPH- andPTB-domains are needed for the efficient

IRS-InsR coupling that allows this to happen31. However, when InsR or IRS is sepa-

rately over-expressed, the tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 seems less dependent upon

the integrity of its PTB or PH domains31,32.

9.5.2 IRS-interacting proteins – Class 1A PI-3-kinases

In contrast to the receptor, with its preference for PTB proteins, IRS-1/2 pTyr sites

recruit SH2 domains only. And, importantly, it is the p85 regulatory/p110 catalytic

heterodimer of the Class 1A PI-3-kinase that is predominantly recruited. Peptide

binding studies imply that the p85PI3K tandem SH2 pair bind cooperatively, forming a

high affinity complex with a pair of pYMXM motifs on an activated IRS13.

9.6 IRS-1/2 phosphorylation and PI-3-kinase activation

IRS-1, like the other family members, interacts via its PTB domain with the autopho-

sphorylated InsR, assisted by its membrane-binding PH domain. A crystal structure of

the PH-PTB ‘targeting’domain of IRS-1 (PDBfile: 1QQG) shows that both themodules

share the expected PH-superfold and, in the same study, binding studies on the truncated

IRS-1 reveal their binding preferences29.

IRS-1’s N-terminal tandem PH/PTB module pair29 are tightly packed against each

other and in an orientation that appears designed to permit the PH domain to engage the

membrane while the PTB domain (binding site 45� rotated) can dock with the InsR

juxtamembrane pTyr972 (Figure 9.3). The PH domain of IRS-1 binds either PIP3 or

PIP2 with almost equal affinity, but unlike many PH domains its lipid binding is

unaffected by soluble phosphoinositide headgroups – IP3, for example, does not

compete for its binding of PIP2.

PTB binding to pTyrmotifs is lower affinity than SH2 binding and theweaker affinity

underlies the transitory nature of IRS-1 interactionwith the receptor. The upshot is that it

is difficult to co-immunoprecipitate activated IRS-1 with an InsR or IGF-IR receptor

antibody, in stark contrast to SH2 proteins associating with autophosphorylated EGFR,

which are easily co-immunoprecipitated with anti-EGFR antibodies. To circumvent

this, InsR protein—protein interactions have for the most part been studied in yeast

2-hybrid systems36.

PTBdomains have a limited range of ligandmotifs. Comparedwith thewide diversity

of pTyr motifs that SH2 domains have evolved to recognise, PTB domains bind almost

exclusively toAsn.Pro.Xxx.pTyrmotifs,which adopt the reverse turn that PTBandPDZ

domains also favour.However, beyond theNPXYmotif,moredistant residues can affect

specificity.
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9.7 Protein phosphatase-1 (PP-1)

PP-1 is a ubiquitous protein phosphatase with a specificity for phosphoserine or

phosphothreonine. Other than the phospho-amino acid preference, PP-1 shows little

discrimination in the surrounding amino acid sequence context. PP-1would therefore be

extremely promiscuous, were it not for its essential interaction with targeting subunits –

partner proteins that recognise substrates on PP-1’s behalf. The glycogen-targeting

subunits, the GSUB group, are of interest here (the complex area of PP-1 interacting

proteins has been comprehensively reviewed in Reference 37).

9.7.1 Glycogen granule targetting of PP-1

Glycogen granules are found both in the cytosol and bound to the endoplasmic

reticulum, and the enzymes responsible for both synthesis and degradation are them-

selves bound to the granules. Regulatory enzymes are also scaffolded to the granule by

GSUBs, which are essential partners of the protein phosphatase catalytic subunits, in

particular PP-1 (Table 9.2). Liver and skeletal muscle express tissue-specific isoforms:

GL
SUB (liver only) and GM

SUB (skeletal and heart muscle only), while two others are

widely distributed. They are protein targeting to glycogen (PTG) and the less-well

understoodR638. The former subunits’ activities and expression are subject to hormonal

control, whereas PTG activity appears to be more constitutive39,40,41.

Figure 9.3 The tandem PH-PTB domain of IRS-1 indicating approximate membrane orientation
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Adrenaline-stimulated glycogenolysis in muscle The muscle GM
SUB isoform is

(uniquely) hormone-regulated by phosphorylation and also differs from the other

regulatory subunits in being membrane-bound to the sarcoplasmic reticulum by a

C-terminal transmembrane extension not present in the rest of the family members.

cAMP-elevating signals, such as adrenergic stimulation of adenylyl cyclase, probably

activate discrete pools of scaffolded PKA,which release their catalytic subunits locally,

and this results in the direct phosphorylation of GM
SUB. PKA phosphorylates Ser48

(‘site 1’) and Ser67 (‘site 2’) of GM
SUB at similar rates, but ‘site 1’ is de-phosphorylated

muchmore slowly (byPP2Aor PP2B)when the cAMPsignal subsides42.When doubly-

phosphorylated, GM
SUB can no longer bind PP-1, which is excluded from its substrates

by being released from the glycogen granule into the cytoplasm where it is further

inhibited by ‘inhibitor-1’, a protein activated by PKAphosphorylation38. ‘Site 1’-singly

phosphorylated GM
SUB–PP-1 complex is actually even more active than non-phos-

phorylated GM
SUB, and persistence of phosphoSer48 is thought to ensure speedy return

of glycogen synthesis after adrenaline stimulation is over.

As mentioned earlier, an insulin-induced phosphorylation of ‘site 1’ by p90Rsk

(downstream of MAPK) that is seen in vitro, is not believed to occur in vivo.

9.7.2 p70Rsk – inducer of GS dephosphorylation?

A second form of Rsk exists: p70Rsk. This is activated by PDK-1 phosphorylation

downstream of InsR, but can also be activated by amino acids, or mTOR (mammalian

target of rapamycin). Recently, physiological doses of insulin given to human subjects

were found to cause activation of p70Rsk and, at the same time, activate GS without

discernable effect upon GSK-3 activity43. This suggests that p70Rsk directly activates

GM
SUB and this causes activation (i.e., de-phosphorylation) of GS. However, it remains

controversial whether GM
SUB phosphorylation is a cause of GS activation: insulin is

reported to either have no effect on GM
SUB phosphorylation status41 or to cause

phosphorylation of both ‘site 1’ and ‘site 2’ of GM
SUB (via p90Rsk and p70Rsk), but

mutation of the target amino acids (Ser48 and Ser67) has no effect upon insulin’s GS

activating action44.

Table 9.2 Tissue-specific differences in gene expression

glycogen-
targetting

Liver Skeletal muscle Adipose -cells

GM
SUB 0 high 0 0

GL
SUB higher levels after

feeding/insulin
0 0 high

PTG equal to fasting
levels of GL

SUB
present high present

cAMP-
opposing

PDE-3B present 0 present present

Sources39, 38, 40, 41
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9.8 Insulin reverses effects of adrenaline and/or glucagon

9.8.1 Insulin’s reversal of adrenaline-induced glycogenolysis in muscle

Glycogen synthase in both muscle and liver is subject to continuous, inhibiting phos-

phorylation by a constitutively active serine/threonine kinase that has come to be known

as glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3). At present, the only form of control that is

agreed upon is that insulin simply switches GSK-3 off. Insulin does this through

activation of PKB, which phosphorylates GSK-3, inactivating it. Constitutive protein

phosphatase activity is unopposed and returns GS to its active, unphosphosphorylated

state.

Note that an insulin-activatable phosphodiesterase, PDE-3B, that is present in liver

and adipose, is absent from striated muscle. The competing pathways in muscle are

summarised in Figure 9.4.

9.8.2 Insulin’s reversal of adrenaline- and glucoagon-induced
glycogenolysis in liver

Liver-specific GL
SUB is not phosphorylated but instead is controlled by a unique

allosteric inhibition by activated glycogen phosphorylase (GPa). We discussed earlier

how PKA and PhK activate GP and inactivate GS, both by phosphorylation. An

additional effect of PKA activation of GP is that it prevents GS re-activation because

Figure 9.4 Competing and non-competing pathways in muscle
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GL
SUB/PP-1 (GS-directed) phosphatase activity is blocked by even nanomolar amounts

of GPa16.

The liver isoform of GP differs from that of muscle (or brain) in being

exquisitely sensitive to glucose. Due to constitutive expression of membrane

localised GLUT2, the concentration of glucose in liver is the same as that in the

blood. In high glucose, the liver isoform of GPa binds glucose at an allosteric site,

forcing a conformational change that exposes Ser14 and thereby greatly increases

its rate of de-phosphorylation. It has been suggested that insulin synergises with

high glucose in activating GS through its activation of PKB and inhibition of

GSK-3.

PKB has been shown to phosphorylate and activate a novel form of cAMP phospho-
diesterase: PDE-3B.Activated PDE-3Beliminates the cAMPpool, inactivates PKAand

reverses the phosphorylation status of GP and GS45.

Liver GL
SUB differs from other isoforms in being allosterically modified by glucose-

6-phosphate, and specifically that produced by glucokinase (a form of hexokinase

unique to the liver)16. Binding of G-6-P to GL
SUB activates its GS-directed phosphatase

activity, but only after the levels of GPa have diminished. Glucokinase differs from

hexokinase in that it translocates from nucleus to cytoplasm in response to high glucose,

suggesting the compartmentalised productionofG-6-P is essential forGL
SUB activation.

The hepacocyte pathways are shown in Figure 9.5.

Figure 9.5 Competing and non-competing pathways in liver
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9.8.3 Insulin’s reversal of adrenalin/glucagon-induced lipolysis in
adipose tissue

Adipocyte hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL) is acutely activated by serine phosphoryla-
tion by PKA and this results in breakdown of triglyceride stores and the release of free

fatty acids into the blood stream. Again, the major anti-lipolytic effects of insulin are

thought to be mediated primarily through insulin’s activation of PKB and its phosphor-

ylation/activation of PDE-3B (Figure 9.6). This suppression of cAMP production

effectively blocks the lipolytic effect of adrenaline or glucagon46.

9.9 PIP3 downstream effects – glycogen synthesis

The appearance of PIP3 at the plasma membrane causes translocation and serial

activation of a number of serine/threonine kinases, and culminates in the activation of

glycogen synthase and inactivation of glycogenphosphorylase.There are threemain serine/

threonine protein kinases activated by insulin-induced PIP3 signals: PIP3-dependent
protein kinase (PDK), protein kinase B (PKB, also known as ‘Akt’) and the ‘atypical’

protein kinase C� (PKC�). All three enzymes are cytosolic in resting cells but are

membrane-recruited and activated by the appearance of PIP3. Both PDK and PKB have

PHdomains,whereasPKC� (which iswithout aPHdomain) bindsPIP3via its ‘atypical’

C1 domain47.

PDK is constitutively active before binding to PIP3 lipid but, being in the cytosol, is

unable to signal – it appears to autophosphorylate its A-loop on a serine (Table 9.3)48.

Figure 9.6 Competing and non-competing pathways in adipocyctes
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Translocation of PDK and its two mains substrates, PKB and PKC-�, occurs as soon as
PIP3 is generated at the plasma membrane. PDK can then dock with and phosphorylate

membrane-boundPKBandPKC-�, fully activatingboth. PDK-1phosphorylatesA-loop
threonine residues (equivalent toPKAThr197) in both enzymes and this leads to reversal

of autoinhibition. Both substrate kinases (although otherwise unrelated) have identical

sequences adjacent to the activating threonine (Table 9.3).

PDK-1 is unusual in that it requires its substrates to be ‘primed’ by serine phosphor-

ylation before it can phosphorylate the A-loop. In the case of PKB, this ‘priming’

phosphorylation is at serine473 in its extreme C-terminal tail49. This ‘priming’

phosphorylation is carried out by PDK-2, another PIP3-dependent ST-kinase28. The

recent crystal structure of PDK-1 reveals a hydrophobic-binding pocket (the ‘PIF

pocket’) adjacent to a phosphate-binding pocket, and these make up a docking site

that allows PDK-1 to dock with serine-phosphorylated C-terminal hydrophobic

stretches found in substrates such as PKB and PKC-�48. PDK-1 (possibly aided by

PDK-2) also phosphorylates the p70 isoform of Rsk.

9.9.1 PKB and GSK-3 inactivation

Glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3) is a constitutively active ST-kinase that continu-

ously phosphorylates glycogen synthase (GS). Serine phosphorylation of GS by GSK-

3, or by adrenaline/glucagon-activated phosphorylase kinase (PhK), serves to inhibit

the enzyme and blocks the synthesis of glycogen. Insulin turns GS on again by lowering

its phosphorylation status. One way it achieves this is by blocking the inhibitory actions

of GSK-3. GSK-3 is, itself, inactivated by phosphorylation, and PKB is the kinase that

does this. PKB appears to interact with GSK-3 at the membrane where a complex can

be detected after cell transfection with an oncogenic form of PKB – an inactive form

of PKB can block insulin’s ability to inactivate GSK-349. This InsR-induced

Table 9.3 Identical PDK-1 substrate sequences in the A-loop PKB and PKC-�

PKB
241 RERVFSEDRA RFYGAEIVSA LDYLHSEKNV VYRDLKLENL MLDKDGHIKI TDFGLCKEGI
301 KDGATMKTFC GTPEYLAPEV LEDNDYGRAV DWWGLGVVMY EMMCGRLPFY NQDHEKLFEL
361 ILMEEIRFPR TLGPEAKSLL SGLLKKDPKQ RLGGGSEDAK EIMQHRFFAG IVWQHVYEKK
421 LSPPFKPQVT SETDTRYFDE EFTAQMITIT PPDQDDSMEC VDSERRPHFP QFSYSASGTA

PKC-
361 ERGIIYRDLK LDNVLLDADG HIKLTDYGMC KEGLGPGDTT STFCGTPNYI APEILRGEEY

_________________________________________________________________________________

The A-loop activating threonines (bold red text) and identical C-terminal amino acids (boxed in
yellow) are specific for PDK-1. The ‘priming’ site serine of PKB is in bold white text, boxed in green.
The autophosporylation site of PDK-1 is shown below for comparison.

PDK-1
181 CTRFYTAEIV SALEYLHGKG IIHRDLKPEN ILLNEDMHIQ ITDFGTAKVL SPESKQARAN
241 SFVGTAQYVS PELLTEKSAC KSSDLWALGC IIYQLVAGLP PFRAGNEYLI FQKIIKLEYD
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PKB-inactivation of GSK-3 is a pathway to activation of GS in both liver and skeletal

muscle (Figures 9.4 and 9.5).

It has beennoted thatGSK-3 inactivation is the prime route for insulin’s stimulationof

GS in fibroblast-like 3T3-L1 preadipocytes, but when they are differentiated into

adipocytes, protein phosphatase-1 activation becomes the dominant way for insulin to

upregulateGS14. Furthermore, in liver, GSK-3 inhibition only accounts for an estimated

20% of insulin’s activation of GS and it is proposed that the remainder is through acute

upregulation of a hormone-sensitive GS-directed phosphatase, rather than the GSK-3

inhibition route, which presumably relies on constitutive phosphatase to returnGS to an

unphosphorylated state50. The subject has been controversial for many years, and

remains so.

9.9.2 PKC-f – negative feedback control

As alluded to earlier, the atypical PKC� is translocated to the plasma membrane in

response to PIP3 generation, and is activated by PDK-1,which phosphorylates PKC� on
its activating A-loop threonine410 (equivalent to PKAThr197). PKC� has been sug-

gested to collaborate with Ras and Raf to activate the MAPK pathway51. Conventional

PKCs can partially activate Raf by serine phosphorylation (as discussed in Chapter 5).

PKC� has been suggested to play a positive regulatory role in insulin-induced glucose
transport, although this is controversial27. Perhaps the best evidence suggests that PCK�
activation exerts a negative feedback inhibition of InsR signalling – PKC� serine/

threonine-phosphorylates IRS-1, causing IRS-1 to dissociate from InsR, preventing

its further tyrosine phosphorylation, and leading to its inactivation through protein

tyrosine phos-phatase action51.

9.9.3 PIP3 downstream effects – GLUT4 mobilisation

One of the first noticeable effects in the gradual acquisition of type 2 diabetes is

development of peripheral resistance to insulin that manifests as impaired glucose

uptake. The impairment is due to an inability of insulin to induce the mobilisation of

glucose transporters to the plasma membrane. It is well established that GLUT4

translocation to the plasma membrane (Figure 9.7) is the predominant mechanism by

which insulin loads glucose into cells after a meal and it is this response that is impaired

in acquired insulin resistance. GLUT4 is rapidly translocated to the plasma membrane

within minutes of insulin-stimulation, as discussed earlier.

Insulin, for example, causes activated IRS-1/PI-3-kinase complexes to translocate to

internal vesicles – derived from the tubulovesicular endosomalmembrane system – that

are enriched in glucose transporters26. IRS-1/PI3K becomes rapidly co-localised with

internal GLUT4 vesicles after insulin stimulation52 – the production of PIP3 at internal

membranes coincideswith IRS-2 co-localisation53. It seems that physical delivery of the

IRS/PI3K complex to the cell’s interior is the only way that PIP3 can be efficiently
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generated at such internal membranes. The consequence of the local increase in PIP3

concentration is that GLUT4 vesicles bud-off from the tubulovesicular endosomal

membrane system and translocate to the plasma membrane. A large proportion of the

cell’s internalGLUT4 store can be seen tomove to the plasmamembranewithinminutes

of insulin stimulation52.

The details of vesicular transport are beyond the scope of this book and insulin’s

precise pathway(s) in this context is still under investigation. Therefore, the following is

merely an indication of the possible mechanisms.

Basal (unstimulated) vesicle trafficking moves GLUT4 back and forth from internal

stores to the plasma membrane, but the protein spends most time in the internal depot.

These basal GLUT4 vesicle movements are from an endosomal recycling compartment

(ERC) that differs from a large subset of insulin-induced vesicles, which are dependent

on a protein known asVAMP-2 for fusionwith the plasmamembrane –ERCmovements

are VAMP-2 independent27. Basal recycling is from transferrin-containing endosomes

and is independent of microtubules. A proportion of activated GLUT4 vesicles are

dependent upon microtubule integrity and are kinesin motor-driven along these ‘high-

ways’ in response to insulin54. This insulin-induced pool of GLUT4 is composed of

specialised GLUT4 storage vesicles (GSV).

Translocation of GLUT4 from the GSV is activated by the intracellular arrival of the

IRS/PI-3-kinase complex and consequent local PIP3 generation. This results in fission

of GLUT4-containing vesicles, which are then driven to a parking position just below

the plasma membrane before a fusion step completes their delivery to the surface

(Figure 9.8). Fission from the GSV is not well understood, but may involve Arf-like

monomeric G proteins. Fusion of the vesicle with the plasma membrane is somewhat

better understood and has much in common with vesicle exocytosis at synapses,

including the requirement for NSF (N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor) SNAP (soluble
NSF attachment protein), v- and t-SNARE (vesicle- and target-membrane SNAP
receptor) and VAMP-2 (vesicle-associated membrane protein-2)55. It is thought that

Figure 9.7 Translocation of GLUT 4
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the GLUT4 vesicle translocation and assembly of the multimeric fusion complex is

regulated by a member of the Rab family of monomeric G proteins, probably Rab455.

The control of this whole process by insulin is exerted by intracellular PIP3 genera-

tion, but is also dependent upon PKB activation. Recently, a new PKB (or ‘Akt’) target

was found and named Akt substrate of 160kDa (AS160). AS160 is serine/threonine

phosphorylated by PKB on five sites – mutation of four of these sites to alanine has the

effect of blocking a substantial proportion of GLUT4 transport. AS160 contains a Rab-

GAPdomain and it is tempting to speculate that its phosphorylationbyPKBmaydestroy

its GTPase activating potential and that this, in turn, may release a ‘brake’ on Rab’s

activity27. Interestingly, it has been estimated that the PKB-activated step in the pathway

is at the late stage of translocation that mediates fusion56.

To summarise, insulin-induced GLUT4 comes from two pools: (i) the GSV pool that

requires PI-3-kinase, PKB and VAMP-2; and (ii) the ERC pool that only requires PI-3-

kinase activation54.

9.10 Many questions remain

Having reviewed the accumulated data on insulin signals, one is leftwith several puzzles

that are only beginning to be resolved, and we examine some of these in the following

sections.

9.10.1 Insulin activates the Erk1/2 MAPK pathway – why, then, is the
insulin receptor not as mitogenic as the PDGF receptor

In the recent past, it was usually considered that although insulinmight bemitogenic, its

receptor was not. This apparent paradox was easily explained, as follows.

Figure 9.8 GLUT 4 translocation
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High, supraphysiological, concentrations of insulin (� 5-10 mg/ml) can keep many

types of tissue-cultured cells dividing even when serum is withdrawn from themedium.

Supplementation with high dose insulin forms the basis of many serum-replacement

formulae, ‘HITES’ for example (which contains hydrocortisone, high-dose insulin,
transferrin, oestradiol and selenite)57. However, the insulin concentration used (around
1 mM), is an order of magnitude higher than needed to activate fully the InsR (whose Kd

is in the low nanomolar range). Here, the mitogenic effect of insulin is mediated by the

IGF-I receptor, towhich insulin bindswith low affinity. But itwas always difficult to rule

outmitogenicity of InsRbecause of co-expressionof IGF-IR in the samecells.And it has

been shown in a few rigorous studies that InsR is (at least in certain important

circumstances) weakly mitogenic, alone58, a finding definitively confirmed in murine

knockouts.

One explanation for the insulin receptor’s weak mitogenic properties may be that the

main conduit for its activation of MAPK, Shc, is in competition with IRS-1 for a limited

pool of Grb259. It appears that formation of the phosphoShc-Grb2 complex is the

predominant way for InsR or IFG-IR to activate MAPK. Opposing that, the IRS-1–

Grb2 interaction sequesters Grb2 and prevents MAPK activation. In addition, both IRS-1

and Shc must compete for the same NPEpY sequence of InsR in order to be phosphory-

lated36 – of course the same is true of IGF-IR. Finally, compared with mitogenic growth

factor receptors, InsR only weakly phosphorylates Shc60 – Shc tyrosine phosphorylation

is, of course, a necessary prerequisite for interaction with Grb2.

9.10.2 PDGR-b activates PI-3-kinase but does not exert anabolic effects
like the insulin receptor Why?

Two explanations have been offered28 in answer to this question. PDGFR activates

PLCg in parallel with PI-3-kinase and PLCg is thought to damp-down the production of

PIP3 because both enzymes compete for the same substrate, PIP2. In support of this, it

has been determined experimentally that eliminating the PLCg docking sites in PDGFR
greatly enhances the production of PIP3 from the stimulated receptor mutant.

Insulin, in contrast, does not activate PLCg and so its upregulation of PIP3 production
is unopposed. A further difference lies in deployment of IRS-1/2. First, the sequential

activation of multiple IRS proteins by an insulin receptor greatly amplifies the PIP3

signal because multiple PI-3-kinases are thereby activated. Second, the mobility of

activated IRS-PI3K complexes allows them to reach cell subcompartments that the

PDGFR-PI3K complex is barred from entering.

9.10.3 The insulin receptor and the IGF-I receptor are homologues – why
is one anabolic and the other mitogenic?

Not only is IGF-IR more mitogenic than InsR, but it also stimulates transformation

(anchorage independent growth). Paradoxically, IGF-IR and InsR induce similar levels
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of Shc tyrosine-phosphorylation and Shc-Grb2 complex formation61; but IGF-IR

activates the MAPK pathway more efficiently than InsR. This may be because the

inhibitory serine/threonine phosphorylation of Sos by IGF-IR (which attenuates its

activity) is much delayed compared with the quicker inactivation by InsR – meaning

IGF-IR-induced Shc-Grb2-Sos complex is stable for longer than that from InsR62.

9.10.4 Do differing C-terminal tails cause differing regulation of growth
responses in InsR versus IGF-IR?

Although the shared kinase domains of both receptors are 84% homologous, the

C-terminal domains of the b-chains show only limited homology in phosphorylation

motifs – perhaps this explains the differences in mitogenicity? For example, Tyr1334

(Ex11� 1322) of InsR is conserved in IGF-IR (at position 1316), but an equivalent to

InsR’s Tyr1328 (Ex11� 1316) is not found in IGF-IR; instead, IGF-IR has a phenyla-

lanine at this position (1310 in IGF-IR) (Tables 9.1 and 9.4). Contrariwise, IGF-IR has a

pair of tyrosines (at 1250 and 1251) that are missing from InsR (it has Phe.His instead).

IGF-IR mutants with both the tyrosine pair and the phenylalanine substituted with the

corresponding InsR residues, displayed defective growth stimulation and reduced

transforming ability, with the bulk of this loss in activity being attributable to the

substituted tyrosine pair63.

Another divergence in their C-tails is the presence of a quartet of serine residues in

IGF-IR (aas: 1280–1283) that are absent in InsR. Mutation of these serines to alanines

has no effect on the mutant receptor’s ability to stimulate mitogenesis in response to

IGF-I, but the mutant receptor loses its transforming ability61. It has been shown that

phosphoserine-binding 14-3-3 proteins interact with theC-tail of IGF-IR at Ser1283 but

do not bind to InsR; 14-3-3 proteins are tyrosine-phosphorylated by IGF-IR and have

been suggested to play a role in regulation of both mitogenesis and apoptosis64.

Table 9.4 The human IGF-I receptor b-chain sequence

871 901 YTARIQATSL SGNGSWTDPV FFYVQAKTGY ENFIHLIIAL PVAVLLIVGG LVIMLYVFHR
931 961 KRNNSRLGNG VLYASVNPEY FSAADVYVPD EWEVAREKIT MSRELGQGSF GMVYEGVAKG
991 1021 VVKDEPETRV AIKTVNEAAS MRERIEFLNE ASVMKEFNCH HVVRLLGVVS QGQPTLVIME
1051 1081 LMTRGDLKSY LRSLRPEMEN NPVLAPPSLS KMIQMAGEIA DGMAYLNANK FVHRDLAARN
1111 1141 CMVAEDFTVK IGDFGMTRDI YETDYYRKGG KGLLPVRWMS PESLKDGVFT TYSDVWSFGV
1171 1201 VLWEIATLAE QPYQGLSNEQ VLRFVMEGGL LDKPDNCPDM LFELMRMCWQ YNPKMRPSFL
1231 1261 EIISSIKEEM EPGFREVSFY YSEENKLPEP EELDLEPENM ESVPLDPSAS SSSLPLPDRH
1291 1321 SGHKAENGPG PGVLVLRASF DERQPYAHMN GGRKNERALP LPQSSTC

grey = numbering of pro-form (before processing)
F = tyrosine autophosphorylation site in insulin recptor missing from IGF-IR
SSSS = serine quartet not found in insulin receptor
Transmembrane domain (boxed)
P-loop
Activation loops
Catalytic loop
Y = tyrosine phosphorylation sites
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9.10.5 IFG-II, insulin receptor-A and ‘half receptors’

Recently it has been found that the insulin homologue, IGF-II, binds with a high affinity

to the short isoform of the insulin receptor (InsR-A)65. This is somewhat surprising,

given that it has a very low affinity for the predominant long isoform (InsR-B). Perhaps

more surprising is that insulin and IGF-II produce distinctly different signalling out-

comes from the same InsR-A; IGF-II being more mitogenic, with insulin biased toward

metabolic effects. So far, no major differences in signalling routes have been found.

Significantly, InsR-A is at much higher expression levels than InsR-B in fast-growing

foetal and malignant tissues. Knockouts in mice have proven that expression of IGF-II

(which is at high levels in the foetus, but declines dramatically post-natally) and co-

expression of either IGF-IR or InsR are essential for foetal development. Apparent

reliance upon an IGF-II–InsR-A axis in early development hints at howdysregulation of

InsR splicing (i.e., changing the ratio of InsR-A:InsR-B) may lead to foetal growth

defects and cancer progression8,65.

The mitogenic and metabolic selectivity is further extended by the presence of ‘half

receptors’, or ‘hybrid receptors’, which are InsR monomers heterodimerised with

IGF-IR partner monomers. Such hybrid receptors are widespread in a variety of tissues

and their differential expression patterns play a modulatory role in foetal growth. The

various possible homodimers and heterodimers have distinct affinities for the three

possible ligands (insulin, IGF-I and -II) as judged by radiolabelled-IGF-I ligand

displacement assays (see Table 9.5, reproduced from Reference 66). The InsR-A/

IGF-IR hybrid binds all three ligands with high affinity; InsR-B/IGF-IR only binds

IGF-I with high affinity. The InsR-A/IGF-IR hybrid, uniquely, allows insulin to induce

trans-autophosphorylate the IGF-IR b-chain, something it cannot do to IGF-IR homo-

dimers except at very high concentrations. Such a high affinity for insulin and IGF-II

suggests an important route for stimulation of IGF-IR-like signals during foetal growth.

Table 9.5 Displacement of 125I-labelled IGF-1 by related cold ligands – affinities of IGF-IR, short
(‘IR-A’) and long (‘IR-B’) isoforms of the insulin receptor, and IGF-IR hybrids with InsR-A (‘RA’) or
InsR-B (‘RB’)
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In brown adipose cells, the ability of IGF-I to stimulate PKB is strictly dependent

upon co-expression of InsR with IGF-IR (presumably, operating as a hybrid); insulin-

stimulated tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 is lowered by co-expression of IFG-IR

with InsR, whereas IRS-2 activation is unaffected12. The authors found, however, that

insulin’s actions (in these cells, at least) were primarily mediated by InsR-A (and not by

InsR-A/IGF-IR half receptors). Interestingly, the number of hybrid receptors in brown

adipocytes clones stayed constant, even when one or other of the receptors was over-

expressed. The supporting evidence for the role of hybrids in rodent and human growth

and development is beyond the scope of this book, but is the subject of an excellent

review by Nakae8.
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10
Mitogens and cell cycle
progression

Most adult human cell types do not divide, but may be recruited back into the cell cycle by

wounding or cancer. Oncogenes are cancer-causing genes, many of which were first identified in

oncogenic animal retroviruses. These genes were picked up from the vertebrate host and

incorporated into the viral genome in a disabled form. Retroviral oncoproteins are truncated

or point-mutated andare frequently homologues of oncoproteins associatedwithhumancancer.

Their normal counterparts are frequently protein components of single-pass receptor tyrosine

kinase (RTK) pathways. Anumber of these oncogenic/RTK-pathways are de-regulated versions of

mitogenic pathways deduced from fibroblast growth factor requirements, in vitro.

Studies in yeast first revealed the cell cycle ‘clock’ that times each phase of mitosis by the

synthesis and destruction of cyclins, the essential partners of ‘cyclin-dependent kinase’

enzymes. This gave us the cyclin/cdk model of cell division control.

The above findings, and the careful elucidation of development in model organisms, have

gradually coalesced into a consensus model of mitogenesis that applies at least to human

malignancy. But, it is not without its controversy and challenges.

Much past research has focused on what triggers replication of the cells genome. This set

of triggering events occurs in G1, which is the only part of the cycle that growth factors

influence. Growth factors induce an ‘early gene’ transcription programme. The earliest

transcription factors (TFs) induced downstream of RTK activation are the ‘immediate early

response genes’. Many of these RTK-activated TFs are also induced/activated by certain 7-

pass receptors or environmental stress (such as UV or ionising radiation). TFs are also

activated by loss of pathway control in cancer, where oncogenic mutations render certain

mitogenic pathways ligand-independent and constitutively active. The TFs themselves can
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be oncoproteins. Oncogenic and mitogenic ‘immediate early response’ TFs then activate

transcription of certain ‘delayed early response gene products’, including the cyclins that

drive the G1/S-phase transition.

Opposing this, other TFs actively suppress mitogenic gene transcription. Loss of function of

these ‘tumour suppressors’ allows uncontrolled cell division by default. Other tumour-suppres-

sing gene products, whose loss-of-function also leads to cancer, are not TFs. These include

growth-inhibitory extracellular ligands and their receptors, GTPase activating proteins, ‘pocket

proteins’ that sequester growth-promoting TFs, and proteins involved with degradation

pathways, among others.

10.1 The mitogenic response and the cell division cycle

Cellular replication is the fundamental property of all life and, microscopically, is the

most dramatic endpoint of concerted cell signalling in metazoans. As a cell physiolo-

gical and biochemical event, the mitogenic response is probably the most extensively

researched area in cell signalling. The central paradigms in our understanding of the

mitogenic response owe a great deal to cancer research. Indeed one could argue that we

know more about aberrant cell division in human malignancy than we do about normal

cell division control in the adult. And our understanding of cell growth control in

embryonic development leans heavily upon genetic manipulation of non-human organ-

isms (yeast, worms, flies, Xenopus, rodents). Thus, one must bear in mind that much of

whatweknowwas deduced from‘abnormal’ cell division in humanmalignancy, or from

developmental biology studies in non-human organisms.

10.1.1 Large scale biophysical events in the cell division cycle

The only visually obvious landmarks in the cell cycle occur during the brief period of

mitosis (Figure 10.1) when condensed sister chromatids become visible. Mitosis can be

divided into prophase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase on the basis of steps in

chromatid separation. During the rest of the cell cycle (interphase) chromosomes are

invisible. However, large scale biochemical events that leave no visual fingerprints do

occur during interphase leading to the idea that interphase itself could be divided into

phases. Themost obvious biochemical event is in S-phasewhenDNA is replicated. This

is followed by a gap (G2) where the cell rests before committing to mitosis. Before

S-phase is another gap (G1), where a characteristic set of proteins must be made

including: first, the products of the ‘immediate early response’ genes, followed by

‘delayed early response’ gene products. G1 is the only period of the cell cycle in which

growth factors can exert mitogenic effects.

10.1.2 The cyclin model

Cyclinwas first discovered in 1983 byTimHunt as a protein that appears and disappears

in synchronywith phases of the division cycle of early sea urchin embryos1. Prior to that,
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Paul Nurse had identified a set of genes required for the fission yeast cell division cycle

(the cdc genes), among which Cdc2 was predominant in controlling mitosis

(Table 10.1)2. A maturation-promoting factor (MPF) was identified as a factor that

promoted mitosis and meiosis and MPF turned out to be a complex of Cdc2 (a cyclin-

dependent kinase, the metazoan form of which is now referred to as Cdk-1) and

cyclin B3,4. As discussed in Chapter 4, Cdk enzymes are activated by A-loop

phosphorylation as in many other protein kinases, but unlike other families a Cdk’s

activation is only achieved when it is united with the appropriate cyclin partner – an

interaction that also has modifying effects on the Cdk’s substrate specificity. As more

cyclins and Cdks were discovered and their upstream and downstream effectors

elucidated, cyclin-Cdk complex formation and periodic cyclin destruction became

Figure 10.1 Phases of mitosis
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Table 10.1 Cell division cycle proteins and other division controlling factors

Mammals Budding yeast
(Saccharomyces

cerevisae)

Fission yeast
(Schizosaccharomyces

pombe)
Cdk-1 Cdc28 Cdc2*Cyclin-dependent

kinases (Cdk’s) Cdk-2, Cdk-4/6 absent absent

G1/S cyclins Cyclin D/E/A Cln proteins ‘Cdc’
nomenclature: e.g.,
Cdc-13

M phase cyclins Cyclin B Clb proteins Cdc13†

DNA-dependent
protein kinase

ATM/ATR Mec1 Rad3

Chk-1 Chk1 Chk1
Checkpoint kinases Chk-2 Rad53 Cds1¥

Dbf4-dependent
kinase activator

ASK (‘activator of
S-phase kinase’) ‡

Dbf4§ (Dna52) ƒ Dfp1 (Him1)

Dbf4-dependent
kinase

Ddk, HuCdc7 Cdc7p§ Hsk1p#

Mcm2 Mcm2 Nda1§ (Cdc19) ƒ
Mcm4 Cdc54 Cdc21 ƒ
Mcm5 Cdc46 Nda4§
Mcm6 Mcm6 Mis5

Mini Chromosome
Maintenance
helicase components

Mcm7 Cdc47 ƒ Mcm7

Orc1-6 (‘origin
recognition
complex’)

Orc1-6 Orp1-6 ƒ
Origin binding
proteins

Mcm10 Mcm10 Mcm10
Cdt1 Tah11 (Sid2) ƒ Cdt1 (‘Cdc10

dependent transcript 1’)
¶

Cdc6 Cdc6 Cdc18

Licensing- &

S-phase-promoting
factors Cdc45 Cdc45 Cdc45

*Sherr, C.J. and Roberts, J.M. (2004) Living with or without cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases. Genes
& Development, 18: 2699-2711.

†Nurse, P. (1994) Ordering S phase and M phase in the cell cycle. Cell, 79: 547-550.
§Toyn, J.H., Toone, W.M., Morgan, B.A. (1995) The activation of Dna replication in yeast. TIBS, 20: 70-

73.
‡Kumagai, H. Sato, N., Yamada, M., Mahony, D., Sghezzi, W., Lees, E., Arai, K-I and Masai, H. (1999) A

novel growth- and cell cycle-regulated protein, ASK, activates human Cdc-7-related kinase and is
essential for G1/S transition in mammalian cells. Mol. Cell. Biol., 19: 5083-5095.

ƒForsburg, S.L. (2004) Eukaryotic MCM proteins: beyind replication intitiation. Microbiology and
Molecular Biology Reviews, 68: 109-131

¶Nishitani, H. and Lygerou, Z. (2002) Control of DNA replication licensing in a cell cycle. Genes to Cells,
7: 523-534.

# Sclafani, R.A. (2000) Cdc7p-Dbf4p becomes famous in the cell cycle. J. Cell Science, 113: 2111-2117.
¥ Rhind, N. and Russell, P. (2000) Chk1 and Cds1: linchpins of the DNA damage and replication

checkpoint pathways. J. Cell Biol., 113: 3889-3896.
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the dominant paradigm for cell division control during the last quarter of a century –

a view that was supported by discoveries of aberrant cyclin expression and signalling

in cancer cells. (Hunt, Nurse and Leland Hartwell were awarded the 2001 Nobel

Prize for their discoveries of key regulators of the cell cycle).

10.1.3 Summary of the budding yeast cell cycle

Both budding and fission yeast possess only one cyclin-dependent kinase, equivalent to

mammalian Cdk-1, and progression through the cell cycle is directed by its interaction

with a number of cyclin partners. In S. cerevisae, a complex of Cdk-1with the G1 cyclin

Cln3 stimulates induction of Cln1 and Cln3 synthesis. Cln1/3–Cdk-1 complexes build

up, leading to progression through ‘START’ – ‘START’ is a point in late G1, roughly

equivalent to mammalian R-point, which cells must traverse before they can enter

S-phase. In S-phase, the Cln proteins are degraded and expression of Clb5 and Clb6

increases. These Clb gene products are homologous with the sea urchin cyclin

B discovered by Hunt. Clb5/6–Cdk-1 complexes accumulate and drive cells through

the DNA replication of S-phase. Clb5/6 is destroyed at the end of S-phase and Cdk-1

is then free to associate with M-phase-promoting Clb family members to form the

budding yeast equivalent of maturation-promoting factor (MPF, often referred to as

‘mitosis-promoting factor’). After division, the M-phase Clbs are destroyed and the

cycle ‘clock’ is re-set to G1 (Figure 10.2).

10.1.4 Mammalian cyclin cycle model

Post-embryonic metazoan cell cycles are subject to much more complex control. In

particular, there is more than one Cdk involved in regulation and the cyclin partners

include extra subfamilies that fulfil specialised roles in G1 and S. As in the yeast cyclin

model, mammalian Cdks are present throughout the cell cycle but their cyclin partners

are subject to periodic synthesis-destruction cycles that result in the partner kinase

activity being turned on and off.

Figure 10.2 Budding yeast cell cycle and periodic cyclin accumulation
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10.1.5 Embryonic cell cycle has no ‘gaps’

The very earliest cell division cycles of the vertebrate embryo are quite different from

normal adult cell divisions (Figure 10.3). Early embryonic cell divisions are rapid and

synchronous. In early Xenopus oocytes, cells divide every 30 minutes. Cells proceed

rapidly through the cell cycle without a gap (G1) between the end of mitosis (M-phase)

and the beginning of a new round of DNA replication (S-phase), and without a gap (G2)

before the next division5. However, once cellular differentiation begins, divisions are

interrupted by long gaps and cells become asynchronous. In Xenopus oocytes, this

occurs around the 13th cell division just after themidblastula transition (MBT),which is

when zygotic genes begin to be expressed. In vertebrates, early embryonic cell division

is controlled by only three cyclins (CyclinA, B andE) and two cyclin dependent kinases

(Cdk-1 and 2)4, but post-embryonic cells acquire a new set of controls superimposed

upon the embryonic ones. Of particular interest over the years has been the G1 cyclins

(Cyclin D1,2,3) and their cyclin-dependent kinase partners (Cdk-4 and -6), which are

absent in early embryonic cells.

Pathways that are involved in embryonic development have often been held to be

recapitulated in cancer (the ‘onco-foetal hypothesis’) and, although certain embryonic

pathways that should be dormant in adults, are re-activated in cancer (such as the Wnt/

b-catenin axis), in other respects the embryonic cell cycle is very different from the

de-regulated and varied cancer cell cycles.

Figure 10.3 Vertebrate early embryonic cell division cycle
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In general, adult cells (except stem cells) do not divide. They are terminally differ-

entiated, ‘quiescent’, and removed from the cell cycle, ‘resting’ in a state called ‘G0’.

Terminated cells can be benignly recruited back into the cell cycle, for example during

wound-healing – a processes set off by platelets releasing PDGF at thewound site. This

can be mimicked in the lab by withdrawing serum from fibroblasts (thus pushing them

into G0), then re-treating with PDGF, which makes them ‘competent’ to divide (G0!
G1), followed by EGF and IGF-1 treatment, which induces cell cycle ‘progression’

(G1 ! S) and results in a round of synchronised cell divisions (Figure 10.4). Carcino-

genesis also begins with terminated G0 cells being brought back into the cell cycle, but

through some pathological event(s).

10.2 G0, competency, and the point of no return
in G1 – the ‘R-point’

The R-point marks the boundary between growth factor dependency and
independency The Restriction-point (‘R-point’) has been defined as the last point in

G1 at which growth factors are required, and it coincides with the termination of the

early protein synthesis programme (early gene induction) some two to three hours

before S-phase (Figure 10.5). This early andmiddle phase of G1 is therefore sensitive to

amino acid deprivation and protein synthesis inhibitors6,7.

10.2.1 What is G0?

Fibroblast cells that are suddenly deprived of serum arrest in G1. However, in long term

serum-deprivation they enter a state of quiescence called G0. Although there has been

controversy over the existence of G0 as a separate state from G18, it has become clear

that G0 cells can be identified because they uniquely lack key components of the pre-

replicative complexes found in cycle-competent G1 cells9.

Figure 10.4 Growth factors in a fibroblast cell cycle
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10.2.2 The commitment point and competency factors

Analysis of serum provided clues to the factors driving cells through G1/0

checkpoints.

Serum contains the polypeptide growth factors that isolated cells require for

stimulation of cell division. Plasma does not substitute for serum and does not

support growth of cells in culture (plasma is blood from which all blood cells have

been removed before platelet lysis and clotting can take place). The type of growth

factor required varies according to the cell type – fibroblasts are taken as a general

example, only.

10.2.3 Growth factors and the fibroblast cell cycle

Serum is blood that has naturally clotted and then been clarified by centrifugation.

During clotting of serum, platelets burst and release platelet-derived growth factor

(PDGF). It was found that a combination of PDGF and platelet-poor plasma could

substitute for serum and supported growth. Plasma contains the growth factors EGF

(epidermal growth factor) and IGF-I (insulin-like growth factor-I, also known as

somatomedinC), but does not contain PDGF. It was found that the sequence of addition

was important. A brief exposure to PDGF (2 hours) was sufficient to render G0 cells

competent for up to 12 hours after the removal of PDGF. In other words, if plasma was

added at any time during the following 12 hours, the cells would divide; plasma added

after that timewas ineffective. However, exposure to plasma first and PDGF second had

no effect.

It was theorised that serum-starved G0 cells are re-activated by PDGF and become

able to pass the ‘commitment point’ – a barrier between G0 and the start of G1

(Figure 10.1). Such cells re-enter the cell cycle at G1 and are said to be ‘competent’.

The result is the appearance of ‘pre-replicative complexes’ at origins of replication on

Figure 10.5 Cyclins and the mammalian cell cycle
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DNA in early G1. However, before passing into the DNA synthesis phase (S-phase) the

cells need to be exposed to the plasma ‘progression factors’ EGF (in early G1) followed

by IGF-I (in late G1). This stimulates passage through the R-point, after which point

cells are fully licensed for replication have no further need of growth factor stimulation

to complete DNA synthesis and mitosis.

10.3 Oncogene products derived from growth factor
pathway components

The earliest oncogene products whose mechanism was understood were the polypeptide

growth factors. The Sis retrovirus causes sarcoma in woolly monkeys (hence its name:

‘Simian Sarcoma virus’) by the action of a single gene. The product of the vSis retroviral

oncogene was found to be a polypeptide growth factor. In 1983, Doolittle showed that the

gene product was identical to mammalian B-type PDGF10. Sarcoma is a cancer of

fibroblasts, which are cells that do not normally produce PDGF but do express the

receptor. This inappropriate expression of PDGF in virus-infected fibroblasts results in

them becoming ‘self-stimulating’. A cell producing a ligand that stimulates its cognate

receptor on itself is said to be operating an ‘autocrine loop’. Such cells are then subject to

chronic autonomous stimulation of the PDGFR pathway. It is significant that, although

both PDGF-A and-B chains are mitogens, only PDGF-B produces transformed growth11.

Other components of these growth factor pathways are potential oncogenes (termed

‘proto-oncogenes’) and we have discussed some earlier (see Table 10.2). EGFR family

members may be truncated and, having lost the auto-inhibitory ligand-binding domain,

become constitutively active (Chapter 6, Section 6.7.1). In human cancers, over-

expression of erbB1 and erbB2 is common12. vSrc, for example, is truncated and

constitutively active because it lacks the regulatory tyrosine527 (Chapter 3, Section

3.1.5). The oncoprotein also causes sarcoma in chickens.

Oncogenic versions ofRas include two pointmutants that have disabledGTPases and

are locked in a constitutively active state. Transformation of the foci of cells by the

carcinogen 7,12-dimethylbenzanthracene (DMBA) is caused by a single adenine to

thymine transversion at codon 61 of the Ras gene. This results in an oncogene product

with arginine substituted for the catalyticGln at position 61 in switch II13.AP-looppoint

mutation resulting in Gly12 being replaced with a lysine or arginine also results in an

oncoprotein with an inactivated GTPase rate some 6-fold slower than normal14.

There is a vast body of literature showing indisputably that PDGF or serum stimula-

tion in G0/1 upregulates both cyclin D levels and Cdk-4/6 activity, and that the ultimate

downstream target is the retinoblastoma protein (RB) and the transcription factors that

are part of the immediate early response gene expression pattern.

Interestingly, the full ‘mitogenic response’ of human fibroblasts to serum includes not

only a mitogenic gene transcriptional programme but also a set of genes involved in the

wound healing programme – genes for various coagulation-, inflammation-, and angio-

genic-factors are induced in parallel in the same 15 minutes to 24 hour timeframe15.
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10.4 Transcription and cyclins

For decades, the central dogma or consensus view of division control has been the

cyclin/Cdk centric view. In this model, the periodic synthesis and destruction of cyclins

turns on, and off, respectively, the activity of a series of cyclin dependent kinases (Cdks)

Table 10.2 Classes of oncogene

Protein Type Proto-oncogene Oncogene

Class 1 Growth Factors PDGF B-chain Sis (abnormally
expressed)

Class 2 Tyrosine Kinases
a) Receptor TK's EGF receptor

(c-Erb B1)

cErb B2

v-Erb B (truncated)
ErbB1/2
(overexpressed)

b) Non-receptor TK's c-Src

Abelson gene

v-Src (truncation)

Abl (Translocation-
Philidelphia
chromosome)

Class 3 7-pass Receptors Angiotensin III
Receptor

MAS

Class 4 G proteins
Heterotrimeric
G proteins

Gs - s subunit

Gi - i subunit

Pituitary Gsp (point
mutation)
Ovarian/adrenal Gip-2
(point mutation)

Monomeric G proteins Ras H-Ras, K-Ras, N-Ras
(point mutations)

Class 5 Serine/threonine
kinases

c-Raf v-Raf (truncation or
point mutations)

Class 6 Ser/Thr and Tyr
kinases

STY

Class 7 Adaptor proteins
(non-catalytic,
containing SH2 and
SH3)

c-CrkII v-Crk (translocation)

Class 8 Cell Cycle Regulators Cyclin D1 Bcl-1 (or PRAD-1)
(translocation,
overexpression)

Class 9 Transcription Factors Thyroid Receptor vErb A (truncated)
Myc (overexpressed)
Jun (truncation or point
mutation)
Fos (overexpressed)

Class 10 DNA repair enzymes MSH-2
Class 11 Mitochondrial

membrane factor
Bcl-2

Class 12 Unknown LCO

Adpated from Hesketh, R (1995) The Oncogenes FactsBook
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and this cyclical activity is seen as the engine that drives cell division16. Whereas recent

knockout studies have questioned the absolute requirement for individual G1 cyclins

and Cdks in embryonic development (for example), there is no doubt that G1 cyclin

complexes are predominantly involved in human carcinogenesis. For that reason, the

present discussion is confined to signalling pathways known to contain a high prepon-

derance of proto-oncogenes.

‘Early response’ genes are transcribed duringG1up to the restriction point. This is the

period where amino acid deprivation can ‘restrict’ growth. During this phase of the cell

cycle, a uniquely large amount of (specific) mRNA is made, including the messages for

cyclin D and cyclin E.

10.5 Cyclin dependent kinases

Although the primary/primordial control of cyclin-dependent kinase activity is (as the

name suggests) the simple appearance and disappearance of its activating cyclin partner,

phosphorylation of the cyclin also plays an important switch-like role in control of

cyclin-dependent kinase activity – B-type cyclins in particular.

10.5.1 Activating and inactivating phosphorylations

Cdks, like many other protein kinase enzymes, require A-loop phosphorylation for full

activity. The cyclin H-Cdk-7 complex (Cdk-activating kinase, or ‘CAK’) is a universal
activator as it phosphorylates the A-loop (¼ threonine160 of Cdk-1) of cyclin-

complexed Cdk-1,2,4,6, and this aligns the A-loop with the cyclin interface to form a

peptide substrate-binding surface that is determined in part by the cyclin (Chapter 4)17

(Figure 10.6). The cyclin not only facilitates activation but also dictates substrate

preference of the bound Cdk – a Cdk may phosphorylate different substrates if it

switches cyclin partners.

10.5.2 Inactivating phosphorylations of Cdks

Cdk-1 and Cdk-2 are subject to inhibitory P-loop phosphorylations on tyrosine14 and

threonine15 (see Table 4.5, Chapter 4); the D-type Cdk-4/6 lack the threonine but retain

the tyrosine. Prior tomitosis, the primed cyclinB/Cdk-1 complex is kept in check by two

phosphorylation events. Wee-1 is a tyrosine kinase and it phosphorylates Cdk-1 on

tyrosine15 in its P-loop18. This prevents ATP binding – even in otherwise activated

cyclin/Cdk. Wee-1 knockouts divide during S-phase producing progressively smaller

(‘wee’) cells. Cdk-1 is at the same time phosphorylated as the adjacent threonine14 is by

the ST-kinase,Myt-119,20. Thus,Wee-1/Myt-1 restrains cyclinB/Cdk-1 complexes from

prematurely activating mitosis, while their levels build up during S-phase and G2.
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Figure 10.6 Structures of Cdk-2 in active and inactive conformations
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Cyclin E/Cdk-2 activity is similarly restrained by P-loop phosphorylation in the run-up

to S-phase21.

10.5.3 Activating dephosphorylations of Cdks

De-phosphorylations of the cyclin-bound Cdk occurs en masse at respective transition

points and this is accomplished by the dual-function protein phosphatase Cdc25, which

is capable of removing phosphates from both tyrosines and threonines22.

� Cyclin E/Cdk-2 is de-phosphorylated by the action of Cdc25A at the G1/S-phase

transition.

� CyclinB/Cdk-1 is de-phosphorylated by the action of Cdc25B/C at the G2/M-phase

transition.

10.5.4 DNA damage prevents dephosphorylation of Cdks

Cdc25s are important targets during DNA damage control by the ATM pathway.

Radiation damage leads to activation of the checkpoint kinases Chk-1 and Chk-2. Their

activation results in the phosphorylation of Cdc25A and Cdc25C, which are thus

inhibited; Cdc25C by nuclear exclusion through 14-3-3 binding and translocation to

cytoplasm, and Cdc25A through phosphorylation-induced proteolysis23. Cdc25 phos-

phorylation leads to cell cycle arrest at either the G1/S- or G2/M-transition.

10.6 Deactivation by cyclin destruction

The termination of Cdk activity is also (primarily) brought about by proteolytic

degradation of the cyclin partner.

We have seen above that as a cyclin’s level builds, so too do cyclin/Cdk complex

levels, butwith enzymic activity held in check. Then, at a critical level of cyclin/Cdk, the

kinase activity is abruptly switched on at a transition point. However, for this to be

allowed the preceding cyclin/Cdk complex (with the exception of D-types) must have

first been efficiently switched off to allow approach to transition. This is simply done by

removing the activating cyclin by destruction. With the exception of cyclin D, the

cyclins are all degraded at cell cycle-specific time points – cyclin D levels stay constant

as long as growth factors are present, but fall to zero in their absence (Figure 10.5). The

exquisite control of degradation pathways is subject to many complex signalling

mechanisms that will only be touched on here.

10.6.1 APC/cyclosome (APC/C) and SCF – E3 ubiquitin ligase complexes

All cyclins are eventually destroyed by the proteosome (or ‘proteasome’), a multi-

protein complex containing diverse proteolytic enzymes that degrade any protein that is
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‘tagged’ for destruction by poly-ubiquitination. Ubiquitin is a highly conserved 76

amino acid peptide that is added (via isopeptide bonds) to lysine sidechains of the target

protein by the combined activities of three types of proteins: a ubiquitin-activating

enzyme (‘E1’), a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (‘E2’) and a ubiquitin ligase (‘E3’)24 –

their activities are opposed by a set of de-ubiquitinating enzymes. The cyclical destruc-

tion of cyclins is under the control of two oligomeric protein complexes containing

E3-ubiquitin ligase activity: APC/C (when active, binds cyclin B) and SCF (constitu-

tively active, binds phosphorylated substrates).

10.6.2 APC/C

The complex that endsmitosis, by targetting cyclinB for destruction, is the aptly-named

‘anaphase promoting complex’ (APC) or ‘cyclosome’, referred to here as ‘APC/C’.

(This should not be confused with the ‘adenomatous polyposis coli’ protein, which
unfortunately has acquired the same ‘APC’ abbreviation25). The APC/C is activated at

the start of anaphase and causes the destruction of cyclin B, bringing an end to mitosis,

and preventing another division (disallowed until after another round in of DNA

replication). For example, mitotic exit and reassembly of the nuclear envelope cannot

begin until cyclin B has gone and lamin B phosphorylation ceases. The non-cyclin

kinase Polo is also degraded by the APC/C toward the end of anaphase26. The APC/C

complex is activated by serine/threonine phosphorylation around the beginning of

anaphase4. The complex is extensively phosphoryated in vitro by either cyclin B/

Cdk-1 or Polo-like kinase, which are both at peak activity at that time. However, careful

analysis suggests that cyclin B/Cdk-1 is responsible for APC/C phosphorylation/

activation in vivo, in effect signing its own death warrant27.

10.6.3 SCF

The Skp1-Cullin1-F-box complex (SCF) is responsible for directing G1 and S-phase

cyclin destruction – the ‘Skp’ component was first discovered as a cyclin A/Cdk-2

binder named ‘S-phase kinase associated protein’24. In the case of cyclin D, its

phosphorylation on threonine286 by GSK-3 triggers its recognition by SCF 28 –

GSK-3, of course, re-activates once growth factors are withdrawn, see Section 10.8.7.

Cyclin E is degraded via SCF after phosphorylation of its equivalent threonine. The

licensing factor Cdt1 is also targetted by SCF in a cell cycle-dependent manner after it

has been phosphorylated by cyclin A/cdk-229.

The destruction of cyclin A is mediated by the APC/C at the start of M-phase30, but

cyclin A also associates with components of the SCF in S-phase31. In S-phase cyclin A/

Cdk-2 enzymic activity is specifically inhibited by Skp1 and Skp2 (also an F-box

protein); Skp1/2 binding also prevents A-loop phosphorylation/activation of inactive

cyclin A/Cdk-2 by CAK.
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10.7 Cyclin dependent kinases – activation through
cyclin synthesis

10.7.1 Two sets of early genes – immediate and delayed

Growth factor stimulation of G1 cells drives the cell through the R-point towards the

transition to S-phase. Within 30 minutes of growth factor stimulation, immediate early

response genes are transcribed, including the well known proto-oncogenes cMyc, cFos

and c-Jun; and other transcription factors such as STAT proteins, b-catenin, NF-kB, Egr-1,
Ets-proteins and CREB may be transcribed, dependent upon cell type and stimulus.

Cell synchronisation experiments showed that the immediate early gene transcription

programme preceded the synthesis of delayed early response genes. Delayed early

response gene products include the D-type cyclins and cyclins E and A.

10.8 Mitogenic pathway downstream of single pass tyrosine
kinase receptors

10.8.1 Transcription factor families involved in triggering the
mitogenic response

Fos Fos appears to be a primary target of single pass receptor tyrosine kinase growth

factor pathways and associated oncogenes. Fos is absent in non-dividing cells.

Induction of Fos transcription in resting or quiescent cells is a trigger that eventually

leads to cyclin D1 induction. However, the Fos gene promoter is also the target of

certain 7-pass receptor pathways that also converge on Fos activation. The Fos

promoter contains ‘response elements’ (short DNA stretches recognised by specific

transcription factors) that correspond to the serum response element (SRE: single-pass

and protein kinase C targets), the cAMP response element (CRE: cAMP/PKA

target)32; Fos also contains an AP-1 site through which it can stimulate its own

synthesis via positive feedback.

The Fos transcription programme leading to cyclinD1 production can be bypassed by

factors binding directly to the cyclin D1 promoter, which not only contains an AP-1 site

(Fos/Jun binding) but also has an SRE, a CRE, STAT-binding-, NF-kB-binding- and
lymphoid Tcf/b-catenin-binding sites33. Cyclin D1 is commonly over-expressed in

cancers, particularly breast cancer34. The oncogenic forms of cyclin D1 are also known

as ‘Bcl-1’ or ‘PRAD-1’.

10.8.2 Myc

CyclinD2, on the other hand, is directly induced by another immediate early gene,Myc.

The cyclinD2genehas twoMyc-binding sites on its promoter35.Myc itself is inducedby

STAT transcription factors that are activated by the tyrosine kinase Src. STAT proteins

have a single SH2 domain and they associatewith activatedEGFR– a liaison that allows
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activated Src to tyrosine-phosphorylate STAT36. Tyrosine phosphorylation causes

dimerisation of STAT through its SH2 domain binding to the pTyr of its partner and

vice versa. Myc is a member of the bHLH-zip family, which has an N-terminal basic
domain (DNA-binding), a Helix-Loop-Helix domain and a zipper domain. Activating

Myc sites are also found on the Cdc25 phosphatase promoters37.

10.8.3 Induction of Fos by ‘serum response element’ binding

A direct effect of MAPK pathway activation is the immediate activation of Elk1-like

‘ternary complex transcription factors’. This is caused, in the nucleus, by their phos-

phorylation by activated Erk1/2. Activation of ‘ternary complex transcription factors’

leads to an amplified production of potent AP-1 transcription factors. Although Jun is

present in resting cells, and could potentially formAP-1 homodimers, it is constitutively

held in an inactive state by inactivating phosphorylations by glycogen synthase-3

(GSK-3)38.

10.8.4 The Ets family of ‘ternary complex transcription factors’ – Elk-1,
Sap-1/2

The ‘TernaryComplex transcriptionFactors’ are collectively known as TCF proteins39.
This abbreviation is avoided here because, unfortunately, the same acronym has more

recently become a standard term for lymphoidT-cell transcription factors (Tcfs) that are
involved in Wnt/b-catenin signalling40.
Ternary complex factors are a subgroup of the Ets family that have a shared structure

of an N-terminal Ets domain (93 aas) that binds to DNA and a central ‘B box’ (21 aas)

that mediates binding to SRF homodimers and, thereby, facilitates ‘ternary complex

formation’. All of these ternary complex factors are controlled by a ‘switchable’

C-terminal transactivation domainwith conserved ‘proline-directed’MAPK phosphor-

ylation sites. Phosphorylation of the C-terminal sites is required to activate these

transcription factors41.

The ternary complex factors include Elk-1, Sap-1 and Sap-2.

10.8.5 The ‘serum response factor’ – MADS box-containing
transcrition factors

The obligate partners of ternary complex factors such as Elk-1 are the serum response
factors (SRFs), a ubiquitous group of proteins that contain a conserved sequence motif:

theMADS box10. SRF is required to enable Elk-1 (activated downstream ofMAPKs) to

induce the transcription of Fos. The Fos gene contains a binding site for SRF in its

promoter, known as a serum response element (SRE). SRF binds as a homodimer to the

DNA of the SRE sequence in the Fos gene promoter and this allows activated Elk-1 to

dock – the ternary complex factor only binds to the SRE if it is occupied by SRF. Elk-1

binds both to the SRF proteins and to a short 50 sequence of the SRE’s DNA42.
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10.8.6 Signalling sequence of single-pass tyrosine kinase receptors
leading to cyclin D induction – serum response element

The cannonical RTK pathway outlined in Chapter 7 starts with Ras activation and

leads to Raf activation and consequent Mek activation. This dual-specificity MAPK

kinase threonine- and tyrosine-phosphorylates the MAPK, Erk1/2, activating it and

releasing it from the KSR scaffold. Activated Erk1 causes serine-phosphorylatation of

the p90 form of ribosomal S6 protein kinase (p90Rsk), activating it. Activation of

p90Rsk is complex, as Rsk has two kinase domains. TheA-loop of itsC-terminal kinase

domain is threonine-phosphorylated by Erk and this leads to serine-phosphorylation

of the A-loop of its N-terminal kinase (possibly by autophosphorylation)43. This

event is facilitated by a physical association between Erk and Rsk. Both active Erk1

and p90Rsk can translocate to the nucleus where they phosphorylate transcription

factors that constitute the ‘ternary complex’. Erk1/2 phosphorylates Elk-1, activating

it44; p90Rsk phosphorylates SRF (Figure 10.7)39.

Erk1 phosphorylation at the C-terminal domain of Elk-1 is thought to cause a

conformational change resulting in unmasking of the B-box and Ets domains.

Phospho-Elk-1-like factors can bind to SRF dimers on serum response element of the

Fos promoter. The complex of Sap-1 with an SRF dimer docked with SREDNA (based

upon the Fos promoter) has recently been solved and illustrates the structure and

function of these ‘ternary complexes45. The truncated Sap-1 is missing the phosphory-

latable C-domain. The B-box-linker-Ets domain of Sap-1 is complexed with the core

MADS domains of SRF. The B-box is responsible for binding to the MADS domain of

one of the SRF pair only, while the flexible linker (invisible in structure) twists around

the DNA strand to allow the Sap-1 Ets domain to bind with the other. The SRF MADS

box interactswith the ‘CArG’sequence of theminor groove and theEts domain of Sap-1

binds to the ‘Ets-binding site’ sequence of the major groove on the opposite face of the

DNA (Figure 10.8).

Fos synthesis commences and this activating signal is reinforced by stabilising and

activating phosphorylations of the C-terminal domain of the Fos protein. First, the

protein is stabilised by two ‘priming’ serine phosphorylations by p90Rsk and Erk. This

is followed by two activating phosphorylations of threonine residues by Erk46.

10.8.7 Activation of Jun (and Myc) by inactivation of glycogen
synthase kinase-3 (GSK-3)

Unlike Fos, its partner Jun is constitutively expressed in resting cells but is inactive. This

is due to a continuous, constitutive phosphorylation by GSK-3. Jun’s suppression is

reversed by p90Rsk, which phosphorylates GSK-3, inactivating it. In the absence of the

inactivatingGSK-3 signal, active Jun levels rise. Fos can now dimerisewith Jun to form

the highly potent Fos/JunAP-1heterodimer (Figure 10.9).AP-1 sites are present onboth

Fos and Jun genes47. Therefore, the low levels of Fos/Jun effectively self-stimulate their

own synthesis as long as GSK-3 is suppressed.
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GSK-3 is also inactivated through phosphorylation by PKB (also known as Akt),

which is also activated downstream of growth factors, either by RTK-recruitment of

p85PI3K/p110PI3K or via direct activation of p110PI3K by Ras48. Myc would also be

subject to an inhibiting phosphorylation byGSK-3, were it not inhibited by PKBorRsk.

Myc is also subject to a stimulating phosphorylation by Erk, which leads to full

activation (Figure 10.10).

Figure 10.7 The activation of Fos synthesis by the Ras/MAPK pathway
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Phylogenetically, GSK-3 most closely resembles cyclin dependent kinase enzymes

such as Cdk-1 and Cdk-238, which is why structural studies use the Cdk terminology of

‘T-loop’ (‘threonine-containing activation loop’) instead of A-loop (activation loop)49

(see Chapter 4, Section 4.4). Cdk enzymes (like most ST kinases) require an A-loop

threonine residue to be phosphorylated to allow substrate access and to form the

peptide-binding surface. GSK-3 is very different – it has a pair of phosphotyrosines

in its activeA-loop, but no phosphothreonine. The phosphothreonine is instead supplied

by its ‘primed’ substrates such as glycogen synthase, which needs to be phosphorylated

by casein kinase II before it can be efficiently phosphorylated by GSK-349. The

consensus GSK-3 substrate sequence is S/T.X.X.X.pS/pT. The inactivating serine

phosphorylations of GSK-3 occur at a glycine-rich N-terminal extension (beyond

the kinase core) and this creates a novel pseudosubstrate that binds intramolecularly

to the active site and inhibits the enzyme.

10.8.8 AP-1 complexes – bZip transcription factors

AP-1 (activator protein-1) is a term used to describe homo- or heterodimers of the bZIP

transcription factors (basic region leucine zipper), so-called for the specialised a-helix
that aids their dimerisation via the formation of a coiled coil. Coiled coils result when

Figure 10.8 Sap-1 complexed with a SRF dimer docked with the Fos gene promoter DNA (PDB File:
1HBX)
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two or more right-handed alpha-helices wind around each other in a left-handed super-

coil. Ana-helix that can participatemust have a seven amino acid periodicity such that it

positions a leucine at positions ‘a’ and ‘d’ (see Figure 10.11). The non-polar leucines are

paired along one face of the helices allowing them to ‘zip’ together – the leucines being

seen as the teeth of a zip.

AP-1-forming bZIP proteins are:

� Jun family: c-Jun, JunB and JunD

� Fos family: c-Fos, FosB, Fra-1 and Fra-2

Figure 10.9 Activation of AP-1 and induction of cyclin D1 downstream of Ras /MAPK pathway
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Figure 10.10 Summary of transcriptional activation of progression to S-phase
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� Jun dimerisation partners: JDP1 and JDP2

� Activating transcription factor family: ATF2, ATF3/LRF-1 and B-ATF

10.8.9 AP-1 response elements on DNA

Jun and ATF proteins can form stable homodimers, but Fos proteins cannot. However,

Jun/Fos heterodimers aremore stable than Jun/Jun dimers. c-Jun containing dimers bind

to AP-1 recognition sites on a select group of gene promoters. Heterodimerisation of

c-Jun with Fos increases the transcriptional capacity of c-Jun at these sites, whereas

dimerisation with Jun-B inhibits c-Jun – Jun-B antagonises the transcriptional activity

of c-Jun. The regions on promoters that bind such AP-1 factors were originally termed

‘TPA response elements’ (TREs) because they were found to be responsible for

transducing the tumour-promoting effects of phorbol esters.

ATF2-like proteins heterodimerisewith c-Jun and instead direct it to cAMP response
elements (CREs), so-named because they are involved in cell-type-specific gene

transcription programmes downstream of cAMP generation and PKA activation. In

particular, the CRE is involved in unusual pituitary tumours caused by constitutive

activating point mutations of the Gs a-subunit (Section 10.17.2)47.
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10.8.10 AP-1 and cyclin D1 induction

The cyclin D1 promoter contains both a TRE site (TPA-response element) and a CRE

site (cAMP-response element), and both of these promoter elements are targetted by the

AP-1 complex (in the form of C-Jun/Fos dimers or C-Jun/ATF2 dimers, respectively).

Other AP-1 dimers are also found, including a transcriptional repressor made up of

Fos and JunB.

In certain cells, the cyclin D1 CRE site is activated by CREB (cAMP response
element binding protein) downstream of protein kinase A (see the Section 10.17.1).

D-type cyclins are also induced by a number of other immediate early gene products and

transcription factors, including STAT proteins, b-catenin, NF-kB, Egr-1 and Ets-

proteins.

10.9 CyclinD/Cdk-4/6 – only important substrate is RB

The key G1 progression factor is a D-type cyclin complex with cyclin dependent

kinase-4/6, which forms as cyclin D levels rise (D-type cyclin levels differ from the

other cyclins in remaining high throughout the cell cycle if growth factors are

present). A paradoxical factor in the formation of the active Cyclin D/Cdk-4

complex is that an ‘assembly factor’ is required – the assembly factor is an inhibitor

of Cdk-2 (discussed in Section 10.15.2).

Cyclin D/Cdk-4’s main purpose is to phosphorylate the retinoblastoma (RB) ‘pocket

protein’, which sequesters the transcription factors (E2F and DP1) needed for the next

stages of the cell cycle – i.e., transition from G1 to S-phase. RB is unphosphorylated in

G0 and early to mid-G1 but becomes hyperphosphorylated from late G1. Hyperpho-

sphorylation destroys its E2F binding capacity (Figure 10.12).

10.10 Retinoblastoma-related ‘pocket proteins’ – negative
modulators of E2F

TheRB family of proteins bindE2F/DP1dimers and inactivate them.RB has two regions

that bind the transcription factors (Table 10.3): the central ‘pocket domain’ and C-

terminal domain (RBCD). Recent crystal structures of complexes of truncated RB and

E2F show the interaction in detail and help explain how phosphorylation of RB leads

to E2F release. In one structure, the transactivation domain peptide fromE2F is bound to

the pocket domain of RB (Figure 10.13)50. The RB pocket domain is made up of two

cyclin box folds and the transactivation peptide of E2F binds in the interface between

them. This effectively sequesters the transactivation domain, thus blocking its ability to

cause gene activation – five hydrophobic residues of E2F that are required for transacti-

vating activity are buried in the ‘pocket’. This explains how RB can suppress gene

transcription by direct masking of E2F’s transactivating segment without the require-

ment for histone modifying enzymes.
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The RB pocket region has a second protein-binding site in the form of a shallow

groove at the edge of the cyclin box ‘B’ (Figure 10.13). This site binds proteins with an

‘LxCxE’ motif (such as D-type cyclins and PP-1, endogenous proteins that normally

control activity), but it also binds viral proteins that deregulate its activity51 (viral

proteins such as the papillomaE7protein function to dislodgeE2F). The shallowgroove

Figure 10.12 Cyclin E and cyclin A induction
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also binds the histone deacetylase enzymes HDAC-1 and -2 that are employed by RB to

form repressor complexes with E2F51.

10.10.1 Phosphorylation/inactivation mechanism

A second structure shows truncated RBCD-only bound to an E2F-1/DP-1 dimer

(Figure 10.14), and this study offers an explanation as to how phosphorylation of RB

Table 10.3 Schematic of E2F-like proteins and the RB pocket protein

E2F-1 1 120 DNA-Binding 199 Coiled-Coil 245 Marked Box 300 367 Transactivation 437

DP-1 1 104 DNA-Binding 197 Coiled-Coil 266 Marked Box 349 410

RB
1 379 Pocket Domain 785 RB C-Domain 928

Pn sites T S S T T T S S S S S S SS TT826

Table information sources: -
Rubin, E., Tamrakar, S. and Ludlow, J.W. (1998) Protein phosphatase type 1, the product of the
retinoblastoma susceptibility gene, and cell cycle control. Frontiers in Bioscience, 3: d1209-1219.
Rubin, S.M., Gall, A-L., Zheng, N. and Pavletich, N.P. (2005) Structure of the Rb C-terminal domain bound to
E2F1-DP1: a mechanism for phosphorylation-induced E2F release.Cell, 123123: 1093-1106.

Figure 10.13 The transactivation peptide of E2F bound to the pocket domain of the retinoblastoma
protein
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by Cdk-4/6 and Cdk-2 causes dissociation of the complex. The E2F dimer consists of

truncated proteins encompassing the coiled-coil and Marked Box regions only52. The

E2F/DP dimer is held together by the coiled-coil interaction of their long helices and by

a b-sandwich constructed from shared strands of the two Marked Box domains; the

truncatedRBCD forms a high affinity complexwith bothMarkedBox domains.Missing

from the structure is the N-terminal half of the RBCD, which also binds E2F/DP and

contains six Cdk consensus phosphorylation sites (Table 10.2). No single cyclin/Cdk

canphosphorylate all 16potential sites along the full length of the protein; bothCdk-4/6-

andCdk-2-containing complexes are needed.Evidence suggests that theN-terminal half

of RBCD is phosphorylated first and this causes destablisation of the protein, allowing

further phosphorylations in the pocket (leading to unmasking of E2F transactivation

domain). Further phosphorylation of the paired threonines in the N-terminal part of

RBCD (Table 10.2) turns the domain into a ligand for its own LxCxE site, and there is a

shift of binding of the RBCD from E2F/DP to an intramolecular association with the

pocket that results in release of E2F/DP (Figure 10.15). It is thought that phosphoryla-

tions at the RB N-terminal region play a similarly facilitating role52.

In some cases, RB binding converts the E2F/DP dimer into an active repressor of gene

transcription. As well as specifying the gene target, the E2F component also influences

which of the retinoblastoma (RB) family of ‘pocket proteins’ sequesters the heterodimer

in resting conditions. TheRB family has threemembers: RB itself, p107 and p130. These

pocket proteins can only bind transcription factors when they are de-phosphorylated.

Figure 10.14 Coiled-coil & Marked Box regions of E2F-1/DP-1 dimer complxed with the C-terminal
domain of the retinoblastom protien
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10.10.2 The E2F family of transcription factors – the targets of the
‘pocket proteins’

E2F (‘E2a transcription factor’) was originally discovered as a host protein that binds to
the viral E2a promoter in adenovirus infected cells. Almost simultaneously, it was

identified in a different context as a differentiation-regulated transcription factor, hence

its alternative name: DRTF153.

The E2F family form two groups that partner each other in forming active hetero-

dimers. They differ in presence or absence of conserved domains. All members have a

central DNA binding domain and an adjacent dimerisation domain. Only the E2F group

contain a ‘Marked box’ domain that is C-terminal of the dimerisation domain and an

N-terminal pocket protein-binding domain. Both of these domains are missing in the

DP-1/2 group. TheN-terminal pocket protein-bindingdomain is located in themiddle of

the C-terminal transactivation domain of the E2F types – pocket protein binding and

gene transactivation activities are mutually exclusive.

Figure 10.15 Phosphorylation-driven release of E2F/DP from RB
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All E2F types contain a single DNA binding domain except E2F7, which has two.

E2F group: E2F1, E2F2 and E2F3 contain an N-terminal cyclin A binding domain

E2F4 contains a unique serine-rich motif towards N-terminus. E2F5,

like E3F4, lacks cyclin A binding domain.

E2F6 lacks pocket protein domain, but contains Marked box’.

E2F7 lacks pocket protein domain, lacks DP-dimerisation domain.

DP group DP1 and DP2 contain DNA-binding and dimerisation-domains only.

10.10.3 RB – a DNA-binding, E2F protein-binding tumour suppressor

Familial retinoblastoma is caused by mutation of the ‘retinoblastoma protein’ (RB), a

tumour suppressor gene product implicated in spontaneous cancers as well. Pocket

proteins (RB, p107 and p130) are named for their protein-binding pocket that is selective

for E2F transcription factors. RB-like proteins inhibit E2F’s transactivating activity –

either by passively sequestering the E2F/DP complex or converting it to a gene repressor.

Any combination of E2Fs 1–5 with either DP1 or 2 is possible. The DP part of the

heterodimer is nonspecific (only serving to stabilise the active complex) and is con-

stitutively expressed –DP1 is ubiquitous,DP2 is heart-specific54. TheE2F component is

the specifying and controlling partner. E2F1-3a are strong transcriptional activators that

associate with RB. They are at low levels in quiescent cells but rise to high levels in late

G1. E2F4 and 5 are weak activators that lack the nuclear localisation motif of E2F1-3,

and are expressed throughout the cell cycle, but in G0 and early G1 are recruited to the

nucleus via the other pocket proteins, p107 and p130, which results in formation of

active repressor complexes55. E2F3b isoform is also thought to form repressor

complexes with RB in G0 cells.

10.10.4 E2F targets – genes for DNA replication and licensing, delayed
early response genes (cyclin E and A), and NPAT

Given their expression in the part of the cell cycle that leads up to the S-phase, it is not

surprising that E2F binding sites are found in the promoters of many genes directly

involved in DNA synthesis, including dihydrofolate reductase, thymidine kinase and

DNA polymerase-a. E2F response elements are also present on the promoters of the

‘delayed early response genes’: Cdk-1, cyclin E and cyclin A. The E2F member of the

dimer determines specificity in some cases – E2F-1-containing dimers are potent and

specific inducers of Cyclin A; E2F-3-containing dimers induce Cdk-1 preferentially.

E2F-1 also induces the synthesis of NPAT at the G1/S-phase boundary (see Section

10.11.1)56. Finally, E2F transcription factors also control the synthesis of licensing

factors (Cdc6 and Cdt1) and components of the pre-replicative complex (Mcm subunits

and Orc1, Figure 10.10)57.
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10.11 De-repression of the cyclin E gene by cyclin D/Cdk-4/6

The effects of D-type cyclin dependent kinases upon pocket protein effectors only

extend as far as cyclin E induction. E-type cyclin dependent kinases cause further RB

phosphorylations that trigger a further set of effects.

Cyclin E is only expressed in late G1, and its gene contains two E2F sites. One is

responsible for repression of the gene in G0 and early G1 (via E2F-4 plus p107/130

complexes) and this repression is lifted by cyclin D/Cdk-4/6 phosphoryation RB
58. The

other E2F site (a ‘bi-partite E2F-Sp1 site’) is occupied by a repressor complex made up

of E2F-1 (or -2 or -3), RB, and other proteins, one of which is histone deacetylase

(HDAC), an activity that is also associated with CREM repressor.

Histones are acetylated in regions of chromatin being actively transcribed. HDAC,

recruited by the dephospho-pocket proteins, may be key to this repressional activity

because de-acetylation of histones causes local condensation, preventing access for the

transcriptional machinery. Cyclin D/Cdk-4/6 phosphorylation of RB causes it and

HDAC to be released from the promoter, leaving behind an active E2F-1/DP1 complex

that is further activated by recruitment of histone acetylases such as p300/CBP, which

serve to de-condense the chromatin by hyperacetylation of histones59. p300/CBP is the

‘CREB binding protein’ and is a common co-activator of transcription factors

(Figure 10.12) see also Section 10.17.1.

10.11.1 Cyclin E/Cdk-2 substrates – RB, NPAT, nucleophosmin

E2F1/DP1 dimers, activated by phospho-RB de-binding, result in the synthesis of cyclin

E, peaking at the G1/S-phase transition. Cyclin E preferentially associates with Cdk-2

and thus forms an active holoenzyme.CyclinE/Cdk-2 causes further phosphorylation of

RB proteins, thereby releasing more E2F/DP dimers that are thought to lead to the

subsequent induction of cyclin A as the cell passes into S-phase (Figure 10.12) –

phosphorylation of RB byD-type Cdk is insufficient for cyclin A induction. It is thought

that this may be due to differences in themode of repression of the cyclin A gene (that is

inhibited by RB recruited nucleosome remodelling complexes) compared with the

cyclin E gene (inhibited by RB recruited HDAC). Cyclin D/Cdk-4/6 activity leaves

the former repressors intact, whereas subsequent cyclin E/cdk-2 induction is necessary

to disassemble the latter repressor, which controls cyclin A60.

But what else does cyclin E/Cdk-2 do to cause the G1/S-phase transition? Recently, a

cell cycle-specific substrate of cyclin E/Cdk-2 has been discovered in the form of a

serine-rich protein namedNPAT (for ‘nuclear proteinmapped to theAT locus’ – its gene

is located next to theAtaxiaTelangiectasia locus on chromosome 11). Over-expression

of NPAT alone causes S-phase entry, an effect that is accelerated by co-expression of

cyclin E (but not cyclin A)61. NPAT physically associates with cyclin E/Cdk-2 and is

phosphorylated by it at the timeof theG1/S-phase boundary. PhosphorylatedNPAT then

promotes the induction of histone synthesis in preparation for assembly of new chromo-

somes in S-phase (Figure 10.10)62 – histones make up 50% of chromatins mass and are
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essential for DNA packaging60. In cells, NPAT is associated with multi-functional

nuclear organelles called ‘Cajal bodies’ (or ‘coiled bodies’) that contain high concen-

trations of small ribonucleoproteins involved in histone precursor mRNA processing,

along with a FADD-like enzyme63. Interestingly, NPAT is dispersed during mitosis but

can be visualised as two nuclear spots in G1 and G2 cells, that become four in S-phase –

the G1/2 spots are associated with the histone cluster on chromosome 6, and the

additional two spots in S-phase are associated with the second histone cluster on

chromosome 164.

Another key cyclin E/Cdk-2 substrate is nucleophosmin, which causes centrosome

duplication65.

10.11.2 Cyclin E – licensing and loading of helicase

A few of the substrates/binding partners of cyclin/Cdk complexes that seem to be

involved in G1 ! S ! G2 transitions are known – and these nuclear substrates (that

are responsible for DNA replication) are discussed in the following sections.

Synchronised fibroblasts, released from G0, enter S-phase at 19 hours. Three hours

prior to this, the cells pass the ‘R-point’ and this last phase ofG1when the progression to

S-phase becomes independent of further growth factor stimulation. This commitment to

replicate occurs when pre-replicative complexes become ‘licensed’ (Figure 10.16).

Licensing allows loading of the DNA helicase, and this is the responsibility of two

Figure 10.16 Licensing, helicase loading, origin firing
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proteins, Cdc6 and Cdt1. The binding of Cdc6 to post-replicative complexes has

recently been shown to be activated by cyclin E/Cdk-2 – the cyclin E/Cdk-2/Cdc6

complex is associated with chromatin at this time, where it stimulates the loading of

Mcm-2 (a member of the helicase)66.

10.12 Cyclin A/Cdk-2 – S-phase progression and termination

Cyclin E’s main responsibility is to push cells through the G1/S-phase boundary,

whereas cyclin A’s main function is to maintain S-phase progression and, at the same

time, ensure that DNA is replicated – but only once. Cyclin A/Cdk-2 appears to both aid

DNA replication at origins and yet also prevent the same origin being re-used – a

seeming contrary pair of activities not yet fully understood.

Cyclin A/Cdk-2 is associated with chromatin throughout S-phase. At least part of

cyclinA’s ability tomaintainDNAreplication appears to bedue to its phosphorylationof

histone H1 at active transcription forks67. This occurs after origin firing caused by the

loading of Cdc45, which then acts to recruit Cdk-2/cyclin A. The localised cyclin

A/Cdk-2 phosphorylation of histone causes decondensation of chromatin that then

allows access for the transcription machinery.

10.12.1 Cyclin A/Cdk-2 – prevention of origin re-firing

It is significant the cyclin A/Cdk-2 has the opposite effect to cyclin E upon the licensing

factor, Cdc6. Cyclin A/Cdk-2 phosphorylates Cdc6, and this disables its helicase-

loading activity. Thus cyclin A/Cdk-2 acts to prevent DNA re-replication by ‘de-

licensing’ origins.

Cyclin A/Cdk-2 also phosphorylates and deactivates the initiating activity of the

DNA polymerase a-primase (the only enzyme that can initiate DNA replication de

novo) – interestingly cyclin E/Cdk-2 was reported to do the opposite, activating the

enzyme’s initiating activity68. Such an effect of cyclin A/Cdk-2 would again contribute

to an inhibition of inappropriate re-initiation.

Cyclin A/Cdk-2 is also thought to inhibit the helicase activity of Mcm2-7. Cyclin

A/Cdk-2 phosphorylates Mcm-4 during S-phase, and this disables the helicase

(Figure 10.16)69. Again, this is thought to prevent an origin being used more than once.

10.12.2 Terminating S-phase – cyclin A effects

Cyclin A has roles to play in the termination of S-phase. As noted earlier, the potent E2F

transcription factors are a key force in driving S-phase and several of the cell cycle

dependent forms have specific cyclin A binding sites at their N-terminal ends. Cyclin A/

Cdk-2 associates with E2F-1/2/3 via the cyclin A-binding domains, with the result that

the DP-1 protomer in the E2F/DP-1 dimer is phosphorylated. Cyclin A/Cdk-2
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phosphorylation of DP-1 inhibits the transcription factor and shuts down the E2F

transcription programme54.

As well as Cdk-2, cyclin A can also pair up with Cdk-1. It has been found that cyclin

A/Cdk-1 complexes prevent re-replication by hyperphosphorylation one of the ‘origin

recognition complex’members, Orc-170. The hyperphosphorylatedOrc-1 can no longer

bind to chromatin, is released, ubiquitinated and degraded (Figure 10.16).

10.13 The controlled process of mammalian DNA replication

10.13.1 How does a cell know when to dvivide?

During G1, the interphase cell processes cues relating to nutrient supply (is it sufficient

to complete division?), cell size (am I big enough to divide?), as well as information

from other cells (hormones, growth factors, cell-to-cell communication) that either

delay or permit the cell to proceed with the energy-costly business of replicating its

chromosomes.Cells that pass thevarious tests inG1, cross theR-point, and are said to be

‘licensed’ to replicate.

10.13.2 DNA replication

In S-phase, the most important constraint is that each chromosome must be faithfully

replicated, completely, and once only. Each replicated chromosome must also have a

centromere and terminating telomeres. Unlike prokaryotic chromosomes that are

replicated in one single operation, eukrayotic (and surprisingly archaea) chromosomes

are replicated in non-overlapping segments called ‘replicons’71. How do eukaryotes

ensure their replicons are not re-replicated?

10.13.3 Pre-replicative complex formation begins in G1

Origin binding proteins initiate the pre-replicative complex formation Along each

eukaryotic chromosome are a number of regions of DNA known as ‘origins of replica-

tion’ and these origins are where each replication segment begins (a circular bacterial

chromosome only has a single origin). DNA replication begins at one origin and

continues up to the next origin, making a single replicon.

Eukaryote originswere first identified in budding yeast, which contain short stretches

of DNA called ‘autonomously replicating sequence’ elements (ARS) that cause plas-

mids containing them to replicate once during S-phase72. An ARS is A/T rich and

contains an 11bp consensus sequence: (A/T)TTTAT(A/G)TTT(A/T), known as the ‘A’

element, or core element. The A element core sequence and adjacent 3 sequences (B

elements) are required to bind a protein complex called the origin recognition complex

(ORC). In bacteria, a single origin-binding protein DnaA is present, which although
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unrelated, shares structural similarities to eukaryotic Orc proteins. Archaea have a

single origin-binding protein Orc1 that exhibits amino acid similarities with both the

eukaryotic Orc1 and the helicase loader Cdc6 – whether the archaea Orc1/Cdc6 fulfils

the functions of origin recognition, helicase loader or both is unclear. Eukaryotes have a

more complicated way of marking origins; instead of a single origin binding protein,

they have a six-member Orc consisting of Orc1–671. Orc1, Orc4, Orc5, Cdc6, archaeal

Orc1/Cdc6 protein and the bacterial DnaA protein are all members of the AAAþ

superfamily of ATPases.

The Orc complex is made up of six subunits: Orc1–6, and this holocomplex is

responsible for locating and marking each origin during G1. Orc2–6 are expressed

throughout the cell cycle but Orc1 expression is cycle-regulated, and although Orc2–6

remains chromatin-bound throughout the cell cycle in proliferating cells, Orc1 under-

goes hyperphosphorylation by cyclin A/Cdk-2 resulting in its dissociation from

chromatin throughout mitosis (Figure 10.17)9. M-phase Orc can no longer recruit

helicase and this disabled post-replicative state of the complex is one way that

re-replication of the genome is prevented until the next S-phase73. Resynthesis of

Orc-1 by E2F induction on the next G1/S-phase transition reforms Orc1-6, which then

acts a landing pad for the other proteins that make up the pre-replicative complex,

aided by Mcm10 proteins.

Figure 10.17 Geminin and Ddk - licensing and orign firing
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10.13.4 Helicase loading

The eukaryotic helicase is a ring-shaped hexameric complex made up of six Mcm

proteins (Mcm2–7). Mini chromosome maintenance (Mcm) proteins were first discov-

ered in yeast due to theirmutant forms being unable to support correct initiation ofDNA

synthesis in ARS-containing plasmids72. Mcm proteins are absent in bacteria but a

singleMcmhomologue is present in archaea71. Likemembers of theOrc,Mcmproteins

are also members of the AAAþ-ATPase family whose members all form heterohex-

amers with 1þ1þ1þ1þ1þ1 stochiometry74. Mcm proteins display two typical ATPase

signature sequences: the Walker A box containing a P-loop and a Walker B box with a

motif (IDEFDKM) that is conserved in Mcms and defines this subfamily. About 70

amino acidsC-terminal of theWalker B box is an ‘arginine finger’ motif that is involved

in complex assembly. The Mcm proteins are only competent as ATPases when

assembled, and this occurs by interaction of the arginine finger of one Mcm inserting

into the P-loop’ of the next Mcm (see Figure 10.18).

Although Mcm2 and 3 have nuclear localisation signals (NLS) and therefore

might chaperone the others (which lack an NLS) in nuclear translocation, it has

been found that in cycling cells Mcm proteins are actually present in the nucleus at

all parts of the cycle. However, as we shall see, Mcm proteins are absent from the cell

in G0 and must be re-synthesised at commitment – presumably this is where Mcm2/3

NLS comes into play.

TheMcm complex is loaded onto the Orc-marked origins on chromatin at the G1!
S-phase transition and gradually dissociates again as S-phase progresses. In G2 and

M-phase theMcmcomplex is no longer bound toDNAorigins75. Binding of theMcm2–

7helicase is dependent upon another ‘mini chromosomemaintenance’ protein,Mcm10,

which acts as a bridge between Orc and the helicase. Note that, although Mcm10 was

identified by the same genetic screen asMcm2–7,Mcm10 is biochemically unrelated to

the Mcm2–7 proteins that make up the helicase73.

Figure 10.18 The structure of the Mcm2-7 helicase complex
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Mcm10 proteins, like Orc, remain bound to chromatin throughout the cycle and bind

to the helicase and Orc when the helicase loaders, Cdc6 and Cdt1, have joined the

complex to license it for replication.

10.13.5 Geminin control of helicase loading and licensing

Before theMcmhelicase can bind toOrc, the initiator proteins Cdc6 andCdt1must bind

first, and this occurs duringG1.Cdc6 appears to act as the helicase loader in synergywith

the Cdt1 protein76. Cdt1 plays an important part in the timing of licensing the origin for

replication and also in preventing re-replication of the replicon after it has been copied

once.

Inmetazoans,Cdt1 licensing activity is controlled by a small (25 kDa) nuclear protein

called geminin. It was originally identified inXenopus as amitotically degraded protein

that is capable of inhibiting DNA replication77. Geminin contains a 9-amino acid

‘destruction box’ motif and its presence is cell cycle-regulated, being ubiquitinated

and degraded by the APC/C during the metaphase-anaphase transition. Geminin’s

inhibitory mode of action upon DNA replication was found to be dependent upon its

ability to bind and sequester Cdt-1 after each origin is licensed at the end of G178.

Geminin sequesters Cdt1 in S-phase to prevent origins being re-licensed and continues

to sequester Cdt1 through G2 and mitosis (during which period, Cdt1 synthesis drops)

and thereby prevents any inappropriate re-association with Mcm2–7 (Figure 10.17)74.

Human Cdt1, like yeast Cdt1 homologues, reaches peak levels in the G1 phase before

disappearing after the transition to S-phase76. Cdc6, in contrast, is present throughout

the cell cycle, only disappearing in G0 cells9.

Geminin, itself, is expressed from the S-phase to the end of mitosis – a period when

licensing is disallowed – and its destruction aftermitosis allows newly synthesised Cdt1

to act unopposed in licensing origins once more in preparation for a new round of

replication. Geminin also seems to play a role in metazoan differentiation – it activates

neuronal differentiation in embryos and its depletion in Xenopus embryos results in an

unusual lethal phenotype in which early division cycles are normal but cells arrest and

die after the 13th round of division, the point at which the midblastula transition (MBT)

occurs, marking the beginning of differentiation of cells4.

10.13.6 Origin firing – Ddk and Cdc45

Cdc45 is a conserved protein that acts to trigger the pre-replicative complex (Orc1–6;

Mcm2–7;Cdc6;Cdt1) at theG1/S transition.Cdc45 acts at the samepoint as the unusual

cell cycle kinase, Ddk.

Ddk is the latest name given to a protein kinase (see Table 10.1) – the ‘Dbf
4-dependent kinase’ – that is activated at the G1/S-phase transition, peaking at S-phase,
and remains high until the end of mitosis. Ddk is related to casein kinase II but behaves

like a Cdk, in that it needs a partner protein (acting like a cyclin) to become active. The
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human formof this latter protein isASK(‘activator ofS-phasekinase’)79.Ddkactivity is
also controlled like a cyclin/cdk complex – the levels of kinase protein (Ddk) are fairly

constant throughout the cell cycle but its activating partner (ASK) is degraded duringG1

(probably by the APC/C) and must be resynthesised for the next S-phase promotion

event80.

Origin firing appears to be triggered by appearance of ASK/Ddk, which phosphor-

ylates the Mcm2 portion of the origin-bound Mcm2–7 helicase complex. This phos-

phorylation creates a binding site for Cdc45, which displaces Cdc6 and Cdt181. The

binding of Cdc45 activates the helicase activity and transcription can begin. It is

noteworthy that, until recently, helicase activity of eukaryotic Mcm complexes was

only demonstrated for Mcm-4,6,7; Mcm2,3,4,5,6,7 complexes were inactive. Very

recently, however, a holocomplex of Cdc45–Mcm2,3,4,5,6,7 from embryonic tissue

proved to have helicase activity, confirming the need for Cdc45 in origin firing82.

Cdc45 binding to the origin causes debinding of Cdc6 andCdt1, thus remodelling the

pre-replicative complex such that its helicase activity is activated82. Cdc45-dependent

unwinding occurs followed by binding of RPA (replication protein A) proteins that bind

the single stranded DNA and help keep the nascent replication fork open and maintain

recruitment of DNA polymerase-a and primase9. The Mcm2-7 helicase complexes

gradually dissociate from chromatin during S-phase (cyclin A/Cdk-2 phosphorylation)

as each origin fires and this ensures each one fires once only. Removal of helicase

produces an unlicensed post-replicative complex consisting of Mcm10 and the Orc

complex minus Orc-1 (removed due to cyclin A/Cdk-2 phosphorylation).

10.14 Cyclin B translocations and M-phase

Cyclin B is synthesised from the end of S-phase, through G2, peaking in M-phase, but

cyclin B/Cdk-1 activity is restrained by P-loop phosphorylations, as mentioned earlier.

As a further safeguard, the complex is kept out of the nucleus (where its substrates

reside) by active transport until required. Cyclin B gene promoters include sites for

‘Upstream stimulatory factor’ (USF)83 and forkhead transcription factors84. It is

suggested that the PI3K/PKB pathway must be shut off in S-phase to allow cyclin B

to accumulate – PKB, activated in G1, phosphorylates forkheads and causes their

nuclear exclusion and inactivation to allow S-phase entry; the PKB pathway is then

shut off in S-phase, allowing activated forkheads to build up in the nucleus and activate

the synthesis of cyclin B. More induction is caused by the USF element in G2.

10.14.1 What triggers mitosis?

As discussed earlier, cyclin B/Cdk-1 enzymic activity is held in check by P-loop

phosphorylation until the G2/M transition. This is backed-up by another restraining

mechanism: nuclear exclusion. The ability to exclude cyclin B/Cdk-1 from the nucleus

is thought to be important not only in the normal cycle but also as a response to DNA
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damage–keepingcyclinB/Cdk in the cytoplasm is oneway the cell uses to blockmitosis

until it is ready (Figure 10.19)85.

� Cyclin B contains a cytoplasmic retention signal (CRS) that is lacking in the other

cyclins, which are always nuclear86.

� The CRS is a 42 amino acid motif at its N-terminal that, when unphosphorylated, is

recognised and bound by Crm-1, a nuclear exporter.

� AtG2/M,when theCRS ismultiple serine-phosphoryated, the cyclinBCRS is converted

into a nuclear localisation signal (NLS) and cyclin B/Cdk-1 can now enter the nucleus.

� Prior to nuclear import, the kinase partner Cdk-1 subunit is tyrosine15 de-phosphory-

lated by Cdc25C.

10.14.2 POLO – the ultimate mitotic trigger?

Cdc25 is cytoplasmic and is activated (and also permitted to move to the nucleus) by

phosphorylation by a very recently discovered ser/thr kinase called ‘Polo’ –mammalian

Figure 10.19 Polo - the ultimate mitotic trigger?
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polo-like kinases are called Plk-1, 2 and 387. Interestingly, and significantly, it appears

that Polo is also responsible for phosphorylating the CRSmotif of cyclin B and causing

its translocation88. Polo, itself, appears to be activated by the small amounts of active

cyclin B/Cdk-1 that are present at G2/M – Polo activates more cyclin B/Cdk-1 and a

positive feedback amplifies the transition signal. Accumulating nuclear cyclinB/Cdk-1

is activated by the nucleus-localised phospho-Cdc25C.

Fully active cyclin B/Cdk-1 immediately begins to phosphorylate its major

substrates, including (for example) the nuclear lamins of the nuclear envelope, causing

depolymerisation and breakdown of the structure – nuclear envelope breakdown is

essential to allowchromosomeseparation. Finally, at anaphase, cyclinB is ubiquitinated

by the APC/C and destroyed by the proteasome. The cell physiology and biomechanics

of mitosis are beyond the scope of this text but are covered in numerous reviews.

10.15 Cdk inhibitors

There are two families of proteins that act as Cdk inhibitors.

� The INK family bind to Cdk-4/6 and form inhibited binary complexes that are unable

to bind (and be activated by) cyclin D. They have no effect on the other Cdks.

� The WAF/Cip family, by contrast, bind to cyclin/Cdk dimers to form a ternary (or

higher) complexes.

The binding of INK or WAF/Cip proteins to Cdks is mutually exclusive, and this is

explained by X-ray crystallographic structural studies of various complex combina-

tions89. The corollary is that the inductionof high levels of INKmay shiftWAF/Cip from

Cdk-4/6 (which it stimulates) to Cdk-2 (which it inhibits). A crystal structure shows the

disabling effect that p19INK4d binding exerts upon the catalytic site of Cdk-6 and

illustrates the ankyrin-repeat structure of the inhibitor (Figure 10.20)89.

10.15.1 The INK proteins

The INK family members are between 15 and 19 kDa in size and in humans include the

proteins p16INK4a, p15INK4b, p18INK4c and p19INK4d. A source of possible confusion

lies in the choice of ‘ARF’ as an acronymfor an ‘alternative reading frame’ protein of the

INK4a gene90. Here, this protein is referred to as p19Arf, to avoid confusion with the

ADP-ribosylation factors (similarly shortened to ‘Arf’); although ‘p19Arf’ is how it is

commonly described, it should be noted that this is actually themurine form– the human

form is p17Arf 90.

The INK family proteins are particularly potent inhibitors of the D-type Cdk-4 and -6

kinase activities. They are often absent in transformed cells, are present in normal cells

at low levels, and are at increased levels in senescent cells. Certain INKproteins respond
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to external cytostatic signals. For example, transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b,
unrelated to TGF-a) is a growth-inhibitory peptide that binds to an unusual single-pass

serine/threonine kinase receptor. TGF-b stimulation of adult cells causes induction of

the p15INK4b gene product, which in turn results inG1 arrest via inhibition of theD-type

kinases activities91.

The p19Arf protein, on the other hand, plays a role in the control of apoptosis by p53

(discussed below).

10.15.2 The Cip/WAF family

The second Cdk inhibitor family (the Cip/Kip/WAF family) has a rather confusing

nomenclature; the human family includes p21Cip1 (also known as p21Waf1), p27Kip1

(also known as p27Cip), and p57Kip2 (also known as p57Cip)90. These proteins are

upregulated after DNA damage. p21WAF was named from wild-type p53 activated
fragment and was found to be identical to p21Cip (Cdk-interacting protein)92.

Cip/WAF was first thought to act solely as a Cdk-2 inhibitor that functions to block

G1/S transition. More recently, its enabling effect upon D-type cyclin/Cdk activation

Figure 10.20 The complex of Cdk-6 and p19INK4d
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has been recognised93 – oneCip/WAF is found to be associatedwith single active cyclin

D/Cdk-4/6 complexes and its purpose appears to be to aid cyclin D/Cdk-4/6 formation,

acting as an ‘assembly factor’. It is suggested that in late G1, cyclin D/Cdk-4/6 acts as a

‘sink’ to sequester Cip/WAF away from cyclin E/Cdk-2, which it would otherwise

efficiently inhibit94. However, this assembly-enabling function may extend to cyclin E/

Cdk-2 as well, because it too is present in an active form complexed with one molecule

of Cip/WAF95. Cip/WAF inhibits cyclin E/Cdk-2 and cyclin A/Cdk-2 at higher than

equal levels of stochiometry, but even higher levels of Cip/WAF are probably needed to

inhibit cyclin D/Cdk-4/6.

10.16 p53 cell cycle arrest and apoptosis

P53, the ‘guardian of thegenome’, is an unusual transcription factor that acts as a tumour

suppressor protein by preventing DNA damage being duplicated to daughter cells. Its

actions are primarily controlled by synthesis and destruction of the protein. However,

the protein activity is also modulated by post-transcriptional modifications including

phosphorylation, acetylation and ubiquitination. Induction of p53 synthesis is a normal

response to DNA damage caused by UV- or ionising radiation, but dysregulation of p53

expression and function is also very common in sporadic human cancers (around 50%

show such aberrations). Loss of p53 function is also the cause of heightened cancer

susceptibility in the familial ‘Li Fraumeni’ syndrome, whose sufferers have an inherited

germline mutation in one of the p53 alleles.

The wild type p53 protein product is 393 residues in length and consists of an N-

terminal transactivation domain, followed by a proline-rich PXXP repeat domain, a

central DNA binding domain, a tetramerisation domain and a C-terminal regulatory

domain. The control of p53 function is largely exerted through control of stability and

degradation of the protein. In normal cells, p53 is expressed at low levels that are

precisely controlled during the cell cycle. Cellular stress or DNA damage leads tomuch

higher p53 levels. Generally, phosphorylation of p53 stabilises the protein by preventing

its ubiquitination/degradation, and also increases its DNA binding affinity at its target

sites. Its stability is also controlled by acetylation of itsC-terminal regulatory domain –

again, this is induced by cell stress/DNA damage. Here, acetylation of multiple lysine

residues (by histone acetylases like CBP) results in stabilisation and increased

transcriptional activity of p5396. These acetylation sites are lysines that are also subject

to ubiquitination by Mdm2; acetylation protects them from ubiquitination and thus

prevents p53 degradation.

10.16.1 p53 and Cip/WAF

Ionising radiation (g-rays) leads to double-stranded breaks in DNA and this is sensed by

a complex mechanism involving the ATM protein kinase (for ataxia-telangiectasia
mutated), whose activation leads to an increase in cellular p53 levels. The central
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actions follow from activation of ATM, which phosphorylates/activates the checkpoint

kinase Chk2 (also known as Cds1); ATM and Chk2 both phosphorylate p53. The ATM
related kinase (ATR) is activated by UV-induced DNA and replication blockade and it

phosphorylates/activates the checkpoint kinase Chk1; ATR and Chk1 then phosphor-

ylate/activate p5397. ATM also phosphorylates E2F-1, which results in its stabilisation

and increases E2F-dependent induction of p19Arf90.

Both DNA damage systems result in phosphorylation of the N-terminal transac-

tivation domain of p53 at serines-15 and -20. This has two direct effects: (i) it

causes dissociation of the negative regulator, Mdm2, from the transactivation

domain; (ii) it leads to recruitment of histone acetyltransferases (like CBP). The

unmasking of the transactivation domain and C-terminal acetylation stabilise p53 and

convert it into an activated transcription factor/repressor and this triggers a p53 gene

transcription/repression programme. The best documented effect is induction of high

levels of WAF/Cip to build up, which causes G1 arrest through inhibition of cyclin

E/Cdk-2 (Figure 10.21)96.

10.16.2 Mdm2 and p19Arf – control of p53

Thecontrol of p53expression ismodulatedby aprotein calledMdm2(formurinedouble
minute (the human form is correctly, though rarely, referred to as ‘HDM2’). Mdm2 is a

Figure 10.21 Summary of pathways controlling p53
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p53-inducible gene and probably serves to balance the p53 response by negative feed-

back in normal cells. However, synthesis of theMdm2protein is also induced by growth

factors, independently of p53 – Mdm2 is an immediate early response gene product

downstream of PDGF – and Mdm2 in this setting ensures suppression of p53 to allow

mitogenesis to proceed unopposed98. Mdm2 can do this because it has ubiquitin ligase

activity and, when active, results in ubiquitination and degradation of wild type p53.

Oncogenic activation of the Ras/MAPK pathway can also induce continual Mdm2-

dependent destruction of p53.

As was alluded to earlier, the stimulation of proliferation normally requires transient

stimulation of the Ras/MAPK pathway. In normal cells, sustained stimulation of this

pathway leads to growth arrest or cell death.

In normal cells with wild-type p53, oncogenic effects are balanced and opposed by a

tumour surveillance system, which responds to hyper-stimulation of mitogenic path-

ways (Ras or Myc oncogenes) by induction of the INK family homologue,

p19Arf. p19Arf has an E2F1 site on its promoter and its induction is thought to be due

to a hyperabundance of free E2F/DP dimers caused by the continual phosphorylation of

RBby cyclin dependent kinases
98. p19Arf inhibitsMdm2, prevents it fromubiquitinating

p53 for destruction, and this allows p53 to arrest the division of such mutation-carrying

cells90. Chronic Ras stimulation also induces p15INK4b expression99, which may

function to displaceWAF/Cip fromCdk-4/6, forcing its binding and inhibition of cyclin

E/Cdk-2, further contributing to arrest.

10.16.3 Apoptosis

Apoptosis is a controlled mode of programmed cell death, first described by Andrew

Wyllie in 1972100 – sadly, this important observation was neglected for several years.

Apoptosis is very different from the ‘accidental’, toxin-induced, inflammation-

provoking, lytic, cell death termed ‘necrosis’. Apoptosis is an ATP-consuming

programme that avoids the inflammatory response by being non-lytic. Apoptosis begins

with disappearance of the nuclear envelope, nuclear condensation, and membrane

blebbing, which eventually leads to budding-off of vesicles, whereby the entire cell

contents is gradually dissipated by the ‘falling away’ of intact membrane-bounded cell

fragments – apoptosis is Greek for ‘falling away’. In vivo, these fragments are gobbled

up by phagocytes; in vitro, apoptotic bodies from tissue-cultured cells undergo second-

ary necrosis and lyse.

10.16.4 Apoptosis or cell cycle arrest – majority verdict by a jury of Cdk
inhibitors, survival factors, and pro-apoptotic factors

The control and execution pathways of apoptosis are exceedingly complex and unfortu-

nately beyond the scope of this book. The discussion is therefore confined to some of the

effects of p53.
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The result of wild-type p53 upregulation/activation is either cell arrest or cell death.

The outcome of this stark choice is executed by common mechanisms but (depending

upon cell type, type of cellular insult and type of damage) the actual decision may have

been arrived at in many different ways. It seems likely that the duration or extent of p53

upregulation, combined with the summation of anti-apoptotic/survival signals are

deciding factors in favouring cell arrest (to allow damage repair) over cell death. It is

not always the same set of factors that form the majority that decides in favour of cell

death each time.

10.16.5 BH domain proteins and mitochondrial outer membrane
permeabilisation

The p53 cell death programme is induced primarily through the ‘intrinsic pathway’

that leads to mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilisation (MOMP)101. Genes

induced by p53 include those for a variety of proteins with BH domains – pro-

apoptotic members of the Bcl-2 family (see Chapter 3)96. The Bcl-2 family includes:

(i) anti-apoptotic members with BH-1,2,3,4 domains; (ii) multi-domain pro-apopto-

tic members with BH-1,2,3 domains; and (iii) pro-apoptotic BH3-only proteins (see

Table 3.2, Chapter 3).

BH domain proteins are involved in regulating the release of calcium and apoptotic

factors from the mitochondrion and are also involved in calcium homeostasis linked with

the endoplasmic reticulum. In the absence of death signals, pro-apoptotic BAX is

monomeric and cytoplasmic, whereas anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 is bound to the outer mem-

brane of the mitochondrion. Bcl-2 (and Bcl-XL) serve to sequester BH3-only proteins.

Pro-apoptoticBH3domains ofBH3-onlyproteins are ‘warheads’ that need tobe shielded.

This prevents their binding to the BH1-2-3 pro-apoptotic proteins (such as BAX). This is

how Bcl-2 suppresses apoptosis – by acting as a sink for BH3-only factors102.

10.16.6 p53 and apoptosis

p53 activation of apoptosis is mediated by transcriptional and non-transcriptional

means. In general, p53 causes downregulation of anti-apoptotic BH proteins and

upregulation of pro-apoptotic ones. For example, p53 is well established as an inducer

of BAX gene expression. But it also induces faster responses by non-transcriptional

interaction with existing Bcl-2. p53 binds directly to Bcl-2 on mitochondria and causes

release of BH3-only proteins such as BAD. These then shift to BAX-binding and cause

translocation and a chain-reaction of oligomerisation at the mitochondrion membrane.

The BH3 domain in resting monomeric BAX is thought to be shielded, but is exposed

after binding theBH3-only activators. BAXBH3 can then bind to other BAXmonomers

and an oligomeric pore is thus built up. The pore-forming action of BAX (or Bak) at the

mitochondrion is thought to causeMOMP, and leads to calcium leakage, depolarisation

and eventual release of pro-apoptotic factors such as cytochrome C.
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CytochromeCandother releasedmitochondrial factors lead toactivationof the caspase

pathway that results inDNAfragmentationandnuclear envelope destruction.However, in

many cases, p53-induced apoptosis is caspase-independent. Caspases are proteases with

catalyticcysteinesandaspartate substrate specificity.Theyexist as inactive zymogens that

are activated by internal cleavage mechanisms induced downstream of Fas ligand signals

in the ‘extrinsic pathway’ or cytochrome C in the ‘intrinsic pathway’.

10.16.7 Survival factors opposing induction of apoptosis

Oneof themore surprising findings in cancer research is that transfection of normal cells

with a single oncogene often causes increased apoptosis rather than proliferation – this

occurs upon Myc over-expression. Over-expression of E2F-1 also causes p53-induced

apoptosis54. However, ifMycover-expression is combinedwith over-expression of anti-

apoptotic Bcl-2 or Bcl-XL, or is coupled with the loss of p19
Arf or p53 expression, then

hyperproliferation results101. The potential oncogenic effects of viral Myc (vMyc) are

also opposed by ‘survival factors’ from the Ras pathway. Transfection of human cells

with oncogenic vMyc alone, leads to apoptosis. However, co-transfection of vMycwith

the constitutively active oncogene vRaf, results in hyperproliferation because Raf acts

as a survival signal to prevent apoptosis. Raf does this by interaction with the BH4

domain of mitochondrion-bound Bcl-2 (BH4 is a hallmark of anti-apoptotic BH

proteins). Bcl-2 mediated recruitment of Raf to the mitochondrion allows it to phos-

phorylate the pro-apoptotic BH3-onlyBAD103. Phospho-BADbecomes bound by 14-3-

3 proteins and is removed from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.

A second survival pathway is downstream of PI3K/PIP3, which results in PKB/Akt

activation. PKB similarly phosphorylates BAD and represses apoptosis101. Finally, Cdk

inhibitors have a part to play in the decision making process. In colorectal cancer cells,

p53 activation normally causes WAF/Cip induction, but if WAF/Cip induction is

blocked (by Myc) apoptosis ensues instead96.

10.17 7-pass receptors and mitosis

10.17.1 The Gsp oncogene

A prototypical example of cAMP-induced cell proliferation was discovered in the Gsp

oncogene that is responsible for rare human pituitary tumours104.

Most cells are growth-inhibited by high levels of intracellular cAMP, but a few cell

types naturally proliferate in response to increased cAMP levels, including ovarian

carcinoma cells, thyroid and anterior pituitary somatotrophs105. Indeed, cholera toxin is

often used to isolate initially ovarian cancer cell lines, because it selectively stimulates

their growth over that of contaminating stromal cells. In normal pituitary somatotrophs,

growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH) binds to a Ga-coupled 7-pass receptor

and stimulates cAMP production, which in turn causes growth hormone release.
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However, this rise in cAMP also stimulates cell division during normal development,

and can be reasserted in tumours associated with acromegaly (characterised by exces-

sive production of growth hormone via GHRH overstimulation). Landis discovered a

dominant oncogenic transformation of the heterotrimeric G protein, Gas, in pituitary

tumours of acromegaly patients104 – the oncogene was named gsp for ‘Gs protein’. Two

point mutations were found.

One mutation point is in the same position as that commonly mutated in Ras: the

catalytic glutamine of switch II Gln227 of as (corresponding to Gln61 of Ras) is

substituted with an arginine. This disables its GTPase and locks it into a hyperactive

GTP-bound state. A second mutation point is the switch I arginine (not present in Ras)

that acts as part of the ‘tethered GAP’ of insert-1. Mutation of this residue to cysteine or

histidine was found to have a similar inhibitory effect upon the GTPase and consequent

constitutive activation (see Table 10.4).

In pituitary cells with a Gsp oncogene, cAMP is maintained at constantly high

levels. This causes chronic stimulation of PKA, leading to increased levels of free

PKA catalytic subunit translocating to the nucleus. The result is activation of a

transcription factor named CREB (cAMP response element binding protein). The

CREB family includes CREM and ATF-1. CREB can bind to a cAMP response

element (CRE) on the Fos promoter and CREB is activated by serine phosphoryla-

tion by PKA, which creates a docking site for the histone acetylase, CBP106. The

consequence is the activation of cFos synthesis and stimulation of synthesis of the

cell division cycle genes (Figure 10.22).

10.17.2 Wnt/b-catenin

Wnt-1 is the founder member of a family of secreted glycoprotein hormones (19 in

humans) that signal via binding to 7-pass receptors of the ‘frizzled’ family (10 in

humans). Wnt was found independently as a mutated gene causing wingless fruit flies

Table 10.4 Properties of mutated Gas

Effects on GTPase activity

wild type Arg->Cys201 Gln->Arg227 Cholera

kcat (min-1) 4.1 0.12 0.12 0.17

The decreased rate of GTP hydrolysis allows the mutant to stimulate the
adenylate cyclase effector for 10-20 times longer than normal.

Effects on Adenylate Cyclase activity (pmol cAMP.mg-1.min-1)

Wild type Arg->Cys201 Gln->Arg227

Basal 13 170 180
Stimulated 170 130 120
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and as the murine ‘Int-1’ gene activated by nearby insertion of the murine mammary

tumour virus.Wnt signalling is part of an important developmental programme that can

be reactivated in cancer, particularly colorectal cancers where it is implicated in 85% of

sporadic cases107. There are three forms of signalling from Wnt/frizzled 7-pass recep-

tors: (i) a calcium- mobilising pathway (probably mediated by heterotrimeric G pro-

teins); (ii) a ‘planar cell polarity’-organising pathway (involving RhoA); and (iii) the

‘canonical’ pathway108. As well as that, the downstream target of the latter pathway, b-
catenin, has an additional (non-signalling?) role as part of the adherens junctions

between cells. This, then, is a highly complex area that will only be touched uponwhere

relevant to the present discussion.

Wnt/b-catenin and cyclin D One agreed result of oncogenic Wnt pathway deregula-

tion is a sustained increase in levels of cyclin D1. This is the combined result of two

actions: (i) Wnt signalling causes induction of cyclin D1 and Myc gene transcription;

and (ii)Wnt signals result in decreased degradation of cyclin D1109,110. The ‘canonical’

Wnt pathway primarily controls degradation events through the formation of variable

multi-protein complexes, whose functions reflect the presence/absence or activation/

inactivation of proteins scaffolded at any one time. The activated pathway aims to

increase levels of stabilised b-catenin, which acts as a co-activator of gene transcription
in combination with proteins of the lymphoid T-cell transcription factor family

(Tcfs).

b-catenin has an N-terminal domain (�130 aas) containing four regulatory serine/

threonine phosphorylation sites, a central region (�535 aas) containing 12 tri-helical

Figure 10.22 A cAMP response element is present in the c-fos promoter and activation of PKA leads
to induction of c-fos
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repeats (termed armadillo or ‘arm’ repeats) that twist into a rigid superhelix, and a

C-terminal (�100 aas) transactivationdomain that recruits transcriptional co-activators.

A crystal structure shows the central armadillo repeat region of b-catenin bound to an

interacting peptide from the Tcf-4 transcription factor (Figure 10.23)111.

Scaffolding in the canonical Wnt pathway Ligation of the Wnt ligand to the frizzled

receptor recruits co-receptors of the low-density lipoprotein receptor family and this

leads to activation of a cytoplasmic protein called Dishevelled (Dvl). The downstream

target of Dvl is GSK-3, which becomes inhibited. GSK-3 would otherwise constitu-

tively phosphorylate b-catenin, leading to its continual removal.

The pathway centres upon the scaffolding function of Dvl and axin (Figure 10.24).

Dvl contains a central PDZ domain that binds casein kinase IE (CK-IE) and/or an
oncogene product termed Frat; Dvl can also bind casein kinase II112. Axin acts as a

b-catenin destruction-promoting scaffold in resting cells. Axin has an N-terminal RGS

(regulator of G protein signalling) domain, which binds the adenomatous polyposis coli

protein (APC), a centralb-catenin-binding region and amoreC-terminal region that can

interact with a similar region at the N-terminus of Dvl. Crucially, axin can also bind

GSK-3 and the phosphatase PP-2A. GSK-3 phosphorylates axin, strengthening its

binding; it also phosphorylates APC, which increases its ability to bind b-catenin49.
PP-2A may reverse the phosphorylations of the scaffold if GSK-3 is inhibited or

removed.

In resting cells, b-catenin is either sequestered at adherens junctions (bound to

E-cadherin and a-catenin) or bound and processed by the axin-scaffolded APC/GSK-

3113. Phosphorylation of b-catenin by scaffolded GSK-3 causes it to be recognised by an
F-box protein (bTrCP) that delivers it to the ubiquitinating SCF complex and the

consequence is that b-catenin is degraded by the proteasome. The GSK-3

phosphorylations occur at the N-terminus of b-catenin (Thr41 first, followed by Ser37,

then Ser33), after a ‘priming’ phosphorylation by casein kinase I109. However, CK-IE can
also serve to stabilise b-catenin, possibly by causing release of Frat112. In vitro, b-catenin
is a poor GSK-3 substrate, which probably explains why axin scaffolding is needed for

Figure 10.23 Complex of b-catenin and Tcf4 peptide
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efficient phosphorylation. Axin-scaffolding also serves to segregate a discrete pool of

GSK-3, insulating it from modulation by other pathways (like insulin, for example).

Wnt/frizzled activation leads to Dvl activation, possible via its phosphorylation by

CK-IE. This causes release of Frat, also known as GBP (GSK-3 binding protein), which
inactivatesGSK-3 bydirect binding. Frat-boundGSK-3 can no longer associatewith the

axin scaffold. Frat binding also serves to transport GSK-3 out of the nucleus49. The

downstream inactivation ofGSK-3byWnt preventsb-catenin phosphorylation/destruc-
tion; instead b-catenin levels build-up. b-catenin can then translocate to the nucleus

where it binds to DNA-bound members of the Tcf/LEF family. Cyclin D1 synthesis is

both induced, and its destruction limited, by the inhibition of GSK-3 – GSK-3 would

normally phosphorylate cyclinD1,which targets it for destructionby the proteasome110.

Figure 10.24 Wnt signalling
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10.18 Concluding remarks and caveats

Perhaps the most challenging recent developments have been the separate studies on

cyclin D1,2,3- and Cdk-4,6-knockouts in mice114,115, which together question an

‘indispensable’ role for D-type cyclin/Cdks in mitosis.

Mice embryos with a complete absence of Cdk-4 and Cdk-6 showed normal organ

development, but died from embryonal day 14.5 onwards due to profound anaemia.

Those with all D-type cyclins knocked out also displayed normal embryonic organo-

genesis but died before embryonal day 18.5, again through anaemia. Fibroblasts from

these embryos were able to proliferate in culture (but with slower kinetics) and, if made

quiescent, would re-enter the cell cycle in response to serum (although with lowered

efficiency). Significantly, cyclin D1,2,3-knockout fibroblasts were resistant to transfor-

mation by RasþMyc or Rasþdominant-negative-p53 oncogenic combinations and

Cdk-4,6 knockouts were also resistant to transformation.

These findings should not be surprising because they were presaged by studies

starting in 1989 when budding yeast was found to proliferate normally even with two

out of the three G1 cyclins knocked out (Figure 10.2), and all G1 cyclins could be

knocked out in fission yeast with no effect on cell cycle progression. These and the

subsequent murine knockout studies through the 1990s and 2000s were recently

reviewed116 and are summarised in Table 10.5.

So what are we to make of these data? The studies were done in mice, and so the

obvious question is ‘do these findings also apply to human cell cycle progression?’

There are no answers at present except to say that the classical human oncogenic axis

(from growth factors, via Ras/MAPK, to RB inactivation, E2F release and cyclin D/E

induction) is not seriously in doubt. However, it does suggest that we are missing

something. If human embryonic development and organogenesis does resemble the

mouse – i.e., is not critically dependent upon D-type cyclins and kinases – then, it is

argued that human cancer therapies specifically targetted at cyclin D/Cdk-4/6 might be

too specific16. There are two overlapping explanations for the accumulated data.

� Cyclin andCdk redundancy has been noted inmany instances (reviewed inReference

115) – in simple terms: if one cyclin is missing, another can take over (and the same

applies toCdks, exceptCdk-1). InCdk-4,6-nullmice,Cdk-2 appears to take over their

role as a G1 kinase partnered with cyclin D115. In these double knockouts, cyclin D is

associated with Cdk-2 and the liaison changes Cdk-2’s activity – complexed with

cyclin A, Cdk-2 phosphorylates histones; with cyclin D, it does not, but does

phosphorylate RB. Similarly, cyclin E can replace cyclin D in D-type triple murine

knockouts114 or human cells over-expressing p16INK 117. In these cases, cyclin E/

Cdk-2 phosphorylation ofRB appears to be enough to allow cell cycle progression. So

a Cdk inhibitor might be better to have broad specificity for Cdks, rather than being

directed at a single Cdk.What is more difficult to account for is the ability of serum to

stimulate cell cycle entry andprogression inD-type triplemurine knockouts. Itwill be

interesting to see if cyclin genes, other than D-type, have Myc or AP-1 sites on their

promoters.
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� Alternatively, another layer of serum-inducible, non-cyclin, control may exist that is

capable of mediating serum induced cell cycle entry and progression. Gene products

such as Polo and STK-15 (‘Aurora-A’), for example, have the highest correlationwith

human tumour cell cycles, in a genome-wide analysis118.

By the time you are reading this book, some answers to the questions discussed may

have come along, others may take a lot longer. Equally, some hypotheses put forward

may turn out to be wrong. But one thing is for sure, as new techniques come on-stream

and protein-to-protein interactions become more easily studied, an exciting time is

ahead for 21st century cell signalling researchers.

Table 10.5 Summary of murine cyclin/Cdk knockouts

Genes knocked out Viability Pathology
cyclin D1 Viable Retinopathy, neuropathy, defects in

mammary gland development
cyclin D2 Viable Sterility, defects in B-lymphocyte

proliferation and brain development
cyclin D3 Viable Thymus dysfunction, defective T-

cell maturation
cyclin D2,3 Lethal in utero

(E18·5)
Megaloblastic anaemia

cyclin D1,3 Death soon after
birth

Neuropathy, retinopathy

cyclin D1,2 Dead within three
weeks of birth

Retarded growth and brain
development

D-type
cyclins*

cyclin D1,2,3 Lethal in utero
(E16·5)

Profound anemia, heart defects

Cdk-4 Viable Sterile, diabetic
Cdk-6 Viable Thymus and spleen dysfunction“D-type

Cdk’s”* Cdk-4,6 Lethal in utero
(from E14·5), a few
die soon after birth

Severe megaloblastic anaemia

cyclin E1 Viable Normal
cyclin E2 Viable Male infertilityE-type

cyclins* cyclin E1,2 Lethal in utero
(E11·5)

Heart defects

cyclin A1 Viable NormalA-type
cyclins§ cyclin A2 Lethal in utero

Cdk-2 Viable Sterility
cyclin B1 Lethal in utero

(earlier than E10)
B-type
cyclins†

cyclin B2 Viable Normal
Cdk-1 Lethal in utero‡

Information sources: -
*Sherr, C.J. and Roberts, J.M. (2004) Living with or without cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases.

§Traganos, F. (2004) Cycling without cyclins. Cell Cycle, 3: 32-34.
†Brandeis, M., Rosewell, I., Carrington, M., Crompton, T., Jacobs, M.A., Kirk, J.,

Gannon, J. and Hunt, T. (1998) Cyclin B2-null mice develop normally and are fertile whereas cyclin B1-null

‡Malumbres, M. (2005) Revisiting the “Cdk-centric” view of the mammalian cell cycle.
Cell Cycle, 4: 206-210.

Genes & Development, 18: 2699-2711.

mice die in utero. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 95: 4344-4349.
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Appendix 1: Worked examples

A.1 Enzyme and receptor assays worked out
from raw data examples

A.1.1 An alkaline phosphatase assay

Alkaline phosphatase (AP) is a good example of a Michaelian enzyme. As the name

suggests, it works optimally at alkaline pH (8–10) and is fairly promiscuous in substrate

preference. Calf intestinal AP is often used as a reporter inWestern blotting because it is

easily conjugated to secondary antibodies without loss of enzymic activity, allowing

visualisation of primary antibodies bound to antigenic target proteins through produc-

tion of coloured substrate.

Commercially available AP comes in a variety of forms, from relatively crude to

highly purified. Purity is reflected in the units of activity per mg of solid quoted in the

catalogue. This section uses data from an undergraduate practical class, which aims to

analyse a sample of calf intestinal AP from the Sigma Chemical Company. The activity

of the enzyme is given as ‘DEA units per mg solid’. ‘DEA’ refers to the buffer

diethanolamine (pH 9�8) and DEA units are the number of mmoles of para-nitrophenyl

phosphate turned over per minute. ‘Glycine’ units are the number of mmoles of

para-nitrophenyl phosphate turned over per minute in a pH 9�6 glycine buffer. One

glycine unit is equivalent to about three DEA units, so you can see that even if pH is

similar, the buffer composition used has an influence on the observed rates.

You are supplied with stock solutions of AP (0�04mg/ml), and the (colourless)

substrate para-nitrophenyl phosphate (3mM in alkaline buffer (0�1M Tris/HCl,

pH 8�5) and are asked to obtain the KM and Vmax. From this you can work out the units
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of activity (mmole min�1 mg�1) in Tris buffer and the number of katals in this AP

preparation.Katal is the SI unit of enzyme activity and is defined as the number ofmoles

of substrate turned over per second per kilogram of solid.

The reaction is followed by production of the yellow product (the nitrophenate ion),

which ismeasured spectrophotometrically at 400 nm. The incubations are carried out in

a 3ml glass cuvette. Initially, youwould do a few runs at different enzyme dilutionswith

fixed substrate concentration in a ‘range-finding’ exercise to establish an enzyme

dilution that givesmanageable initial rates that can be realisticallymeasured. If enzyme

is too concentrated, the reaction will be over before you get the cuvette into the

spectrophotometer; too dilute and you will be there all day!

In this case, 0�14ml of AP stock solution in a final volume of 3ml is appropriate. The

molar extinction coefficient (e) of the para-nitrophenate ion ¼ 18,300 M�1 cm�1 and
the 3ml cuvette has a pathlength of 1 cm.

Incubations of a range of substrate concentrations are performed separately with

the same amount of enzyme in the same final volume and absorbance readings taken

every 30 seconds. Table A.1 shows the raw data. To check for linearity and obtain the

reaction rates for each incubation, the OD values are plotted versus time. This is

shown in Figure A.1. Initial rates (�OD min�1) are calculated from the individual

TIME (s) 0�01 mM 0�0125 mM 0�015 mM 0�01875 mM

30 0�011 0�002 0�009 0

60 0�006 0�001 0�012 0�015
90 0�021 0�025 0�030 0�034
120 0�033 0�035 0�048 0�050
150 0�040 0�050 0�065 0�068
180 0�059 0�065 0�079 0�085
210 0�069 0�075 0�093 0�110
240 0�078 0�089 0�105 0�118
270 0�087 0�100 0�117 0�134
300 0�095 0�110 0�130 0�150
TIME (s) 0�025 mM 0�04 mM 0�10 mM 0�15 mM

30 0�003 0�020 0�037 0�055
60 0�022 0�045 0�066 0�082
90 0�046 0�065 0�094 0�111
120 0�068 0�090 0�120 0�139
150 0�091 0�110 0�150 0�169
180 0�111 0�133 0�175 0�197
210 0�131 0�157 0�205 0�226
240 0�148 0�180 0�235 0�253
270 0�166 0�205 0�260 0�281
300 0�183 0�225 0�290 0�309

Table A.1 Alkaline phosphatase – product progress plots at varying substrate concentrations
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slopes (shown in Table A.2). Now we are in a position to calculate KM and Vmax

values. A Michaelis-Menten plot shows you that we have not reached saturation

(Figure 2.1, Chapter 2) and, because it is an asymptote, it is difficult to extrapolate

the curve visually.

Nowrecalculate the data to obtain1/vand1/[S] (TableA.3) and this canbeused todoa

double-reciprocalLineweaver–Burkeplot (Figure 2.2,Chapter 2). From this graph, both

4003002001000
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.01 mM

0.0125 mM

0.015 mM

0.01875 mM

0.025 mM

0.04 mM

0.10 mM

0.15 mM

Figure A.1 Alkaline phosphatase initial rates at different substrate concentrations

[S] (mM) v (�OD per min)

0�01 0�023
0�0125 0�026
0�015 0�03
0�1875 0�034
0�025 0�042
0�04 0�046
0�1 0�056
0�15 0�057

Table A.2 Initial rates for alkaline phosphatase
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KM and Vmax can be obtained. Note the data points are colour-coded so you can easily

see the distribution and sequence of data in each plot.

The intersect on the 1/[S] axis is�50 and KM is therefore equal to 1=50 ¼ 0�02mM.

The intersect on the 1/v axis is 15 and Vmax is therefore equal to 1=15 ¼ 0�067 OD
units per minute. You can work out the molar rate from the e value:

OD ¼ e� ðconcentrationÞ � ðpathlengthÞ

or

C ¼ OD� ðe� lÞ:
Vmax ¼ 0�067� 18;300 ¼ 3�67� 10�6 M min�1

or

3�67mM min �1 :

In a volume of 3ml, this is equal to

ð3�67� 1000Þ � 3 ¼ 0�011mmole min �1 :

The amount of enzyme producing this rate is 0�14ml of 0�04mg/ml stock ¼
5�6� 10�3 mg. Thus,

Vmax ¼ 0�011� 5�6� 10�3 ¼ 1�96 mmole min �1 mg�1:

¼ 0�0327 katalsði:e:;mole s�1 kg�1Þ

A.1.1.1 Hill plot
You can check the above data for any sign of cooperativity by construction of aHill plot.

This is a log-log plot of [S] versus (v/Vmax–v) and first requires conversion of the initial

[S] v (OD/min) 1/v 1/[S] v/[S]

0�01000 0�023 43�478 100�000 2�300
0�01250 0�026 38�462 80�000 2�080
0�01500 0�030 33�333 66�667 2�000
0�01875 0�034 29�412 53�333 1�813
0�02500 0�042 23�810 40�000 1�680
0�04000 0�046 21�739 25�000 1�150
0�10000 0�056 17�857 10�000 0�560
0�15000 0�057 17�544 6�667 0�380

Table A.3 Data prepared for Lineweaver-Burke or Eadie-Hoftsee plots
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rates fromODunits perminute into the same concentration terms as substrate – i.e.,mM

min�1. Plot log[S] versus log(v/Vmax–v) in arithmetic space (Figure A.2). The slope

of this log-log plot is the Hill coefficient and is a measure of cooperativity. A Hill

coefficient greater than 1 indicates positive cooperativity, less than 1 indicates negative

cooperativity. You can see that our data for alkaline phosphatase displays a

Hill coefficient �1 and is thus a non-cooperative Michaelian enzyme.

Figure A.2 Hill plot of alkaline phosphatase data
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A.1.1.2 An oestrogen receptor assay by Scatchard plot
Receptor assays appear simple in theory, but can be tricky in practice. This is because

one encounters ‘non-specific’ binding of the ligand in all but the purest of receptor

preparations. Although enzyme assays must also be corrected – for spontaneous

hydrolysis of substrate – this is usually a very small component of measured rates in

the presence of enzyme.Non-specific ligand binding, on the other hand, can contribute a

large artefactual component to receptor assays.

Cytosolic extracts of a breast cancer cell line were subjected to whole cell oestrogen

receptor assay, as follows.

Two sets of replicate incubation mixtures were set up. One set contained increasing

concentrations of radioligand the other contained the same concentrations of radioli-

gand plus an excess (1mM) of cold oestradiol. The radioactivity in each solution was

measured by scintillation counting, giving a figure for ‘total ligand’ (TL) at each point in

the range. The ligand solutions were added to equal aliquots of cytocol at time zero and

were incubated for one hour at 37�C. The unbound ligand was removed (using dextran-

coated charcoal), and radioactivity in the supernatants was counted in a scintillation

counter (Table A.4).

The ‘total binding’ (TB) data is from incubations with radioligand only; the ‘non-

specific binding’ (NSB) data is from the parallel incubations containing radioligandplus

cold excess ligand.The cold excess should ideally be at least 100-fold higher than theKD

of the receptor.

Given that each replicate incubation contained 0�45mg of cellular protein in a final

volume of 0�4ml, and that the radioligand, [3H]-oestradiol, was radiolabelled to a

specific activity ¼ 25Curies permmol, you are asked to derive theBmax andKD values

for this receptor preparation.

In the presence of HOT ligand only, the observed binding is total binding:

TB ¼ SBþ NSB

In the presence of an excess of COLD ligand, the specific binding sites are saturatedwith

cold ligand (plus a negligible amount of hot). In all NSB incubations the observed

1 2 3 4 5

F SB TL TB NSB

4.163 10692 4.177 13892 3200

1.870 10312 1.882 11749 1437

0.613 8270 0.640 8755 485

0.450 7423 0.458 7768 345

0.190 5060 0.195 5206 146

0.097 3212 0.100 3287 75

0.002 790 0.003 820 30

Table A.4 Oestradiol receptor binding assay: TB, NSB, SB
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binding of radiolabel is overwhelmingly non-specific. The NSB sites are considered

infinite in number and, therefore, cannot be saturated.

SB ¼ TB� NSB

The specifically-bound ligand is in equilibrium with free ligand. Because specific sites

have a very much higher affinity than non-specific sites, NSB is considered to be ‘free’.

F ¼ TL� SB . . . ðTL ¼ total ligandÞ

Note: In Scatchard plot analysis, SB and F should be expressed in concentration terms,

but if a fixed incubation volume is used throughout, SB and F in disintegrations per

minute (dpm) may be plotted.

Figure 2.3 (Chapter 2) showsTB,NSBandSBplotted against F. You can see that total

binding is curvilinear, being made up of the linear non-saturable NSB component and

the hyperbolic SB saturation curve. As with the Michaelis-Menten plot, the curve

approaches saturation (at Bmax) but is often difficult to extrapolate visually. Plotting

SB/F versus SB gives the linear Scatchard plot (Table A.5; Figure 2.4, Chapter 2).

Calculate Bmax. The intercept on the SB axis ¼ 11,500 dpm per incubation.

Calculate KD. The slope of the graph ¼ �ð4�1� 10�6Þ ¼�ð1=KDÞ:KD ¼ 244,000 dpm

per incubation.

A.1.1.3 An EGF receptor assay by displacement method
Using a ‘tracer’ amount of radioactivity is a more economical assay method and relies

upon the ability of unlabelled ligand to ‘displace’ tracer from the specific binding sites.

As cold ligand is increased, all tracerwill eventually end up as non-specific binding. The

following assaywas performed on a human cancer cell line that over-expresses the EGF

receptor:

1 2 3

SB SB/F F

10692 0.003 4163000

10312 0.006 1943000

8270 0.013 765125

7423 0.017 555000

5060 0.027 277000

3212 0.033 97125

790 0.044 27750

Table A.5 Oestradiol receptor binding assay: Scatchard data
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� Total hot ligand counts for each well were 10,000 dpm

. Final volume ¼ 0�25ml each

� Specific activity ¼ 610 Curie/mmole

� Cold EGF added as indicated.

The raw data are shown in Table A.6 and the plot is shown in Figure 2.5 (Chapter 2).

1 2 3
COLD EGF (nM) dpm Column 3

0.1 9697 1000

0.15 9510 800

0.25 8866 700

0.50 7260 500

1.00 5447 400

2.00 3843 300

5.00 1974 400

7.00 1580 100

10.00 1008 100

50.00 347 100

600.00 375 100

Table A.6 EGF displacement receptor binding assay data
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A. Protein serine/threonine kinases

The A-G-C group cAMP-dependent-, cGMP-dependent-, Ca2þ-dependent-kinases

AGC-I family cyclic nucleotide-dependent (A) PKA types (B) PKG types

AGC-II family calcium-/DAG/phospholipid- (A) ‘conventional’ PKC, (B)

dependent ‘novel’ PKC (C) ‘atypical’ PKC

AGC-III family Related to PKA/PKC RAC types

AGC-IV family Kinases that phosphorylate bARK
7-pass GPCRs

AGC-V family Yeast-only kinases

AGC-VI family Kinases that phosphorylate p70Rsk; p90Rsk

ribosomal S6 protein

AGC-VII family Yeast-only kinases

AGC-VIII family Plant-only kinases

The CaMK group Ca2þ/calmodulin-dependent kinases

CaMK-I (A) CaMK-1,2,4 (B) phosphorylase kinase gSUB (C) myosin light chain

kinase (MLCK)

CaMK-II/AMPK AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK)

The C-M-G-C group cyclin-dependent kinase/MAPK/GSK-3/Cdk-like

CMGC-I family cyclin dependent kinases Cdk-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

CMGC-II family Mitogen-activated protein kinase p44 MAPK (Erk1); p42 MAPK

(MAPK) also known as (Erk2); SAPK

extracellular signal-regulated

kinase (Erk)

CMGC-III family Glycogen synthase kinase-3 GSK-3a; GSK-3b; Casein kinase-II

(GSK-3) family

CMGC-IV family Cdc-like kinase Clk

B. Conventional protein tyrosine kinase (PTK) group (and others)

PTK families I-X: non-receptor

PTK-I the Src family Src, Yes, Yrk, Fyn, Fgr, Lyn. . .

PTK-II the Brk family Brk

PTK-III the Tec family Tec

PTK-IV the Csk family C-terminal Src kinase (Csk)

PTK-V the Fes family Fes/Fps

PTK-VI the Abl family the Abelson kinase

PTK-VII Syk/Zap70 Spleen tyrosine kinase

PTK-VIII the Janus kinase family Jak1,2,3

PTK-IX the Ack family Cdc42Hs-associated kinase

PTK-X the Fak family Focal adhesion kinase (Fak)

Table A.7 Protein kinase classification scheme of Hanks & Hunter. Adapted (with kind permission)
from: - Hanks, S.K. and Hunter, T. (1995) The eukaryotic protein kinase superfamily: kinase
(catalytic) domain structure and classification. FASEB J., 9: 576–596

(continued)
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PTK families XI-XIII: receptor- and membrane-spanning tyrosine kinases

PTK-XI the epidermal growth factor ErbB1; ErbB2; ErbB3; ErbB4

receptor (EGFR) family

PTK-XII the Eph family erytropoetin-producing hepatoma

(Eph) kinase and Eph-like

PTK-XIII the Axl family Axl; Eyk

PTK-XIV the Tie/Tek family

PTK-XV(A) the platelet derived growth factor PDGFR; Kit; FLT3 (also known as

receptor (PDGFR) family ‘Flk-2’) CSF-1R (5 IgG

domains);

PTK-XV(B) vascular endothelial growth factor VEGFR (7 IgG domains)

receptor (VEGFR) family

PTK-XVI the FGFR family fibroblast growth factor receptor

(FGFR)

PTK-XVII the insulin receptor InsR; InsR-related (IRR) and the

insulin-like growth factor-I

receptor (IGF-I receptor)

PTK-XVIII Ltk/Alk

PTK-XIX Ros/Sev

PTK-XX Trk/Ror high MW NGF receptor

PTK-XXI Ddr/Tkt

PTK-XXII the hepatocyte growth factor MET

receptor family

PTK-XXIII C. elegans PTK’s

Other protein kinases

O-I Polo kinases

O-II Mixed function STY-kinases: MAPK kinase (also known as MAP

Erk kinase, or Mek)

O-III MAPK kinase (also known as Mek kinase, MEKK)

O-VI Wee family (mixed function? — has STY activity in vitro)

O-VIII the Raf family: Raf-1; A-Raf; B-Raf

Receptor serine/threonine kinases

O-IX(A) type-I activin/transforming growth factor-b receptor: TGF-bRI)
O-IX(B) type-II activin/TGF-b receptor: TGF-bRII

Casein kinase-I family

O-XII Casein kinase1a,b,g,d
other kinases without grouping include Mos, Cdc7

Table A.7 (Continued)
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Appendix 2: RasMol: installation
and use

All versions of RasMol are curated by Bernstein and Sons and can be downloaded from. . .

http://www.rasmol.org

Windows, Mac OS, Linux and Unix platforms are catered for and 8-, 16- and 32-bit

versions are available.Most computers these days are perfectly happy running the 32-bit

version.

A simple Windows download is available from. . .
http://www.umass.edu/microbio/rasmol/getras.htm

ForMacintosh OSX users, there is a simple download (created byMamoru Yamanishi),

which runs as an Apple X11 application – these are labelled RasMacX and can be

downloaded from. . .
http://blondie.dowling.edu/projects/rasmacx/

You will, of course need to install X11 from your system disk. In RasMacX, the

command line runs in a Terminal window, otherwise it works exactly like the Mac

Classic or OS9 version

The following simple instructions are based onMacOS9. RasMol onWindows behaves

similarly. There are many more things you can do with RasMOL than can be covered

here. There are numerous helpful tutorials on the Web to take you further.

Structure and Function in Cell Signalling John Nelson
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� First create a folder called ‘‘Rasmol’’

� Place the downloaded Rasmol software icon in this folder

� You can also download the Rasmol help file and place this in your Rasmol folder

� Downloaded structure files shouldALWAYSbe placed in the sameRasmol folder and

all scripts must also be placed here

� To get a structure file, go to NCBI and, after selecting the structure file you want,

download it and save

� You can configure your browser to open the file ‘on the fly’ as described in the tutorial

web site (below)

� If the structure file needs to be RENAMED – call it something you’ll recognise and

add the file extension .pdb

� You can now open the file from the RasMol file menu

� If youwrite a script, make sure it endswith .spt and ensure it is placed in theRasMol

folder

� You can also open the files in Word, edit them and then save as a text file

� The edited file should then be RENAMED with the. pdb file extension

� Again, make sure you put it in the RasMol folder

As mentioned in the preface, bear in mind that the sequence numbering in PDB files is

not always the same as the native sequence numbering because proteins are often

truncated to aid crystallisation. Always read the source paper before attempting to

examine the structuralmodel. Check the primary amino acid sequence from the paper or

protein database against the RasMol file. The structure’s sequence can be viewed using

the ‘show sequence’ command.
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Figure A2.1 Typical Hydrogen Bond Lengths. The distances are from the donor atom to the acceptor
atom (the hydrogen is somewhere between them). Reproduced from Biochemistry, 3rd Edition by
Stryer L. (1988). Copyright, W. H. Freeman & Co., New York
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